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Solving systems of nonlinear equations  has  since  long  been  of
great  interest to researchers in the field of economics, mathematics, en-
gineering, and many other professions. Many problems such  as  finding  an
equilibrium, a  zero point, or  a fixed point, can be formulated as the
problem of finding a solution to a system of  nonlinear  equations.  There
are  many  methods  to solve the nonlinear system such as Newton's method,
the homotopy method, and the  simplicial method. In  this  monograph  we
mainly consider the simplicial method.
Traditionally, the zero point and fixed point  problem  have  been
solved  by  iterative  methods  such  as Newton's method and modifications
thereof. Among the difficulties which may cause  an  iterative  method  to
perform  inefficiently or even fail are: the lack of good starting points,
slow convergence, and the lack of smoothness of the  underlying  function.
These  difficulties have been partly overcome by the introduction of homo-
topy methods.
In a homotopy method, one constructs a homotopy function which de-
forms a trivial (linear) system into the original  nonlinear  system.  The
zero  points of the homotopy function yield a curve which connects a solu-
tion of the trivial system with a solution of the original  system.  There
are two well-known methods to follow such a curve. First of all the curve
can be viewed as a solution to a system of  differential  equations  which
can  be  followed  by a predictor-corrector method. Such a method works as
follows. Given a point close to the curve, a sequence of  predictor  steps
moves  us  along the curve. Because drift occurs we must perform corrector
steps, in general some Newton steps, to take us back close to  the  curve.
This  procedure is repeated until we are close enough to a solution of the
original system. The main disadvantage of this method is that if the  pre-
dictor  step  is taken too large, one can move to another curve and conse-
quently cycling can occur. To guarantee that an  approximate  solution  is
found,  the  predictor steps must be taken small enough which implies that
many function evaluations have to be performed.
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A second way to follow the curve is by using a simplicial homotopy
algorithm. This homotopy method works as follows. The space is  subdivided
into  simplices' and  the homotopy function is linearized on each of these
simplices. The algorithm now follows a piecewise linear  approximation  of
the  curve  linking a solution to the trivial system with an approximation
of the solution to the  original  system.  A  simplicial  homotopy  method
therefore performs the predictor step and the corrector step simultaneous-
ly. In this method cycling cannot occur. This allows us to  start  with  a
coarse simplicial subdivision and when an approximation is found the algo-
rithm can be restarted with a finer subdivision. In this way an approxima-
tion  with  a  satisfactory  accuracy  can be reached in a small number of
function evaluations.
Instead  of  applying  a  simplicial method to a homotopy function
induced by the system of nonlinear equations, one can also  apply  a  sim-
plicial  method  directly to solve the nonlinear system. Such a method was
introduced by Scarf in the mid sixties. Since then a large number  of  au-
thors developed such simplicial algorithms. All these algorithms are based
on the principle of complementary pivoting and generate  in  a  simplicial
subdivision a sequence of adjacent simplices.
In this monograph we present and compare a  number  of  simplicial
algorithms on the n-dimensional unit simplex and on the product space of a
finite number of unit simplices. The algorithms can start in any point  of
the  space,  generate  a sequence of lower-dimensional simplices, and they
reach an approximate solution within a finite number of  steps.  Within  a
finite  number of restarts of the algorithm any a priori given accuracy of
approximation to the underlying problem can  be  reached.  These  features
make  these  algorithms  very attractive. The efficiency of the algorithms
can be evaluated by comparing the number of function evaluations necessary
to  reach  an  a  priori given accuracy. The algorithms can solve problems
which include the equilibrium problem, the fixed point problem, the zero
point problem, the nonlinear complementarity problem, and the stationary
point problem.
In  the following section we describe a number of the methods men-




In  the last few decades much attention has been paid to the prob-
lem of finding a market equilibrium in a pure exchange economy. In a  pure
exchange economy having n+1 commodities and H consumers only trade of com-
modities takes place among the consumers. There is no production  of  com-
modities and each consumer has an initial endowment of the commodities.
The consumers trade, taking into account their individual preferences  for
the commodities. We  assume that each consumer can compare all commodity
bundles (vectors). The demand and  supply  of  commodities  determine  the
prices  of  the commodities in the market economy. A market of a commodity
is said to be in equilibrium if supply equals demand  for  that  commodity
and  the economy is in equilibrium if all markets are in equilibrium. This
market equilibrium can be represented as a zero  point  of  some  function
defined  on  the  price  space. An obvious choice for this function is the
difference between demand and supply, the excess demand.
A price vector is denoted by p = (pl'...'Pn•1)T with Pi the price
of commodity i, i=1,...,n+1. The excess demand function is  denoted  by  z
with  z(p) = (z1(P)'...•z   (p))T the excess demand for the commodities atn+1
price p. We assume that the excess demand function is continuous, satis-
fies  p·z(p) = In•1Pizi (P) = 0 for all p (Walras' law), and zi(P) 2 0 when
p  = 0 (desirability condition). Each function z satisfying  these  condi-
tions can be viewed as an excess demand function of a pure exchange econo-
my with a finite number of consumers (see Debreu [1974]  and  Sonnenschein
[1972]).  The price vector p  is a market equilibrium if z(p') = 0. We are
interested in processes which bring such  an  exchange  economy,  starting
from  an  initial price vector p', through price adjustments into an equi-
librium state where supply equals demand for each commodity. If, for any
excess  demand  function, a price adjustment process converges to an equi-
librium, from any initial price vector, it is called globally convergent.
The problem of finding an equilibrium price vector through price
adjusting was already discussed in Walras  [1874].  Walras  introduced  an
auctioneer  to  lead  the price adjusting. The auctioneer calls out prices
and the  consumers  respond  with  their  excess demand. Initially, the
auctioneer  adjusts  the  price  of commodity 1 in order to get the excess
demand of commodity 1 equal to zero. This  is  done  without  taking  into
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account the excess demands of the other commodities. When the market of
commodity 1 is in equilibrium, the auctioneer continues with the market of
the  second  commodity,  and so on. When the adjustment process is carried
out in the market of commodity  i,  only  the  price  of  commodity  i  is
adjusted  so  as  to  bring this market into equilibrium. If the market of
commodity n+1 is in equilibrium the other markets  are  generally  out  of
equilibrium  and  another  cycle is carried out. The auctioneer terminates
the adjustment process as soon as all excess demands are close  enough  to
zero.  This  process  is  a  good example of a successive price adjustment
process, since prices are adjusted one at a time. It is also known as  the
successive  tatonnement  process. It is however not difficult to design an
economy for which this process is not convergent.
Another type  of  a  tatonnement  process  is  the  simultaneous
tatonnement process in which all the prices are  adjusted  simultaneously.
Typically, such a price adjustment process can be described by a system of
differential equations. A well known simultaneous tatonnement  process  is
due  to  Samuelson  [1947] and is given by #(t) = z(p(t)). In this process
the price Pi of commodity i is increased (decreased) if its excess demand
is  positive  (negative).  The  process  is not globally convergent as was
shown in Scarf [1960]. However, the process can be shown to be  convergent
if  the  excess  demand function z obeys the weak axiom of Revealed Prefe-
rences, i.e., p ·z(p) >0 for all p t p  where p  is an equilibrium  price
vector. Other sufficient conditions for convergence are Gross Substituta-
bility and Diagonal Dominance (see for example Arrow and Hahn [1971]).
A somewhat more complicated process was introduced in Smale [1976]
and is called Smale's global Newton method. For an economy with  n+1  com-
modities, we have the differential equation Dz' (p)1>'  = -A(p)z' (p), where p
is the vector of prices with the price of commodity n+1 set equal to  one,
P' = Cpi'...'pn)T, z'(p) = (zi(P)'...'zn(P))T and Dz'(p) is the nxn-matrix
of derivatives of z' at p. The variable X(p) is  initially  determined  by
some boundary condition. The process converges when the initial price vec-
tor is chosen on the boundary of the price space. Again, this  process  is
not  globally  convergent. This can be argued as follows. Since the diffe-
rential equation can also be expressed as i'(p(t)) = -A(p(t))z'(p(t)), the
ratio  between zi(P(t)) and zi(P') is equal for each commodity i, i=l,...,
n. The ratio equality induces that if zi(P(t)) is equal to  zero  for  one
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commodity, then  all commodities must have zero excess demand. So, if the
starting point lies within a set, say C, with zi(P) equal to zero for  all
points  in the boundary of C, no other commodity has zero excess demand in
the boundary of C, and if no equilibrium point lies in the set C, then the
process  cannot  leave this set because it cannot cross the boundary of C.
This explains why Smale's global Newton method is not globally  convergent
(see also Keenan [1981]).
The path of prices induced by the processes described above can be
followed  by  iterative  methods (see for example Saari and Simon [1978]).
Such a method adapts prices based upon information obtained at the current
price vector. For the two tatonnement processes the information consists
solely of the value of the excess demand. For Smale's global Newton method
the information consists of the value of the excess demand and its
derivatives. The interesting question is now, how much and  what  kind  of
information  do  we  need  in  obtaining  an  iterative method to follow a
globally convergent adjustment process. Saari and Simon [1978]  show  that
there  does  not  exist  such  an  iterative  method  which depends on the
information obtained solely from  z,Dz,...,DLz,  where  L  is  any  finite
positive  integer.  So,  even  if  the  process  converges  globally it is
difficult to design an iterative mechanism  to  follow  the  path  of  the
process accurately. Moreover, if such a mechanism exists, then the step
length of the iterations must be small to ensure the  convergence  of  the
method. This  implies  that  the number of iterations is very large. When
step lengths are taken too large one cannot assure convergence.
A somewhat different kind of iterative method was introduced in
Mathiesen [1985]. Here the excess demand function z' is  linearized  in  a
given ,point  p' and  the equilibrium problem is solved for the linearized
function. This yields a price vector pl. The problem  to  be  solved  with
respect  to  the  linearized  function is a linear complementarity problem
(LCP). The function z' is now linearized with respect  to  pl yielding  an
equilibrium price vector p'. and so on. From a computational point of view
this method seems to be very efficient. However, no conditions  on  z  are
known  to  assure convergence of this method. This method is also known as
the SLCP (Sequence of LCP's) method and is  closely  related  to  Newton's
method.
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A completely different method to compute equilibria was introduced
by Scarf (see Scarf [1967]). This method generates a path of price vectors
p which depends only on z(p). Scarf's algorithm can be viewed as a  method
to  approximately follow the path of a convergent adjustment process. This
path lies in the n-dimensional unit simplex Sn = {PEK•i'In lpi = 1}, i.e.
Sn is  the  set  of  nonnegative price vectors with sum normalized to one.
Starting with the initial price vector p = (0,...,0,1)T, the process  fol-
lows  a  path of points p in Sn such that zi(P) = zh(P) for all i,h * n+1.
In Scarf's algorithm the set Sn is subdivided into  simplices  (originally
Scarf  used primitive sets) while the function z is approximated by a con-
tinuous function Z which is linear on each simplex. For a point p in an n-
n+1dimensional  simplex  a with vertices yl'...,y , Z(p) is given by Z(p) =
In:   X i z
(y,).
where   A l i. . . .A n:i    are
the unique nonnegative numbers summing
up  to  one such that p = Ii = lxi Y . The function Z is called the piecewise
linear approximation to z with respect to the underlying simplicial subdi-
vision.  The  algorithm generates a sequence of adjacent simplices of this
subdivision. This sequence induces a piecewise linear path  of  points  p,
starting  in  p,  such  that Zi(P) = Zh(P) for all i,h 0 n+1. This type of
algorithms using simplicial subdivisions are called simplicial algorithms.
Scarf's  algorithm  terminates  within a finite number of simplices with a
simplex containing a point p  such that Zi(P ) = Z (P ) for all i,h. Since
the  process  induced by Scarf's algorithm has to start in one of the cor-
ners of Sn, it is not globally convergent. We remark that this process  is
closely  related to Smale's global Newton process if the latter process is
started in the zero-vector of R" . The way to follow the   path is however
totally  different.  The two simplicial algorithms on Sn developed in Kuhn
[1968,1969] also have to start on the boundary of Sn.
The  algorithms of Scarf and Kuhn have been generalized in van der
Laan and Talman [1979a] in such a way that the starting point  p' can  be
chosen  arbitrarily  in  the  price space Sn and the algorithm generates a
sequence of adjacent simplices of varying dimension, starting with the  0-
dimensional  simplex {p'}. The algorithm terminates within a finite number
of simplices with a simplex which contains an approximate equilibrium, say
p . Such an algorithm is called a variable dimension restart algorithm. If
the approximate solution is not satisfactory, a restart is made with p  as
the new starting point and with a finer simplicial subdivision. In general
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the approximate solution will improve for  finer  subdivisions  since  the
approximation  Z to z becomes better. The restarting is repeated until the
excess demands at an approximate equilibrium are close enough to zero. The
algorithm  traces  a  path of prices p dependent on p' and Z(p). This path
approximately follows a path of points p generated by a  price  adjustment
process  (see  van  der  Laan and Talman [1987]). This process is globally
convergent. The algorithm of van der Laan and Talman is called the (n+1)-
ray  algorithm  while  the  well known Q-triangulation of Sn underlies the
algorithm. The number n+1 gives the number  of  ways  one  can  leave  the
starting  point  p'.  At  p  =  p' the component Pi is increased for which
Zi   pa      =   max   zh <PO ) while exactly one other component   of   p is decreased.
h
The  more  general  problem  of  finding a p  such that z(p ) 5 0,
where the continuous function z only satisfies the condition  p·z(p)  =  0
for  all p in Sn, has solutions which typically lie on the boundary of Sn.
Van der Laan. Talman and Van der Heyden  [1987]  introduced  an  (n+1)-ray
algorithm  to  solve  this  nonlinear complementarity problem (NLCP) on Sn
with underlying triangulation the Q-triangulation. Although this algorithm
allows  for  movements  on the boundary of Sn the adjustment of the compo-
nents of p and Z(p) is not very satisfactory. In van der Laan  and  Talman
[1980a]  the  (n+1)-ray algorithm was adapted for the U-triangulation. For
this triangulation an initial increase of a Pt is compensated by an  equal
decrease  of the other components of p instead of decreasing one arbitrary
other component (see also van der Laan and Talman [1983]).  Since  the  U-
triangulation is not a triangulation of the n-dimensional unit simplex but
of its.affine hull it does not allow for movements on the boundary of Sn.
In  this  monograph  a  new triangulation, the V-triangulation, is
introduced which triangulates Sn itself and leads  to  a  very  attractive
interpretation  for  the adjustments in p when used in the (n+1)-ray algo-
rithm. An initial increase of Pt is now compensated by a proportional  de-
crease  of  the  other components of p, i.e. these other components remain
relatively equal to each other. Since the V-triangulation triangulates the
boundary  of  Sn, it can also be used to solve the NLCP and the stationary
point problem (SPP) on Sn. The V-triangulation improves the basic van  der
Laan and Talman algorithm considerably.
We will also introduce a  simplicial  variable  dimension  restart
algorithm  on Sn which is related to the simultaneous tatonnement process.
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If at p = p' the component zi(P') is positive (negative). then Pi is  ini-
tially  increased  (decreased).  The increase (decrease) is done such that
all  ratios  Ph /Po which are increased (decreased)   are kept equal     to    each
n+1                                        0
other. There are 2 -2  ways  to leave the starting point p . The sign
pattern of z(p') determines along which way. Therefore  the  algorithm  is
called  the (2 -2)-ray  algorithm.  The  algorithm  generates a path of
n+1
points p which again depends on p' and Z(p). When  along  the  path  Zh(P)
becomes     zero,   Ph /P' is adjusted in order   to  keep  Z CP) equal   to  zero.   The
only appropriate triangulation to underly this algorithm is the V-triangu-
lation.
Furthermore, we introduce the 2-ray algorithm. For  this  variable
dimension restart algorithm, at the starting point p = p', Pi is initially
increased  if zi (P' ) is positive and Pi is decreased if  z  (p') is negative1
while  the  other  price  ratios Ph/P'' htl, are kept equal to each other.
This algorithm is related to the successive tatonnement process. However,
the latter process restarts every time an excess demand Zt(P) becomes zero
for some t, while the 2-ray algorithm continues by  following  a  path  of
points  p,  depending  on p' and Z(p), on which Zi(P) is equal to zero for
i=1,...,t. Again, the only suitable triangulation to  underly  this  algo-
n+1
rithm  is  the  V-triangulation. Both the (2 -2)-ray and the 2-ray algo-
rithm approximately follow a path generated by a globally convergent price
adjustment process on Sn.
The problems of finding an equilibrium price vector in a pure  ex-
change  economy  and  of  finding a solution of an NLCP on Sn can be gene-
ralized to such problems on the product space of, say N, unit simplices  S
n
=   IT  .l S    .
called a simplotope.    Van   der  Laan and Talman   [ 1982] generalized
their basic (n+1)-ray algorithm with the Q-triangulation  to  the  sum-ray
algorithm     on     S     with     f      (n  +1)      rays to leave the starting point.   The
j=1  J
underlying triangulation is based on the Q-triangulation of each unit sim-
plex. This triangulation is called the Q'-triangulation of S and is close-
ly   related   to   the K' -triangulation   of R' introduced   in   Todd [ 1976b].
The  sum-ray  algorithm on S will be adapted in this monograph for
the V'-triangulation. This triangulation is based on  the  V-triangulation
of  each  unit  simplex. Furthermore, we develop the product-ray algorithm
having  iT;= 1 (nJ +1)   rays   and the generalized V-triangulation     of     S     as     the
underlying  triangulation.  Also this algorithm is a generalization of the
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(n+1)-ray algorithm on Sn. The product-ray  algorithm  seems  to  be  very
appropriate  to  solve  the  NLCP or the SPP on S. The path traced by this
algorithm terminates with a solution of these prblems on S with respect to
n+1
the  piecewise linear approximation Z. Finally, the (2 -2)-ray algorithm
n +1
is  generalized  to the exponent-ray algorithm  on  S  with  F.1 (2  J      -2)   rays.
Again  the  V-triangulation underlies this algorithm. All these simplicial
variable dimension restart algorithms on S trace a path of points p  in  S
depending on the starting   point  p' and  Z(p).  Furthermore,  they
approximately follow a path of  a  globally  convergent  price  adjustment
process on S (see van den Elzen, van der Laan and Talman [1985]).
The algorithms on Sn have been tested for equilibrium problems  in
pure  exchange  economies  having a solution in the interior of Sn and for
some quadratic programming problems with quadratic and linear  constraints
on the variables, having, in general, solutions in the boundary of Sn (see
Phan-huy-Hao [1982]). The algorithms on S have been tested  for  economies
with a block diagonal supply-demand pattern (see van der Laan [1985]) with
solutions in the interior of S, and for finding Nash  equilibrium  vectors
in noncooperative N-person games with in general solutions on the boundary
of S.
The  computational results confirm that the (n+1)-ray algorithm on
Sn with the V-triangulation and the product-ray algorithm on S perform ex-
tremely  well  for the NLCP. Moreover, for the applications on S, the sum-
ray algorithm is inferior. For the equilibrium problems on  Sn and  S  the
exponent-ray algorithm seems to be the fastest.
Instead of restarting a simplicial algorithm on Sn as soon  as  an
approximate  solution  has  been found, several simplicial algorithms have
been developed which continue with the simplex  yielding  the  approximate
solution by embedding Sn into Sn x [l,-). This type of generalized simpli-
cial homotopy algorithm is called a continuous  deformation  algorithm  or
homotopy  algorithm  and  was initiated in Eaves [1972] for problems on Sn
and in Eaves and Saigal   [ 1972] for problems   on   R'.   The   set   Sn    x      [1. - )       is
subdivided  in  (n+1)-dimensional  simplices in such a way that each level
S' X {1} is triangulated, t=l,2.... . The size of the simplices on level 1
tends  to  zero for 1 going to infinity. The algorithm generates, starting
on level f x {1}, a sequence of adjacent (n+1)-simplices of the  triangu-
lation of Sn x [1,-). Under some boundary condition, guaranteeing that the
.-
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sequence cannot terminate in the boundary of Sn x [1,-), the algorithm ex-
ceeds  each  level  1, 1,1,2...., within a finite number of iterations. On
each level we obtain an approximate solution. As soon as the  accuracy  of
an  approximate  solution  is  satisfactory  the algorithm is stopped. The
'Eaves' type algorithms have a grid refinement factor between  two  subse-
quent  levels  of  at  most two. Arbitrary grid refinement algorithms were
developed independently and simultaneously in  van  der  Laan  and  Talman
[1980b]  and  in  Shamir  [1980]. Continuous deformation algorithms on the
simplotope were unknown. In this monograph we introduce a  continuous  de-
formation  algorithm on S with again the V-triangulation as the underlying
triangulation. The product-ray algorithm on S will be the  basis  of  this
continuous  deformation  algorithm.  The  continuous deformation algorithm
seems to be very suitable to find solutions of the NLCP  on S, since it
also      allows      for      ( fast) movements   on the boundary  of   S x[l, m). Further-
more, it can be used to follow a path of equilibria induced by an  economy
which is specified over a time period.
Of great interest for future research is to apply  and  generalize
the  simplicial algorithms for more general equilibrium models. For models
with linear production technologies (see Mathiesen [1985]) and models with
semi-public  goods  (see  Ruys and van der Laan [1987]) algorithms are re-
quired which adapt prices and  quantities  simultaneously.  An  other  in-
teresting  question  is  whether simplicial algorithms can be used to find
more than one solution to the underlying problem. In noncooperative  games
it  is  quite  common  that  more than one Nash equilibrium exists and one
would like to compare these equilibria. Simplicial algorithms have already
been  utilized  to  compute 'all' solutions of systems of polynomial equa-
tions (see for example Forster [1987]). It is also of interest to  analyse
whether  the piecewise linear path of a simplicial algorithm can be inter-
preted as the path of an economically meaningful adjustment mechanism  and
how this path is related to the piecewise smooth path followed by the glo-
bally convergent adjustment process with the same economic interpretation.
1.3. Outline of the monograph
The monograph is subdivided into four parts. Part I deals with the
basic  theory  concerning simplicial algorithms on the unit simplex and on
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the simplotope. Chapter 2 contains the basic definitions and the  descrip-
tion  of the four types of problems considered in this monograph. Theorems
concerning the existence of solutions for these problems are also  stated.
In Chapter 3 several triangulations of the unit simplex Sn and of the sim-
plotope S are described. A new triangulation, the V-triangulation, is  in-
troduced  which  will underly most of the algorithms discussed in the fol-
lowing chapters.
Part  II of the monograph deals with simplicial variable dimension
restart algorithms on the unit simplex. Chapter 4 gives a  historical  re-
view  of simplicial algorithms on Sn  and describes the basic van der Laan
and Talman algorithm on S' which is then adapted for  the  V-triangulation
of  S'.  Chapter 5 describes the (2 -2)-ray algorithm on Sn and the path
n+1
of points traced by this algorithm is discussed in detail. Chapter 6 gives
the  2-ray algorithm with a description of the path followed by that algo-
rithm. In Chapter 7 we conclude this part by comparing the different algo-
rithms  on Sn  for the equilibrium problem and by presenting computational
results concerning pure exchange economies and quadratic programming prob-
lems with quadratic and linear constraints.
Part III of the monograph deals with simplicial algorithms on  the
simplotope.  Chapter  8 introduces the basic van der Laan and Talman algo-
rithm on the simplotope S for the Q'- and V'-triangulation. Chapter 9  de-
scribes the product-ray algorithm on S and gives a detailed description of
the path followed by the algorithm. Chapter 10 describes the  exponent-ray
algorithm  on  S.  Chapter 11 concludes this part with comparisons between
the algorithms for the equilibrium problem and with computational  results
concerning  economies  with a block diagonal supply-demand pattern and the
computation of a Nash equilibrium in noncooperative N-person games.
Finally  Part IV of the monograph introduces the continuous defor-
mation algorithm on the simplotope. In Chapter 12, a  description  of  the
triangulation  of S x [1,-) is given and the path of the algorithm is dis-
cussed in detail. The chapter is concluded by presenting the steps of  the
continuous deformation algorithm.
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CHAPTER 2. DEFINITIONS AND EXISTENCE THEOREMS
2.1. Introduction
To prove the existence of an equilibrium  price  vector  for  the
equilibrium  problem  (EP) on Sn, also called the zero point problem (ZPP)
on Sn, with respect to a continuous function z from Sn to  R"1 satisfying
n+1
Ei.1 Pizi (P) = 0 for all p while zi (P) 2 0 if Pi = 0, one can use Brouwer's
fixed point theorem that each continuous function f from a nonempty,  con-
vex, and compact set into itself has at least one fixed point.This because
the fixed point problem and the zero point problem are equivalent  as  was
shown in Uzawa   [ 1962]. Any continuous excess demand function .z: Sn   +  R, • 1
can be trans formed   into a continuous function   f: S"   0   Sn   such   that a fixed
point of f is a zero of z, and conversely.
A constructive proof of Brouwer's fixed point  theorem  on  Sn is
described  in  van  der  Laan  [1980]  and makes use of a lemma of Sperner
[1928]. In this proof the set Sn is subdivided by a  triangulation,  which
is  a  collection  of  n-dimensional simplices, satisfying some conditions
which will be discussed in Section 2. An  n-dimensional simplex, also
called an n-simplex, is the convex hull of n+1 points, called the vertices
of the n-simplex. Each vertex is appropriately labelled  with  an  integer
from  the  set  {1,...,n+1}  and  Sperner's  lemma  guarantees, under some
condition for the points labelled on the boundary, the existence of an  n-
simplex  with  n+1 different labels. Such a simplex is called a completely
labelled simplex. The completely labelled simplices found for  a  sequence
of  triangulations with diameter of the simplices tending to zero, contain
at least one subsequence of completely labelled simplices converging to  a
point, being a fixed point of f. The same technique as described above can
be applied directly to the excess demand function z, and more  general  to
solve  the  nonlinear  complementarity  problem  (NLCP) and the stationary
point problem (SPP) on Sn and for the same problems on the  product  space
of unit simplices.
In Section 2 we will define some basic concepts and introduce
some notations. Section  3  gives  the theorems stating the existence of
solutions to the four problems on the unit  simplex  and  on  the  product
space  of  unit simplices. Section 4 gives a constructive way to prove the
I.
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theorems of Section 3. Sections 5 and 6 discuss two examples on  the  unit
simplex.  The  first  example concerns pure trade economies and the second
problem concerns quadratic programming problems with quadratic and  linear
constraints. Sections 7 and 8 discuss two examples on the product space of
unit simplices. The first example concerns economies with a block diagonal
supply-demand  pattern  and  the second example concerns noncooperative N-
person games. Of each of the two examples,  the  first  problem  only  has
solutions  in  the interior, whereas  the  second problem in general has
solutions on the boundary.
2.2. Basic concepts and notations
In this section we discuss some notational issues and introduce
the notion of a triangulation of a convex set. Throughout the monograph we
use the following notations.  The  set  M  denotes  the  set  of  positive
integers,  i.e. b = {1,2,... }, and R denotes the set of real numbers. For
n E N, I  denotes the (index) set {1,...,n}. The n-dimensional  Euclideann
space is given by RB = {x = (xi'...'xn)TIxi E R. i = 1,...,n} endowed with
the usual metric d(x,y) = |x-y|, x,y in R", where |x| = (Ii=lxi)1/2.  An
element or point      x      =    (xi'... 'x n) .r   in   f is called a vector or n-vector
with  components  xi '   i  =  1, . . . ,n.   The  set R denotes  the  set of nonnegative+
real numbers and R' denotes the set of vectors x in R" with all
+
components   xi  '    i   =   1, .  . . .n, nonnegative. The inner product   f       x   y      of   twoi=1 i i
vectors   x   and  y   in   R is denoted   by   x · y.
Let   xi, . . . ,x k   be k points   in  R"  . The point   x   =   Ik      A   xi    is   a   con-i=1 i
vex combination of xi.....xk if Ii.l Ai = 1 and Xi 2 0, i E Ik' The point x
  I  . 1 Xi Xi is an affine combination of xi . . . .,x  if Ii=l Ai = 1 and At € R,
i € Ik. The convex hull of the points xi.....xk, co({xi.....xk}), is given
by
CO({Xl.....xk}) = {x E Rn IX = Ii,lkixi . Ii.lxt=1. AikO, i € Ik}.
Thus, the convex hull of x1....,xk consists of all convex combinations  of
these points.     A     set  C  in  R is convex   if each convex combination  of  two
points in C also lies in C. The set co({xl.....xk}) is then by  definition
convex.  The  convex  hull of a set C in R , denoted by co (C). consists of
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all the points which are convex combinations of points in  C.  The  affine
hull of the points xi.....xk, denoted by aff({xl....,xk}), is given by
aff({xi....,xk}) = {xER'Ix = Ii,ixixt, Ii.ixi=l, Ai ER, i € Ik .
Thus,  the affine hull of x1'....xk consists of all affine combinations of
these points. A convex set C in Rn is affine if each affine combination of
two  points  in  C  also  lies  in  C. The set aff({xl....,xk}) is then by
definition affine. The affine  hull  of  a  set  C   in R", denoted     by     aff(C),
consists  of  all the points which are affine combinations of points in C.
The boundary, closure, and interior of a convex set  C  are  defined  with
respect to the affine hull of C and are denoted by bd(C) or bd C, c£(C) or
ct C, and int(C) or int C, respectively. Boundedness  and  closedness  are
defined  in the usual way and a set C in R" which is bounded and closed is
compact . The points   x i' . . . ,x k   in  Rn are affinely independent   if
rk  A x i=O a n d Ik A.1 imply At =O,i= 1.....k.i=l i i.1 i
Note that this implies that k 5 n+1.
To   describe a triangulation of a convex set in R  , we introduce
the notions of a t-simplex, 0 5 t i n, and a k-face of a t-simplex, 0 5  k
5 t.
DEFINITION 2.2.1. Let x1....,x be t+1 affinely  independent  points  in
t+1
R" .   The t-dimensional simplex or t-simplex  6(xl . . . . ,x t•1) is given  by
. 1 t.1 ,, 1 t+1
0(x .....x , I Colix .....X   }).
The  points  x1.....xt•1 are  called  the  vertices  of  the  simplex  G =
6(X '...,Xt+1).
DEFINITION  2.2.2. A k-simplex T is a k-face of a t-simplex 6(xi....,xt•1)
if all vertices of 1 are also vertices of G.
If k = 0, then T is called a vertex of 6, and if k = t-1, then T is called
a facet of 6. In the latter case there is exactly one vertex in 6 which is
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not  in  1,  say  xi for some i, 1 5 i k t+1. and we call 1 the facet of 0
opposite the vertex xi. Observe that a t-simplex  6(xl....,xt•1)  has  t+1
vertices and t+1 facets. Two different simplices al and 02 are adjacent if
they share a common facet or if one of them is a facet of  the other. We
can now define a triangulation of a k-dimensional convex subset in Rn.
DEFINITION 2.2.3. Let C be a k-dimensional convex subset in Rn. A  collec-
tion G of k-simplices is a triangulation or simplicial subdivision of C if
1) ue€G d=C
2) for  all 61' 62 in G, al n (2 is either empty or a common face
of both
3) each  facet t o f a k-simplex d€G lies either in the boundary
of C and is only a facet of G or does not lie in the  boundary
of  C  and is also a facet of exactly one other k-simplex 6' €
G.
A  triangulation is locally finite if each vertex of a simplex of the tri-
angulation is a vertex of a finite number of  simplices  of  the  triangu-
lation. If  C  is compact, then each triangulation G of C consists of a
finite number of simplices and is therefore locally finite. The vertices
of  the  simplices  of  a triangulation are also called grid points of the
triangulation. We now give three examples of collections of simplices  and
indicate  in  each  example  whether this collection is a triangulation or
not.
EXAMPLE  2.2.1.  Let C = co({wl,w2.w3}), and let G be the collection of 2-
simplices as given in Figure 2.2.1.
The collection G is not a triangulation of C, since the simplex 01 n 62 is







1                                                                                                        2
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FIGURE 2.2.1. Collection G of 2-simplices which is not a triangulation  of
C.
EXAMPLE 2.2.2. Let C = co({wl.w2.wl}), and let G be the collection  of  2-
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FIGURE 2.2.2. Collection G of 2-simplices which is a triangulation of C.
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The collection G is a triangulation of C since it satisfies conditions 1)-
3) of Definition 2.2.3.
EXAMPLE 2.2.3. Let C be the interval [-1,1], and let G be  the  collection
of  1-simplices  given  by G = {[-1,0]} u {[(i+1)-1,i-1]|i E N}. It is ob-
vious that the collection G satisfies the conditions 1) and 2) of  Defini-
tion  2.2.3.  However  condition  3) is not satisfied for the point 0. The
point 0 is only a facet of the 1-simplex [-1,0] but 0 does not lie in  the
boundary of C.
If we have a triangulation G of a k-dimensional set C, then we immediately
obtain  a  triangulation  of  the boundary of C. This triangulation of the
boundary of C consists of (k-1)-simplices which only lie in exactly one k-
simplex of G.
THEOREM 2.2.4. Let D be a (k-1)-dimensional subset in the  boundary  of  C
such  that  D  is equal to the intersection of C and the affine hull of D.
Then D is triangulated into (k-1)-simplices which are contained in  D  and
are facets of k-simplices in G.
Theorem 2.2.4 is illustrated in Figure 2.2.2. There we have that the set D
given  by D = co({w2,w3}) is triangulated into the two 1-dimensional simp-
lices T and t
12
To  compare simplices and triangulations, we introduce the diame-
ter of a simplex and the mesh size of a triangulation.
DEFINITION  2.2.5.  Let  G  be  a  triangulation of a k-dimensional convex
subset  in  R". The diameter  of a simplex  G E G, denoted by diam(a),      is
given by
diam(a) = max{Ix-yllx,y € 0},
and the mesh of a triangulation, denoted by mesh(G), is given by
mesh(G) = sup diam(d).6€G
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From  the  definition  of  a t-simplex 6(xl,...,xt'l) it is clear that the
diameter of a is equal to the largest distance between two vertices of 6.
In the remainder of this section we discuss the sets on which the
algorithms, presented in the following chapters, have been applied.  These
sets are the n-dimensional unit simplex Sn and the product space S of, say
N, unit simplices. These sets are illustrated in Chapter 3.  The  n-dimen-
sional unit simplex is defined by
Si = {x E Rn•1 Irn.ix  = 1}.+    i=1 i
n+1For i€I ,  e(i)  will denote the vector in R with i-th componentn+1
equal to one and all other components equal to  zero.  It  is  clear  that
S' is the convex hull of e(1)....,e(n+1). The vector e(i) is called the i-
-n + 1th unit vector   in   K which explains   the  name  of  Sn.   For  T C I n +1'     T     0
0,  the  set S' (T) will denote the (t-1)-dimensional face co({e(i)|i € T})
of Sn, where t is the cardinality of the set T, denoted by  t  =  |T|.  In
particular.  Sn({i}) = {e(i)} and Sn(In•lj{i}), also denoted by Sn, is the
facet of Sn opposite the vertex e(i) of Sn,i€I . Notice that S'(T)  =
n+1
{x   E   Sn  I x i    =   O,    i   i  T} .
The Cartesian product or the product space S of, say N,  N  E  N,
unit   simplices  Snj,   nj   E  n,   j   E  IN' is defined  by
n n
S = IT;IiS J = {XI (Xl'.Ii'XN)'XJ E S J. j € IN I
The  set S is also called a simplotope. An element or point x in S is also
n
called a vector in S. The k-th component of the vector x  in S   is  deno-
ted  by x and is also called the (j,k)-th component of x. Let I be the
j.k
set of indices given by I = J iI(j), with  I(j)  the  index  set  I(j)  =
{(j,1),...,(j,nJ+1)}, j E IN. For (j,k) E I. the vector e(j.k) = (el(j'k),
...,eN (j,k)), where ei(j,k) is the 0-vector in R for i t j  and  where
ni+1
n +1
e (j,k)  is  the  k-th
unit vector in R    , i s called the (j,k)-th unit
n +1
vector in ffN  R    . For a subset T' of I for which the intersection T' of
J-1                                                      J
To and I(j), j E IN' contains one element, say (j,k; ), the vertex e(T') of
S is defined by e(T')  = (el(1.ko).....eN(N,ko)). Observe  that  S has
90
--
TT „1(nj +1) different vertices e(T'). The product space S is the convex
hull of all these vertices. For T C I, with T n I(j) 0 0, j E IN' the  set
S(T)  denotes  the  subset S(T) = {x E S|x = 0, (i,h) 0 T} of S. Noticei,h
n
that S(T) is equal to S(T) = |T =l S  (Tj), with TJ =T n  I(j),  j  €  IN.
Furthermore, for (i,h) E I. the set S(I\{(i,h)}) is also denoted by Si.h.
2.3. Existence theorems
In  this  section  we will discuss some existence problems on the
unit simplex Sn and on the product space S of  a  finite  number  of  unit
simplices.  A  well  known  problem  is the fixed point problem. Brouwer's
fixed point theorem guarantees the existence of a fixed point  of  a  con-
tinuous function from a nonempty, convex, and compact set into itself (see
Brouwer [1912]).
THEOREM  2.3.1. Let C be a nonempty, convex, and compact subset of Rk, and
let f:C- *C b e a continuous function. Then there exists at least one point
x' in C such that f(x ) = x'.
n
This theorem will be applied to the cases that C=S n and C=S=U N  S' .
j=1
The     function     f is related   to a function  z:Sn   +  Rn . 1   if  C   =  Sn   and   to  a
n +1
function z:S -4 ITN  R J if C = S.
J=1
DEFINITION 2.3.2. A continuous function z:Sn + R is an excess demandn+1
function on Sn if
Cl) for all p in S", p.z(p) = 0
and
(2)    Pi =O implies zi (P)  2 0,i€In+1
Condition Cl is known as Walras' law and condition C2 is called the weak
desirability  condition.  If  Pi = 0 implies zi(P) > 0 then we have strong
desirability.
The following theorem specifies that an excess demand function on
S" has a zero point.
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THEOREM 2.3.3. Let z be an excess demand function on Sn, then there exists
*
at least one p  in Sn such that z(p') = 0.
PROOF.  Let  fi(P)•  i E In,1, be equal to (pi + max{O,zi(P)})/(1 + c(P)),
with c(p) = I:+lmax{0.zh(P)}' then f is a continuous function from Sn into
S'.  According  to  Theorem  2.3.1, f has a fixed point p' in Sn. Together
with Walras' law this implies I  1 Zi(p')max{O,zi (pi)} = 0· Hence, for  all
i,  zi (P ) 5 0. Due to Walras' law we have zi (P' ) = 0 if Pi > 0 and due to
the weak desirability condition also z. (p') = 0 if p  = 0, hence  p  is  a
1
zero point of z.
0
The  problem  of  finding  a  zero point of an excess demand function z on
Sn is called the equilibrium problem (EP) or the zero point problem  (ZPP)
on Sn If condition C2 is replaced by the strong desirability condition,
then the point p  lies in the interior of Sn.
A continuous function z: Sn + Rn + 1 satisfying only p·z(p) = 0 for
all p in Sn is called a complementarity function on Sn.
THEOREM  2.3.4.  Let  z  be  a  complementarity function on Sn, then there
exists at least one p  in Sn such that z(p ) 5 0.
The  proof of this theorem is obtained immediately from the proof of Theo-
rem 2.3.3. Observe that a point p  in Sn satisfying  z(p )  5  0  has  the
property  zi(P ) =O i f p; >0 and zi(P ) c O i f p   =0, i.e. p  and z(p )
are complementary. We therefore call such a point p  a complementary point
of z. The  problem of finding a complementary point of a complementarity
function on Sn is called the nonlinear complementarity problem  (NLCP)  on
Sn  
By also omitting condition Cl, we  obtain  the  stationary  point
problem (SPP) on S'.
DEFINITION 2.3.5. Let C be a nonempty, convex, and compact subset  of  Rk,
and  let z:C + Rk be a continuous function. We call a point x  in C a sta-
tionary point of the function z if
2'1
x·z(x ) 5 x'·z(x )  for all x in C. (2.3·1)
A stationary point x  is therefore a point in C  which  can  also  be  de-
scribed by x  = arg maxx€Cx·z(x ), where arg maxxEC denotes the element in
C which maximizes  the  objective  function  x·z(x )  over  x  in  C.  The
following theorem states that a continuous function on Sn has at least one
stationary point.
THEOREM  2.3.6. Let z be a continuous function on Sn, then there exists at
least one p  in Sn such that p·z(p ) 5 p'·z(p') for all p in Sn.
PROOF. Let the function f be defined by
f(p') = arg min {Ip - (p' + z(p'))lip € Sn}, P' E Sn 
then it  is clear that  f is a continuous function from Sn into itself.
According to Brouwer's fixed point theorem f has a fixed point, say p , in
S  with f(p') = p  or equivalently
p    =  arg  min  {I p  -   (p    +  z (p ))1 p  € Sn}. (2.3·2)
We  will now show that p  is also a stationary point in Sn with respect to
the function z. Suppose it is not a stationary point, i.e. there is  a
p' in  Sn  such that p'·z(p ) > p ·z(p'). Let p be a convex combination of
p' and p , say p = Ap' + (1-A)p  for some X E [0,1], then p  lies  in  S'.
According  to  (2.3.2).  we  have  (p - (p  + z(p )))·(p - (p  + z(p ))) 2
z(p )·z(p ). Hence, for all X E [0,1] we obtain
A{X(po - p')·(po - p') - 2(po - p')·z(p')} 2 0. (2.3·3)
Since p'·z(p') > p ·z(p ), we have that -2(p' - p )·z(p') is a fixed. nega-
tive  number.  Furthermore,  A(p' - p )·(p' - p ) tends to zero for A 1 0.
Thus A{X(po - p )·(p' - p ) - 2(p' - p )·z(p )} is negative  for  A  small
enough, contradicting (2.3.3). Hence p  is a stationary point of z.
¤
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From  the  definition  of  a  stationary point p  in Sn of some continuous
function z from Sn into Rn+1 we obtain zi(P ) 5 p ·z(p ) for all i. Clear-
ly,   if p   >0,w e must have z  (P" )  = P   z(p  ),  and if p.=0 then z. (p' )
1                          1
5 p.·z(p.), i.e. p ·z(p ) is equal to maxhz (P )· Hence,  the  SPP  on  Sn
with  respect  to z is equivalent to finding a p  in Sn satisfying for i =
1,...,n+1,
Zi <p      =  maxh zh <P  if pi ,0
and (2.3.4)
Zi  p     C maxhzh <P  if Pi - 0·
The four problems discussed above are equivalent (see for example
Uzawa  [1962] and Eaves [197la]). These problems can easily be generalized
to the product space S of unit simplices Snj, j = 1....,N. Again  we  have
four equivalent existence theorems, but now on S.
n +1
DEFINITION   2.3.7. A continuous function      z:S     +     TTN      R   J          is an excess
j=1
demand function on S if
C*l) for all p in S, p ·z (p) = 0, j = 1,...,N
j     j
and
C 2)  pi,h - 0 implies zi. h (P) 2 0' (i,h) € I.
THEOREM  2.3.8. Let z be an excess demand function on S, then there exists
at least one p  in S such that zj(p ) = 0, j = 1,...,N.
The 'proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.3.3. The
function f is given by f(p) = (fi(P)'...'fN(P))' where for all (j,k) E I
f   (P) = (P + max{0.z (P)})/(1 + C (P)), (2.3.5)
j.k j.k j,k            j
n J+1with cj(p) = Ih=1 max{O,zj, h CP)  ' j € IN. The function f is continuous and
f(p)  lies  in  S  for all p € S. According to Theorem 2.3.1 f has a fixed
point p  in S and together with condition C l this implies zj.k(P )  5  0,
(j,k) €I. Due to the conditions C l and C 2 we must have zj k(P ) =0 for
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all (j,k) E I. We denote zj(p ) = 0, j = 1,...,N, by z(p ) = 0  and call
the  point  p a zero point of z on S. The problem of finding a zero point
p  in S is called the zero point problem (ZPP) on S. If we omit  condition
('2 from Definition 2.3.7 we obtain a continuous function z satisfying for
all p in S, p zJ(P) = 0• j = 1....,N. Such a function is again called a
complementarity function but now on S.
THEOREM 2.3.9. Let z be a complementarity function on S, then there is  at
least one p  in S such that zj(P ) 5 0, j = 1.....N.
The proof of this theorem follows the same lines as  indicated  above  for
Theorem  2.3.8. We obtain z   (p ) 5 0 for all (j,k) € I. We denote z (p )
•    J.k                                        1
5 0, j=l.....N, by z(p ) 5 0. Observe that such a p  satisfies zj.k(P )  =
0  if pj,k , 0 and zJ·k<P ) 5 0 if pj,k   0, i.e. p' and z(p ) are comple-
mentary. The problem of finding such a p  is called the nonlinear  comple-
mentarity problem (NLCP) on S with respect to the function z and the solu-
tion point is called a complementary point of z on S.
n +1
When the function  z:S  +  HN      R J is just a continuous function
j=1
on S, we have the stationary point problem (SPP) on S with respect to z.
THEOREM 2.3.10. Let  z  be  a continuous function on S, then there is at
least one p' in S such that for all p in S  p ·z (p')  5  p ·zj(p'),  j  =
1,...,N.
The proof of Theorem 2.3.10 follows the lines of the proof given for Theo-
n
rem   2.3.6.   Let the function   fJ  :S   +  S   J    for   j   =   1, . .  . ,N be defined   by
fj(p') = arg min {IPJ - (P  + zJ(P,))1'PJ E Sn j}, p' E S.
The  function  f(p')  =  (fi(P').....fN(P')) is then a continuous function
from S into S and therefore f has a fixed point p  in S. It is now easy to
show  that  p  is  a  stationary  point in S with respect to z. Clearly, a
stationary point p in S satisfies <·zj (p ) = maxbzJ.h(P )' for all  j  E
I . The problem of finding a stationary point p  in S with respect to z is
N
therefore equivalent with finding a p  such that for all (j,k) E I
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ZJ ' k <P    = maxhzj . h (p. ) if p >0j.k
and (2.3.6)
ZJ,k <P  )  5 maxh ZJ . h  P  if p    = 0.j,k
Again, the four problems on S are equivalent.
2.4. Labelling functions and accuracy
The existence of solutions to the problems discussed in Section 3
can  be proven constructively by using Sperner's lemma and generalizations
of this lemma. These lemmas make use of the concept  of  a  triangulation,
which  was  discussed in Section 2, and of labelling functions. We distin-
guish between integer labelling and vector labelling. In the first case  a
grid  point is assigned an integer and in the second case a vector. Tradi-
tionally, only integer labelling functions were introduced. However, al-
most all algorithms using integer labelling fuctions have been generalized
to vector labelling. In this section we discuss  integer  labelling  func-
tions, whereas vector labelling is discussed in the following chapters.
An integer labelling function L from Sn to I assigns  to  eachn+1
point p in Sn an integer 1(p) from the set I = {1,...,n+1}. If an inte-n+1
ger labelling 1 satisfies the condition
p € bd(Sn) implies L(p) 0 {i E In. 1| Pi - 0 ' (2.4.1)
then the labelling function is called a Sperner-proper labelling  function
on Sn (see Sperner [1928]). If an integer labelling 1 satisfies the condi-
tion
p E bd(Sn) implies 1(p) E {i € In* 1| Pi = 0' Pi •1   0 ' (2.4.2)
where i+1 = 1 if i = n+1, then the labelling function is called  a  Scarf-
proper  labelling  function on Sn. This labelling function is due to Scarf
[1967,1973]. A labelling function satisfying (2.4.2) is in some sense dual
to  the labelling function satisfying (2.4.1) and is therefore also called
a dual Sperner-proper labelling function on Sn.
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A labelling function on Sn is called an arbitrary labelling func-
tion if there are no restrictions on the labels for any point in  Sn.  The
labelling  function is used to assign a label to each vertex of a triangu-
lation of Sn. Let G be a triangulation of Sn, then we have  the  following
three lemmas for the three kinds of labelling functions.
LEMMA 2.4.1. (Sperner's lemma on Sn) Let l:Sn + I be  a  Sperner-propern+1
labelling  function, then there exist an odd number of simplices 0(yl....,
yn +1)  in  G  such  that  1(a)   = I , where 1(0) = {1(yi)Ii = 1....,n+1}.n+1
A simplex 0(yl.....yn•1) in Sn satisfying 1(a) = I is called completelyn+1
labelled. Since the number of completely labelled simplices is odd, there
exists at least one completely labelled simplex. This lemma is illustrated
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FIGURE 2.4.1. A  Sperner-proper  labelling  on Sn induces an odd number of
completely labelled simplices, n = 2.
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LEMMA 2.4.2. (Scarf's lemma on  Sn)  Let 1:S' 4 I be a Scarf-propern+1
labelling function on Sn, then there exist an  odd  number  of  completely
labelled simplices.
This lemma is illustrated in Figure 2.4.2 for n = 2. In this figure  there
are three completely labelled simplices.
e(3)
2




2                                  3             1
e(1) e(2)
3              3              3              3               1P =0
3
FIGURE 2.4.2. A  Scarf-proper  labelling  on  f induces  an odd number of
completely labelled simplices, n = 2.
Concerning the arbitrary labelling function it is obvious that we
cannot guarantee the existence of a completely labelled simplex. For exam-
ple,  when  all vertices p of a triangulation of Sn are assigned the label
t(p) = i for some i in I , then there does not exist a completely label-n+1
led  simplex. However, Luthi [1975] observed that in that case there exist
lower dimensional simplices on the  boundary  of  Sn with  a  completeness
1       t+1
property  of labels and boundaries. A t-simplex a(y ,...,y ) .0 5 t 5 n,
of a triangulation of Sn is called complete if
1(6) u {i E In*1|pi = 0 for all p in a} = In•1.
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Equivalently, the t-simplex 6(yl.....yt+1 ) is complete if for each index i
in I
either one of the vertices of 6 carries label i or Pi = 0 for alln+1
p in 6. The following lemma is due to Freund  [1986]  and  van  der  Laan,
Talman and Van der Heyden [1987].
LEMMA 2.4.3. (Generalized Scarf's lemma on Sn) Let l:Sn -* I be an arbi-n+1
trary  labelling function, then there exist an odd number of complete sim-
plices.
This  lemma is illustrated in Figure 2.4.3 for n = 2. In this figure there
are three complete 2-simplices, one complete 1-simplex in  S2({2,3}),  and
the complete 0-simplex e(1) in S2 ({1}).
e(3)
1                                  2
F 2
=0 5=0
1                                                                   3
1                                                                                                  3
23
1                                                                                                                                    3
e(1)                    3                   3                    3 e(2)
5=0
FIGURE 2.4.3. An arbitrary labelling on Sn induces an odd number  of  com-
plete simplices, n = 2.
For the four problems on Sn introduced in Section 3, one  in  general  can
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construct integer labelling functions li, i = 1,2,3, with 11 Sperner-prop-
er, 12 Scarf-proper, and 13 arbitrary, such that a completely labelled  or
complete simplex yield approximate solutions to these problems.
If the underlying problem is the fixed point problem on Sn,  then
the three labelling functions could be taken as
11(p) = min{i E In•lift(P)-pi = minh{fh(P)-Ph|Ph   0 ' Pi   0 
min{i E In•1 |Pi = O, P > 0} if p E bd(Sn)i+1
'     p      I
min{i € Inil lfi (P)-Pi  = max {fh CP)-Ph }     if p E int(Sn)
£3(p) = min{i E Ii*llfi(P)-Pi = maxh{fl,(P)-Phl '
We  will  now  show  that completely labelled (Ll or 12 ) and complete (13 )
simplices of a triangulation of Sn yield approximating  solutions  to  the
fixed  point problem. Since f is continuous on the compact set Sn, we have
nthat for all £ >0 there is 8 6>0 such that for all points p,  q  in  S
with     max    |p         -q| <6.   maxilfi  (P)    -f i  (q) 1<6 holds . The following   twoii i
lemmas show that completely labelled and complete simplices yield  approx-
imate solutions.
LEMMA 2.4.4. Let E>0 and 6 b e a s given above. Let G b e  a  triangulation
with mesh(G) < 6, L the integer labelling function 11 or 13. and G  a com-
pletely labelled or a complete simplex, respectively. Then each  point  p
in e  satisfies for all i = 1,...,n+1,
-2n(&+6)/(n+1) < fi (P ) - Pi <
6+6 ift= f
and
-(6+6) < fi (P ) - pi < 2nCE+6)/(n+1)    if 1 = 13.
LEMMA  2.4.5.  Let £ >0 and 6 b e a s given above. Let G b e a triangulation
with mesh(G) < 6, 1 the Scarf-proper labelling function 12, and 6  a  com-
pletely labelled simplex. Then points   p     in Sn exist satisfying  maxil Pi    -
p;| < (n+1)6 for all p in G and for all i = 1.....n+1,
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-(6+6)(n+1) < fi(P ) - pi < 2n(€+6).
The proof of these lemmas is straightforward and is left  to  the  reader.
Notice  that  the  accuracy in case of Scarf-proper labelling is n+1 times
worse than for an arbitrary labelling function.
Similarly,  for the zero point problem on Sn we can take the fol-
lowing labelling functions,
11 (p) = min{i € In*1'zi(P) = minh{zh(P)|Ph > 0 ' Pi > 0}
min{i € In•1|Pi = O, P
> 0} if p € bd(Sn)i+1
/2 (p) =
min{i E Inil 'zi CP)
= max z
h(P  
if p E int(Sn)
h
13(P) = min{i E In.1'zi(P) = max Z (P)}.h  h
Since z is a continuous function on the compact set Sn, we have for all  E
>  0  the existence of a 6>0 such that for all p, q i n S n with maxi'Pi -
qi I < 6, maxi 'zi (P) - zi (q) 1 < E holds. The following two lemmas show that
a completely labelled or a complete simplex yield approximate solutions.
LEMMA 2.4.6. Let € >0 and 6 b e a s given above. Let G b e  a  triangulation
with mesh(G) < 6, 1 the integer labelling function 11 or 13, and a  a com-
pletely labelled or a complete simplex, respectively.  Then  each  point
p  in d  satisfies for all i = 1,...,n+1,
-26  <  zi (P )  < E if pi , 0
ift= 2,
0 5  zi (P )  < 6 if pi=o
and
-E < zi (P ) < 26 if pi '0
if L = 13.
0 5  zi (P )  < 2£ ifp, = 0
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LEMMA  2.4.7.  Let € >O and 6 b e a s given above. Let G b e a triangulation
with mesh(G) < 6, 1 the Scarf-proper labelling function L2, and d' a  com-
pletely labelled simplex. Then  points p in  Sn exist  satisfying
max |p -p | < (n+1)6 for all p in G and for all i = 1....,n+1,
i i i
-(n+1)6 < zi (P ) < 2(n+1)€ if pi > 0
0 5 zi(P ) < 2(n+1)€ if Pi = 0.
Again, for  a Scarf-proper labelling a much finer triangulation is needed
to achieve the same accuracy as for an arbitrary labelling function.
For  the  two remaining problems, i.e. for the NLCP on S' and the
SPP on Sn, a Sperner-proper labelling function is not appropriate. This is
caused  by  the  fact  that  completely  labelled simplices need not yield
approximate solutions. Using the Scarf-proper labelling L2 or  the  arbi-
trary  labelling  23,  as  defined  above,  we  can  achieve the following
accuracy for the nonlinear complementarity problem on Sn
-6  <  zi (P')  < 26 if pi , 0
zi (P' )  < 26 if pi = 0.
and for the stationary point problem on Sn
max, zb (P  )   -  26   <   zi (P  )   5  maxbzh (p. ) if pi >0
Zi (p. )   5  maxh Zh  P  if pi = O.
For a Scarf-proper labelling again a much finer triangulation is needed to
achieve this accuracy.
The lemmas described above can be easily generalized to the prod-
n
uct      space      of unit simplices   S   =   1       S        as   was   done in Freund   [ 1986]   for
J-1
arbitrary triangulations of S and in van der  Laan.  Talman  and  Van  der
Heyden [1987] for the Q'-triangulation of S. An integer labelling function
1 on S is a function that assigns to each point p in S  an  integer  label
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1(p)  from  the set I. Since the number of vertices of a simplex in a tri-
angulation G of S is n+1 while the number of indices in I is n+N, where  n
N=  I   n,  we  cannot  search  for a completely labelled simplex with all
j.1 j
labels in I. However, we can guarantee the existence of a simplex carrying
the  labels  of I(j) for some j E IN if the labelling function is Sperner-
or Scarf-proper. We call a simplex 6 j-completely labelled for  some  j  €
IN if I(j) C 1(0).
LEMMA 2.4.8. (Sperner's lemma on S) Let 1:S + I be  an  integer  labelling
function on S such that for all p in bd S
t(p) i {(j.k) E I|pj.k - 0 '
Then there exists a j-completely labelled simplex for some j E IN.
The proof of this lemma can be found in van der Laan  and  Talman  [1982].
The  following  lemma is due to Freund [1986] and van der Laan, Talman and
Van der Heyden [1987].
LEMMA 2.4.9. (Scarf's lemma  on  S) Let t:S -4 I be an integer labelling
function on S such that for all points p in bd S
1(p) E {(j,k) E I|p    =0, p > 0},j.k j,k+1
with k+1 =l i f k=n +1. Then there exists a j-completely  labelled  sim-
plex for some j E IN.
The following lemma is related to the case of arbitrary labelling on S.
LEMMA 2.4.10. (Generalized Scarf's lemma on S) Let l:S -* I be an arbitrary
integer labelling function on S. Then there exists a j-complete simplex  G
for some j € IN' i.e.
I(j) C £(6) u {(j,h)Ip = 0 for all p in d}.
J.h
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The  labelling  functions induced by the four problems on S, dis-
cussed in Section 3, are similar to the labelling functions for  the  four
problems  on Sn. Instead of taking the minimum or maximum over the indices
i in I , the minimum or maximum is taken over all indices  (i,h)  in  I.n+1
Since, we obtain a j-completely labelled (j-complete) simplex for some j E
IN, the accuracy  of  fj (p  )  and  z  (p )  at an approximate
solution   p'  is
similar to the accuracies found for f and z on Sn. More precisely, let E >
0, then there is a 6>0 such  that  for  all  points  p,  q  in  S,  with
max(1.h)|Pi.h - Vi.h| < 6, max(i.h)'fi.h(P) - fi.h(q)| < €if f isthe
underlying function and max
(i,h)
 
Zi, h  P   -  Zi. h
<  | < 6 if z is the under-
lying function. Let G be a triangulation of S with mesh (G) < 6.
In case of the fixed point problem on S, we  have  the  following
accuracies. In the case that the labelling is Sperner-proper we have for h
= 1,...,n +1,
-2(6+6)maxknk/(nk+1) <f   (p ) -p    < 6+6,
J.h J.h
and for i t j, h = 1,...,n +1,
i
-2(6+6)maxknk/(nt,+1)  < fi,t,(P')  - pi,b  < 2ni (6+6)maxknk/(nk+1).
and in the case that the labelling function is arbitrary we have for  h  =
1,...,n +1,
-(E+6) < fj•1,(P ) - P ,h < 2(6+6)maxknk/(nk+1).
and for i 4 j, h = 1,...,n +1,
i
-2ni(6+6)max„nk/(nk+1) < fi.1,(P ) - Pi.h < 2(6+6)maxknk/(nk+1).
Finally, in the case of a Scarf-proper labelling, the accuracy is compara-
ble to the one obtained above for  arbitrary  labelling  functions  except
that  the  bounds  are  a  factor maxk(nk+1) larger. For both the Sperner-
proper labelling and the  arbitrary  labelling  the  approximate  solution
p' lies  in  the  j-completely labelled or j-complete simplex, whereas for
-.
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the other labelling, the approximate solution lies  close  to  the  j-com-
pletely labelled simplex.
In the case of the zero point problem on S with respect to  z  we
have  the following accuracies. If the labelling function is Sperner-prop-
er, then the accuracy of a point p  in a j-completely labelled simplex  is
for h = 1,...,n.+1,
-26 < z
J.h(Po  <
E if pj,h , 0
0 5 z
j'h(PI  <
6 if p    = 0,
j,h
and for i ;E j, h = 1....,n +1,
-2€ < z
i  . h   P   )     <
26/p if p >0
i,h i,h
0 5 zi. h  P  if Pi,  I 0'
while  in the case that the labelling is arbitrary, we have for h = 1,...,
nj +1,
-E < Zj . h CP ) < 2E if p >0j,h
0  5  zi. b (P )  < 26 if p    = 0,j.h
and for i 0 j. h = 1,....n +1,
-2,(1-pih)/pi,h <Z
i. h  P  )  <
26 ir p >0
i,h
0  5  zi. h (P  )  < 26 if C   = 0.i,h
Again, the accuracy for a Scarf-proper labelling is comparable to the last
one given above except that the bounds are a factor maxk(nk+1) larger.
For the nonlinear complementarity problem on S with respect to z,
a Sperner-proper labelling function is again not appropriate. Using an ar-
bitrary labelling yields the following accuracies. For h = 1,...,nj+1,
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-E  <  zj . b (P  )  < 2E if P >0j.h
zJ    (P  )  < 26 if p;,  - 0'
and for i 0 j, h = 1,...,n +1,
i
-26(1-pi,h)/pi,h < Zi.h(P ) < 26 if  pi , b >0
 i , h (P  )   < 26 if pi,  - 0'
Similarly, for a Scarf-proper labelling we have an  accuracy  which  is  a
factor maxk(nk+1) worse than the one given above.
For the stationary point problem on S one has to define  the  la-
belling functions with respect  to the function  z'   on S defined  by  z; , h CP)
= zi,b(P) - Pi zi(P)' (i,h) € I. In this case we have an NLCP  on  S  with
respect  to z', and the accuracy for z' is as given above. This automatic-
ally  induces an accuracy  of  zi, h (P ) with respect     to     p   · zi (P  )      for     all
(i,h), h = 1,...,n +1, i = 1....,N.
i
The idea of the simplicial algorithms is to generate  a  sequence
of  approximate solutions for a sequence of triangulations of Sn or S with
decreasing mesh size. For a given triangulation and labelling function,  a
completely  labelled  or  a  complete simplex is generated within a finite
number of iterations. If the accuracy of an approximate  solution  is  not
satisfactory, then the algorithm is restarted with a finer mesh size. The
results in this section show that within a finite number of restarts any a
priori  accuracy can be reached. Observe that we in general cannot compute
exact solutions to the  underlying problem.  However,  we  can  determine
points  having a function value which lies arbitrary close to the function
value of the exact solution.
2.5. Pure exchange economies
We consider the following pure exchange model. Let n+1 be the
number of commodities in the economy and let H denote the number of consu-
mers (agents) in the economy. The h-th  consumer,  h  =  1,...,H,  has  an
initial endowment vector wa = (wh.... .w .1 )T E Rn•1 and a utility function
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ub:Rn.1 -4 R. Each utility function uh, h = 1, . . . ,H, is assumed to be  con-
+
tinuous, strict monotone  (y  2 x,ytx implies uh Cy)  >  uh (x)), and strict
quasi-concave  (the set {x € f lu" (x)  > 0} is strict convex, 9   €   R) .   The
consumption  set Xh of consumer h, h = 1,...,H, is a convex and compact
subset of R +1 containing the set {x € R •110 5 xi 5 wi· i  =  1.....n+1},
with the vector  w  =  IH wh. Given a price vector p E Rn. 1\{0}. each
h=1
consumer maximizes his utility over his budget set. The demand function
for consumer h, h = 1,...,H, is then given by
d   (P)    =    arg   max{u"  (x)  Ip · x   5   p · w"  ,    x   E   Xh }.
The aggregated demand function  d is given  by  d(p)   =   < = 1 dh (p) .   This   func-
tion d is well defined and is continuous on R"1 (0 . Furthermore, it
+
satisfies  p·d(p)  = p·w for all p while di (P) 2 wi when Pi = 0· Moreover,
d(Ap) = d(p) for all X > 0, which implies that we may normalize the  price
vectors  p  to  lie  in  Sn. The function  z: Sn   +  Rn + 1   given  by
zi(P) = di(P) - wi• i i l....,n+1,
is  then an excess demand function on Sn. The property that p·z(p) = 0 for
all p in Sn is known as Walras' law. Furthermore, we have zi(P) 2  0  when
p  =  0.  This is known as the weak desirability condition. A price vector
£
p  in Sn is an equilibrium price vector if z(p ) is equal to zero, i.e. if
demand equals supply for each commodity. The existence of such an equilib-
rium price vector p  is guaranteed by Theorem 2.3.3.
2.6. Quadratically constrained quadratic programming
The quadratic programming problem with linear constraints (QPLC)
min {Qi(x)Ix E P C Rk}. (QPLC)
where   P   is some nonempty compact polytope   in   Rk    and   Qi:Rk   -*   R   is a contin-
uous  convex  quadratic  function,  can  be solved exactly within a finite
number of iterations. If we also include quadratic constraints in  (QPLC),
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we  obtain  a  quadratic  programming problem  with  linear and quadratic
constraints (QPQC).
min {Qi(x)'Qi(x) 5 0.i= 2....,n+1, x€P C Rk}. (QPQC)
where Qi:Rk + R. i = 2....,n+1 are n continuous quadratic convex  func-
tions. In  general the QPQC problem cannot be solved exactly within a fi-
nite number of  iterations.  Many  optimization  problems  from  practical
situations either lead directly to the QPQC problem or may be approximated
by the QPQC problem.
The  QPQC problem can be solved by solving a sequence of subprob-
lems of the form QPLC. For any p in  Sn,  let  the  quadratic  programming
problem with linear constraints QPLC(p) be given by
min    {I   '. Pi Qi  (x)  I x   €PC   Rk} . (QPLC(p))
This  problem  can be solved exactly and if we assume that K ;p, Qi (x) is
strict convex for all p, then it has  a  unique  solution,  say  x(p).  If
Ei: Pi Qi (x)   is not strictly convex,  then we have a set of solutions,  say
X(p), which is upper semi-continuous, as is shown in Phan-huy-Hao  [1978].
Here  we  will assume that the solution of QPLC(p) is unique and that x is
continuous   on  Sn.   Let the function  z:Sn   -4  Rn .1 be given  by
Zl<p  = -Ii:lpiQi(X(p))
(2.6.1)
zi(P) = Pi Qi(x(p)), i = 2.....n+1.
From the definition it is clear that z is continuous on  Sn and  satisfies
p·z(p)  = 0 for all p in Sn so that z is a complementarity function on Sn.
From Theorem 2.3.4 we know that there exists a p' in Sn such that z(p )  5
'
0.  It  is  now  shown that such a point p  induces a solution of the QPQC
problem.
THEOREM  2.6.1.  Let p  be a complementary point in Sn with respect to the
function z given in (2.6.1) and suppose there exists a Y E P with Qi(y)  <
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0 for i = 2,...,n+1. Then x(p') which solves QPLC(p') is a solution to the
QPQC problem.
PROOF. Consider the two cases i) p  >0 and ii) p  =0.I n case i) we have
2 (P ) = 0 while zi(P ) 5 O. i = 2....,n+1. This implies Qi(x(p )) = 0  if
Pi   >   0  and  Qi(x(p.))   5  0  if p =0. i=2,....n+1. Hence,
p;Ql (X(p.)) = K:lpi Qi (x(p  )) s I : pi Q, (x) 5 P,Q, (x)
for  all  x in P, Qi(x) c 0, i = 2,...,n+1, so that x(p ) is a solution to
the QPQC problem. In case ii), p  = 0, we have
1
K'lpi Q, (y) a Ii'lpiQi (X(p. )) = Ii';piQ, (X(p  ) ) = -Z, (P  ) a O.
However. I":ip:Qi (y) - Ii' p, Qi (y) < 0, so that P, = 0 cannot occur.
0
The strict feasibility condition is known as Slater's condition. A  direct
result from this theorem is that p  and x(p ) satisfy
< >0
and
Pi Qi (x(P.))= 0, i = 2.. ...n+1.
2.7. Economies with a block diagonal supply-demand pattern
We first give a description of an economy with a  block  diagonal
supply-demand  pattern  as presented by Mansur and Whalley [1982]. Van der
Laan [1985] showed that this problem can be viewed as a mixture of an NLCP
n
and   an   SPP  on the product space   of unit simplices S=I[j=l S    with respect
to a certain function z'.
Suppose  there  are N-1 countries and each country j has a finite
set of consumers (agents), say H  = {1,...,h }, j  =  1,...,N-1.  Further-
more,  let  G  denote the group of domestic goods which can only be tradedj
within country j by the consumers in HJ' and let GN be the group of common
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goods which can be traded among all countries. The non-common goods G  are
owned by the consumers in H,j= 1,...,N-1.
Let n denote  the number of non-common goods in G , indexed by
j                                                                                                       j
(j,1),...,(j,n ), j = 1,...,N-1, and nN+1 the number of common goods which
are indexed by (N,1),...,(N,nN+1). The total number of goods is then equal
to (IN.inj)+1. Let p = (Pi,···,PN-1'PN)' P 4 0, be a vector of prices  in
n       n +1HN-tR J   x  R N    and  let  zJ(p)   = (z  (p)....,z (p)) be the total excess
J-1 +
demand for the commodities of the consumers in H . Each z (p) denotes  the
ji
total excess demand at price p of all the consumers in H  for the commodi-
ties in G,i=1 ....,1.. j = 1,...,N-1. It is clear from  above  that  theAT
i
vectors      z   (p) are equal   to   zero   for   i   0   j,N,    and   that   only   pJ    and   PN    are
of  influence  for  z  (p) . Therefore z  (p)  can be denoted by zJ (PJ 'PN ) •         =
1,...,N-1.
The equilibrium problem  is   to   find a vector  p    =   (Pl ' . . . 'P N)   such
that  for  all  j, j = 1,...,N-1, the vector (p ,PN) contains at least one
positive element and
a)   z;(p') = z;(p;.p ) = 0, j = 1.....N-1
and
     24 5 =  2  h€) =  #
Under certain assumptions one can prove that  such  an  equilibrium  price
vector  exists  (see  for  example van der Laan [1985]). Since Walras' law
holds in each country we have pj·z (pj'PN)   PN'Z (pj'PN  I 0• j =  1,....
N.  The  structure of this equilibrium problem can be used to formulate an
n
equilibrium problem on the product space of the N unit simplices S  , j  =
1,...,N.
Let x = (x ,...,xN) be a vector in S, then we define  price  vec-
n     n +1
tors qJ =(qJ,<) in R J *RN  .j= 1,...,N-1, by+ +
q =X , k = 1,...,n
J.k J.k                      J
 N,k
=Xj.n *lxN.k  'k= 1,-..,nN+1.
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Observe   that all components   of  q are nonnegative  and  they  sum  up   to     one.
Furthermore . the function   z'  :S   -4  TTN R , z'(x) = (z'(x),...,z'(x)), isn +1
3.1                 1         N
defined by
J  , J,
Z   (q ) , k = 1,...,n
j.k                          j
Z  , k (X)
= , j=1,...,N-1
n +1
IN x ZJ (qJ),k=n+1
h=1 N,h N,h            j
and
z'  (x) = 0 IN-lzJ  (qJ)    .k= 1....,n +1,
N,k j=l N,k                     N
for some a between 0 and (N-1)-1. Then z'(x ) = 0 iff (x ....,x -1'xN)  in
IT; i R*J    •   S N   is an
equilibrium price vector,
where  x;,k   =  x; .k/x; .n J.1 '   k
= 1,...,nj, j = 1,....,N-1. The original problem has now  been  formulated
as  a  mixture of an NLCP and an SPP on S, since only for j = 1,...,N-1 we
have x ·z'(x) = 0. However, if x  is a solution to the problem: find an  x
j     J
in S such that
z'(x) 5 0, j = 1,...,N-1
and
n
xj ·z   (x)   5  xN   z  (x)   for  all  x    in  S  N,
then we have z; (x) = 0, j=l.....N. So, a solution x  to the SPP on S with
respect to z' induces an equilibrium price vector.
2.8. Noncooperative N-person games
A second example on the product space of unit  simplices  is  the
noncooperative  N-person game. Let  N be the number of players, n +1 the
number of pure strategies of player j. and let aJ:I' 0 R. where I' = {s  =
(si, ..,s )Is   E
I , j = 1,....N}, be a profit function. i.e. aJ(s) is
N J
n +1
the profit for player j, j = 1....,N, if player i, i = 1....,N, plays  his
st-th   pure   strategy.   The  game  is  denoted  by  the  ZN-tuple  r  =
n
(In .1'.0.'I 'a i, . . . ,a N) .
The product space S given  by  S     =     IT"     s   j   is
n +1 j=11N
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the  mixed strategy space of the game. A point x = (x1'...'x ) in S is nowN
a mixed strategy vector of the game, with x the probability with  which
j.k
player  j plays his k-th pure strategy, (j,k) E I. The expected profit for
player j at x is given by
PJ  (x)    =   Es€I 'a    (s )1Ti.ixi , s 0 (2.8.1)
The expected marginal profit for player j at x when he plays his k-th pure
strategy, denoted by m  (x), is given by




From  (2.8.1)  and (2.8.2) it follows that PJ (x) =I J  x  m (x). A mixedk=1 j,k k
strategy vector x  in S is a Nash equilibrium of r if
m (x')  - pl (x.)  5 0,
n +1
for all (j,k) E I. Let z be the function from S into HN  R j defined by
j=1
Zj,k(x) = m (x) - pi(x). (j,k) E I. (2.8.3)
then z is continuous and satisfies x  ·z (x) = 0 for all j E IN and x in S.
A  solution  x  in S of the NLCP with respect to the function z defined in
(2.8.3) is therefore a  Nash  equilibrium  and  conversely.  According  to
Theorem  2.3.9  the NLCP with repect to z has a solution point and hence a
Nash equilibrium exists. Observe, that  the  problem  of  finding  a  Nash
equilibrium  vector  in  S  can  also  be formulated as a stationary point
problem on S with respect to the function z' given by
Z ,k(x) = m (x), (j,k) € I. (2.8.4)
This function is continuous on S and according  to  Theorem  2.3.10  there
exists a point x   in S such  that x   mJ (x )  5 x; ·mJ (x )  for all  j  E IN  and
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j. ..
x  in  S. This coincides  with x being  a Nash equilibrium since  xj  · m   (x   j      =
pj (x.).
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CHAPTER 3. TRIANGULATIONS OF Sn AND S
3.1. Introduction
Computational experience has shown that the efficiency of  varia-
n
ble dimension restart algorithms on S' and on S =  N  S    depends heavily
j=1
on the underlying subdivision or triangulation of these sets. A well known
triangulation of Sn is the Q-triangulation. Other triangulations of Sn in-
clude the iterated barycentric triangulation and a triangulation which  is
closely related to the Union Jack triangulation of Rn (see Todd [1976b]).
The product space S of unit simplices can be triangulated  by  u-
n
tilizing  the  Q-triangulation  for each unit simplex S 1, j=l,...,N, in a
suitable way. Van der Laan and Talman [1982] describe such a way and  this
triangulation will be called the Q'-triangulation of S since it is similar
to   the K' -triangulation   of   f . Furthermore,we introduce   the   V' -      and      the
V-triangulation  of  S. The latter two triangulations induce the same tri-
angulation of Sn.
In  Section 2 we give the definition of the Q-triangulation of Sn
and S. Section 3 gives a description of the Q'-triangulation of S. In Sec-
tion  4  the V-triangulation of Sn is defined and in Section 5 the V'- and
the V-triangulation of S are defined. Finally, Section 6  introduces  some
variants of the V-triangulation of Sn and S. The latter three sections are
based on Doup and Talman [1987a]  and  Doup,  van  den  Elzen  and  Talman
[1986].
3.2, The Q-triangulation of Sn and S
There  exist  several  triangulations  of Sn, but for algorithmic
purposes the Q-triangulation is probably the best known triangulation (see
Todd  [1976a]).  Other  triangulations  of Sn are the iterated barycentric
triangulation, the QJ-triangulation which is obtained from the Union  Jack
or J-triangulation of R'' and the V-triangulation which will be defined in
Section 4.
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DEFINITION 3.2.1. The Q-triangulation of Sn with grid size m-1 is the col-
lection of all n-simplices 6(yl,") with vertices  yl,...,yn•1  in  Sn such
that
1) each component of yl is a nonnegative multiple of m-1
2) I = (N '....Nn) is a permutation of the elements in In
3) yi*1 = yi + m-lqo(tri), i=l....,n,
where q' (j) = e (j ) - e (j+1), j=l , . . .,n.
Let Q' be the (n+1)xn matrix with j-th column q'(j), j=l,...,n, then it is
clear  that  the rank of this matrix is equal to n. The Q-triangulation of
S  is illustrated in Figure 3.2.1 for n = 2. The mesh of the  Q-triangula-




FIGURE 3.2.1. The Q-triangulation of Sn, n = 2, with grid size m-1 = 1/4.
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In general, we obtain a triangulation of a k-simplex 6(wl....,wk•1)  in  a
similar way by defining qi(j) = wJ - wJ+1, j = 1.....k. Let q'(n+1) be
given by q'(n+1) = -In  q' (j). then each n-simplex 6(yl,") of  the  Q-tri-
j=1
n+1    -1 0angulation  satisfies yl = y + m  q (n+1). In this way each n-simplex d
of the Q-triangulation has  n+1  different  representations  of  the  form
6(yl,N)  with  N  a  permutation of n elements of the set I . One of the
n+1
grid points of the triangulation, say v, will be the starting point  of  a
simplicial algorithm.
The generalization of the Q-triangulation from the  unit  simplex
to  the  product  space of unit simplices is straightforward. Let S be the
n
simplotope S = IT;=l S J . n = f.in,1, and let I = I\u;=1 ( (j 'nj +1)}.
DEFINITION  3.2.2. The Q-triangulation of S with grid size m-1 is the col-
n+1lection of n-simplices 0(yl,u) with vertices yl,...,y in S such that
1                                -1
1) each component of y  is a nonnegative multiple of m
2) a = ("1 '-.'I ) is a permutation of the elements in In
3) yi.1 = yi + m-iqo(ni) , i=l.....n,
where q' (j,k) = e(j,k) - e(j,k+1), k = 1,...,nJ, j = 1....,N.
The Q-triangulation of S is illustrated in Figure 3.2.2 for N = 2, n  = 1,
1
and n  = 2.
2
Observe  that the set I contains n elements. For each j in IN ex-
actly one element is deleted from I(j), namely (j,nj+1). In fact  one  can
delete  any  single element of I(j) yielding, in general, a different tri-
angulation of S. Let I' = uN  I' be a subset of I  such  that  I' contains
J.1 j                                 j
exactly  one  element  of  I(j),  j = 1....,N, and let Il be given by Il =
n
I\I'. Furthermore, let q' (j,nJ +1) be given by go (j,nJ+1) = -Ih lqi C j 'h) I j
= 1...., N. The Q(Il)-triangulation of S is now defined as follows.
DEFINITION 3.2.3. Let Il = uN  Il be a subset of I such that each  Il con-j.1 j                                    j
tains  nJ elements  of  I(j), j=l....,N, then the Q(Il)-triangulation of S
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1                                                                            1
with grid size m-  is the collection of n-simplices 6(y ,n) with  vertices
1       n+1y '...DY in S such that
1) each component of yl is a nonnegative multiple of m-1
2) rr = ("i ····'" ) is a permutation of the elements in Iln
i+1    i    -1 0
3) y    =y  +m  q (mi) •i= 1.....n.












01 1 «l e( (1,2),(2,2) (  ),,
e< 1 (1,1),(2,3) f )  1i                 
 /\
\1 ,
1                                11   \\ ,Ii                                '1/I    U.
4        1/
1 F--- ----I1                                          1                                   I\ II                          /
1                                    1
/                                     I
1                                                        /
1           1   //1 1 "#
I*
1
e(   (1,1),(2,1)  ) e<) (1,1),(2,2)   )
FIGURE 3.2.2. Part  of  the  Q-triangulation of S = St x S2 with grid size
m-1 = 1/2. The heavily drawn dots denote the grid points  of
this triangulation.
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Observe that for Il = I the Q(Il)- and the Q-triangulation of  S  coincide
if  the  grid  size is the same. Furthermore, for given grid size m 1, the
set of grid points is the same for all possible Q(Il)-triangulations of S.
This  set  of  grid points will be denoted by Q'. Observe that this set is
m
1
equal to the set of points in S whose components are a  multiple  of  m
Again, one  of  the  grid  points, say v, will be the starting point of a
simplicial algorithm. In general there   are     F -1 (nj +1) different subsets
Ii   of I. However, Q(Il )-triangulations may coincide for various Il. When
N = 1, all the Q(Il)-triangulations coincide. The Q(Il)-triangulations  of




e( (1,2 ).(2,1)  ) e( (1,2),(2,2 )1)
eN 1),< 2,1) < ) e( (1,1 ),(2,2)  )
FIGURE 3.2.3.a. The Q(Il)-triangulation of S = Sl x Sl, Il = {(1,2),(2,2)}
or Il = {(1,1),(2,1)}, with grid size m-1 = 1/3.
The  triangulation of Figure 3.2.3.a coincides with the Q-triangulation of
S = Sl x Sl with grid size m-1 = 1/3. The triangulations  described  thus-
far  are  independent  of  any grid point in S. In van der Laan and Talman
[1982] a triangulation is described which is defined in  relation  to  the
starting point v. We describe this triangulation, which will be called the
Q'-triangulation of S, in the following section.
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e( (1,2),(2,1)1) e( (1,2 ),(2,2)1)
e( (1,1),(2,1) ) e( (1,1),(2,2)1)
FIGURE 3.2.3.b. The Q(Il)-triangulation of S = Sl x Sl, Il = {(1,1),(2,2)}
or Il = {(1,2),(2,1)}, with grid size m-1 = 1/3.
3.3. The Q'-triangulation of S
The  Q'-triangulation of S with grid size m-1 is a combination of
all the Q(Il)-triangulations with grid size m-1. The set S  is  subdivided
into  regions  A' (It )  and  each region A' (Il ) is then triangulated by re-
stricting the Q(Il)-triangulation of S to this region. Let v be some point
in     Q'.      the  set  of  all grid points   for  a  grid size equal   to  m- 1 . Again,   v
will be the starting point of a simplicial algorithm. Then A'(Il),IICI,
with |I;| . nJ for all j in IN' is given by
Ao(Ii) = ct({P € SIP =v+I
(i.h)€Il
0(i,h)qo(i,h),
0(i,h) > 0, (i,h) E It}).
We only consider regions A'(Il) which are nonempty. Such an A'(Il)  is  an
n-dimensional  set.  Each  nonempty  region  A'(Il) is now triangulated by
restricting the Q(Il)-triangulation of S to this region.
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LEMMA 3.3.1. Let Il = u"  Il , l Il i = n., j = 1.. ..,N, be such that Ao (Il )
j=1 j 3 1
is nonempty. By restricting the Q(Il)-triangulation of S  with  grid  size
m-1  to Ao(Ii), the set Ao(Ii) is triangulated in n-simplices 6(yl,n) with
1      n+1
vertices y ,...,y in S such that
1)yi = v+I 1 8(j,k)m- lq' (j,k) for nonnegative integers
(j,k)€I
a(j,k), (j,k) E I
2) I = ("1'...'n ) is a permutation of the elements in Iln
3)   y i +1    -   yi    +   m-l q o (N i) ·    i   =   1. . . . .n.
The  proof  of this lemma can be found in Talman [1980, Chapter 6]. Notice
that condition 1) of Lemma 3.3.1 is equivalent to yl being a grid point in
Ao (Il).
The product space S of unit simplices is now triangulated by  the
union of the triangulations Q(Il) restricted to A'(Ii), Il = UN  Il C I,
j=1 j
I   = n , j = 1,...,N. We call this triangulation the Q'-triangulation of
-1
S  with grid size m  . Observe the similarity of the Q'-triangulation with
the  K'-triangulation  of R' developed  by  Todd  [1978].  The Q' -triangulation
of S is illustrated in Figure 3.3.1 for N = 2, n  = 1, and n  = 1.
1                          2
A specific choice of the grid point v  for  the  Q'-triangulation
yields  the Q(Il)-triangulation of S. More precisely, if v is given by v =
e(I'), the Q'-triangulation is the  Q(Il)-triangulation  of  S  with  Il =
I\I'.  Observe that the vectors q'(j,k), (j,k) E I, are independent of the
starting point v. As will be argued in the following chapters, it is  more
efficient to take vectors which are dependent on v. This also allows us to
take any point in Sn or S as the starting point of an  algorithm,  whereas
in  the  case of the Q- or Q'-triangulation the starting point must lie in
Q'. Triangulations which allow for an arbitrary starting point v  will  be
m
defined  in the following sections. It is obvious that such triangulations
depend on the point v.
3.4. The V-triangulation of Sn
In this section we describe the V-triangulation of Sn which was
--
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e( (1,1),(2,1)() e   (1,1),C 2,2 ) )
FIGURE 3.3.1. The Q'-triangulation of S = Sl * Sl with grid size m-1 = 1/4
and grid point v = ((1/2,1/2)T, (3/4,1/4)T).
introduced  in  Doup  and Talman [19878]. This triangulation of Sn will be
generalized to S in the following  section.  We  first  define  projection
vectors   p(K)  of v o n the subset Sn (K)  = {p E S" 'pi  =0•i<K} of Sn, K C
In+1' where v might be any point in Sn. Again,  v  will  be  the  starting
point of a simplicial algorithm.
DEFINITION 3.4.1. Let K be a nonempty subset of I and let K' be the set
n+1
given  by  K' =  {i  €  K|vt = 0}, then the projection vector p(K) of v on
S' (K) is given by
0                                    ,h/K
P  (K)     =          vh  (1    + |Ko|)/(I + 'Kol) , h E K\K kEKvk
(1   -  Ik€Kvk)/(Ik€Kvk   + 'K o l) , h E Ko.
For K=0 w e define p(0) =v.
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There exist several other projections. These will be discussed in
Section 6. To describe the V-triangulation of Sn we  first  subdivide  Sn
into  sets  A(r),  where r = (11,···,Y ) is a permutation of n elements inn
I   . Let Il contain n elements of I and let the set A(Y) be given by
n+1 n+1
A(y)     =    c/ ( {p    E    Sn  1 p     I    V    +    I =  1 0(T h    q (3-h  )  '
0 < 0(Yn) <    < 0(71) < 1}),
where  q(Th)  is  given  by q(Th) = P<{31' , 'rh ) - P<(71'" 'Th-1 )' h =
1,...,n. Nonempty sets A(y) are n-dimensional and these n-dimensional sets
are triangulated as follows.
DEFINITION 3.4.2. Let Il be a subset of I containing n elements and letn+1
   = C 1"'·,1 ) be a
permutation of the elements in Il. The V(y)-triangu-
n
lation with grid size m-1 of a nonempty set A(y) is the collection  of  n-
1      n+1simplices 6(yi,N) with vertices y ,...,y such that
1) yi  V+ / .la(/h)m-lq(rh) for integers a(rh)' h = 1....,n,
such that 0 5 aCT ) c ··· 3 a(31) s m-1n
2) I = (mi '... 'rr ) is a permutation of the  elements  in  Il suchn
that p>p'i f a(I ) = a(N , ) when for some i,1<i g n, TY  =
P           P                                                  P
)i   ana  TIp ,   =  31 - 1
3) yi+1 -y i+ m-lq(rri) 'i= 1....,n.
We denote the union of the A(y)'s over all possible permutations Y  of  a
given  set  Il  by  A(Il). It is easy to show that a nonempty set A(Il) is
equal to the n-dimensional convex hull of v and the unit vectors e(i), i €
Ii.  The set Sn is now the union of A(Il ) over all sets Il with Il C In+1
Ii 1  = n. The V-triangulation of Sn with grid size m-1  is the union of the
collections   V (r)   over all permutations r o f  I l   and  over  all   Il   CI,|Ill   =
n. This triangulation is illustrated in Figure 3.4.1 for n =  2.  In  this
figure  the  arrows  give the order of the vertices in a simplex. The mesh






e(1)                 ,                   1                                                             e(2)
FIGURE 3.4.1. The V-triangulation of Sn, n = 2. with grid size m-1 = 1/2.
3.5. The V'- and the V-triangulation of S
The V-triangulation of Sn can be generalized to S in the same way
as the Q'-triangulation. We call this generalization the  V'-triangulation
of  S. Let Il = u   Il be a subset of I such that each Il contains n  ele-
j.1 j                                   j           j
ments of I(j), j = 1,...,N, and let r = (11'...'TN) be  a  vector  of  the
permutations /J = ((j,k ),...,(j,k  )) of the elements in I , j = 1....,N.
Again, we define regions Al(r) in S which are  triangulated  similarly  to
the Q(Il)-triangulation. Let Al(r) be given by
n
Al(1) = ct({p E SIP =V+ I;.lIh lg(j'k )q'(j.k; ),
0   <   0: (j,k i     )     <     ·  ·  ·    <   9 (j,k  )     <    1.    j    €   IN   ) '
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where q'(j,k ) = p'({(j,kJ)....,(j,k )}) - p'({(j,kJ)....,(j,k -1) )' h =
1....,nj,  and  j  E  IN.  The projection vector p'(K),KCI, is given by
p' (K) = vj  if Kj  = 0,
and otherwise by
0 , (j,h) <K
P ·b(K) = v.1.h(1 + IK; I)/(I(j,k)EK.vj.k + 11(01) .    (j,h)    E   KJ\KO
(1 - I )/(I
+     Kj|),     (j,h)    €   Ko,(j,k)€KjvJ.k (j,k)€KJvj.k
where KJ =K n I(j) and K; = {(j,h) €K J IvJ.h = 0 ' j€ IN.
Nonempty  sets  Al(Y)  are  n-dimensional.  We only consider nonempty sets
Ai(Y). The V'(r)-triangulation of Al(r) with grid size m-1 is  defined  as
follows.
DEFINITION 3.5.1. Let Il = UN  Il be a subset of I such that each  Il con-j.1 j                                    j
tains  nj elements of I(j), j = 1....,N, and let y = (11'...'TN) be a vec-
tor of the permutations 'J = ((j,k ).....(j,k; i)) of the elements in I;, j
=  1,...,N. The V'(y)-triangulation of a nonempty set Al (r) is the collec-
n+1tion of n-simplices 6(yl,N) with vertices yl'...,y such that
n
1) yi  =v + I;.1 Ih la(j.kJ)m-lq, (j.ki) for integers a(j,k ) such
that 0 5 a(j,kJ ) 5 ··· 5 a(j,k ) 5 m-1, j = 1....,Nn
1
2) I  =  (Ni'...'Hn)  is a permutation of the elements in Il such
that p > p' if a(N ) = a(n  ) when for some j E IN and i. 1  <P       P'
i 5 n , r'p - (j,ki) and rrp, = (j,ki-1 )
3)    yi . 1     =   yi     +   m-1 q,(tri  )     ·    i    =    1 .  .  .  . ,n.
Let Al (Il ) denote the union of Al (y) over all possible permutation vectors
T of a given set Il, then Al(Il) is triangulated by the union of the  col-
lections  V'(r) over all these permutation vectors. The product space S is
now triangulated by taking the union of these collections  over  all  sets
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Ii C I. |Ill = nj, j = 1....,N. This triangulation is called the V'-trian-
gulation of S with grid size m-1 and is illustrated in Figure 3.5.1.a  for
N  =  2,  n  = 1, and n  = 1, and in Figure 3.5.1.b for N = 2. n  = l, and
1                             2                                                                                                       1
n  = 2. In these figures the arrows give the order of the  vertices  in  a
2
simplex.
e<)(1,2),(2,1)£) e( (1,2 ),(2,2 )()
.S.......................
AJA.Av    -
il..r,.
e( 1 (1,1),(2,1)  ) e(1(1,1),(2,2){)
FIGURE 3.5.1.a. The  V'-triangulation of S = Sl x Sl, with grid size m-1 =
1/2.
The  V'-triangulation  of  S is very similar to the Q'-triangulation of S.
The only difference lies in the fact that the V'-triangulation  uses  vec-
tors q'(j,k), (j,k)  E I, dependent on a certain starting point, whereas
the Q' -triangulation uses vectors q' (j,k), ( j,k) € I. independent  of  any
point. Observe that, in the case N = 1, the V'-triangulation of S coin-
cides with the V-triangulation of Sn.
The  vectors q'(j,k), (j,k) € I, only contain nonzero elements in
q; (j,k). We now introduce a triangulation which uses vectors  e(I')  -  v,
i.e. all elements in I of this vector can be nonzero. The triangulation of
















e< )(1,2),(2,1)1)        /
e()(1,2),(2,2) )
1
e<)(1,1),(2,3) )    // V
1
/1 1 / 1                   ---*---i   11    //
i    ir   "/
/
1 It "/\      \\\        \\
1         /1
1                                               1
1        62/ /\ ,
1
e ({(1,1),(2,1) ) e(j(1,1),(2,2)f)
FIGURE 3.5.1.b. The  V'-triangulation of ACT)  in S = Sl x S2, with 71 =
((1.1)), 12 = ((2,2),(2,1)). and grid size m-1 = 1.
Let  I'  = uN  I' be a subset of I such that I' contains one ele-
341 j                             j
ment,   say   ( j,kj ),   and  let  Il   be a subset  of I\I' containing n-1 elements,
i.e.  there is exactly one index j' € IN such that |Il,1 = n  -1 while forj.
all other j, j 0 j'. |I;| = nJ. Let YJ = ((j'kJ)....,(j,k    )) be a per-
mutation of the elements in Il with i(j) = |Ill, j E IN' and let r(Il) =
(11.....TN) be the vector of permutations. The set A(I'.r(Il)) is given by
A(Io,3(Il)) = cl({p € S|p =v+ 0(Io)q(Io) +I 1 0(j.k)q(j,k).
(j,k)€I
0 < 0(j,kJ   ) < , , * < 0(j,kJ ) < 0(I' ) < 1, j E IN 1) '
i(j)
n +1
where the vectors q(Io) and q(j,k), ( j,k) € It, in ITi=iR i are given by
q(Io) = e(Ii) - v and q(j,kJ) =  p({(j,k ),...,(j,k )})  -  p({(j,k ),...,
-.
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(j,k -1)}),  h = 1.....i(j), j E IN. The projection vector p(K), K C I, is
given by p (K) =v  if K  =0, and otherwise if I < 1,  p (K)J j j (j.h)€Kjvi.h        J
is given by
0                                              , (j,h)LKJ
pj.„(K) = · vj. h (1 + IK; 1)/(IC j,k)EK vi.k + 1%01) ,  (j,h)€K \K;
(1 - I )/(I
+    |K;  |)       ,    (j,h) EKj,(j,k)€KJvj.k  (j,k)€KJvj.k
and if I
(j.h)€K,vj.h = 1, pj (K)
is given by
0 , (j,h)01<
PJ  . h  (K)    =          vj  . h/ (1    +     'Kjl).     (j.h) El(J\K;
1/(1    +    |Ko|)          ,     (j,h)€Ko,
where again KJ =K n I(j) and K; = {(j,h) E KJ'vJ,h = 0}' j E IN.
Again  we  only  consider  the   n-dimensional   sets A(I'.7(Il)). The
V(I'.7(Il))-triangulation  of A(I'.3(Il)) with grid size m-1 is defined as
follows.
DEFINITION 3.5.2. Let I' = uN  I' be a subset of I such that |I'| = 1, j E
J=1 j
IN, say Ij - {(j,kj)},  and let Il = UN.1 Il be a subset of I\I' containing
n-1  elements. Let YJ = ((j,kJ)....,(j,k:<J ))' i(j) = II;I, be a permuta-
tion of the elements  in Il  and let 1(Il )  =  (11.....TN)  be the vector   of
permutations.  The V(I' .1(Il))-triangulation of a nonempty A(Io,1(Il)) is
the collection of n-simplices 6(yl,„) with vertices yl,...,y such that
n+1
1) yi  =v+ a(Ii)m-iq(Ii) + I   Ic)€Ii a(j,k)m-lq(j,k) for inte-
gers    a(I' )    and   a(j,k) ,        (j,k)    E   I     ,    such   that   0   5   a(j,k J            )    5
i(j)··· 5 a(j,kJ) 5 a(I') 5 m-1, j = 1....,N
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2) I = Cni'...'H ) is a permutation consisting of the element  I'n
and the elements in Il such that p > p' if a(n ) = a(H  ) when
P       P
for some j E I N and i,lfici(j), rr   =  (j,ki)  and Tr ,=
(j.ki-1) if i>l and tr . =I'i f i=l
3) yi.1 = yi + m-lq(ni), i=l,.:.,n.
The product space S is now triangulated by taking the union of the collec-
tions V(Io .1(Il)) over all possible permutation vectors 1(Ii),  over  all
possible sets Il such that Il C I\I' and |Ill = n-1, and over all possible
Io   C  I,   |I i|   =  1,   j  E  IN. This triangulation is called the V-triangulation
of  S  and is illustrated in Figure 3.5.2.a for N = 2, n  = 1, and n  = 1,
1                     2
and in Figure 3.5.2.b for N = 2, n  = 1, and n  =  2. Again, the arrows
1                       2
give the order of the vertices in a simplex.
e(1(1,2),(2,1)4) e(K 1,2),(2,2 ) )
«  ,,\R, /
e( (1,1),(2,1)() e( (1,1),(2,2) )
FIGURE 3.5.2.a. The  V-triangulation  of S = Sl x Sl, with grid size m-1 =
1/2.
In  general  the  V- and V'-triangulation of S with the same grid
size do not coincide. However, in the case N=1 and in the case nj =l,j
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€  IN, they are the same. In the first case, we obtain the V-triangulation
of Sn.
The  V'-triangulation  of  S  will  underly the sum-ray algorithm
which is described in Chapter 8 and the V-triangulation of S will  underly
both the product-ray and the exponent-ray algorithm to be discussed in the
Chapters 9 and 10, respectively. Moreover, the V-triangulation of S under-
lies the continuous deformation algorithm on S, which will be described in
Chapter   12. The V-triangulation  of  Sn will underly  the   (n+1) -ray algorithm
described  in  Chapter  4,  the (2 -2)-ray algorithm on Sn described in
n+1
Chapter 5, and the 2-ray algorithm on Sn which is described in Chapter 6.













e( (1,2),(2,1)1)        /
e( (1,2),(2,2)()
1





/                                /\/                               /\/                               /\/                              \/          /\I                               /\/\1 11                                        1
1
e( (1.1).(2.1) 1 ) e()(1,1),(2,2 ) )
1FIGURE 3.5.2.b. The V(Io,7(Il))-triangulation of A(I'.,(Il)) in S  =  S  x
S2 with Io = {(1,1),(2.2)}, 11 = ((1.2)), 12 = ((2,1)),
1
and grid size m   = 1.
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3.6. Variants of the V-triangulation
The V-triangulation of Sn is completely determined by the projec-
tion  vectors  p(K),  K  C I , of v on S'(K), as defined in Definitionn+1
3.4.1. This projection p is the relative projection of v. In principle the
projection vector  p (K)   of  v  on   the   face  S'(K)   of Sn could  be any point   in
S (K). Specific other projections which might be interesting are the  fol-
lowing three projections ,p i,i.1,2,3, where   pi  (0)    =v   and for nonempty
proper subsets K of In+1
F|K -1 i f h€K
p: (K) = 1
Lo if h l K,
vh      +      (1- I €Kvk  )/  |K|              i f    h    E    K    and
I <1
k€Kv 
p2(K) = |K|-1 if h€K and Ik€Kvk =1
_0                         if h <K,
and
1   if h = mink€Kk
P: (K)  -
0   if h 0 mink€Kk
The  projection  vector pl(K),KCI , projects the point v on the bary-
n+1
centre   of  S' (K)    and   pl is therefore called the barycentre projection.      The
projection vector p2(K) projects v on the point in Sn(K) closest to v. and
is therefore called the orthogonal projection. Finally, the  projection
vector  p3(K)  projects v on the vertex e(h) with h = min €Kk. The projec-
tion p3 is called the vertex projection. Each of these projections induce,
similar to Definition 3.4.2, a triangulation of Sn. The triangulation cor-
responding to the projection pi, i = 1,2,3, is called the Vi-triangulation
of  Sn and  these  three triangulations are illustrated in Figures 3.6.1 -
3.6.3. We remark  that  the  V3-triangulation  of  Sn coincides  with  the





FIGURE 3.6.1. The Vl-triangulation of Sn, n = 2, having barycentre projec-
tions and grid size m-1 = 1/2.
e(3)
V
e(1) 9--  e(2)
FIGURE 3.6.2. The V2-triangulation of f , n=2. having orthogonal projec-





FIGURE 3.6.3. The V3-triangulation of Sn, n = 2, having vertex projections
and grid size m-1 = 1/2.
The V-triangulation of S is completely determined by the  projec-
tion  vectors p(K), K C I, of the point v on S(K) as defined in Section 5.
This projection is the relative projection of v on the boundary of  S.  In
principle  the  projection vector p(K) of v on the face S(K) of S could be
any point in S(K). Specific projections which might be interesting are the
ifollowing  three  projections p.1= 1,2,3. Let K b e a nonempty subset of
I. then for j E IN the vectors p;(K), i = 1,2,3, are given by p; (K)  =  v
if KJ = 0' P2(I(j)) = vJ' and if K  0 0
|K,  -1 if (j.h) E KJ
p · (K) = 0   if (j,h)  KJ'
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vi 'h + (1-I(j,k)€Kjvj.k)/|Ki| if (j.h)€Kj and IC j,k)EK.vi.k< 1
p;  ,  h  (K)    =        |K J |-1 if (j,h)€Kj and I            =1(j,k)€KJ vj.k
0                             if (j,h)<Ki,
and
1     if h = min{k|(j,k) E KJ}
p  ·  (K)   0    if h 0 min{k|(j,k) E KJ .
Again the projection pl is called the barycentre projection, p2 is  called
the orthogonal projection, and p3 is called the vertex projection. Similar
as described in Section 5 these projections induce a triangulation  of  S.
The triangulation corresponding to the projection pi. i = 1,2,3, is called
the Vi-triangulation of S. These three triangulations are  illustrated  in
Figures 3.6.4 - 3.6.6 for N - 1, n  = 1, and n  = 1.
1                       2
e( (1,2),(2,1) ) e( (1,2),(2,2 )()
V
e( (1,1),(2,1){) «   (1,1),( 2,2 )  
FIGURE 3.6.4. The  Vl-triangulation  of S = Sl x Sl having barycentre pro-
jections and grid size m-1 = 1/2.
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e( (1,1),(2,1)  ) eC   (1,1),C 2,2 ) )
FIGURE 3.6.5. The  V2 -triangulation  of S = Sl x Sl having orthogonal pro-
jections and grid size m-1 = 1/2.
e( (1,2 ),(2,1)<) e( (1,2 ),(2,2)<)
 »
e( (1,1),(2,1)() e( (1,1 ),(2,2 )()
FIGURE 3.6.6. The  V3-triangulation  of  S = St x Sl having vertex projec-
tions and grid size m-1 = 1/2.
PART II
ALGORITHMS ON THE UNIT SIMPLEX
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CHAPTER 4. AN INTRODUCTION TO SIMPLICIAL ALGORITHMS ON THE UNIT SIMPLEX
4.1. Introduction
In this chapter we consider some simplicial algorithms on the unit
simplex  to find a completely labelled or a complete simplex in a triangu-
lation of Sn. The first 'simplicial' algorithm on  the  unit  simplex  was
introduced  in  Scarf  [1967].  The  algorithm was based on the concept of
primitive sets instead of a simplicial  subdivision.  However.  Scarf  and
Hansen [1973] adapted the algorithm for the Q-triangulation. In the latter
algorithm a search is made for a completely labelled simplex. The underly-
ing  labelling is assumed to be Scarf-proper. The algorithm starts with an
(n-1)-simplex close to the vertex e(n+1) of Sn, which is almost-completely
labelled,  i.e.  with labelset equal to I . The algorithm then generates an
sequence of adjacent n-simplices with  almost-completely  labelled  common
facets until a completely labelled simplex is found.
In 1968 and 1969 Kuhn developed two algorithms on Sn to search for
a  completely  labelled  simplex  in  the Q-triangulation, see Kuhn [1968,
1969]. Here the assumption is made that the underlying labelling is  Sper-
ner-proper. In the first algorithm an extra layer of artificially labelled
points is added to Sn. These points are labelled in such a way that  there
is  just  one almost-completely labelled (n-1)-simplex on the extra layer.
Starting with this facet, the algorithm generates a sequence  of  adjacent
n-simplices  with  almost  completely  labelled common facets until a com-
pletely labelled simplex is found. This algorithm is also known as  Kuhn's
artificial  start  algorithm. Kuhn's second algorithm starts in one of the
vertices of Sn and generates a sequence  of  adjacent  t-dimensional  sim-
plices, O s t E n, until a completely labelled simplex is generated. This
algorithm is called Kuhn's variable dimension algorithm.
The algorithms mentioned above all suffer from computational inef-
ficiency because the start has to be made outside the region  of  interest
while  the grid size is kept fixed during the algorithm. If an approximate
solution is found for a given grid size  and  one  wants  to  restart  the
method  with  a finer grid size to obtain a better approximation, then the
algorithm must be started outside the region of interest. So,  all  infor-
mation concerning the approximate solution is lost.
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To avoid this disadvantage Merrill [1971,1972]  and  independently
Kuhn  and  MacKinnon  [1975]  (see also Luthi [1975] and Fisher, Gould and
Tolle [1977]) developed the Sandwich method. This algorithm can  start  in
any  point  of  Sn.  If the method is applied for a decreasing sequence of
grid sizes, then one can choose each new starting point in such a way that
it  is close to the approximation of the previous round. However, to apply
this algorithm the set Sn has to be embedded in  a  set  which  is  (n+1)-
dimensional,  i.e.  one dimension higher than f. In a way, S' is embedded
n+1
between two layers of an extension of S and these layers  are  labelled
artificially. The Sandwich method is then a straightforward application of
n+1
Kuhn's artificial start algorithm to the extension of S Another  algo-
rithm  which takes advantage of the information obtained in earlier rounds
was introduced in Eaves [1972]. In this algorithm, called a  homotopy  al-
gorithm, the grid size is automatically decreased with a factor of at most
two. The set Sn is embedded in Sn x [1,-) and each level  Sn x  {1},  L  =
1,2....,  is  triangulated such that we obtain a triangulation of Sn x [1,
1+1], L = 1,2...., by connecting grid points on both levels in  an  appro-
priate way. On each level an approximation is obtained and if the approxi-
mation is not satisfactory, the algorithm  continues  to  the  next  level
using  this  approximation  as  the new starting point. The homotopy algo-
rithm, also called the continuous deformation algorithm, is  discussed  in
more detail in Chapter 12.
To overcome the problem of either starting outside the  region  of
interest  or  embedding  Sn in  an (n+1)-dimensional set, van der Laan and
Talman [1979a] introduced the variable dimension restart algorithm for the
Q-triangulation  of  Sn. The algorithm can be applied to both Scarf-proper
and Sperner-proper labelling rules. This algorithm can start anywhere,  so
if  an approximation is not satisfactory, one can restart the algorithm in
or close to this approximation. An advantage when compared to the Sandwich
method  is  that  the algorithm generates a sequence of t-dimensional sim-
plices for varying t, 0 5 t E n, instead of  a  sequence  of  (n+1)-dimen-
sional simplices. Kuhn's variable dimension algorithm is a special case of
the variable dimension (restart) algorithm when the  two  starting  points
coincide.  Van  der Laan. Talman and Van der Heyden [1987] generalized the
variable dimension restart algorithm with the Q-triangulation so  that  it
can  be  applied  to  arbitrary  (integer) labelling rules. All algorithms
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above were initially developed for integer labelling rules but almost  all
of them have been generalized such that they can also be applied to vector
labelling. In this chapter  we  discuss  the  variable  dimension  restart
algorithm of van der Laan and Talman and give its adaption for both the V-
triangulation and for vector labelling.
This  chapter  is  organized as follows. In Section 2 the variable
dimension restart algorithm on Sn for proper integer  labelling  rules  is
presented. The triangulation which underlies the algorithm is the Q-trian-
gulation. Section 3 generalizes the algorithm presented in Section  2  for
arbitrary  integer  labelling rules with the Q- and the V-triangulation as
the underlying triangulation. In Section 4 the variable dimension  restart
algorithm for vector  labelling is presented with the V-triangulation as
the underlying triangulation. Finally in Section  5  the  path  of  points
generated by the latter algorithm is described.
4.2. The variable dimension restart algorithm  on  Sn for  proper  integer
labelling rules
To solve the fixed point problem on Sn, van der  Laan  and  Talman
[1979a]  introduced a variable dimension restart algorithm. This algorithm
searches for a completely labelled simplex in a Sperner-properly  labelled
triangulation  of Sn. The underlying triangulation is the Q-triangulation.
The algorithm can be easily adapted if the labelling is Scarf-proper. In
this  section  we  discuss  the  algorithm in detail for integer labelling
rules L which are Scarf-proper and point out the differences for  Sperner-
proper labelling rules.
The algorithm can start in any grid point v of the Q-triangulation
of Sn and generates a sequence of adjacent simplices of varying dimension.
The sequence starts with the 0-simplex {v} and terminates with  an  n-sim-
plex which is completely labelled. In this way an approximation of a solu-
tion to the underlying problem is obtained. If the  approximation  is  not
satisfactory, the grid of the Q-triangulation is refined and the algorithm
is restarted in or close to the approximation found in the previous round.
To  describe  the algorithm for the Q-triangulation with grid size
m-1 and starting point v, v a grid point of the triangulation, sets  A'(T)
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,-
in  Sn are  introduced,  where T is a proper subset of I containing t =n.1
T | elements. These   sets   A' (T) are related   to the starting point   v.
DEFINITION 4.2.1. Let T be a subset of I . t = |T| 5 n. The set A'(T) isn+1
given by
Ao(T)   =  ct({p  E  Snlp  =v+  Iier> i q'(i).   Ai   >0·i E  T}),
where the vectors q'(i), i€I , are defined as in Chapter 3 for the  Q-n+1
triangulation.
A nonempty A'(T), T C I , is t-dimensional. These sets  are  illustratedn+1
in Figure 4.2.1 for the case n = 2.
e(3)
 Ao(13()
Ao( ) 1,31 )
Ao(Ill)  I                   v       Ao(  2,3  )
Ao(   1,2   )
e(1) Ao( 2 ) e(2)
FIGURE 4.2.1. The sets A'(T), T C I , in Sn, n = 2.n+1
Notice that A'(0) = {v} and that there are n+1 1-dimensional sets A'({i}),
i€I . These 1-dimensional sets are called the rays of  the  algorithm.n+1
Therefore we call this algorithm the (n+1)-ray algorithm on Sn. When v is
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a  vertex   of   Sn, the number   of   rays is equal   to   n. Each nonempty   A'  (T),   T C
I   , is triangulated by the Q-triangulation in t-simplices. In the sequeln+1
we restrict ourselves to nonempty A' (T) ' s.
DEFINITION 4.2.2. For T C I , t = |T|, the set G'(T) is the set of t-n+1
simplices 6(yl,N(T)) with vertices yl'...,yt+1 in Sn such that
i)   yi   =  v  +   I. -R  m-l q o (i)   for  nonnegative   integers  Ri '   i  E  T
lt'l'  i
ii) N(T) = (n1'...'H ) is a permutation of the t elements in T
t
iii ) yi +1 , yi + m- iqo ("i ), i = 1, . . .,t.
It is clear that G' (T) is a triangulation of A' (T) induced by the Q-trian-
gulation of Sn with grid size m-1.
The algorithm follows for varying T a sequence of adjacent  t-sim-
plices  in G'(T) such that their common facets are T-complete. T-complete-
ness is defined as follows, where we allow T to be equal to In+1
DEFINITION  4.2.3.  For  T  C  In•1' T 0 0, t = |T|, a g-simplex 6(yl....,
yg.1), g = t-1.t, in Sn is T-complete if
T C {1(yi)Ii = 1....,g+1}.
Since a T-complete t-simplex has at most two T-complete facets and since a
facet of a t-simplex in G'(T) is a facet of at most one other t-simplex in
G'(T), the T-complete t-simplices form  sequences  of  adjacent  simplices
with  T-complete common facets. Let a(yl,N(T)) and 8(yl,„(T)) be two adja-
cent t-simplices in G'(T) with a common facet, say 1, opposite the  vertex
y ,  for  some p, 1 5 p s t+1. The t-simplex d i s obtained from a a s given
in Table 4.2.1, where R = (Ri·····R   )T with Rj = 0 if j / T. The  vectorn+1
R   is   given   by   Yl    =   v + I:LeI'gi m- l g o (i)
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91               I (T)                              A
P=1 yi + m-iqo ("i )  (r,2 ' ..* 'rr  'Tri ) R + e("1)
1 <p< t+1 yi ("1'"0'TTP-2'TY ,TTp-1'TTP+1' ,.'Trt) R
p = t+1  yl - m-lq'(Tlt)  ("t'"1'"' 'Nt -1 R - e(mt)
TABLE 4.2.1. p is the index of the vertex to be replaced.
When moving from d to 6 we say that a replacement step is  made  with  the
vertex y .
A  sequence of adjacent T-complete t-simplices  6(yl."(T))   in     Go (T)
with  common T-complete facets is either a loop or a sequence with two end
simplices. An end simplex is either a T-complete t-simplex with  a T-com-
plete facet      in the boundary  of   A'(T).   or   a T U {k} -complete t-simplex   in
G'  (T)    for   some  k   not   in  T. We first discuss   the      case      that a T-complete
facet, say 1. of a T-complete t-simplex 6(yl,„(T)) lies in the boundary of
Ao  (T). From Definition 4.2.l i t follows   that the boundary     of     A' (T)       is
given by
bd A'(T) = uhET (S:.1 n Ao(T)) u Ao(T\{h})].
If a facet lies in Sn n A'(T) for some h in T, where h+1 = 1 if h = n+1,h+1
then the vertices of the facet are labelled artificially. However, since
they  all have the (h+1)-th component equal to zero none of these vertices
has label h, which implies that this facet is not T-complete. Therefore  a
T-complete  facet  ·r in the boundary of A'(T) always lies in A'(T\{h}) for
some h in T. From Definition 4.2.2 it follows that this can only occur  if
t+11 lies opposite the vertex y of d and if R„  is equal to zero. When t =
t
1, r must be the 0-dimensional simplex {v} in A' (0). Otherwise. 1 is a  T-
complete  (t-1)-simplex in G'(T\{"t}) and is therefore an end simplex of a
sequence of adjacent T\{"t}-complete (t-1)-simplices in  G'(T\{It )'  with
T\{It3-complete common facets.
In  the  case  that  an end simplex a(yl .„(T) )  is  a T u {k}-complete
t-simplex  in  G'(T) for some k not in T, a is either completely labelled.
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or 6 is a facet of exactly one T u {k}-complete (t+1)-simplex  in  G'(T  u
{k}).  The  T  u  {k}-complete  t-simplex d is completely labelled if t is
equal to n. Otherwise, 0 is a facet of the (t+1)-simplex  8(yl,(I1'...'  '
t
k) ) .    From the definition    it is clear  that  8  lies  in  G'(T  u  {k})  if  and
--    -
only if the vertex y of 6 opposite 6 lies in A'(T u {k}). The vertex y  is
equal to Vt.1 + m-iqo(k), i.e. i = y +1, h * k,k+1, Yk I Y +1 + m-1, and
91, .1   -  y :1   -  m- 1. The point 9 therefore  does  not  lie  in  A' (T  u  {k} )     when
yt+1 =  0  which includes the case that y +1 = 1. If yt+1 = 0, we have for
k+1 k+1
all vertices yi that yi = 0. Hence, all vertices yi'....yt+1 are label-k+1
led  artificially  and  because of the Scarf-proper labelling cannot carry
t+1                         -
the label k. Therefore, y > 0 so that the simplex d is a  well  definedk+1
(t+1)-simplex     in     G' (T  u {k}). Consequently,   6   is   an end simplex  of  a  se-
quence of adjacent (t+1)-simplices in G'(T u {k}) with  T  u  {k}-complete
common  facets. This concludes the description of sequences of adjacent T-
complete t-simplices for a fixed set T.
For varying T, the sequences of adjacent T-complete t-simplices in
G'(T) with common T-complete facets can be linked. In particular,  the  0-
simplex  {v}  is a facet  of the 1-simplex 6(v,(k)) in G'({k}) where k =
1(v). The sequences are either loops or they have two  end  simplices.  An
end  simplex is either the 0-simplex {v} or it is a completely labelled n-
simplex. The sequences with two end simplices are called paths.  There  is
exactly  one path connecting {v} with a completely labelled n-simplex. All
other paths connect two completely labelled n-simplices. Observe that this
implies  that  the  number  of completely labelled n-simplices is odd. The
path P which connects the starting simplex with a completely  labelled  n-
simplex  is  followed by the (n+1)-ray algorithm by performing replacement
steps in the triangulation. The steps of the algorithm are as follows.
STEP O: Set  T = 0, t = 0, yl = v, 6 = 6(yl,"(0)), 9 = y; and Rt = o, i =
1,...,n+1.
STEP 1: Calculate £(9). If L(y) is not an element in T, then go to Step 3.
Otherwise, there is exactly one vertex y  0 y such  that  t(y )  =
,(9).
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STEP 2: If p = t+1 and R„  = 0, then go to Step 4.  Otherwise,  6(yl,"(T))
t
and R are adapted according to Table 4.2.1 by replacing y . Return
to Step 1 with y equal to the new vertex of a.
STEP 3: If  t  =  n, then 6 is a completely labelled simplex and the algo-
rithm terminates. Otherwise, set T=T u {1(y)}, I(T)  =  (I '···'
"t'L(p)),  6  = 6(yl,rr (T) ), and t = t+1. Return to Step 1 with 9 =
 t+1
STEP 4: Exactly  one  vertex  of a, say y '. p' 5 t. has label N . Set T =
T\{"t ' "(T) = ("1'···'ut-1)' a = 6(yl."(T)), and t = t-1.  Return
to Step 2 with p = p'.




2                v                       1
22
3
e(1) P3=0         3                      e(2)
FIGURE 4.2.2. Illustration of the path P generated by the (n+1)-ray  algo-
rithm  with the Q-triangulation of Sn, n = 2, with grid size
m-1 = 1/5 and starting point v = (2/5,1/5,2/5)T.
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As  discussed  in  the  beginning of this section, the algorithm described
above can be easily adapted for Sperner-proper labelling rules.  The  only
difference  is that the vectors q'(i), i = 1,...,n+1, have to be redefined
by q'(i) = e(i+1) - e(i), i = 1,...,n, and q'(n+1) = e(1)  -  e(n+1).  Ac-
cordingly, the sets A'(T) are defined with these vectors. The steps of the
algorithm for Sperner-proper labelling do not differ from the steps  given
above.
The (n+1)-ray algorithm was adapted in van  der  Laan  and  Talman
[1980a]  for the U-triangulation. The U-triangulation does not triangulate
S' but triangulates its affine hull. For proper labelling rules the  algo-
rithm  cannot  generate  simplices outside Sn. When a point y is generated
outside Sn, then the point y is labelled with 1(x), where x is  the  point
in Sn closest to y. In the case of Scarf-proper labelling rules the (n+1)-
ray algorithm adapted for the U-triangulation of aff(Sn) uses  the  vector
u(i) = e(i) - (n+1)-le instead of q'(i), i = 1....,n+1, and in the case of
Sperner-proper labelling rules u(i) = (n+1)-le  -  e(i),  i  =  1.....n+1,
-n+1
where e is the vector in K with all components equal to one. The U-tri-
angulation is not appropriate in the case  of  arbitrary  labelling  rules
since the triangulation does not triangulate the (boundary) faces of Sn.
4.3. Variable dimension restart algorithms  on  Sn for  arbitrary  integer
labelling rules
To solve the nonlinear complementarity problem on S' with  respect
to a function z. van der Laan, Talman and Van der Heyden [1987] introduced
a new variable dimension restart algorithm. The Q-triangulation  underlies
the algorithm and the algorithm can be applied to arbitrary integer label-
ling rules. The algorithm generates for varying T a sequence of T-complete
t-simplices  in sets *(T) with T-complete common facets, starting with the
0-simplex {v} and terminating with a complete simplex. The set *(T) is the
set  Ao (T) defined in Section 2. extended  to   the   face  Sn (T)   of  Sn.   The  sets
A(T),TCI , are illustrated in Figure 4.3.1 for n = 2. A  drawback  ofn+1
this  algorithm  lies  in  the  underlying triangulation. Utilizing the Q-











FIGURE 4.3.1. The sets *(T),TCI , in Sn, n = 2.n+1
a decrease of exactly one other component with the same amount. More  pre-
cisely,  the  one-dimensional  piecewise linear set A({i}), i = 1,...,n+1,
along which the algorithm can  leave  the  starting point, connects the
starting  point  v with the vertex e(i) of Sn. Starting in p = v, the i-th
component of p is increased while the (i+1)-th component is  decreased  if
1(v)  =  i.  In  this way, along A({i}) the j-th components of p, j = i+1,
...,n+1,1,...,i-1, are decreased succesively to zero. An increase  of  the
i-th  component  of  p  is obvious when 1(p) = i, since if the vertex e(i)
still has label i, the 0-simplex {e(i)} is a complete simplex. However,  a
decrease of just one other component of p with the same amount seems to be
arbitrary. A simultaneous decrease of all the other components to  compen-
sate  for  the increase seems to be more natural. When the U-triangulation
underlies the algorithm the other components are all  decreased  with  the
same  amount.  However, the U-triangulation does not triangulate the boun-
dary of Sn and is therefore not suitable. A triangulation which  yields  a
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simultaneous  decrease  of the other components when some component is in-
creased and still triangulates Sn itself and therefore also the boundary
of Sn is the V-triangulation of Sn presented in Chapter 3.
To describe the (n+1)-ray algorithm for the  V-triangulation  with
an  arbitrary labelling rule we introduce sets A(T) in Sn. These sets A(T)
are comparable to the sets A'(T) used in Section 2.
DEFINITION 4.3.1. For T C I , the set A(T) is given by0 ,+1
A(T) = c,t({p E S'Ip =v+ Iier i (e(i) - v), Xi >0•i€ T}).
A     nonempty  A(T) is t-dimensional, t= |T| .I n   fact,   the   set  A (T) is equal
to the convex hull of the point v and the vertices e(i), i  E  T.  of  Sn.
Notice  that  A(T) is empty if and only if v lies in the face Sn(T) of Sn.
i.e., if v is a convex combination of the vertices e(i), i € T, of Sn. The









e(1) AC )24) e(2)
FIGURE 4.3.2. The sets A(T),TCI , in Sn, n = 2.n.1
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The V-triangulation of Sn subdivides each nonempty A(T) into  t-simplices.
To  describe  the triangulation of a nonempty A(T), the set A(T) has to be
subdivided into subsets ACY(T)), where r(T)  =  (11•.·-,rt )  is a permutation
of the t elements in T. The set A(1(T)) is defined as follows.
DEFINITION 4.3.2. For a permutation 1(T) = (71,···,1 ) of the  t  elements
t
i n T,T C I , the set A(1(T)) is given byn+1
ACy'(T)) = {p E S' |p=v+ Ii.latiq(ri) with 0 5 oft  5 · · ·5 0 1 5 1}
where the vectors q(Yi)' i = 1....,t, are defined as in Section 3.4.
Recall that q(11) equals q(rl) = e(11) - v and that q(Yi)•  i  =  1....,t,
depends on 11'   'ri' The regions A(/(T)), T S In+1' are illustrated in











FIGURE 4.3.3. The regions A(1(T)), T C I , in Sn, n = 2.n+1
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A nonempty set ACT) is the union of A(7(T)) over all permutations /(T)  of
the t elements in T. The rank of the matrix Q(/(T)) = [q(71)     q(Y )] is
t
less than t if and only if v  = 0 for all h < T, and  the  rank  does  not
depend  on  the  permutation 7(T). The set A(T) is nonempty if and only if
the rank of the matrices Q(/(T)) is equal to t. The number of 1-dimension-
al  regions  A({i}) is in general equal to n+1 but in the case that v is a
vertex of Sn this number is n. In the sequel we restrict ourselves to sets
A(1(T)) having dimension t.
Each t-dimensional set A(3(T)),TCI , is  triangulated  in  t-n+1
simplices  by  the V-triangulation. Let m i be the grid size of the V-tri-
angulation.
DEFINITION  4.3.3.  The  set  G(1(T)) is the set of t-simplices 6(yl,H(T))
1      t+1
with vertices y ,...,y such that
i)    yi        =       v    +    I  = 1 a(r h )m- i q(T h)    for   integers    a(T h)  '    h    =    1 .  .  .  .  .t.
such that 0 2 aCT ) 5 ··· 5 a(11) 5 m-1t
ii) m(T)  =  (N ,···,It)  is a permutation of the t elements of T
such that p>p'i f a(Tr ) = a(17  ) when for some i,1<  i  E
P       P'
t, mp = ri and "P, = Ti-1
iii) yi'l , yi + m-iq(Ii), i = 1,....t.
It is clear that G(1(T)) is the triangulation of A(r(T)) induced by the V-
triangulation of Sn with grid size m-1. The union G(T) of G(1(T)) over all
permutations 1(T) of T triangulates A(T) for each T C I
n+1
The variable dimension restart algorithm generates from the 0-sim-
plex  {v}  a  sequence  of adjacent T-complete t-simplices, in G(y(T)) for
varying /(T), T C I , with T-complete common  facets  until  a  completen+1
simplex  has  been  found. Since a T-complete t-simplex has at most two T-
complete facets and since a facet of a t-simplex in G(/(T)) is a facet  of
at  most  one other t-simplex in G(1(T)), we obtain that the T-complete t-
simplices in G(1(T)), for given permutation 1(T) of T, T C In+1'  T  0  0,
determine  sequences  of adjacent simplices with T-complete common facets.
Let 6(yl,"(T)) and 8(91.6(T)) be two adjacent t-simplices in G(1(T))  with
.-
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common  facet T opposite vertex y , 1 5 p E t+1, then a i s obtained from o
as given in Table 4.3.1, where the (n+1)-vector a is given by ai = a(i), i
ET, anda=0.i K T.
91                R(T)                                a
P=1 yl + m-lq(Trl)   (1. 2 '"0'"t ·"1) a + e(Ni)
1 < p < t+1 yi ("1"","p-2' p'TTp-1' p+l""'It)  a
p = t+1  yl - m-lq("t) (Trt'Trl'.*,'Trt-1) a - e(" )
TABLE 4.3.1. p is the index of the vertex to be replaced.
Note the similarity between Table 4.3.1 and Table 4.2.1. The only diffe-
0
rence lies in the vectors q and q  and the vectors a and R.
Each sequence described above is either a loop or has two end sim-
plices.  An  end simplex is either a T u {k}-complete t-simplex in G(y(T))
for some k 0 T, or a T-complete t-simplex with a T-complete  facet  in  bd
(A(3(T))).  If  an end simplex 0(yl,"(T)) in G(1(T)) is a T u {k}-complete
t-simplex for some k < T, then a is either complete if v  = 0 for all h  K
T  u  {k} or a i s a T u {k}-complete facet of exactly one T u {k}-complete
(t+1)-simplex G in G(T u {k}). More  precisely,  8  is  the  (t+1)-simplex
8(yl,"(T  u  {k}))  in A(1(T u {k})), where )(T u {k}) = (11'...'re'k) and
N(T u {k}) = ("i,···,Nt'k), and is therefore an end simplex of a  sequence
of  adjacent  T  u  {k}-complete (t+1)-simplices in G(/(T u {k})) with T u
{k}-complete common facets. The next lemma describes when a facet of a  t-
simplex ((yl,„(T)) lies in the boundary of A(r(T)).
LEMMA 4.3.4. Let a(yl,"(T)) be in G(7(T)) and let T  be  the  facet  of  a
opposite  the  vertex  y ,  1  5  p  5 t+1. Then r lies in the boundary of
A(1(T)) if and only if one of the following three cases holds
i) p = 1, Hi - 11' and a("1) = m-1




iii) p = t+1, m  = Tt'and a(N ) = 0.
t                             t
The lemma immediately follows from the definitions of G(1(T)) and A(3(T)).
If 0(yl,„(T)) in G(/(T)) is an end simplex of a sequence with a T-complete
facet  1  opposite  vertex y ,lsp5 t+1, then in the case i), T i s a T-
complete   ( t-1 ) -simplex  in  S'(T)   =   {x  E  S' I x     =   0,   h  <  T}   so   that  T   is   com-
plete.  In  the  case  ii), 1 is a T-complete facet of the t-simplex 8(yl,
R(T)) in G(1(T)). where 9(T) = (11'···'Ti-2'Ti'3-i-1'ti.1'"''Te) and ii(T)
=  C"1""'"p.2'Np'Np-1,"p.1,0*,'mt). The t-simplex d is an end simplex of
a sequence of adjacent T-complete t-simplices in G(9(T))  with  T-complete
common  facets. In the case iii), the T-complete facet T lies in A(T\{h}),
with h = Nt· so that 7 is the (t-1)-simplex 8(yl,„(T\{h})) in G(1(T\{h})),
where  3(T\{h}) = (11'-.,1   ) and w(T\{h}) = (H '...'a   ). Therefore, 1t-1 t-1
is an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent T\{h}-complete (t-1)-simplices
in A(y(T\{h})) with T\{h}-complete common facets. When |T| = 1 we have ·[ =
{v} and there is no such sequence.
In  this  way the T-complete t-simplices in G(/(T)),TCI , cann+1
be linked for varying 1(T) and T to obtain sequences of adjacent simplices
of  varying  dimension. Each sequence is either a loop or has two end sim-
plices. Exactly one end simplex is the 0-dimensional simplex {v},  whereas
all  other  end  simplices are complete simplices. There is one path which
connects {v} with a complete simplex. This path is generated by the  algo-
rithm  by  performing replacement steps in the triangulation. The steps of
the algorithm are as follows.
STEP 0: Set  T = 0, t = 0, yl = v, 6 = 6(yl,"(0)), 9 = yl, and a(i) = O, i
= 1,...,n+1.
STEP 1: Calculate L(y). If L(y) is not an element in T, then go to Step 3.
Otherwise, there is exactly one vertex y  0 y such  that  1(yp)  =
£(9).
STEP 2: If p = 1, "1 = 11' and a("1) = m-1, then the facet of  G  opposite
vertex yl is a complete simplex and the algorithm terminates.
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Ifl<p<t+1, ip=Yiand ap.1 =1 for some i,2 5 i E t, andi-1
a(17 ) = a(rT   ), then 6(yl,Tr(T) ) and y(T) are adapted as discussedP       P-1
for case ii) of Lemma 4.3.4. Return to Step 1 with y = y .
If p = t+1, m  = 4, and a(I ) = 0, then go to Step 4.
t                          t
In all other cases ((yl,„(T)) and a are adapted according to Table
4.3.1  by  replacing y . Return to Step 1 with 9 equal to the new
vertex of a.
STEP 3: If  v  =0 for all h, h <T u {L(y)}, then a i s a complete simplex
h
and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, set T=T u {1(9)},  7(T)
= (7-1 •···,Yt '1(y)), I(T) = ("1 '... 'Trt 'L(Y)), cr = a(yi,Tr(T)), and t
= t+1. Return to Step 1 with y = yt+1,
STEP 4: Exactly  one  vertex  of 6, say y ', p' 5 t, has label N . Set T =
t
T\{rrt}' 1(T) = (11'···'rt-1)' "(T)   =   ("1'Ii''Nt-1)'  0  =  a(yl,
N(T)), and t = t-1. Return to Step 2 with p = p'.
The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.3.4 for n = 2.
4.4. Variable dimension restart algorithms on Sn for vector labelling.
In the previous sections a number of algorithms for integer label-
ling  were  discussed.  A different kind of labelling is vector labelling.
Instead of assigning an integer to each grid point in Sn, a vector in R"1
is assigned. For a continuous function z:Sn 4 Rn + 1 the vector label is ob-
tained from z(p), p E Sn. In this way, a completely labelled  or  complete
simplex  with  respect  to vector labelling contains more information than
the terminating simplex for integer labelling.  This  information  can  be
used  to  determine  a  good starting point for the next round. In case of
integer labelling the new starting point can be any point in the  complete
simplex  since there is no way to distinguish between these points. There-
fore, we usually take the barycentre of the complete simplex  as  the  new
starting point. In  case of vector labelling the complete simplex yields
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e(1) e(2)
FIGURE 4.3.4. Illustration  of  the  path generated by the (n+1)-ray algo-
rithm with the V-triangulation of Sn, n = 2, with grid  size
m-1 =  1/2.  The algorithm terminates with a complete 1-sim-
plex in S2({2,3}).
Moreover, the accuracy of the approximate solution obtained in the case of
vector labelling is in general much better than in  the  case  of  integer
labelling.
One of the first algorithms that  utilized  vector  labelling  was
introduced  in  Eaves [197lb]. This algorithm approximates fixed points of
an upper-semi continuous mapping p from an n-dimensional compact and  con-
vex  set  C into itself. The set C is extended to an n-dimensional simplex
C' that contains C while p is extended to a mapping on C' in  such  a  way
that  all fixed points of the extended mapping on C' are fixed points of p
in C. Almost completely labelled and completely labelled are  now  defined
with  respect to vector labelling. The algorithm then generates a sequence
of adjacent n-simplices with common almost completely labelled facets. The
algorithm starts with a unique almost completely labelled (n-1)-simplex in
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the boundary of C' and terminates with a completely labelled n-simplex  in
C.  Observe  that the algorithm is started outside the region of interest.
Note the similarity with Kuhn's artificial start algorithm.
To approximate a fixed point of a mapping or function on Sn we can
use the Sandwich method for vector labelling, which is  a  straightforward
generalization  of  this  method  for  integer labelling. Furthermore, the
continuous deformation method on Sn can be easily generalized  for  vector
labelling.  Note  that in both methods Sn is embedded into an (n+1)-dimen-
sional set.
The  variable  dimension  restart algorithm described in Section 2
can also be generalized for vector labelling. T-completeness is  then  de-
fined  with  respect to vector labelling. Again, the algorithm generates a
sequence of adjacent T-complete t-simplices in A(T),  with  common  T-com-
plete  facets,  for  varying T. The algorithm starts for T=0 with the 0-
dimensional simplex {v} and terminates with a completely  labelled  n-sim-
plex. Similarly, van der Laan, Talman and Van der Heyden generalized their
algorithm for vector labelling. The algorithm then generates a sequence of
adjacent  T-complete  t-simplices  in *(T), with common T-complete facets,
for varying T, starting with the 0-simplex {v} and terminating with a com-
plete simplex.
Both variable dimension restart algorithms have  the  Q-triangula-
tion  as  the  underlying  triangulation. Here we adapt the algorithm dis-
cussed in Section 3 to a variable dimension restart algorithm  for  vector
labelling  using  the V-triangulation as the underlying triangulation. The
algorithm generates  from  {v}  a  sequence  of  adjacent  t-simplices  in
G(3(T)),  for  varying  1(T)  and  T. such that their common facets are T-
complete. In the following definition we allow T to be equal to In+1.
DEFINITION 4.4.1. For  T C I , T 0 0, with t = |T|, a g-simplex ((yl,
- n+1
....y:*1), g = t-1.t, is T-complete if the system of n+2 linear equations
Ix • A    [z (yi
)l +  L -,_u [.1:,1 - ,[:]. [F] (4.4.1)1•1 i l 1 K#l- k
where Q is the vector in Rn with all components equal  to zero, has  a
+1
solution At 2 0, i = 1.....g+1, Ak i 0. k f T. and B.
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A solution Xi 2 0, i = 1,...,g+1, Rk 2 0, k K T, and B is called  feasible
and is denoted by (A,A,B).
ASSUMPTION 4.4.2. (Nondegeneracy) The linear system (4.4.1) has. for  g  =
t-1, a unique solution Xi > 0, i = 1....,t, and X  > 0, k f T. and for g =
k
t, the system has solutions (A,K,B) with at most one of the variables of A
and K equal to zero.
Under this assumption, a T-complete t-simplex a has a line segment of  so-
lutions (A,A,B) with X 2 0 and A 2 0.A solution (A,A,B) having one of the
components of (A,K) equal to zero is called a basic solution. A line  seg-
ment  of solutions (A,K,B) induces a line segment of points p=I ixiyi in
a and can be followed by making an 1.p. pivot step in the system  (4.4.1).
If  Xi is  equal to zero at a basic solution, then the facet of a opposite
vertex yi is also T-complete. In this way, a T-complete t-simplex  has  at
most two T-complete facets.
The algorithm terminates with a complete simplex.
DEFINITION  4.4.3. A T-complete (t-1)-simplex 6(11....,Yt), T 9 In,1' is
complete if for all p€a:P  =O'h<T.
Observe  that  we  again  allow  T to be equal to I . A complete simplexn+1
yields an approximate solution   p    =   I t.l A.y i    as is shown in Theorem   4.4.4.
THEOREM 4.4.4.  Let  z:Sn -4 Rn.1 be a continuous function. For all € > 0,
there is 8 6>0, such that each complete simplex with solution (A ,A ,B )
to (4.4.1), in a V-triangulation with mesh size smaller than 6, contains a
point p  with
p.·Z(p.) -E<B. < p.·z(p.) +E,
and for k=1 ,...,n+1,
B.  -  E  <zk (p.)  < B.  + E     ifp   >  0
and
zk (P  )  < B.  + 6     if p   = 0.
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PROOF. Let 6>0, then there is a 6>0 such that for all p, q i n Sn, max
h
 h - h|      < 6 implies  maxblzh CP)-zh (q) 1   < 6, since  z  is a continuous  func-
tion on a compact region. Let the mesh size of the triangulation be small-
er than 6 and let d'(yl....,yt) be a T-complete (t-1)-simplex in S'(T) for
some T. The linear system  (4.4.1)  with  respect  to  6  has  a  solution
(A .A ,B ) such that A  > 0, i = 1.....t, and   > 0, h / T. Let the point
p"   be  given  by  p   -  I; =lkiyi,   then  p    >  O  if  k  E  T  and  pk   -  O  if    k    i    T.
Since I A  = 1, p  lies in G . Furthermore, we have according to (4.4.1)
i   i
Ii.lxizk(yi) = P. i f k E T
and
ri I l Ai Zk (yi )   =  BI   - A if k <T.
Since  II;.lA zk(yi) - z (P )| 5 I =lA Izk<yi) - z (P )| < € for all k, we
obtain for k = 1,...,n+1,
B. -E< zk (P  ) < /3 +E   if Pk >0
and
zk(P ) < B' + 6   if p  = 0.
Finally, we have |B' - p ·z(p )| = |Ikpk(Iixizk(yi) - zk(P ))| <  IkP E  =
E.
0
The theorem implies   that the point  p    =I t=1 A y t i n a complete   ( t-1 ) -sim-
plex 6 (yl.....yt) can be considered as an  approximate  solution  to  the
Stationary  Point Problem on Sn. Recall that a point p solves the SPP with
respect to z i f there is a B E R for which zk(P) =B i f p k   0 and zk(P) i
B if P  = 0. In the case that the function z also satisfies p·z(p) = 0 for
all p in Sn so that z is a complementarity function, we obtain that  -E  <
B' <  E.  This  shows  that  p" can indeed be considered as an approximate
solution to the NLCP on Sn with respect to such a function  z.  We  remark
that  the  accuracy bounds in the case of vector labelling are better than
for integer labelling given the same e.
If  v  =   e(k)   with  k the (unique) index for which  zk (v)   =  max  zh (v) I
then the 0-dimensional simplex 6(v) is complete and v is an exact solution
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to  the  underlying  problem.  Otherwise, the 0-dimensional simplex {v} is
{k}-complete facet of the 1-simplex 6(v. (k)). One of the two  basic  solu-
tions  of  (4.4.1) with respect to d is Xi = 1, Ah = zk(v) - zh(v), h * k,
and B = zk(v). Due to the nondegeneracy assumption, each T-complete t-sim-
plex  in  G(7(T)) has at most two T-complete facets. Since a facet of a t-
simplex in G(/(T)) is a facet of at most one other t-simplex  in  G(7(T)),
we  obtain  that the T-complete t-simplices in G(1(T)), for given permuta-
tion /(T) of T,T C I , T 0 0, determine sequences of adjacent simplicesn+1
with T-complete common facets.
In exactly the same way as discussed  in  Section  3  for  integer
labelling  these  sequences  can be linked to sequences of adjacent T-com-
plete t-simplices in G(7(T)), with common T-complete facets,  for  varying
7(T)  and  T. Each sequence is either a loop or has two end simplices. Ex-
actly one end simplex is the 0-dimensional simplex {v}, whereas all  other
end  simplices  are complete simplices. Therefore, there is one path which
connects {v} with a complete simplex. This path is generated by the  algo-
rithm  by  performing alternating linear programming (1.p.) pivot steps in
the linear system (4.4.1) and replacement steps in the  triangulation.  As
soon  as, by an 1.p. pivot step in (4.4.1), Ak becomes zero for some k not
in T. then the current t-simplex 0(yl,„(T)) is T u {k}-complete. If  a  is
not  complete.  then an 1.p. pivot step is made in (4.4.1) with (zT(yt•2),
1)T, where y is the vertex of the unique (t+1)-simplex 8 in G(T u  {k})
t+2
having 6 as a facet opposite this vertex. On the other hand, if for some h
in T a T-complete facet 1 in A(T\{h}) is generated. then the  unit  vector
(e (h),0)T  is  reintroduced  in  the linear system (4.4.1). In this way a
complete simplex in the  V-triangulation  is  generated  within  a  finite
number  of  1.p. pivot steps and replacement steps. The steps of the algo-
rithm are as follows.
STEP 0: Let  k  be  the (unique) index for which zk(v) = max z (v). If v =h h
e(k), then ((v) is complete and the algorithm terminates  with  an
exact solution. Otherwise, set T = {k}, t = 1, yl = v. I(T) = (k),
7(T) = (k), 6 = 6(yl,I(T)), p= 2, a(i) =0, i =l..... n+1,  Ai =
1•  Ah  = zk(v)  - zh(v),  h * k.  and B = zk(v).
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STEP 1: Perform an 1.p. pivot step by bringing (zT(yp),1)T in  the  linear
system
Ii:i,i[,t:.11 + Ike [.cot] - BI:} , [Fli
i 0 
If  X becomes zero for some k not in T, then go to Step 3. Other-
k
wise, A  becomes zero for exactly one p * p.
P
STEP 2: If  p  =1, Tr  =1, and a("  ) = m-1, then the facet of d opposite1
vertex yl is a complete simplex and the algorithm terminates.
Ifl<p<t+1, m  =Yiand n =7 for some i, 2 g i S t, and
P P-1 1-1
a(ap) = a(up-1)' then 1(T) becomes (Y1,···'ri-2'ri'ri-1'7i•1"' '
't), /(T) becomes (171,"' 'rip-2 'Trp, p-1,"p.1 '' „ 'rrt ) ' and 6 becomes
6(yl,H(T)). Return to Step 1 with p = p.
If  p  = t+1, Tr  = rt' and a(Tr ) =0, then set h= Tr .T= T\{Tr },
t                             t                                           t                     t
1(T) = (11'"I'lt-1)' "(T) = ("1'····r t-1 ' 6 = 6(yl.r, (T)). and t
= t-1. Go to Step 4.
In all other cases a(yl,„(T)) and a are adapted according to Table
4.3.1  by  replacing y . Return to Step 1 with p the index of the
new vertex of a.
STEP 3: If v  =0 for all h.h<T u {k}, then a i s a complete simplex and
h
the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, set T=T u {k}, 1(T) =
(31'
'1t,k)  I(T) = (ml'...'mt·k), 6 = 6(yl,N(T)), and t = t+1. Re-
turn to Step 1 with p = t+1.
STEP 4: Perform an 1.p. pivot step by bringing (eT(h),0)T in the system
'i:i'. ['c:. )1  + Ik,f. I.cot] - B[:].  [Fl i
kth
If K  becomes zero for some k not in T, k t h, then return to Step
k




Each round of the algorithm gives an approximate solution p . If the accu-
racy of the approximate solution to the SPP with respect to z is not  sat-
isfactory, then the algorithm is restarted in p  with a smaller grid size
in the hope that, within a  few iterations, a  better  approximation  is
found.  This  process  of  restarting  can  be continued until the desired
accuracy has been reached. If the Q-triangulation underlies  the  variable
dimension  restart algorithm, then  a  restart  has to be made in a grid
point. Typically, an approximate solution is not a grid point and must  be
rounded off to the nearest grid point.
4.5. A path following interpretation of the variable  dimension  algorithm
for the V-triangulation
The algorithm presented in Section 4 generates a piecewise  linear
path  of  points  in  Sn.  This path connects the starting point v with an
.
approximate solution p  in a complete simplex. More precisely, the Solu-
tions (A,K,B) of the linear system (4.4.1) with respect to a T-complete t-
simplex  d i n A(T) determine   a line segment of points p,p=I"i A,y i,i n G
satisfying
Zk    =  
i f k€T
and (4.5.1)
Z (p) = B - A if k <T,
k                   k
where  Z  is  the  piecewise linear approximation to z with respect to the
underlying triangulation. An end point of a line segment of points in d is
characterized by either At =0 for some i.l w i E t+1, or 34  =0 for somek
k, k K T. In the first case the point p lies in the facet T  opposite  the
vertex  yi of 6. Then p is an approximate solution if T is complete, or an
end point of a line segment in either the unique t-simplex in G(T) sharing
1  with  6,  or  in  1 itself if 1 lies in A(T\{h}) for some h € T. On the
other hand, if at an end point p in 6, A  = 0 for some k < T. then p is an
approximate  solution  if  G  is  complete, or p is an end point of a line
segment of points in the unique (t+1)-simplex in G(T u {k}) having a as  a
facet.  Therefore.  the line segments of points induced by (4.4.1) for the
sequence of adjacent simplices generated by the algorithm  can  be  linked
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to  a  piecewise linear (p.1.) path P from v to an approximate solution in
the complete simplex found by the algorithm.
More  precisely,  a  point  p  on the path P in A(T), for some T C
I   , satisfiesn+1
 k          =   maxh Zh  P i f k E T
and
 k  <p       <   maxh Zh  P if k < T.
Since ACT) is the convex hull of v and the vertices e(k), k ET, a point p
in A(T) is given by p = b(p)v + Ik€Tock (P)e(k),  with b(p)  2 0. ak (P)  2 0,  k
E T. and b(p) + IkET k(P) - 1, so that
pk I b(P)Vk  Ok(P)
i f k E T
and
Pk - b(P)Vk if k 
< T.
Observe  that  b(p) is equal  to  b(p) = min{pk/vklvk   ,  0'   k  =  1.....n+1}.     To
simplify the notation we introduce the notation  b   and  a,k E T,   for  b (p)
k
and ok (P)' k E T, respectively. Hence,  A(T)  is  the set of points p   in   Sn
for  which  the components Pk' k / T, are relative to the point v equal to
each other, whereas all other  components  of  p  are  relatively  larger.
Therefore, a point p on the path P satisfies
pk   2    min  ph/vhlvk        if  Zk CP)   =  max:, Zh Cp)
IV >0     1L h
and (4.5.2)
pk    =     min  ph/vhlvk         if  Zk (p)    <   maxb Zh  CP) .
IV >0     1L h
In the starting point p = v, b is equal to one, and the path P leaves v by
decreasing  b   from   one.    In   this   way the component   Pk      with   ZII    (v)=max Zh (v)
00
is initially increased, whereas all the other components of p are decreas-
ed proportionally. In general, along the path P points p in  Sn are  gene-
rated, for which the components Pk with Zk (P) < maxh Zh (P) are, relative to
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v , equal to each other and relatively smaller than the components p  with
k                                                                                                                k
 k <p    =   maxh Zh  P  .   As   soon   as   Zk  p) becomes equal   to maxh Zh(P)'   then   it   is
kept   maximal   and the component   Pk is increased, relative   to   v    ,    i.e.    0      iskk
increased  from zero. However, if p  with Zk (P) = maxh Zh (P) becomes, rela-
tive to vk' equal to the components p  of p not  having  maximal  Z-value,h
i.e.o:     becomes   zero,    then  p.k   is kept equal   to   zero   and  Zk (P) is decreasedk
away   from  maxh Zh CP) . An approximate solution  p' is found  when   for  all  k  in
2, +1'  Zk P   < maxhzh P ) implies P  = 0. Such a point p  is an exact so-
lution to the stationary point problem with respect to Z and  an  approxi-
mate solution to this problem with respect to z. The piecewise linear path
P approximates a piecewise smooth path of points p satisfying (4.5.2) with
Z  replaced by z. This piecewise smooth path connects the starting point v
with an exact solution (see van der Laan and Talman [1987]).
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CHAPTER 5. THE (2 -2)-RAY ALGORITHM
n+1
5.1, Introduction
In this chapter we describe an algorithm with vector labelling  to
compute  solution points to the equilibrium problem, or the nonlinear com-
plementarity problem, with respect to a continuous function z  from  Sn to
Rn•1.  The algorithm differs from the algorithms discussed in Chapter 4 in
the number of rays along which the algorithm can leave the starting point.
The  variable dimension algorithm described in Section 4.4 traces a path P
of points p, starting with p = v, satisfying
pk 2 bvk if  Zk (P)   =   max Zh CP)
and
Pk - bvk if   Zk CP)    <   max  Zh CP)  •
where b= min <ph/vhlvh , 0 , 0 5 b 5 1.A s soon as for all k, p  >0  im-
plies  Zk(P)  =  maxhzh(P)' an approximate solution is found. The starting
point v is left along one out of n+1 rays A({i}), i = 1,...,n+1.
The path followed by the (n+1)-ray algorithm with the U-triangula-
tion (see van der Laan and Talman [19808]), has been  interpreted  as  the
path  generated  by a globally convergent adjustment process (see Zangwill
and Garcia [1981] and van der Laan and Talman [1983]). Similarly. the path
P  can be interpreted as the path of a globally convergent adjustment pro-
cess. When applied to the equilibrium problem in an exchange economy, this
adjustment  process could serve as a globally convergent alternative for
the classical Walras' tatonnement process. Scarf [1960]  showed  that  the
latter  process  may  fail  to converge to an equilibrium price vector. In
fact, Saari [1985] recently showed that there is  no  globally  convergent
iterative adjustment process which is based on a finite amount of informa-
tion.
In the classical Walras' tatonnement process the prices of all the
commodities are continuously adjusted proportional to the value  of  their
excess  demands.  In  the  processes  induced by the simplicial algorithms
described in Chapter 4 initially only the price of the commodity with  the
highest excess demand is increased, while the prices of some or all of the
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other commodities are decreased in order to keep the  sum  of  the  prices
equal  to  one. In this chapter we present a simplicial variable dimension
restart algorithm on Sn which initially, as in  Walras'  tatonnement  pro-
cess,  increases the prices of the commodities with positive excess demand
and decreases the prices of the commodities with  negative  excess  demand
(excess  supply).  These adjustments are proportional to the initial value
of the prices. Along the path traced by the algorithm the  prices  of  the
commodities  with  positive  (negative)  p.1. excess demand are all a same
proportion larger (smaller) than the initial prices, while the  prices  of
the  commodities  with  zero  p.1.  excess demand lie between the relative
bounds induced by these two proportions. From an economic viewpoint,  this
behaviour is much more intuitive than that of the processes induced by the
(n+1)-ray algorithms. Moreover, contrary to Walras'  tatonnement  process,
the  algorithm is globally convergent in the sense that, barring degenera-
cy, the algorithm converges for any starting point and any  excess  demand
function.  Since  for  the  new  algorithm  the number of rays to leave an
n+1 n+1
interior starting point is equal to 2 -2, we call  it  the (2 -2)-ray
algorithm on Sn.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section  2  we  give  the
piecewise  linear  path of the new algorithm. Section 3 describes the sub-
division of S' in lower dimensional subsets. Again, the V-triangulation of
Sn   underlies      the new algorithm. In Section   4 the linear programming pivot
steps and the replacements steps in the underlying triangulation  are  gi-
ven. This chapter is based on Doup, van der Laan and Talman [1984].
5.2. The path of the algorithm
The  algorithm,  whose steps are presented in Section 4, induces a
piecewise linear path of points in Sn, starting from an arbitrary point  v
in  Sn, and terminating with an approximate solution of the nonlinear com-
plementarity problem on Sn with respect to a  complementarity  function  z
S .  Initially,  assuming  zi(v)  0  0  for  all  i  E In•1' at p = v, the
components Pk with positive zk(v) are increased.  The  components  Pk with
negative  zk(v) are decreased in the case that vk   0 and are kept zero if
v  = 0. All the Pk/vk with v  > 0, which are increased, are kept equal  to
k                                         k
each  other.  Also all components Pk with v  = 0, which are increased, are
k
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kept equal to each other and they are equal to the proportion  with  which
the  latter  Pk/vk are larger than 1. All the p /v  with v  > 0, which arekk  k
decreased, are also kept equal to each other. So, initially points  p  are
generated such that for k = 1,...,n+1,
pk/vk = 1+a   if zk(v) > 0 and vk , 0
 k  vk   = b if zk(v) < 0 and vk , 0




if zk (v)  < 0 and vk  - 0'
where O s b s l 5 1+a. Atp=v,wehaveb=landa=0.Again  b  and  a
depend on the variable p.
The algorithm leaves v by increasing a from zero and decreasing  b
from 1. The sign pattern of z(v) determines which components are increased
and which are decreased. Since the function z satisfies p·z(p) = 0 for all
p in Sn, not all sign patterns are feasible. When v is not a vertex of Sn,
then the possible number of sign patterns of z(v), containing no zeros, is
equal  to 2k (2 -2) where k is the number of components of the starting
n+1-k
point v having value zero. The factor 2k gives the number of nonzero  sign
patterns for the k components of z with corresponding component of v equal
to zero while (2 -2) gives the number of nonzero sign patterns for the
n+1-k
remaining n+1-k components. The minus two stems from the fact that not all
those components can be either positive or negative. Therefore, the  algo-
n+1
rithm  leaves v along one out of 2 -101 directions. if k 0 n. When v is
a  vertex   of   S" .   i.e.    k=n,    then the number   of sign patterns is equal   to   2n,
since one component of z(v) is equal to zero, whereas the other components
of z(v) can be negative or positive. However, if all  these  other  compo-
nents of z(v) are negative, then v is an exact solution. So, when a vertex
v of Sn is not a solution, then the algorithm can leave v along one out of
2n-1  directions. These directions at v determine rays from v and each ray
points to a different face of Sn. For an interior starting point the  num-
n+1
ber of rays is equal to 2 -2, which is also the number of faces of Sn.
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In general, a ray leads from the starting point v to a face of  Sn
which  does  not contain v. The algorithm leaves the point v along the ray
which connects v with the face {p € S'|Pi = 0 if zi(v) < 0, i E I-11. The
algorithm moves  along this ray until a point p is reached where Z (p) is
k
equal to zero for some k, 1 5 k 5 n+1. Then the algorithm continues from p
along  a  piecewise  linear  path  of points p keeping Zk(P) equal to zero
while varying the k-th component of p between the bounds bv   and  (1+a)vkk
if  vk , 0, and between 0 and a if vI, = 0, where b = min{ph/vhlvh , 0, h E
I   } and a = max{max{p /vhlvh   0 -1.max{p |v  = 0}}.  Observe  that  then+1                   h                   h  h
variables  a and b depend on p. For simplicity we use the notation a and b
instead of a(p) and b(p). In general, the  algorithm  traces  a  piecewise
linear path of points p in Sn satisfying
pk/vk = 1+a   if Zk(P) , 0 and vk , 0
b s p/v  5 1+a   if Zk(P) -Oand v  >0kk      k




if Zk(P) , 0 and vk I 0
Ospksa if Zk CP)  = 0 and vk  = 0
0=P if Zk(P) < 0 and v  = 0.k                                           k
for  varying  a  and b, with O 5 b 5 l 5 1+a. All the Pk/vk with Zk(P)   0
and vk ) 0 are equal to each other and  are  larger  than  the  Pk/vk with
Zk(P)  5  0 and v  > 0. The pk/vk with Zk(P) < 0 and vk , 0 are also equalk
to each other, but smaller than the pk/vk with Zk (p) 2 0 and vk ,  0.  The
p /vk with  Zk(P) = 0 and vk   0 vary between these two bounds. Similarly,k
all the components pk  with Zk CP)  , 0 and vk  = 0 are equal   to each other
and  larger  than  all  the  Pk  with Zk(P) 5 0 and v  = 0. The components
k
p  with Zk(P) < 0 and v  = 0 are all equal to zero, while  the  components
p  with  Zk(P)  =  0  and vk = 0 vary between these two bounds. The amountk
with which the Pk/vk for which Zk(P)   0 and vk   0 are larger than  1  is
equal   to the value  of   the  Pk for which  Zk (P)       0  and  v     =0.k
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If Zk(P) becomes equal to zero for some  k,  then  Zk<P)  is  kept
equal  to  zero  while  Pk/vk will vary between b and 1+a when v  > 0, andk
p  will vary between 0 and a when v  = 0. If p /vk' for some k with  Zk(P)
k                                                        k                 k
=  0  and  v   >  0, becomes equal to b or 1+a, then Pk/vk remains on this
k
bound while Zk(P) is increased from zero if p /v  = 1+a and Zk(P)  is  de-k   k
creased  from zero if p /v  = b. Similarly, if Pk' for some k with Z (p) =kk        k
0 and v  = 0, becomes equal to 0 or a, then Pk remains on this bound while
Zk(P) is increased from zero if Pk = a and Z (p) is decreased from zero ifk
p  = 0. This feature of increasing or decreasing Zk(P) when pk/vk (if vk ,
0) or P  (if v  - 0) reaches the lower or upper bound, assures the conver-
gence of the algorithm. The algorithm terminates as soon as a point  p  is
reached satisfying either
Zk(P ) 5 0, k = 1,....n+1
or for k = 1,...,n+1,
Zk (P ) 5 O    if p  = 0
Zk (P ) 2 0    if p  > 0.
That such a point p  is an approximate solution follows from the fact that
p·z(p) = 0 for all p in Sn.
The piecewise linear path of points p i n S n starting from  p  =  v
and  satisfying (5.2.1), is generated by the algorithm through alternating
replacement steps in the  V-triangulation  of  Sn and  linear  programming
pivot  steps in a system of equations representing the value of the piece-
wise linear approximation Z(p). The underlying subdivision of  Sn will  be
discussed  in  Section  3,  while  the  linear system and the steps of the
algorithm are given in Section 4.
5.3. The subdivision of Sn
In  this  section  the  subdivision  of  Sn which underlies the
(2   -2)-ray  algorithm is described. This subdivision represents the left
n+1
hand side of (5.2.1). Let s  =  (si'...'s   )T  be  an  (n+1)-vector withn+1
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components  st E  {-,0,+}, i = 1,...,n+1. Such a vector s is called a sign
vector. For x E Rn+1, sgn x = (sgn xi'...'sgn x   )T is  the  vector withn+1
components   sgn x  = -i f x  <0, sgn xi =O i f x  =0, and sgn xi
= + if
i                 i                                       i
Xi ) 0. Furthermore, let I-(s) = {i E In,ilst = -}· I'(s) = {i € In.list =
0}, and I'(s) = {i € In*list = +}· In general, a sign vector s will induce
t-dimensional subsets A(s) of S' with t equal to  t = |Ic (s)|+1.  Let  v
again  be  some  point  in  Sn.  The  point v is the starting point of the
algorithm. The sets A(s) are defined as follows.
DEFINITION  5.3.1.  Let s be a sign vector such that {i E I- (s) |vi  > 0} and
I*(s) are both nonempty. The set A(s) is given by
A(s)  = {p E Sn 1      pk/vk  = 1+a    if k € I' (s),  vk , 0
b i p/v   51+a    ifk€I'(s).  v   > 0
kk        k
b  
Pk/Vk if k€ I-(s), v>0k
 k =
a
if  k  E   I'(s),   v    =  0
 Epk 5a if k E I' (s). v  = 0
0=P if k€I-(s),  v   = 0k                                       k
with O f b 5 1 5 1+a}.
Each set A(s) is t-dimensional with t = |I'(s)|+1. Notice that t lies  be-
tween  1 and n. A point p in Sn satisfies (5.2.1) if and only if p lies in
A(s) with s = sgn Z(p). The boundary of each A(s) consists of  the  (t-1)-
dimensional sets A(s) with s  = -o r s i= + for exactly one i i n I'(s) and
i
sh = sh' h 0 i. and of the intersection of A(s) and Sn(In•1\I-(s)).
When  the sign vector s contains no zeros, then A(s) is one-dimen-
sional. There are 2"1-2k-1 of such one-dimensional sets with k the number
of  zero  components  of v. These one-dimensional sets are the rays of the
algorithm . The algorithm leaves v along the ray A(s') with s' = sgn  z(v).
Observe  that,  for k 0 0, the number of rays is larger than the number of
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directions in which the algorithm can leave the starting  point.  This  is
due  to  the  fact that some sign patterns cannot occur initially, but can
occur along the path of the algorithm since p·Z(p) is in general not equal
to  zero.  However, for the starting point we have v·Z(v) = v·z(v\ = 0. In
the case k = 0, both numbers are equal to 2n+1-2.
-1
The V-triangulation of Sn with grid size m triangulates each set
A(s). To describe this triangulation, the set  A(s)  is  first  subdivided
into t-dimensional subsets A(s,1(s)), with /(s) = (ki'...'k   ) a permuta-t-1
tion of the t-1 elements of I'(s).
DEFINITION 5.3.2. Let s be a sign vector in K with I'(s) 0 0 and {i E
-n + 1
I- (s) Ivi  > O} 0 0· Let k,  = 0 and let 1(s) = (ki'...'kt-1) be  a  permuta-
tion of the t-1 elements in I'(s), then A( s,y(s)) is given by
A(s,1(s)) = {p E Sn Ip =v+ Ii  oi(ki)q(ki)•
with 0 5 0(kt.1) 5 ··· i o (ko) 5 1},   (5.3.1)
where q(k0) = p(I'(s)) - v and, for i = 1.....t-1, q(ki) is given by
q<ki) I P(I'(s) u {ki'....ki}) - P(I'(s) u {ki'   'ki-1 )
with the projection vectors p(K), K C I , as given in Definition 3.4.1.n+1
Observe  that  the vector q(ki), i = 1....,t-1, depends on the elements of
1(s). Instead of the notation q(/(s),ki )  we use the notation   q(ki ) .   Note
that  the rank of the matrix Q(s,/(s)), consisting of the columns q(ki)' i
= 0,...,t-1, is equal to t = |I'(s)|+1, so  that the dimension of each
A(s,r(s))  is t. A(s) is the union of A(s,)(s)) over all permutations 1(s)
of the elements in I'(s). Some sets are illustrated in Figure 5.3.1.a  for
n  =  2  and in Figure 5.3.1.b for n = 3. The boundary of A( S,Y(S)) is the
union of (t-1)-dimensional subsets,  each  of  them  obtained  by  setting
exactly one inequality in (5.3.1) to an equality. If a (kQ ) = 1 we obtain
the intersection of A(s,1(s)) and Sn(In•1\I-(s)).
The  V-triangulation  of Sn induces a subdivision of each t-dimen-
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FIGURE 5.3.1.a. Illustration of the sets A(s) in Sn, n = 2.
e(4)
V









e(2) - p(12 )
FIGURE 5.3.1.b. Illustration  of A(s), s = (0,+,0,-)T, in Sn, n - 3, which
is subdivided into A(s.(1.3)) and A(s.(3.1)).
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DEFINITION  5.3.3.  The collection G(s,1(s))  is  the set of t-simplices
t+16(yl,„(s)) with vertices yl....,y such that
i) yi =v+ It- a(ki)m-lq(ki) for integers a(ki)· i= 0.....t-1,
with 0 5 a(k   ) 5 ··· 5 a(k0) 5 m-1t-1
ii) w(s) = ("i,···,nt) is a permutation of the t elements k ,...,
kt-1 such that p > p' if a(N ) = a(N ,) when for some i, 1  3
i 5 t-1, /  =k  and a   =k
p    i      p'    1-1
iii) yi•1 I yi + m-iq(Ii), i = 1.....t.
It  is  clear that G(s,3(s)) is the triangulation of A(s,1(s)) induced by
the V-triangulation of Sn with grid size m-1. The union G(s) of  the  col-
lections  G(s,1(s)) over all permutations /(s) triangulates A(s). The sim-
plicial subdivision of Sn is illustrated in Figure 5.3.2 for n  =  2.  The
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A  facet 1 of a t-simplex 6(yl,„(s)) in G(s,7(s)) is either a facet of ex-
actly one other t-simplex 8(91,6(s) ) in G(s,)(s)), or the facet T lies  in
the  boundary  of A(s,3(s)). In the first case 8 is obtained from G as de-
scribed in Table 5.3.1, where t is the facet of G opposite the vertex  y ,
al'   =   a(0)  if h E I' (s),  ah  = a(h)  if h E I' (s),  a   = 0 if h E I- (s),  and
where e(0) is the (n+1)-vector given by ei(0) = 1 when i € I'(s) and e. (0)
1
= 0 otherwise.
91                                                                 -R(s)                             a
P=1 yl m-lq<Wl) (I2""'"t'nl a+e("1)
1<p< t+1 y ( TT ,...,TT   , 17 , Tr   , Tz   ,..., Tr )   a
1       p-2  p p-1 p+1      t
p = t+1 yl-m-lq(Nt   t'Nt'"" t-1 a-e("t 
TABLE 5.3.1. p is the index of the vertex of 0(yl,„(s)) to be replaced.
The following lemma describes  when  a  facet  1  of  a  t-simplex
6(yl."(s))  in  G(s,1(s))  lies  in  the  boundary of A(s,/(s)). This is a
direct result of Definition 5.3.2 and Lemma 5.3.3.
LEMMA 5.3.4. Let 0(yl,„(s)) be a t-simplex in G( s,r(s)). The facet r of 6,
opposite vertex y , 1 s p i t+1, lies in the boundary of A(s,r(s)) if  and
only if one of the following cases holds
i) p = 1, "1 - 0, and a("1) = m-1
ii) 1  <  p  < t+1, I  =k  for some i, 15ist-1, m =k
Pi P-1 i-1
and a(Np-1) = a(„p)
iii) p = t+1, "t = kt-1, and a(" ) = 0'
In the case i) of Lemma 5.3.4, 1 lies in the subset Sn(I \I-(s)) of  Sn.n+1
The  cases  ii)  and  iii) of Lemma 5.3.4 are described in Lemma 5.3.5 and
Lemma 5.3.6, respectively.
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LEMMA 5.3.5. Let 6(yl,M(s)) be a t-simplex in G(s,/(s)) such that for some
p,1<p< t+1, the facet T opposite vertex y  lies  in  the  boundary  of
A(s,)(s)), i.e. Tr -k   , /  =k,forsome tlsist-1, anda(n   )
P-1 i-1   P    i                                   P-1
= a(H ). If i = 1, then T is the (t-1)-simplex  8(yl,„(2)) in G(s,1(s)),
P
with sk = + when k = ki, sh = sh' h 0 ki' 1(s) = (k2 ' 0 0 0 'kt - 1 ) ' and Tr (s) =
("1'' ''Np-1'Np+1',,,'ut). If i 0 1, then 1 is a facet  of  the  t-simplex
8(yl,R(s)) in G(s,F(s)), with 1(s) = (ki'.00'ki-2'ki•ki-1'ki•1""'kt-1 
and R(s) = (Ii, ···,"p-2 'Ip'"p-1 '"p.1 "" '"t '
LEMMA  5.3.6.  Let  6(yl,„(s))  be  a t-simplex in G(s,1(s)) such that the
t+1
facet T opposite vertex y lies in the boundary of A(s,7(s)), i.e.  n  =
t
k     and  a(I )  = 0. The facet r is the (t-1)-simplex 8(yl,n(s)) in G(s,
t-1          t
7(s)) with sk I - when k = kt-1' sh = sh' h 0 kt-1' 1(s) = (ki'  'kt-2)'
and n(s) = ("1•···•"t-1 '
Concluding, we can say that if a facet t of a t-simplex 0(yl,„(s)) in G(s)
is not a facet of another t-simplex in G(s), then 1 is either a (t-1)-sim-
plex in Sn(In•1\I-(s)) or a (t-1)-simplex in G(s) with s  = +  or  s  =  -
for exactly one k in I'(s) and s  = sh' h 4 k. This concludes the descrip-
h
tion of the subdivision of Sn which underlies the (2 -2)-ray  algorithm.
n+1
In the next section we will describe the algorithm which traces the piece-
wise linear path defined in Section 2.
5.4. The steps of the algorithm
As discussed in Section 2, the algorithm traces a piecewise linear
path  of  points p in S' satisfying (5.2.1). The left hand side of (5.2.1)
is reflected by the subdivision of Sn, whereas the  right  hand  side  re-
flects  the  sign  pattern  of  the piecewise linear approximation Z. Each
t•1.point p on the path lies in A(s) with s = sgn Z(p). Let 6(yl....,y   )  be
a  t-simplex  in  A(s)  containing such a point p. Then unique nonnegative
numbers A,i= 1,...,t+1, and A,h/ I'(s), exist such that I A  =1,  pi                                             h                                                              ii
=   It Ai yl,   and
A    if h € I'(s)
h
Zh (P)  =     0       if h E Io (s)
-Ah     if h E I-(s).
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Such a t-simplex is called s-complete.
DEFINITION 5.4.1. For a sign vector s with  t = |Io (s) 1+1, a g-simplex
6(yl.....yg.1),  g  =  t-1.t,  is s-complete if the (n+2)-system of linear
equations
I:;:Xi [,(Ti )]  - IkiI' (s)Blks'l  O J     ll]
Feck)1. [Ql (5.4.1)
hasasolution X 2 0, i = 1....,g+1, and K 2 0, k K I'(s).
i                                                      k
ASSUMPTION  5.4.2.  (Nondegeneracy) The linear system (5.4.1) has, for g =
t-1, a unique solution At > 0, i = 1.... ,t, A    0• k < I' (s), and for g =
t,  the  system  has nonnegative solutions (A,K) with at most one variable
equal to zero.
Under  this  assumption,  an  s-complete t-simplex a has a line segment of
nonnegative solutions (A,K). Such a solution having one component equal to
zero is called a basic solution. A line segment of solutions (A,A) induces
a line segment of points p = Iixiyi in a. If At is  equal  to  zero  at  a
basic  solution,  then  the  facet of d opposite yi is also s-complete. In
this way, an s-complete t-simplex  has  at  most  two  s-complete  facets.
According  to (5.4.1), the points p on the line segment satisfy sgn Z(p) =
s, and if a lies in A(s) then  such  points  p  satisfy  (5.2.1).  A  line
segment  of  points  in  6 satisfying (5.2.1) can therefore be followed by
making  a  linear  programming  pivot  step  in  the  system  (5.4.1).  In
particular,  with  s' = sgn z(v), let 6'(v,(0)) be the unique 1-simplex in
A(s') having v asa vertex. Then a' is s'-complete with Al =  1,  A  =  0,
2
and  Ab  = shzh(v), h = 1..... n+1, at one of the two basic solutions. The
algorithm  starts  by  making  a  linear  programming pivot step with
CzT(y2),1)T, where y2 =v+ m-lq(0), in the corresponding system of linear
equations (5.4.1). We must assume that z(v) does not  contain  any  zeros.
However, if v = e(i) for some i in I then zi(v) is equal to zero, sincen+1
in that case z (v) = v·z(v) = 0 (Walras' law). Then v is a solution  point
i
if  zh(v)  5 0. h 0 i, and otherwise zi(v) is perturbed slightly such that
zi(v) becomes a small negative number. In this way s' does not contain any
zeros.
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For a given sign vector s and permutation vector /(s), the  s-com-
plete  t-simplices 1(yl.„(s)) in G(s,7(s)) form sequences of adjacent sim-
plices with s-complete common facets. This is caused by the fact that each
s-complete  t-simplex  in  G(s,3(s)) has at most two s-complete facets and
that each facet of a t-simplex in G(s ,1(s)) is either a facet  of  another
t-simplex in G(s,7(s)) or is a facet in the boundary of A(s .7(S)). These
sequences are either loops or sequences with two  end  simplices.  An  end
simplex  is either a t-simplex with an s-complete facet in the boundary of
A(s,/(s)), which coincides with one of the cases described in Lemma 5.3.4,
or  the end simplex is an s-complete t-simplex with K  =0 for some k, k<
k
I' (s) . If the facet r opposite the  vertex  yl lies  in  the  boundary  of
A(s.r(s) )  then p   = Ii A:yi lies in S  (I   1 \I- (s) ) and is an approximate
solution. More precisely, in this case which coincides  with  case  i)  of
Lemma 5.3.4, we have for h = 1....,n+1,
Zh (P ) h 0   if Ph > 0
and (5.4.2)
Zh (P )  5 0     if p   =  0.
A simplex which contains an approximate solution in its interior, is call-
ed a complete simplex. In this case the facet t of 6 opposite vertex yl is
a  complete  simplex. If the facet T o f a opposite vertex y , 1<p s t+1,
lies in the boundary of A(s) while 1 0 {v}, then according to Lemma  5.3.5
and  Lemma 5.3.6, 1 is an s-complete (t-1)-simplex 0(yl,"(s)) in A(s,1(s))
-            -
with s  = +o r s  = - for some k i n I'(s). If T does not lie in the bound-
k              k
ary  of  A(s), 1 is, according to Lemma 5.3.5, a facet of an s-complete t-
simplex 8(yl.8(s)) in G(s,9(s)), sharing with a a common s-complete facet.
Consequently,  an  s-complete  facet  1 of an end simplex of a sequence in
A(s.7(s)) in bd A(s,r(s)) which is not {v} or a complete simplex is either
an  end  simplex  of  a sequence of adjacent s-complete (t-1)-simplices in
G(s,y(s)) with |I'(s)| = |I'(s)|-1. or is a facet of a simplex being an
end simplex of a sequence of adjacent s-complete t-simplices in G(s,9(s)).
If at an end simplex of a sequence in A(s,1(s)) Ak is equal  to  0
for  some k.  k / I'(s). and either  I' (s)  =  {k}  or  {i  €  I- (s) |vi  >  0}  =  {k},
then p  = Iixtyl is an approximate solution. In the first case we have
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Z (P ) 5 0, hi 1....,n+1, (5.4.3)
and in the second case we have that p  satisfies (5.4.2).  In  both  cases
the  t-simplex  6 is a complete simplex. If p  is not an approximate solu-
-                             -
tion. then 6(yl,„(s)) is an s-complete facet of the s-complete  (t+1)-sim-
plex 8(yl,„(s)) in G(8,1(s)) with
-         -
Sk   0, Sh = Sh' h * k,
r(E) =  (k,ki....,kt-1)   if k € I. (s)
(ki....,kt-1'k)   if k E I-(s)
and (5.4.4)
("1'' ·," .k,n   ,...,at) with N  =0   if k E I'(s)P    P+1             p
"(S) I
C"i"'' "t'k) if k E I-(s).
-                                                                 -
Therefore d is an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent s-complete  (t+1)-
simplices in G(s,1(s)) with s-complete common facets.
In this way, we obtain sequences of adjacent s-complete  t-simpli-
ces in G(s), sharing s-complete facets. A sequence is either a loop or has
two end simplices. An end simplex which does not yield a complete simplex,
has  either  a  facet which is an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent s-
complete (t-1)-simplices in G(s) with |Io(s)| = |Io(s)|-1, unless I' (s)  =
0  in  which  case s = s' and the facet is {v}, or it is a facet of an end
simplex of a sequence of adjacent s-complete (t+1)-simplices in G(s)  with
Io(s)| = |I'(s)|+1. For varying s the sequences of adjacent s-complete t-
simplices in G(s), sharing common s-complete facets, form loops or  paths.
A  path  has  two end simplices. Exactly one path connects {v} with a com-
plete simplex. All other paths connect two different  complete  simplices.
The  path  connecting  {v}  with  a complete simplex induces the piecewise
linear path of points satisfying (5.2.1) which connects v with an approxi-
•                                    n-1
mate  solution p . This path is generated by the (2 -2)-ray algorithm by
performing alternating replacement steps in the triangulation  and  linear
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programming  pivot  steps  in  the linear system (5.4.1). The steps of the
algorithm are as follows.
STEP 0: If zh(v) 5 0 for all h. then the algorithm terminates with the so-
1
lution v. Otherwise, set sh = sgn zh(v), h = 1,...,n+1, t = 1, y
=  v,  a(s) = (0), 6 = a(yl,„(S)), 1(s) =0, p=2, ab =0'h-1,
...,n+1, A = 1, and K = |zh(v)|, h = 1,...,n+1.1                  h
STEP 1: Perform  an  1.p. pivot step by bringing (27(yp),1)7 in the linear
system
Et I 1 A    [z ( yi  )1     - I
[eck,] , [eli   l     i  L       1       1              k0IO  (s)K k s k
0 Lil .
itp
If K becomes zero for some k < I'(s), then go to Step  3.  Other-
k
wise, A  becomes zero for exactly one p + p.
P
STEP 2: If p = 1, a  = 0, and a("1) = m-1, then the facet  of  a  opposite
1
the vertex yl is a complete simplex and the algorithm terminates.
In the case 1<p< t+1 and if
i) rr  .  =k,r t   =  kl ' and a(rt   ) = a(TT ). then s, 1(s) andP-1 OP P-1      P
6(yl,n(s)) are adapted according to Lemma 5.3.5. Set t =  t-1,
h = kl' and go to Step 4
ii) I -k   , N  =k  for some i,1<irt-1,  and  a(N   )  =
P-1 i-1   p    i                                      p-1
a(n ), then /(s) and 1(yl,„(s)) are adapted according to Lemma
P
5.3.5. Return to Step 1 with p = p.
In  the  case p = t+1, Trt = kt-1, and a(N ) = 0, then s, 3(s), and
6(yl,I(s)) are adapted according to Lemma 5.3.6. Set h = kt-1, t =
t-1, and go to Step 4.
In all other cases 6(yl,"(s)) and a are adapted according to Table
5.3.1. Return to Step 1 with p the index of the new vertex of a.
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STEP 3: If I'(s) = {k} or if {i € I-(s)|vt > 0} = {k}, then a  is  a  com-
plete  simplex  and  the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, s, ,(S).
and 6(yl,„(s)) are adapted according to (5.4.4). Set t =  t+1  and
return to Step 1 with p the index of the new vertex of a.
STEP 4: Perform an 1.p. pivot step by bringing -sh (eT(h).0)T in the system
Itilx [z(yl)1 - I . s  [ec')]  -  Ii].i•1 i l  1 1 k k'  0k<I'(s)    0
ki*h
If K  becomes zero for some k K I'(s), k 0 h, then return to  Step
k
3. Otherwise, A  becomes zero for some p, and return to Step 2.
P
Each round of the algorithm gives an approximate solution p . If the accu-
racy  of  the  solution is not satisfactory, then the grid size is refined
and the algorithm is restarted with p  the new  starting  point.  The  re-
starting is terminated as soon as the accuracy of the approximate solution
is good enough.
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CHAPTER 6. THE 2-RAY ALGORITHM
6.1. Introduction
In this chapter we present a simplicial variable dimension restart
algorithm to solve the equilibrium problem (EP) with respect to a function
z on Sn. There are two rays  to  leave  the  arbitrarily  chosen  starting
point.  The algorithm is in a sense closely related to the ideas presented
by Walras [1874]. Walras describes an economy with n+1 commodities  having
an auctioneer who changes prices. First the price of commodity 1 is chang-
ed until the excess demand of this commodity becomes zero. Then  the  auc-
tioneer  repeats  this  procedure for commodity 2 and so on until the last
commodity. Since the auctioneer changes only one price at a time, a  com-
modity  which had zero excess demand in general does not remain in such an
equilibrium situation. Moreover, convergence  to  an  equilibrium  is  not
assured.
The idea behind the 2-ray algorithm is to  keep  the  p.1.  excess
demand  of  the  commodities  k, k 5 t-1, equal to zero and to adapt Pt to
bring commodity t into equilibrium for t running from  1  to  n.  So,  the
algorithm approximately solves a sequence of subproblems consisting of the
first t equations of z(p) =0, for varying t, 1 w t i n. The  dimension  t
does  not  necessarily  increase monotonically from 1 to n. For a given t,
the first t prices are adjusted in such a way that Zi(P)  remains zero for
the  first t-1 commodities. This is a substantial improvement with respect
to Walras' procedure and always leads to an approximate equilibrium.
This  chapter  is  organized  as follows. In Section 2 we give the
piecewise linear path traced by the new algorithm. Section 3 describes the
subdivision  of  Sn in lower dimensional subsets and gives the replacement
steps in the triangulation. Again, the V-triangulation of Sn underlies the
new algorithm .  In  Section 4, the linear programming pivot steps and the
steps of the algorithm are given. This chapter is mainly based on Doup and
Talman [1987b].
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6.2. The path of the algorithm
The  algorithm,  whose steps are presented in Section 4, induces a
piecewise linear path of points p in Sn, starting from an arbitrary  inte-
rior  point  v  in  Sn and terminating with an approximate solution of the
equilibrium problem on Sn with respect to z. We assume  that  z  satisfies
zi(P)   0 when Pi = 0 (strict desirability).
Initially, at p = v, the component pi is increased away from vl if
zl(v)  is positive. whereas all other relative prices Pi/vi are kept equal
to each other and lower than p /v . If zl(v) is negative. pi is  decreased
1     1
away  from  vl'  keeping all other relative prices equal to each other and
higher than pi/vl. So, initially points p are generated such that
Pl/vl 2
b
if zi (v)  > 0
P1/vl 5
b
if zl(V)  < 0
and
Pi/vi =b    'i= 2,..., n+1,
where  b  >  0.  Again b depends on p but we use the simplified notation b
instead of b(p). At p = v, we have b = 1. The algorithm leaves  v  by  de-
creasing  b   from one if zl (v) is positive and by increasing b from one if
zl (v) is negative. The sign of zl (v) determines whether the relative price
pi /vl is  increased  or  decreased. Since there are two possible signs for
zl (v), assuming that zl (v) is not equal to zero, the  algorithm  leaves  v
along one out of two directions. These directions at v determine rays from
v. Therefore. we call this algorithm the 2-ray algorithm.
One  ray  leads  from the starting point  v to the vertex e(1) and
the second one leads from v to a point on the facet of Sn opposite  vertex
e(1).  The  algorithm  moves  along  one  of these rays until a point p is
reached where Zl(P) = 0. Then the algorithm continues,  from  p.  along  a
piecewise  linear  path of points p keeping Zl (P) equal to zero and by in-
creasing P2/v2 away from b if Z2(P) , 0 and by decreasing P2/v2 away  from
b  if  Z2(P) < 0. All other relative prices Pi/vi• i 0 1,2, are kept equal
b. In general, the algorithm traces a piecewise linear path of points p in
S  satisfying for varying t, l i t E n.
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Zi(P  =
O , i = 1,...,t-1




if Zt (P)   0
Pt/vt 5
b if Z (p) < 0,
t
with b > 0. All the Pi/vi with i 2 t+1 are equal to each other and smaller
than p /v  if Z (p) is positive, and larger than Pt/vt if Z (p)  is  nega-ttt    t
tive.   If  Z (p) becomes equal   to  zero,   then  Zt (P)   is kept equal   to  zero  and
t
the algorithm continues by increasing t with one. If  the  relative  price
Pt/vt  becomes  equal to b, then Pt/vt is kept equal to b while Zt-1(P) is
increased from zero when
Pt-1/v
> b and Z (p) is decreased from  zerot-1 t-1
when Pt-1/vt-1 < b and t is decreased with one. This feature of increasing
or decreasing Z (p) assures the convergence of the algorithm. The  algo-t-1
rithm terminates as soon as a point p  is reached satisfying
Zl (p     I  , 0,0 .Zi (p     I  .
That such a point p  is an approximate solution, follows from Walras' law.
The piecewise linear path of points p i n Sn, starting from p  =  v
and  satisfying (6.2.1), is generated by the algorithm through alternating
replacement steps in the  V-triangulation  of  Sn and  linear  programming
pivot  steps  in  a  system  of  equations  representing  the value of the
piecewise linear approximation Z(p). The underlying  subdivision  will  be
discussed  in  Section 3, while  the  linear system and the steps of the
algorithm are given in Section 4.
6.3. The subdivision of Sn
In this section the subdivision of Sn which  underlies  the  2-ray
algorithm  is described. Let v be a point in the interior of Sn. The point
v will be the starting point of the algorithm. For t E  I  sets  A(t)  andn
A(-t) are defined as follows.
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DEFINITION 6.3.1. For t E I. A(t) and A(-t) are given by
n
A(t) =  {p E Sn'Pi/vi = b. i = t+1.....n+1. Pt/vt 2 b. b 2 0}
and
A(-t) = {p E Sn'Pt/vt = b, i = t+1....,n+1, p /v  5 b. b 2 0}.
t     t











FIGURE 6.3.1. Illustration of the sets A(t), A(-t), t = 1,2, in Sn, n = 2.
The sets A(t) and A(-t) are t-dimensional subsets of Sn.  Further-
more,  let  A(0)  be {v}. The boundary of A(t), t 2 1, consists of A(t-1),
A(-(t-1)), the set {p E S"IPi = 0' i = t+1....,n+1}, and of the intersec-
tion  of  A(t)  with  the  boundary faces Sn(I \{i}), i = 1,--t-1. Then+1
boundary of A(-t), t 2 1. consists of A(t-1), A(-(t-1)), and the intersec-
tion  of  A(-t) with the boundary faces Sn(I \{i}), i = 1,...,t. The twon+1
one-dimensional sets A(1) and A(-1) are the rays  of  the  algorithm.  The
algorithm leaves v along the ray A(1) if zl(v) is positive. and along the
ray A(-1)  if zl (v) is negative.
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The  V-triangulation  of  Sn  with grid size m 1 triangulates each
A(k), k= t,-t, 1 5 t 5 n. First, each t-dimensional set A(k), k  =  t,-t,
is  subdivided into t-dimensional subsets A(1(k)), with 1(k) = (71.....Yt)
a permutation of t elements of the set I = {-t,-t+1,...,-1,1,...,t} such
It
that
i) for all i, 1 f i c t-1, either i  or  -i  is  an  element  of
 11""'12 
ii)  k i s an element of the set  {11'... 'rt  
and
iii) for some s, 11 < 0     Ys < 0, 7 > 0 ··· r  > 0.s+1          t
All  elements of the set {11'...'Ft} are positive when s = 0, and all ele-
ments of this set are negative when s = t. We call such  a  permutation  a
feasible permutation of t elements in I
it
DEFINITION 6.3.2. Let 1(k) be a feasible permutation of t elements in I
It
k = t,-t. The region A(y(k)) is given by
A C T (k) )    =   {p   €  Sn  1 p   =   v   +   I  . 1 0(Th ) q (Th ) '
with 0 5
 CYt  5 ,   5 0(11) 5 1}. (6.3.1)
where the vectors q(Th)' h = 1,...,t, are given by
P( n.1  -71""'-rh ) - P(In•1  -Yl'"I'-Th-1 )' h = 1,....s
   h  =  P< 1*•1 ) - P(In•1 <-11""'-1.}) , h = s+1
 <  9.1 '   'Yh   - P  78.1 '   ' h-1  , h = s+2,...,t,
with the projection vectors p(K), K  C I as defined in Definition
n+1
3.4.1.
The set A(k) is the union of A(1(k)) over all feasible permutations 1(k).
k  =  t,-t. The regions A (1(k)) are illustrated in Figure 6.3.2 for n = 2.
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The boundary of A(1(k)) is the union  of  a  number  of  (t-1)-dimensional
subsets,  each  of  them  obtained  by  setting  exactly one inequality in








*                   1
e(1) e(2)
FIGURE 6.3.2. The 2-dimensional regions A(1(k)), k = 2,-2, in Sn, n = 2.
-1The V-triangulation of Sn with grid size m induces a subdivision
of each t-dimensional set A(y(k)) into t-simplices.
DEFINITION 6.3.3.  The collection G(r(k)) of t-dimensional simplices 0(yl,
t+1
N(t)) with vertices yl....,y is given by
i) yi  =v+ Ii.la(Ti)m-iq(Yi) for integers a(Yi)·i= 1.....t.
such that 0 5 a(rt) 5 ··· 5 a(li) 5 m-1
ii) m(t)  =  (Hi•···,"t)  is  a permutation of the t elements in
{11""'rt such that p > p' if a(N ) = a(n  ) when for  someP       P'
i, 1<ist, I = riand H = rp           p'    1-1
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iii) yi,1 . yi + m-lq("i)' i = 1....,t.
The set G(1(k)) is the triangulation of A(3(k)) induced by the V-triangu-
lation of Sn with grid size m-1. The triangulation of the regions  A(7(k))
is  illustrated  in Figure 6.3.3 for n = 2. The arrows denote the ordering
of the vertices of a simplex.
e(3)
V
/             1
e(1)  r   4     1   e(2)
FIGURE 6.3.3. Triangulation of the regions A(1(k)) in Sn, n - 2, with grid
size m-1 = 1/2.
The union of G(1(k)), 1(k) = (11""'rt ' over all feasible 3(k)  is  the
triangulation G(k) of A(k), k= t,-t,lstkn.
The algorithm in general moves from one  t-simplex  6(yl,N(t))  in
G(k),  k = t,-t, to an adjacent t-simplex 8(91,„(t)) in G(k). If both sim-
plices lie in G(1(k)), the parameters yl, 8(t) and a are obtained from yl,
N(t),  and a as indicated in Table 6.3.1, where p is the index of the ver-
tex of G such that a and 8 share the  common  facet  7(yl,...*yp-1,yp•1,
t+1..,y  ) and where al' = a(Yi)• h = 13'il• i= 1....,t, and a =Oforh=h
t+1,...,n+1.
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2                                 -/(t)                               a
P - 1   yl + m-lq(Tri)  ('T2'o,0'Trt'Trl  a + e(lil|)
1 < p < t+1 yi (T11'...' p-2.TTP' TP-1'Trp.1""'"t) a
p = t+1 yl - m-lq(Frt)  ("t'Tri'" '"t-1) a-e (Irrt')
TABLE 6.3.1. p is the index of the vertex to be replaced.
We now consider the case that an adjacent t-simplex of 6(yl,„(t)) does not
exist or does not lie in G(7(k)). The following three lemmas describe this
case.
LEMMA 6.3.4. Let a(yl.N(t)) be a t-simplex in G(1(k)). The facet  1  oppo-
site vertex yl lies in the boundary of A(y(k)) iff
"1 = Yi and a("1) = m-1.
In  the  case  11  <  0,  7 is a (t-1)-simplex in Sn(In•1#(-11))' i.e. all
points p in 1 satisfy  Ph = 0 for h = -31'  In the case Yi > 0,   T  is  a
(t-1)-simplex in Sn(I ), i.e. all points p in 7 satisfy P  = 0' h = t+1...
t
.,n+1.
LEMMA  6.3.5.  Let 0(yl,„(t)) be a t-simplex in G(y(k)). The facet 7 oppo-
site vertex y , for some p, 1<p< t+1, lies in the boundary  of  A(r(k))
iff
Tr    =7   ,I  =r for some i. 1<i E t, and a(n   ) = a(n ).P-1 1-1   p    i                                p-1       p
In this case we consider three subcases:
1) sgn(ri-1) = sgn(Yi): the facet r is also  a  facet  of  the  t-simplex
8(yi, R(t)) in G(9(k)), where
i (k)     =      (11·""71  -2' 3.i' 11 -1   'r i• 1   ""'  t   
and R(t) = (rri'...,"p-2'Trp'N,-1,"p.1,' ''rrt)
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2) Ti-1  -  -t and ri > 0: the facet t lies in bd A(-t) and is the (t-1)-
simplex 8(yl.„(t-1)) in G(7(k)),
where  k  =  Th   with   1 7h |   =
t-1, 1(k)  =
CTi""'Ti-2'ri'"''Tt)' and n(t-1) , (Tri•... .TT   ,„ '..., TT )p-2  p      t
3) ri-1 < 0' r 0 -t, and Yi > 0: the facet T is also a facet of the t-i-1
simplex 8(yl,8(t)) in G(F(k)) where 9(k) =(31····· Y   .7 'Y   ....,3 ,i-2 i 1.1      t
-li-1)' R(-Ti-1) = 0, and N(t) = (Tri'...'Np-2'Typ'TTp.1'...,Mt'-Trp_1).
LEMMA  6.3.6.  Let 6(yl,„(t)) be a t-simplex in G(1(k)). The facet 1 oppo-
t+1
site vertex y lies in the boundary of A(1(k)) iff
Ne = Yv and a(N ) = 0·
When t = 1, then 7 = {v}. Otherwise, we again consider three subcases:
1) Tt  =  -t or 1  = t: the facet 1 lies in bd A(k) and is the (t-1)-sim-t
plex 8(yl,„(t-1)) in G(1(k)), where k = Th with 11 |  =  t-1,  1(k)  =
(11'···'Tt-1)' and "(t-1) = (Hl'""nt-1)
2) 1  <0 and r  0 -t: the facet t i s also a facet of the t-simplex 8(yl,
t                     t
R(t)) in G(3(k)), where 1(k) = (11 "' ,'lt-1 '-lt) ' a(-Yt) - 0, and N(t)
=  "1""' t-1'- t 
3) r   >0 and rt *t: the facet T i s also a facet of the t-simplex 2(yl,
t
8(t)) in G(9(k)), where 9(k) = (11·····Ye·-lt'Te•1' '1t-1 ' with  s
such  that  1. < 0 and 1,*1 > 0' a(-Te) = a(T..1)• and #(t) = ("1'···'
TT   ,-Tr , TY '...,Tr ) where n  =YP-1 t P t-1 p    s+1
Concluding,  we  can  say  that  if a facet 7 of a t-simplex 0(yl,N(t)) in
G(k), k = t,-t, is not a facet of another t-simplex in  G(k),  then  r  is
either  a (t-1)-simplex in Sn(I \{i}) for some i, 1 5 i 5 t,o r a (t-1)-n+1
simplex in Sn(It)' or a (t-1)-simplex in G(t-1) or  G(-(t-1)).  This  con-
cludes  the description of the subdivision of Sn which underlies the 2-ray
algorithm.
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6.4. The steps of the algorithm
As discussed in Section 2, the algorithm traces a piecewise linear
path  of  points p in Sn satisfying (6.2.1). Each point p on the path lies
in A(k), for some k,k= t,-t,lwtwn. with k=t i f Zt (P)   0 and k  =
-t  if  Zt(P)  <  0. Let 6(yl,...,yt'l) be a t-simplex in A(k), containing
such a point p. Then, unique numbers At' i = 1,...,t+1, and Ah' h  =  t,..
.,n+1, exist such that Iixi = 1, Ai 2 0, i = 1,...,t+1, p = Iikiyi, and
0     h = 1,...,t-1
 h    =
Ah    h = t,...,n+1,
with  sgn Rt   =  sgn k  and Ah E R, h = t+1....,n+1. Such a t-simplex is
called k-complete.
g+1DEFINITION 6.4.1. For k= t,-t, 1 5 t i n,a g-simplex 6(yl'...,y   ), g=
t-l,t, is k-complete if the system of linear equations
cxpe] - cx Ie(:)] . M (6.4.1)
has a solution (A,K) such that At 2 0'i= 1,...,g+1, while K  2 0 i f k  =
t
t and K  5 0 ifk = -t.
t
Observe that the system has n+2 rows. For g  =  t-1  the  system  has  n+2
columns  and  for  g=t one column more. To guarantee convergence we need
the following assumption.
ASSUMPTION 6.4.2. (Nondegeneracy) The linear system (6 .4.1) has for g = t-
1 a unique solution (A,K) such that At > 0,  i  =  1....,t,  and  A  0  0,
whereas  for  g  =  t  at most one of the variables X,i= 1,...,t+1, and
i
A  is equal to zero. If At is equal to zero in the latter case then K    0t                                                                    t•1
0.
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Under this assumption, a k-complete t-simplex 6, k= t,-t, 1 s t E n,  has
a  line  segment  of  feasible  solutions (A,K). A feasible solution (A,A)
having exactly one component equal to zero is called a basic  solution.  A
line  segment  of  solutions  (A,K)  induces  a line segment of points p =
Eixiyl in 6 and can be followed by making an 1.p. pivot step in the system
(6.4.1).  If  Xi is equal to zero at a basic solution, then the facet of a
opposite vertex yi is also k-complete. In this way, a k-complete t-simplex
has  at  most two k-complete facets. According to (6.4.1), the points p on
the line segment satisfy Zi(P) = 0, i = 1....,t-1, and sgn Zt(P) = sgn  k.
Thus, if G lies in A(k), these points p satisfy (6.2.1). A line segment of
points in d satisfying (6.2.1) can therefore be followed by making a line-
ar programming pivot step in the system (6.4.1). In particular, with k=l
if zl(v) > 0 and k = -1 if z (v) < 0, let d'(v, (k)) be the  unique  1-sim-
plex  in  A(k),  having  v as a vertex. Then a' is k-complete with Al = 1,
A  = 0, and Ah = z (v), h = 1,...,n+1, at one of the two basic  solutions.2                       h
The  algorithm  starts  by making a linear programming pivot step with the
vector (zT(y2),1)T in the system of linear equations (6.4.1), where y2 = v
+ m-iq(k).
For a given k,k=t,-t, 1 5 t E n, and  a  feasible  permutation
vector 1(k)  =  (11'...'rt)'  the  k-complete  t-simplices  6(yl,"(t)) in
G(1(k)) form sequences of adjacent simplices with k-complete common facets
since each k-complete t-simplex in G(7-(k)) has at most two k-complete fac-
ets and since each facet of a t-simplex is either a facet  of  another  t-
simplex in G(1(k))  or  is a facet in the boundary of A(1(k)). These se-
quences are either loops or sequences with two end simplices. An end  sim-
plex  is either a t-simplex a with a k-complete facet T in the boundary of
A(1(k)), as has been described in the Lemmas 6.3.4 -  6.3.6,  or  the  end
simplex  is  a  k-complete  t-simplex with K = 0. If the facet T opposite
t
vertex yl lies in the boundary of A(1(k)), then, according to Lemma 6.3.4,
1  lies  in the boundary of Sn. In the case k = -t, the facet T lies in Sn
i
for some i, 1 5 i E t. However, according to the strict desirability  con-
dition that zi(P) > 0 when Pt = 0, the algorithm cannot generate points in
A(-t) n Sn, i = 1....,t. In the case k = t, the facet T lies either in  Sn
for  some i, 1 5 i s t-1, or in S'(It). Again, the first case cannot occur
according to the strict desirability condition. The second  case  is  pre-
vented by setting zt(y) equal to a small negative number if a vertex y (of
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a) generated by the algorithm lies in A(t) n Sn(I ) and zt(y) is positive.
Concluding,  we  can  say  that the algorithm cannot generate a k-complete
(t-1)-simplex in the boundary of Sn. If the facet 1, 7 0 {v},  opposite  a
vertex y ,1<PE t+1, lies in the boundary of A(r(k)), then according to
Lemma 6.3.5 and Lemma 6.3.6, 1 is either a facet of another k-complete  t-
simplex  8(yl.8(t)) in G(2(k)), sharing with 6 the facet t. or T is a (t-
1)-complete (t-1)-simplex 6(yl,N(t-1))  in  A(t-1),  or  1  is  a  -(t-1)-
complete  (t-1)-simplex  6(yl,„(t-1))  in A(-(t-1)). In this way, a k-com-
plete facet T of an end simplex of a sequence in A (1(k)), which lies in bd
A(1(k)),  1  0  {v},  is either a facet of an end simplex of a sequence of
adjacent k-complete t-simplices in G(2(k)) or an end simplex of a sequence
of adjacent (t-1)-complete (t-1)-simplices in G(7(t-1)), or an end simplex
of a sequence of adjacent -(t-1)-complete (t-1)-simplices in G(7(-(t-1))).
If  at  an  end  simplex 6(yl,„(t)) of a sequence in A(1(k)) A  is
t
equal to zero. then p  = Ii A,yi is an approximate solution if t =  n.  The
approximate solution satisfies Zi(P ) = 0, i = 1....,n. Such an n-simplex,
containing p  in its interior, is called a complete simplex. If t < n,
then  6(yl,rr(t))  is  either  a (t+1)-complete facet of the (t+1)-complete




in case Z   (p ) > 0, or 6(yl,„(t)) is a -(t+1)-complete facet of the
t+1
-(t+1)-complete (t+1)-simplex 8(yl,n(t+1)) in G(1(-(t+1))) with
1(-(t+1)) = (ri.....1.'-(t+1).1.*1'"''rt)
N(t+1) = ("1'...,up-1,-(t+1),ap,".,"t) (6.4.3)
and
a(-(t+1)) = a(13+1)'
in case Z   (p ) <0, where s i s such that rs <0 and y    >0 and p  sucht+1 s+1
that n = r   . Therefore, 6 is an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent
p     s.1
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(t+1)-simplices in either G(1(t+1)) with common (t+1)-complete  facets  or
in G(y(-(t+1))) with common -(t+1)-complete facets.
In this way, we obtain sequences of adjacent k-complete  t-simpli-
ces in G(k), sharing k-complete facets. A sequence is either a loop or has
two end simplices. An end simplex which does not yield a complete simplex,
has  either  a  facet  which  is  an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent
(t-1)- or -(t-1)-complete (t-1)-simplices in G(t-1) or G(-(t-1)),  respec-
tively,  unless t = 1, in which case the facet is equal to {v}, or the end
simplex is a facet of an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent  (t+1)-  or
-(t+1)-complete  (t+1)-simplices in G(t+1) or G(-(t+1)), respectively. For
varying k, the sequences of k-complete t-simplices in G(k) form loops  and
paths.  Exactly  one  path connects {v} with a complete simplex. All other
paths connect two different complete simplices. The path,  connecting  {v}
with  a  complete simplex, induces a piecewise linear path of points p =
Iixiyl satisfying (6.2.1). This path, whose description has been given  in
Section 2, is generated by the 2-ray algorithm by performing alternating
replacement steps in the triangulation and linear programming pivot  steps
in the linear system (6.4.1). The steps of the algorithm are as follows.
STEP 0: Set k=l i f zl(v) >0 and k= -l i f zl(v) <0, 1(k) = (k), t = 1,
yi = v. .(t) = (k), a = 6(yl,„(t)), a  I O' h = 1.....n+1, Xi = 1,
4 = Zh(v). h = 1.....n+1, and B = 2.
STEP 1: Perform  an  1.p. pivot step by bringing (zT(yp),1)T in the linear
system
Ii:; A. I'l'.  ] - r... I.t:,] = I,].
10P
If K  becomes zero, then go to Step 3. Otherwise, A  becomes  zero
t                                                                                              P
for exactly one p 0 p.
STEP 2: In the case 1<p< t+1, w .1   , m  =y  for some i,1<i  5
P-1 1-1   p    i
t, and a(N ) = a(u ), and if
P-1       P
i) sgn (ri-1) = sgn (rt)•
then 1(k) and 6(yl,„(t))  are  adapted
according to Lemma 6.3.5 case 1). Return to Step 1 with p=p
1 11,
.=-'
ii) Ti-1 = -t and Yi > 0, then 1(k) and  6(yl,„(t))  are  adapted
according to Lemma 6.3.5 case 2). Set k - 1  with |1 | = t-1,h
set t = t-1, and go to Step 4
iii) ri-1 < 0' Ti-1 0 -t. and Ti > O, then 1(k), 0(yl,TY(t)), and a
are adapted according to Lemma 6.3.5 case 3). Return to  Step
1 with p = p.
In the case p = t+1, n  = Tt' and a(n ) = 0, and if
t                             t
i) 1   =  -t or r  = t. then 1(k) and 6(yl,„(t)) are adapted ac-
t                            t
cording to Le=a 6.3.6 case 1). Set k = rh with |Th|  =  t-1,
set t = t-1, and go to Step 4
ii) 1  <0 and y  0 -t, then 1(k), 6(yl,„(t)), and a are  adapted
t                     t
according  to  Lemma 6.3.6 case 2). Return to Step 1 with p =
t+1
iii) 1   >  0 and r  *t, then 1(k), 6(yl,„(t)), and a are adapted
t                         t
according to Lemma 6.3.6 case 3). Return to Step 1 with p the
index of the new vertex of 6.
In all other cases a(yl,„(t)) and a are adapted according to Table
6.3.1. Return to Step 1 with p the index of the new vertex of a.
STEP 3: If t = n, then d is a complete simplex and  the  algorithm  termi-
nates.  Otherwise k, 1(k). 6(yl,„(t)), and a are adapted according
to (6.4.2) if K > 0, and according to (6.4.3) if K < 0. Sett+1 t+1
t = t+1 and return to Step 1 with p the index of the new vertex of
C.
STEP 4: Perform an 1.p. pivot step by bringing (eT(t).0)T in the system
Ii:ix, [,Ci, )]  - r::i.'.,[„(0)]  .  1 fl
by increasing At from zero if k=t and decreasing At from zero if




Each round of the algorithm gives an approximate solution p . If the accu-
racy  of  the  solution is not satisfactory, then the grid size is refined
and the algorithm is restarted with p  as the new starting point. The  re-
starting is terminated as soon as the accuracy of the approximate solution
is good enough.
As  described  in Section 2, the 2-ray algorithm solves a sequence
of subproblems Zi(P) = 0'...'Z (P) =0' for varying t, 1 s t E n. However,
for  t, 1 E t E n, the ordering (1,...,t) is not essential. One can choose
any ordering (ii'...'i ), 1 5 t k n, but once an ordering is chosen, it is
fixed  throughout  the  algorithm. One can also imagine that the algorithm
generates the following ordering. If a new index has to be added, then the
index i is   chosen  such   that IX | is the maximum  of   |A   |   over  h,h  0t+1                       i                         h
t+1
ii,...,it. For the starting simplex 6(v) this coincides  with  determining
the index i such that
1
 zi (v)1 = maxhlzh(v)1.
1
The  regions  A(k), k= t,-t, 1 5 t s n, must be adapted such that the or-
dering (1,...,t) is replaced by (ii'...'it)' t = 1,...,n. So,  once  at  a
point p the commodity it has zero excess demand the algorithm continues by
adapting the prices in order to keep the commodities il upto  i  in  equi-
t
librium  and increasing the price of the commodity i , relative to v, ift+1
Zi   (p) = max{IZb(p)Ilh 0 ii'...'it} and decreasing the price of the com-
t+1
modity it.1' relative to v. if -Zi   (P) = max{IZh(P)|Ih 0 ii'  0'it '
t+1
Also Walras' successive tatonnement process  can easily be simula-
ted in a pivoting algorithm with two rays. Initially, at p = v, this algo-
rithm performs the same as the 2-ray algorithm by increasing pi away  from
vi  if zi(v) > 0 and decreasing Pi away from vl if zl (v) < 0. This is done
until a point p is generated with Zl (B) = O. Then  the  algorithm  is  re-
started      at   p,    and   P2 is increased   away   from    2    if   z2  CP)    ,   0   and   P2    is   de-
creased away from  2 if z2(P) < 0. All other relative prices pi/Pt' i 02,
are  kept  equal to each other. This restarting is repeated until Z (P.)n+1
becomes equal to zero in the (n+1)-th round for some p in  Sn.  However,
for  this algorithm one cannot assure convergence. Also for this algorithm
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the ordering (1,...,n+1) is not essential and  can  be  generated  by  the
algorithm in a similar way as described for the 2-ray algorithm.
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CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
7.1. Introduction
In the previous chapters we have described several variable dimen-
sion  restart  algorithms  on the unit simplex. These algorithms differ in
the number of rays along which the algorithm can leave the starting  point
and  in the underlying simplicial subdivision. In Section 2 we compare the
different algorithms for the equilibrium problem on the unit simplex. In
Section  3  the  computational results are presented for the various algo-
rithms on Sn. The examples concern the computation of an equilibrium in  a
pure exchange economy and of a solution to the quadratic programming prob-
lem.
7.2, A comparison of the variable dimension restart algorithms on Sn
In the foregoing chapters we  have  introduced  three  essentially
different simplicial variable dimension restart algorithms on Sn utilizing
the V-triangulation. Each  algorithm  induces  a  piecewise  linear  path
starting in a point v in Sn and ending with an approximate solution of the
underlying problem. If the underlying problem is the equilibrium  problem,
then  we  can assume that the starting point is an interior point. In this
case the (n+1)-ray algorithm generates the path Pl of points p  satisfying
for k = 1,...,n+1,
 k vk   2  minh h /Vh        if  Zk P    =   maxh Zh  P 
pk vk   =  minhph /Vh        if  Zk  P    <   maxh Zh <P  '
Similar, the (2n•1-2)-ray algorithm generates  the  path  P2 of  points  p
satisfying for k = 1,...,n+1,
pk  vk   =  maxh  h /Vh if Z (p) > 0k
minh ph/vh   5  pk/vk   5  maxh ph/vh         if  Zk(P)   =   0
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minh h/Vh =  k/Vk if Zk(P) < 0.
Finally,  the 2-ray algorithm generates the path P3 of points p satisfying
for varying t,t€I,n
 i(p  I
Q , i = 1,...,t-1
Pt /vt   Z  pn + 1 /Vn.1   if Zt(P) , 0
Pt/vt 5 Pn.1/vn.1   if Zt (P) < 0
Pi/vi = Pn + 1/Vn + 1 , i = t+1,...,n+1.
Initially, at  p  =  v  on  the  path  Pl,  the  relative  price
Pk/vk having largest excess demand is increased whereas all other relative
prices  are  kept  equal  to  each other. In  general  the prices of the
commodities  not  having  maximal  (p.1.)  excess  demand  are  relatively
minimal.  As soon as for some commodity the excess demand becomes equal to
maxhzh(P)' then the price  of  this  commodity  is  relatively  increased,
keeping its excess demand maximal. If, however, a price becomes relatively
equal to the minimum of the relative prices, then this price is also  kept
relatively  minimal  while its excess demand is decreased from the maximal
excess demands.  The  path  terminates  with  a  point  p  such  that  all
commodities  have  equal (p.1.) ex-cess demands, i.e., when all Zi(P ) are
equal    to   maxh Zh  ( P  )  ·
Initially,  at  p=v o n the path P2, the relative prices Pk/vk of
the commodities having  positive  excess  demand  are  all  proportionally
increased whereas  the  relative  prices  Pk/vk of the commodities having
negative excess demand are all proportionally decreased.  As  soon  as  an
excess  demand  Zk(P) becomes equal to zero, then the relative price Pk/vk
is adapted in such a way that Zk(P) is kept equal to zero. If  a  relative
price      pk/vk      with   Zk CP ) -0 becomes equal   to   min  ph /vh    or   max  ph /vh '    then
it is kept equal to the corresponding bound while Zk(P) is decreased  from
zero    if Pk/vk becomes minhph /vh   and  Zk (P) is increased  from  zero  if  pk/vk
becomes maxhph/vh. The path terminates with a point  p' such  that  either
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all  commodities  have  nonpositive  excess  demands or nonnegative excess
demands.
Initially,  at  p  =v o n the path P3, the relative price Pt/v  is
1
increased if the excess demand zl(v) is positive and Pi/vt is decreased if
this  excess demand is negative. All other relative prices Pt/vi' itl, are
kept equal to each other. As soon as Zl(P) becomes equal to zero, then  it
is  kept equal to zero. In general, if the excess demand Zi(P) is equal to
zero for i = 1,...,t-1 for some t 2 2, and Z (p) 0 0, then p /v  is relat-
t                               tt
ively  increased  if  Ze<P)   0 and decreased if Zt(P) < 0 until Ze(P) be-
comes 0. If, however, the relative price p /v  becomes equal to the  rela-
t     t
tive  prices  Pi/vi' i = t+1.....n+1, then it is kept equal to these rela-
tive prices while the excess demand Zt-1(P)  is  decreased  from  zero  if
pt-1/  vt-1 is  smaller than the relative prices Pi/vt' i = t,...,n+1, and
Zt-1(P) is increased away from zero if Pe-i/vt-1 is larger than the  rela-
tive prices pt/vt, i = t,...,n+1. The path terminates at a point p  satis-
fying   Zi  (P    )     I     '  '  '     =   Z    (p   )    =   0.n
From an economic point of view the latter path is not satisfactory
since it only takes into account one component at a time. For a  given  t,
one  only  adapts  Pt'  whereas  all  Ph/vh' h k t+1, remain equal to each
other. Furthermore, one continues until Z (p) is  equal  to  zero  without
t
taking into account the components Zh<P)' h i t+1. The path induced by the
(n+1)-ray algorithm only takes into account the worst components of Z  and
adapts  the  corresponding  components  of  p.  The  path  induced  by the
(2   -2)-ray algorithm seems to be the most attractive  since  it  adjusts
n+1
all  components  of p simultaneously while taking all components of Z into
account. It is also closely related to the classical tatonnement  process.
For non-economic problems  like  the  NLCP  and  the  SPP  on  Sn,   the   (n+1)-ray
algorithm is the most suitable algorithm. Especially  for  the  stationary
point problem it seems to be the only appropriate one.
The algorithms introduced in the Chapters 4-6 are closely  related
to similar algorithms  on  R .   The   (n+1) -ray algorithm  on  Sn is closely  re-
lated to the (n+1)-ray algorithm on Rn introduced  in  van  der  Laan  and
Talman  [1979b].  The (2 -2)-ray  algorithm  is  closely related to the
n+1
octahedral or 2n-ray algorithm developed by Wright [1981]  and  the  2-ray
algorithm  on Sn is closely related to the 2-ray algorithm on R" of Saigal
[1984] and Yamamoto [1983]. Other simplicial algorithms  on  Rn have  been
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developed in van der Laan and Talman [1981] with 2n rays and in Kojima and
Yamamoto  [1984].  In the latter paper a whole class of algorithms  on  R   was
introduced  with  3n-1  rays.  The two extreme cases of this class are the
ones with 2n and 2' rays respectively. Further research must show if there
n.1is  also  such a class of algorithms on Sn with the (2 -2)-ray algorithm
as one of its extreme cases since this algorithm is closely related to the
2n-ray algorithm.
7.3. Computational results
The algorithms have been tested on two problems. The first problem
concerns the computation of an equilibrium in a pure exchange economy. The
formal  description  of such an economy is given in Section 2.5. We assume
that the utility function u'l :RB 4 R of consumer h is  of the following+1
+
form,
(1-ah )  ah 1/a 
Uh  (x)     =     I  *         (a h, k Xk   
where a <  1  and a > 0 for k = 1,...,n+1, h = 1,...,H. The parametersh           h,k
ah,k denote the utility parameters of consumer  h  for  commodity  k.  The
higher  the value of a , the more of this commodity k is desired by con-h,k
-1
sumer h. The parameter b  = (1-ah)   represents the degree of  substituta-
bility  for  consumer h between the commodities. Given the (positive) ini-
tial stocks w of consumer h for commodity k, the excess demand functionh,k
zb:Sn + Rn.1 for consumer h, h = 1....,H, is given by
ah i Ik , Wh,k pk
zi (P)  =     ' b 1-b  - wh.i' i = 1.....n+1.(p)h In.1 a  p  h
i     k=1  h,k k
It can easily be verified that this excess demand function is derived from
the maximization problem max{ub (x)|p·x 5 p·w,  x E Rn*1}.
+
We  applied  the two algorithms presented in Chapters 4 and 5 to a
number of pure exchange economies with the number of  commodities  ranging
from 5 to 24. The number of consumers is five. The data are generated ran-
domly with the coefficients a
h.k E IO'11. bh E [0•21. and wh.k E IO'10], h
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= 1 , . . . ,Il, k = 1...,n+1. The algorithms are started in the barycentre oftr
S' with an initial grid size of m = 1/2.  When  a  complete  simplex  is
-1
found,  the  grid is refined with a factor of two and the algorithm is re-
started in the approximate solution. The grid refinement is  stopped  when
the (absolute) values of the excess demands at an approximate solution are
less than 10-8.
The  linear  system  corresponding to a complete simplex yields an
approximation of the inverse  Jacobian matrix, see  for  example  Saigal
[1977]  and  Saigal and Todd [1978]. This matrix can be used to accelerate
the algorithm by performing quasi-Newton steps until an approximate  solu-
tion  is  found  with  excess  demands sufficiently small. However, it can
occur that the step length of the quasi-Newton step becomes too large.  In
that  case,  the  algorithm is restarted with a grid size depending on the
step length of the last quasi-Newton  step.  The  results  of  the  twenty
problems  are  given  in  Table  7.3.1. The first column of each algorithm
denotes the number of function evaluations and the number of linear
-8
programming  pivot steps to reach an accuracy of 10 when no quasi-Newton
steps are performed. The second column contains these  numbers  when  also
quasi-Newton  steps  are performed to reach this accuracy. Throughout this
section we will use the following notation
FE: the total number of function evaluations
LP: the total number of linear programming pivot steps
QN: the total number of quasi-Newton steps.
Our second problem concerns the quadratic programming problem  de-
scribed  in  Section  2.6. We have applied the two algorithms presented in
Chapters 4 and 5 to three problems having  two  or  three  quadratic  con-
straints.  The data of these problems can be found in Phan-huy-Hao [1982].
The algorithms are started in the vertex e(1) of Sn with an  initial  grid
-1
size of m = 1. When a complete simplex is found the grid is refined with
a factor of two and the algorithm is restarted in  the  approximate  solu-
tion.  The  grid  refinement  is stopped when all components of z are less
than 10-8. The linear system corresponding to  a  complete  simplex  again
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yields  an  approximation  of the inverse Jacobian matrix. For approximate
solution points p' in Sn(T) for some T C I .   one  obtains a (I T   x I T I) -n+1
n+1
(n+1)-ray algorithm           (2   -2)-ray algorithm
number of
commodities FE LP FE   LP QN LP FE FE LP  QN
5           42     34      25   14   7      51     42     28   17   7
6           51     43      35   24   5      56     47     37   26   4
7           55     47      23   12   7      49     41     31   22   3
8           68     60      36   25   5      64     55     28   18   6
9           72     64      29   17   8      78     69     29   18   7
10           99     91      43   33   4      89     80     39   28   7
11 116 108      78   66   5      96     87     44   31   7
12 123 115      51   39   6      99     90     41   28   9
13 169 161      60   46 8 164 155     51   38   9
14 182 173 165  151 6 144 135     41   27  11
15 162 154 110 96 7 165 155     55   41  10
16 190 182 102 91 5 240 231     79   67   8
17 229 221      93   79 8 189 180     69   55  10
18 253 245 227  214 6 230 221     96   84   7
19 260 252 172  160 7 234 225 135  122   8
20 304 296 149  134 10 299 289 162  152   3
21 300 292 120  107 8 251 242 122  109   8
22 391 382 200  187 5 245 236 149  139   3
23 542 533 304  291 6 325 315 170  158   7
24 449 441 297  287 3 403 393 181  170   4
TABLE 7.3.1. Computational results for the pure exchange economies.
matrix which allows for making quasi-Newton steps in Sn (T). One continues
performing quasi-Newton  steps  until an approximate solution is found or
the step length of the quasi-Newton step is too large. In the latter  case
the  variable  dimension  restart  algorithm is restarted with a grid size
depending on the step length of the last quasi-Newton  step.  The  results
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for  the  three  problems  are  given  in Table 7.3.2, where n denotes the
number of quadratic constraints and k is the dimension of the polytope P.
(n+1)-ray algorithm      (2   -2)-ray algorithm
n+1
n k FE LP FE LP QN FE LP FE LP QN
2   5   11    5    8 1 5   22   11    9    2    4
251910113 4   50   41   48   39    2
3   4   17    8    8 1 5   47   37   41   33    2
TABLE 7.3.2. Computational results for the quadratic programming problems.
n+1
The  computational  results  show  that the (2 -2)-ray algorithm
performs significantly better for the equilibrium problems  and  that  the
(n+1)-ray  algorithm  performs  better for the quadratic programming prob-
lems. For a comparison of the (n+1)-ray algorithm with the V-triangulation
and  this  algorithm  with the Q-triangulation we refer to Doup and Talman
[19788]. From the computational results one can reason that the V-triangu-
lation  gives  much  better results than the Q-triangulation. Furthermore,
the V-triangulation performs better than its variants, which were  discus-
sed  in Sedtion 3.6. However, these variants again perform better than the
Q-triangulation.
PART III
ALGORITHMS ON THE SIMPLOTOPE
»«»
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CHAPTER 8. AN INTRODUCTION TO SIMPLICIAL ALGORITHMS ON THE SIMPLOTOPE
8.1. Introduction
Several ways have been introduced to solve the fixed point problem
on  the simplotope S. For example one can adapt the set S or one can gene-
n
ralize the algorithms described on Sn. First of all, the set S  =  NN  S J
j=1
can  be  viewed as a subset of the (n+N-1)-dimensional set S(N), with S(N)
given by
S(N) = {x € R"N|I x  = N},+        ii
and n=I N  n.A function f o n S can easily be extended to a function  on
j.1 j
S(N)  with  only fixed points in S. However, the dimension of S is n while
S(N) is N-1 dimensions higher. The algorithms discussed in Chapters 4-  6
can  be applied directly on S(N). Clearly, the disadvantage of doing so is
that the dimension of the problem is increased by N-1. Garcia, Lemke and
Luthi  [1973] developed an algorithm on S(N) which is very close to Kuhn's
variable dimension algorithm on the unit simplex. One of the  applications
of  their  algorithm  was  the  computation  of  a Nash  equilibrium in a
noncooperative N-person game.
Another way to compute fixed points on S is to define a triangula-
tion (matrix) and a (proper) integer labelling rule such that the variable
dimension  restart  algorithms  of Chapter 4 with n+1 rays can be applied.
n +1
Such a triangulation matrix must consist of n columns  q(i)  in  WN  R J
j=1
n +1
such that for each j E IN' I    q   (i) =0,i= 1,...,n. Examples of suchh=1  J,h
triangulations of S have been given in Section  3.2.  The  labelling  rule
must  be  such that there are n+1 different (integer) labels, and a search
is made for a simplex which is completely labelled. Again such  a  simplex
should induce approximate solutions to the fixed point problem on S. Since
there are only n+1 different labels, we have to combine some  of  the  N+n
components  of  f(x)  -  x,  x  E S, in order to get an appropriate proper
labelling rule (see for example Kuhn [1977] and Talman [1980]).  This  im-
plies  that  some  components  are discriminated with respect to the other
components.
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Van  der  Laan  and  Talman [1982] introduced a variable dimension
restart algorithm on S with N+n labels having the Q'-triangulation as  the
underlying triangulation (see also Talman [1980]). The algorithm is called
the IN  (n +1)-ray or sum-ray algorithm on S and has N+n rays to leave the
j-1  j
arbitrarily  chosen  starting  point.  This algorithm will be discussed in
detail in Section 2 for proper integer labelling rules. The generalization
for arbitrary integer labelling rules and the V'-triangulation is present-
ed in Section 3. In Section 4 the latter algorithm is adapted  for  vector
labelling.  This  algorithm generates a piecewise linear path which is in-
terpreted, in Section 5, as an adjustment process. Sections 4  and  5  are
partly based on the work of Doup, van den Elzen and Talman [1986].
8.2. The sum-ray algorithm on S for proper integer labelling rules
To  solve  the  fixed  point problem on S, van der Laan and Talman
[1982]   introduced  the  f = 1 (n 
+1)-ray algorithm. The underlying triangula-
tion is the Q'-triangulation. Each vertex of this triangulation is proper-
ly labelled with an index out of the set I. The algorithm searches  for  a
simplex  containing  all labels in the set I(j) for some j E IN. A simplex
containing such a simplex as a face is called j-completely  labelled  (see
Section  2.4).  In this section we will only discuss labelling rules which
are Scarf-proper. The algorithm can be easily adapted  for  Sperner-proper
labelling rules.
The  algorithm can start  in  any grid point  v  in QI, where    m- 1   is
the grid size. The Q'-triangulation is defined with respect to this point.
A sequence of adjacent simplices of varying dimension is generated, start-
ing with the 0-simplex {v}, until a j-completely labelled simplex is gene-
rated. In this way an approximation of the underlying problem is obtained.
If the approximation is not satisfactory, then the grid is refined and the
algorithm is restarted in or close to the approximation  of  the  previous
round.
To describe the IN  (n +1)-ray algorithm for the  Q'-triangulation
J=1  j
with   grid  size   m- 1 and starting point v,v€Q  ,   sets   A' (T) are defined .
DEFINITION 8.2.1. Let T be a subset of I with |TJ | 5 nJ' j € IN.  The  set
Ao(T) is given by
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A'(T) = cl({p E S|p =v + I(i,h)€TAi, q'(i,h), Ai.h >0' (i,h) E T}),
where  the vectors q'(i,h), (i,h) E I, are defined as in Chapter 3 for the
Q'-triangulation of S.
A     nonempty  A' (T)   is |T| -dimensional . These   sets are illustrated in Figure
8.2.1 for N = 2, n  = 1, n  = 1.12
Ao ()(1,2 )£)
e( (1.2).(2.1)1) 1   e( (1,2),(22)()
Ao(1(1,2 ),(2,1) 1 ) ---1,- Ao (1(1,2),(2,2)()
V
Ao(1(01,1,- . Ao ( (2,2)|)
A   (1,1),(2,1)  ) ---0,- Ao( (1,1),(2,2 )()
e( (1.1).(2.1) )      T                   e( (1.1),(2.2) )
AO ( (1,1)  )
FIGURE 8.2.1. The nonempty sets A'(T) in S = Sl x Sl.
Each nonempty A'(T) is triangulated by the Q'-triangulation  in  t-simpli-
ces. where t = |T|.
DEFINITION 8.2.2. For T C I, |T | 5 nJ' j E IN' the set G'(T) is  the  set




=V+ I(i'h)€TRi.hm-lq'(i,h)  for nonnegative integers
Ri.h' (i,h) E T
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ii) H(T) = (H1'...'I ) is a permutation of the t elements in T
t
iii) yi•1 - yi + m-lqo("i), i = 1....,t.
It  is clear that G'(T) is a triangulation of A'(T) induced by the Q'-tri-
angulation of S with grid size m-1. This triangulation was illustrated  in
Figure 3.3.1.
The sum-ray algorithm generates for varying T a sequence of  adja-
cent  t-simplices  in  G'(T) such that their common facets are T-complete,
i.e. the label set of the vertices of these facets is equal to T. Since  a
T-complete  t-simplex  has at most two T-complete facets and since a facet
of a t-simplex in G'(T) is a facet of  at  most  one  other  t-simplex  in
G'(T),  the  T-complete  t-simplices  form sequences of adjacent simplices
with common T-complete facets. If 0(yl,n(T)) and 8(91, (T)) are two  adja-
cent  T-complete t-simplices in G'(T) with a common facet, say 1, opposite
a vertex y , for some p, 1 I p s t+1, then the  t-simplex  a  is  obtained
from G as described in Table 4.2.1.
A sequence of adjacent T-complete t-simplices in G'(T), with  com-
mon T-complete facets, is either a loop or a sequence with two end simpli-
ces. An end simplex is either a T-complete  t-simplex  with  a  T-complete
facet  in  the  boundary  of A'(T), or a T u {(j,k)}-complete t-simplex in
G'(T) for some (j,k) not in T. We first discuss the case that a T-complete
facet, say T, of a T-complete t-simplex 6(yl,„(T)) lies in the boundary of
Ao (T). From Definition 8.2.1 it follows that the boundary of A' (T)  is  e-
qual  to  u(i.h)€T (St.h•1 n A(T)) u A'(T\{(i,h)})]. where h+1=1 if h=ni+1
for some j € IN. Similar to Sn, 1 can only lie in A'(T\{(i,h)})  for  some
(i,h)  E T. Again, this is due to the fact that the vertices on the bound-
ary of S are Scarf-properly labelled. It  follows  from  Definition  8.2.2
t+1that T lies opposite vertex y of a and R = 0 while n  = (i,h). There-
TT                                             t
t
fore, r is the T-complete (t-1)-simplex 8(yl,(mi'...'mt-1))  in Go(T\
{(i,h)})  and  an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent T\{(i,h)}-complete
(t-1)-simplices, with T\{(i,h)}-complete common facets,  in  G'(T\{(i,h)})
if      |T|    >   1,   and  T is equal   to   {v}   if     T|    =   1.   In the latter case there   is
no such sequence.
In the case that 6(yl,„(T)) is a T u {(j,k) }-complete t-simplex in
G'(T) for some (j,k) not in T, 6 is either j-completely labelled if 1(6) 2
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I(j), or d is a facet of the T u {(j,k)}-complete (t+1)-simplex 8(yl,(Ni,·
..'ut'(j,k))) in G'(T u {(j,k)}). The (t+1)-simplex 8 is an end simplex of
a  sequence  of  adjacent  T  u {(j,k)}-complete (t+1)-simplices in G'(T u
{(j,k)}) with common T u {(j,k)}-complete facets.
For  varying T, the linked sequences of adjacent T-complete t-sim-
plices with common T-complete facets are either loops or they have two end
simplices.  An  end  simplex is either the 0-simplex {v} or it is a j-com-
pletely labelled simplex for some j € IN. Again, the  sequences  with  two
end simplices are called paths. There is exactly one path, say P, connect-
ing the starting simplex {v} with a  j-completely  labelled  simplex.  All
other paths connect two completely labelled simplices. The path P is gene-
rated  by   the   I  = 1 (nj +1) -ray algorithm by performing replacement steps     in
the      triangulation. The steps   of   the   IN * 1 (nj +1) -ray algorithm   are   as   fol-
lows.
STEP 0: Set  T  =  0, t = 0, yl = v, 6 = 1(yl,N(0)), 9 = yl, and R    = 0,
i,h
(i,h) € I.
STEP 1: If  1(9)  is  not  an  element in T, then go to Step 3. Otherwise,
there is exactly one vertex y  0 y such that ,(yp) = Lcy).




and R are adapted according to Table 4.2.1 by replacing y . Return
to Step 1 with y equal to the new vertex of a.
STEP 3: If 1(d) 2 I(j) for some j € IN' then d is a j-completely  labelled
simplex  and  the  algorithm terminates. Otherwise, set T=T u
{t(y) }. ICT) = (111 •···,ut 't(9) ) .  6 =  6(yl .„(T) ),  and  t =  t.1.
Return to Step 1 with 9 = yt+1,
STEP 4: Exactly one vertex of a. say y '. p' 5 t. has label  N .  Set  T =
t
T\{"t '  "(T) - ("1,···•Nt-1)' a = 0(yl,I(T)), and t = t-1. Return
to Step 2 with p = p'.
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The  algorithm  is illustrated in Figure 8.2.2 for N = 2, n  = 1, and n  =
1                       2
1. In case of a Sperner-proper labelling rule on S the steps of the  algo-
rithm  are  the  same.  The  only  difference is the way in which the sets
A' (T), T C I, are defined. Notice that for both labelling rules the number
of one-dimensional sets A'(T) along which the starting point v can be left
with a sequence of 1-simplices  is  equal  to  the  number  of  variables,
 -1(nj+1)   when  v  is an interior point.
AO<) (1,2)   )
e(1(1,2),(2,1)()     e(1(1,2),(2,2) )
* /
(1,1) T (1,2).\il -kAO( (2,2)  )AO ( (2,1) ( )-1,- (22)
e ( (1,1),( 2,1) )   
 
e( (1,1 ),(2,2 )£)
Ao ( (1,1)1)
FIGURE 8.2.2. Illustration of the sum-ray algorithm in S = Sl x  Sl for  a
Scarf-proper  labelling  rule. The complete simplex 1  is 1-
complete and lies in Ao({(1,2),(2,2)}).
8.3. Variable  dimension  restart  algorithms  on  S for arbitrary integer
labelling rules
To  solve  the nonlinear complementarity problem on S with respect
to a function z. van der Laan, Talman and Van der Heyden [1987] generaliz-
N
ed  the variable dimension restart algorithm with I (n +1) rays based on
J=1  J
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the Q'-triangulation of S. Their algorithm can  be  applied  to  arbitrary
integer (and vector) labelling rules. For varying T, T C I, it generates a
sequence of adjacent T-complete t-simplices in regions *(T), starting with
the  0-simplex {v} and terminating with a simplex which is j-complete (see
Section 2.4). The sets ACT), TCI, are comparable to the  sets  A'(T)  as
defined  in  Section 2, but now extended to the face S(T) of S. A drawback
of this algorithm lies in the underlying triangulation. Utilizing the  Q'-
triangulation  implies that an increase of one component is compensated by
a decrease of one other component with the same amount. This  has  already
been discussed in detail (see Chapter 4). A more suitable triangulation in
this respect is the U'-triangulation, being the generalization of  the  U-
triangulation  of  aff(Sn). However, this triangulation does not allow for
movements on the boundary of S and is therefore not appropriate  to  solve
the NLCP on S.
A  triangulation  which  seems  to  be  very suitable for the
Ej.1(nJ+1)-ray algorithm (with arbitrary labelling rules) is the V'-tri-
angulation. An increase of a component (j,k) is compensated by a  simulta-
neous  relative decrease of the components (j,h), h t k. The V'-triangula-
tion triangulates S itself and therefore also the boundary of  S.  To  de-
scribe  the IN (n +1)-ray algorithm on S for the V'-triangulation, we de-J l j
fine   sets  Al (T)   in  S.
DEFINITION 8.3.1. For T C I, |TJ| 5 n„ j € IN' the set Al(T) is given by
Ai  (T)     I     ct ( {p    E    S I p    =    v    + I ._A   (e(i,h) - 0(i)),
(i,h) ti'   i, h
Ai.  , 0, (i,h) E T}),
where vJ (i) =0.j 0 i. and GJ (j) =v j,i E IN .
A  nonempty Al(T) is |T|-dimensional. These sets are illustrated in Figure
8.3.1 for N = 2, n  = 1, and n  = 2. Notice that Al(T)  is  empty  if  and
1                       2
n
only if for some i € IN' vi lies in the face S i(Ti), i.e., vi is a convex
ni+1
combination of the vertices e(h) in R , (i,h) € Ti. The number of 1-di-
mensional  sets,  the rays, Al ({(j,k) } ), (j,k) E I, is in general equal to
n
I   (n +1), but for every i with vi a vertex of S i there is one ray less.
j=1  j
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The     V' -triangulation  of S subdivides  each  Al (T) into t-simplices.
To describe the triangulation of a nonempty Al (T),  the  set Al (T)  has  to be
subdivided  into  a number of subsets Al (1(T) ), where 1(T) = (31 (Ti )....'
YNCTN)) is a permutation vector such that TJ(T ) = ((j.k').....(j,kJ( J)))'
















e()(1.1).(2.3)£) 4  v
''.''
!1
Al( (1.2 ),(22) f )
 1111     1    j,( .,1.,H,
A ( (2,2 )<)
,1             11111111    l   1     1  '11111111111111,
\                             1 1   i, ..Ii:.i11:
.\                           "i,l IlkU111 jl);,in16
'''                                                         
  r   ,1111111111'Ill                  42£2%
.5.5,7 f)1
1
\                                             
   '/i,
                Al<)(1,1)()
P 1'  1
eq (1,1),< 2,1)  ) e()(1,1),(2,2) f)
FIGURE 8.3.1. Some sets Al (T) in S = St x S2.
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DEFINITION  8.3.2.  For a permutation vector /(T) = (11(Ti)'...'TN(TN)) of
the elements in T. T C I. |Tj | 5 nJ' j € IN' the set Al(/(T)) is given by
Ai  (1 (T))    =    cl ({p   E   S I p    =   v   +    f        I  C J  ) a (j.k )q '(j.k ),    with
j.1
0   <   0 7(j,k: C J  )  )    <     ·  ·  ·    <0 1(j.k J  )     <    1.    j    E   IN 1 )  '
where  the vectors q'(j,k), (j,k) € I, are defined as in Chapter 3 for the
V'-triangulation of S.
Some   regions   Al (1(T)) are illustrated in Figure 8.3.2 for N = 2, n  = 1,
1
and n  = 2.





















//         '111
/             <111-1 1
---X-A11, 1 1/ ../
/\         /  V  *11                       //\                                                                   /1\/ 07, · 7        '/ \
F:,f/1      /
/
\                                                  /\ A /
1 \ 1.31/     :
I /\1 / Al<((1,1 )),((2,2).(2,1)))
il                                               11   1111           ..
#
0     \,/.*             4e(j(1,1),(2,1) )         /                                  e(1(1.1).(2.2) )
Al (((1,1)),((2,1),(2.2)))
FIGURE 8.3.2. Some sets Al (7(T)) in S = Sl x S2.
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A  nonempty   set   Al  (T)    is the union   of  Al  (1 (T) )   over all permutation vectors
1(T) of the elements in T.
In  the  sequel  we  restrict ourselves to sets Al (3(T) ) which are
nonempty. Each t-dimensional   set   Al  (Y (T)),TCI,t=    |T| , is triangulated
-1
by the V'-triangulation with grid size m into t-simplices.
DEFINITION 8.3.3. The set Gl(1(T)) is the set  of  t-simplices  6(yl,„(T))
1      t+1
with vertices y ,...,y such that
i) yi
=V+ I'=,rec"a(j,k )m-'q'(j,k ) for integers a(j,k:)
such that 0 5 a(j,k    )5 ··· 5 a(j,k ) 5 m-1,j€I
t(j)
ii) n(T) = ("1 '... .N ) is a permutation of the t  elements  of  T
such  that  p>p'i f a(  ) = a(rr  ) when for some i,l s i s
P       P'
t(j ). j E IN ' Ip = C j 'ki) and rip, = ( j,ki - 1 )
iii) yi +1 I yi + m-iq, (Ii ), i = 1, ...,t.
It is clear that Gl (r(T))  is the triangulation  of Al (r(T)) induced by   the
V'-triangulation of S with grid size m-1. The union Gl(T) of Gl(,(T)) over
all permutation vectors r(T) triangulates Al(T) for each T C I.
The I;.1(nJ+1)-ray algorithm. based on the V'-triangulation, now
generates for varying T and permutation vectors 1(T), TC I, from  the  0-
simplex {v}, a sequence of adjacent T-complete t-simplices with T-complete
common facets in Gl (3(T) ) until a j-complete simplex has  been  found  for
some  j E IN. Since a T-complete t-simplex has at most two T-complete fac-
ets and since a facet of a t-simplex in Gl(/(T)) is a facet of at most one
other t-simplex   in Gl (r(T) ), the T-complete t-simplices  in Gl (1(T) ),  for
given permutation vector 7(T) of T.TCI. determine sequences of adjacent
simplices with T-complete common facets. So, let 6(yl,H(T)) and 8(91,8(T))
be two adjacent t-simplices in Gl (1(T)) with  common  facet  1  opposite
vertex  y , for some p, 1 5 p s t+1, then G i s obtained from G a s given in
Table 8.3.1. where the vector   a  in  HN R is given  by  aj.k =  a(j,k),n +1j=1 +
(j,k) E T, and a = 0. (j,k) 0 T.
j,k
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MCT)                               R
P = 1     l + m-lq' (Nl )  (N2 ""'rlt' 1  a   +   e(Trl )
1 < p< t+1 yi  "1,··., p-2'Trp'"p.1'1Tp+1""'"t)   a
p   =    t+ 1          yl -   m- lq,(rit  )        (Trt  ' 1Ti  '            'Trt - 1 ) a - e("t)
Table 8.3.1. p is the index of the vertex of 6(yl,„(T)) to be replaced.
Each sequence is either a loop or has two end simplices. An end simplex is
either a T u {(j.k)}-complete t-simplex in Gl(7(T)) for some (j,k) <T,o r
a T-complete  t-simplex  with  a  T-complete  facet  in  the  boundary  of
Ai(1(T)).  If  an end simplex 0(yl,„(T)) in Gl(1(T)) is a T u {(j,k)} -com-
plete t-simplex for some (j,k) < T, then a is either j-complete if  vj   =
0 for all (j,h) E I(j)\(TJ u {(j,k)}), or a i s a T u {(j,k)}-complete fac-
et of the T u {(j,k)}-complete (t+1)-simplex 6(yl,(li'...'"t'(j'k)))  in
GiC/(Tu{(j,k)})), where y  (T  u {(j,k)}) = ((j,k )....,(j,k   J )'(j'k)).
Therefore 6 is an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent T  u  {(j,k)}-com-
plete (t+1)-simplices in Gl (r(T u  (j,k)})) with T u {(j,k)}-complete com-
mon facets. The following lemma describes when a facet  of  the  t-simplex
6(yl,N(T)) in Gl(/(T)) lies in the boundary of Al(/(T)).
LEMMA 8.3.4. Let 0(yl,„(T)) be a t-simplex in Gl(/(T)) and let  T  be  the
facet  of  a opposite the vertex y , 1 5 p s t+1. Then T lies in the boun-
dary of Al(3(T)) if one of the following three cases holds
i) p = 1, .1 - (j,kJ) for some j E IN' and a(Nl) = m-1
ii) 1 < p < t+1, I = (j,kJ) and i . = (j.kJ-1) for some i.  1 5
P               P-1
i 5 t(j), j E IN' and a(H ) - a(I   )P       P-1
iii) p = t+1, Trt = (j,kJ(J)) for some j € IN' and a("t) = 0.
The  lemma  follows  immediately  from  the  definitions  of  Gl(1(T)) and
Ai (1(T)). If 6(yl,„(T)) in Gl (1(T)) is an end simplex of a sequence with a
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T-complete facet T opposite vertex 2  in bd  Al (1(T)),  then in  the  case  i)
of Lemma 8.3.4, r is a T-complete (t-1)-simplex in the boundary of S. More
precisely,  r lies in {p E Slpj,  = 0, (j,h) < TJ' (j'h) E I(j)} so that ·[
is j-complete. In the case ii) of Lemma 8.3.4, 1 is also a T-complete fac-
et  of the t-simplex 6(yi,R(T) )  in Gl (1(T) ) with ij(Tj) = ((j,kJ )....,
(j.ki-2)'(j.ki).(j.ki-1)'(j'ki.1)'"''(j'k (J))). ih(Th) = Th(Th)' h 't j,
and  i;(T)  = (Ii •···•"   •I •I   ,"   •···,nt ). Therefore. the t-simplex 8p-2  p p-1 P+1
is an end simplex of a sequence  of  adjacent  T-complete  t-simplices  in
G1 (2(T)) with T-complete common facets. Finally, in the case iii) of Lemma
8.3.4. the facet T is the T-complete (t-1)-simplex 6(yl.(Nl····,rrt-1))  in
GiC)(T\{(j.k (J)) ))' whereYJ(Tjj (j'k (J))j) = (Cj'k ),...,(j,k (J)-1))
In the latter case 8 is an end simplex of a sequence of T\{(j,k  j )}-com-
plete (t-1)-simplices in Gl(/(T\{(j,kJ(J))})) with T\{(j,k <J ) -complete
common facets.   When   |T|   =   1  we  have  7   =     {v} and there     is     not     such     a
sequence.
In this way the T-complete t-simplices in Gl(/(T)) can  be  linked
for varying permutation vectors 3.(T) of T and varying T, T C I,  |Tj | 5 nj,
j E IN, to obtain sequences of adjacent simplices  of  varying  dimension.
Each  sequence  is either a loop or has two end simplices. Exactly one end
simplex is  the  zero-dimensional  simplex  {v},  whereas  all  other  end
simplices  are  j-complete simplices, j E IN. Therefore, there is one path
which connects {v} with a j-complete simplex for some j E IN. This path is
generated  by  the  algorithm  by  performing  replacement  steps  in  the
triangulation. The steps of the algorithm are as follows.
STEP 0: Set  T  =  0, t = 0, yl = v, 6. 6(yl,„(0)), y = yl, and a    = 0,
j.k
(j,k) €I.
STEP 1: If  L(y) = {(j,k)} is not an element in T. then go to Step 3. Oth-
erwise, there is exactly one vertex y  0 9 such that 1(yp) = 1(y).
STEP 2: If p  = 1. "i = (j·k ) for some j E IN' and a(nl) = m-1, then the
facet of e opposite vertex the yl is a j-complete simplex and  the
algorithm terminates.
Ifl<p<t+1, H  =(j,k ) and rr
P p-1
. (j.ki-1 ) for some i, 1<  i
5  t(j), j € IN' and a(H ) = a(n   ), then 6(yl,„(T)) and /(T) are
P       P-1
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adapted as discussed for case ii) of Lemma 8.3.4. Return to Step 1
with y = y .
If p = t+1, rrt = (j,kJ (J)) for some j € IN' and a(rrt ) = 0, then go
to Step 4.
In all other cases 6(yl,„(T)) and a are adapted according to Table
8.3.1  by  replacing  y . Return to Step 1 with y equal to the new
vertex of a.
STEP 3: If v =  0  for all h, (j,h) <T  u {(j,k)}, then d i s a j-com-- j,h                           j
plete simplex and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, set T=T u
{(j.k)}. rj(TJ) I ((j'k ).....(j.k (j,)'(j'k)), Tr(T) = (rrl.....itt'
(j,k)), a = 6(y ,N(T)), and t = t+1. Return to  Step  1  with  9 =
yt+1'
STEP 4: Exactly one vertex of 6, say y ', p' 5 t, has label  Nt.  Set  T =
T\{rr  } ,    1  (T  )    = ( (j,k  ) . . . . . (j,k J )), Tr(T) = (Trl,  ""t-1 't           j j t(J)-1
6 = 6(yl,„(T)), and t = t-1. Return to Step 2 with p = p'.
The  algorithm  is illustrated in Figure 8.3.3 for N = 2, n  = 1, and n  =
1                       2
1. This concludes the description of the IN  (n +1)-ray algorithm on S for
J=1  j
arbitrary integer labelling functions and with the V'-triangulation as the
underlying triangulation. In case of a  Scarf-proper  labelling  rule  the
algorithm can be performed in exactly the same way and will find a j-com-
pletely labelled simplex for some j, j € IN.
8.4. The sum-ray algorithm on S for vector labelling
In the previous sections we described the sum-ray algorithm  on  S
for  integer  labelling functions. In this section we introduce vector la-
belling. Again, as discussed in Chapter  4,  a  terminating  simplex  with
respect to vector labelling contains more information than the terminating
simplex for integer labelling. This information can be used to determine a
good  starting  point for the next round. Moreover, the accuracy of an ap-
proximate solution obtained in the case of vector labelling is in  general
much better than in the case of integer labelling.
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e( (1,1),(2,1)  ) e(j (1,1),(2,2) )
FIGURE 8.3.3. Illustration of the sum-ray algorithm in S = Sl * Sl for  an
arbitrary  labelling rule. The complete simplex t  is 2-com-
plete and lies in Al({(1,2),(2,2)}).
One  of  the  first algorithms on S that utilized vector labelling
was introduced by van der Laan and Talman [1982] to solve the fixed  point
problem on S. The algorithm generates for varying T a sequence of adjacent
T-complete t-simplices in A'(T) with common T-complete facets. The defini-
tions of T-completeness and j-completeness are now defined with respect to
vector labelling. The algorithm starts for T=0 with the zero-dimensional
simplex  {v}  and  terminates within a finite number of linear programming
and replacement steps with a j-completely labelled simplex for  some  j  €
I .  Van der Laan. Talman and Van der Heyden [1987] generalized this algo-
N
rithm to solve the nonlinear complementarity problem on S.  The  algorithm
then generates a sequence of adjacent T-complete t-simplices in A(T), with
common T-complete facets, for varying T, starting with the  0-simplex  {v}
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and terminating with a j-complete simplex. Both variable dimension sum-ray
algorithms have the Q'-triangulation as the underlying  triangulation.  In
this        section we introduce     the     I; = 1 (nJ
+1)-ray algorithm for vector
labelling using the V'-triangulation as the underlying triangulation.
Let z be a complementarity function on S. The I;.1 (nJ+1)-ray algo-
rithm generates, for varying permutation vectors 7(T) and varying T, a se-
quence  of  adjacent t-simplices in Gl(/(T)) such that their common facets
are T-complete. In the next definition we allow Tj to be equal to I(j) for
at most one j E IN.
DEFINITION 8.4.1. For T C I. g = t-1,t, where t = |T|, a g-simplex 6(yl...
.,yz*1) is T-complete if the system of linear equations
IB•lx
[Z(yi.7 [e(j.k)1 Fel    Fol
i • 1    il      1          +   I C j.k) eJ . k L        0     1    -   0 lo]     LI] (8.4.1)




components equal to one, has a solution X  2 0, i = 1,...,g+1,  A    2  0,
1                      j,k
(j,k) <T, and B.
A solution of (8.4.1) with At 2 0, i = 1.....g+1, AJ.k 2 0, (j,k) K T.  is
called feasible and is denoted by (A,K,B). A solution (A,K,B) with exactly
one of the components of (A,K) equal to zero is called a  basic  solution.
To assure convergency we need a nondegeneracy assumption for this system.
ASSUMPrION 8.4.2. (Nondegeneracy) For g = t-1 the  system  (8.4.1)  has  a
unique solution (A,A,B) with X  > 0, i = 1,...,t, and K > 0, (j,k) K T.i                       J.k
while at a feasible solution for g=t a t most one variable  of  (A,K)  is
equal to zero.
Under this assumption each T-complete t-simplex has a line segment of fea-
sible solutions. At each of the two end points, called a basic solution,
exactly one of the variables of (A,K) is zero. If at a basic solution A  =
P
0  for  some p, 1 5 p s t+1, then the facet opposite y  is T-complete, and
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if K = 0 for some (j,k) < T. then the simplex is also T u  {(j,k)}-com-j.k
plete.  The algorithm terminates with a j-complete simplex. Again we allow
TJ to be equal to I(j) for at most one j E IN.
DEFINITION 8.4.3. For T C I, a T-complete (t-1)-simplex a( 1   ,o,yt ) is j-
complete for some j € IN if for all p in 6, PJ.  = 0 if (j,k) < TJ'  (j'k)
E I(j).
Now we show that a j-complete simplex, j E IN' yields an approximate solu-
tion.
THEOREM 8.4.4. Let z be a complementarity function on S. For all  s  >  0,
there   is   a 6   >   0,   such  that each j-complete simplex, with solution   (A' ,;A ,
B ) to (8.4.1), in a V'-triangulation of S with mesh size smaller than  6,
contains a point p  such that
-E<B <E
and for all (j.k) E I(j),
B   -  E  <  zj.k CP')  <  B   +  E     if p k  > 0
zj'k(P ) < B  + 6   if p k - 0'
and for all (i,h) E I(i), i 4 j,
B      -    6     <     Z i.  b  (P    )     <    B       +    E             i f     (i,h)     €    Ti
zi.b(P ) < B  + E   if (i.h) i Ti•
where T is associated with the j-complete simplex.
PROOF. Let € >0, then there is a 6>  0  such  that  for  all  p,q  in  S
max
(i.h)| i.h- i.h|  <
6 implies max(i.h)'Zi,h(P)-Zi.h(q)| < 6' since z is
a continuous function on a compact set. Let the mesh size of  the  V'-tri-
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angulation  be smaller than 6 and let a'(yl,...,yt) be a j-complete (t-1)-
simplex. i.e. there is a T in I such that a  is T-complete and for  all  p
in 6 , PJ.  = 0 if (j.k) K Tj, (j,k) E I(j). According to Assumption 8.4.2
the linear system (8.4.1) has a unique solution (A .,l .B ) with respect to
a'  such  that A  > 0, i = 1.....t. and , > 0, (i,h) K T. Let the point
,    1.hp  be given by p  = I =l A;yi, then p  lies in a ,  p ,k    0  if  (j,k)  E
TJ and p;,  = 0 if (j.k) / TJ. Furthermore, we have according to (8.4.1)
igt  A z (yg)  = B. if (i,h) E T
g=1 g i,h
and
I .lx zi. (Yz) = B  - Ki,h   if (i,h) i T.
Since  I .lx:Zi.h Y    - Zi,h(p  1 5 I:.1  Izi.h(y   - Zi.h p  | < s for
all (i,h) € I, we obtain for all (j,k) E I(j)
B' -6<z   (p ) <B' +6   if p;,k , 0J.k
and
zj 'k(P') < B' + 6   if p;,k I O'
and for all (i,h) E I(i), i 0 j,
B  -6< zi, (P )<B'+8   if (i,h) E T i
and
zi,b(P ) < B' + 6   if (i,h) i Ti.
Furthermore, to prove that -6 < B.  <  E  we  have  that  B  is  equal  to
I .lx:zJ.k(Yz) if p;,k  0. Hence IkP .k(I:.lx:ZJ.k<Y )) is equal to B' so
that
IP. 1 = 'Ikp;.k(I:.lx:ZJ.k Y   - ZJ.k P   | < IkP .k E  = E.
0
The  line  segment of solutions (A,g,B) to (8.4.1) for a T-complete t-sim-
plex can be followed by making a linear programming pivot step in (8.4.1).
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Since under Assumption 8.4.2 a T-complete t-simplex has at most two T-com-
plete facets and since a facet of a t-simplex in Gl(1(T)) is a facet of at
most one other t-simplex in Gl(1(T)), we obtain that the T-complete t-sim-
plices in Gl(r(T)), for given permutation vector 1(T) ofT,TCI,T 0  0,
form  sequences  of  adjacent  simplices with T-complete common facets. As
discussed in Section 3, these sequences can be linked to obtain  sequences
of  adjacent  T-complete  t-simplices  in Gl(/(T)), with common T-complete
facets, for varying 1(T) and T. Each sequence is either a loop or has  two
end simplices. Exactly  one  end simplex is the zero-dimensional simplex
{v}, whereas all other end simplices are j-complete simplices for some j E
IN. The path, starting with the zero-dimensional simplex {v}, is generated
by the algorithm by performing alternating linear programming pivot  steps
in  the  linear system (8.4.1) and replacement steps in the triangulation.
As soon as, by an 1.p. pivot step in (8.4.1), A for some (j,k) not in T
becomes zero, the current t-simplex 6(yl,„(T) ) isk T u { (j,k) }-complete. If
0 is not j-complete, then an 1.p. pivot  step  is  made  in  (8.4.1)  with
(zTCyt.2),1)T.  where y is the vertex of the unique (t+1)-simplex 6 int+2                                            -
G1(T u {(j,k)}) having a as a facet opposite this  vertex.  On  the  other
hand, if for some (i,h) in T a T-complete facet 1 in Al (T\{(i,h)}) is gen-
erated. then the unit vector (eT(i,h),0)T is reintroduced  in  the  linear
system  (8.4.1). In this way, a j-complete simplex in the V'-triangulation
is generated within a finite number of 1.p. pivot  steps  and  replacement
steps. The steps of the algorithm are as follows.
STEP 0: Let ( j,k) be the unique index for which z   (v) = max Z   (V).j.k (i,h) i,h
If v = 1, then {v} is j-complete and the algorithm terminates.J.k
Otherwise, set T = {(j,k)}, t = 1, yl = v, N(T)  =  ((j,k)),  a  =
a(yl,"CT)),  3.j(TJ)  = ((j.k)), 1-i(Ti) = 0· i 0 j, p = 2, at.h = 0
for all (i,h) € I, Xi = 1,  Ki . h  =  zj . k (v) -Zi,h (v),  (i.h) 0
(j,k), and B=z (V).
J.k
STEP 1: Perform an 1.p. pivot step by bringing (zr(yp).1)T in  the  linear
system
Ii:ix,['(E' )] + rci.k,iT'5.,[ec'6k,] - B[Q] . [f]i
itp
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If K becomes zero for some (j,k) 0 T, then go to Step 3. Other-
j.k
wise, A  becomes zero for exactly one p * p.
P
STEP 2: If p  = 1. rri = (j•kJ) for some j € IN' and a("i) = m-1. then the
facet of a opposite the vertex yl is a j-complete simplex and  the
algorithm terminates.
If 1<p< t+1, Np = (j,ki) and ip-1 = Cj'ki-i) for some  i,  1 <
i 5  t(j),  j €  IN' and a(Tr  .) = a(u ), then 0(yl,„(T)) and 7(T)
P-1       P
are adapted as discussed for case ii) of Lemma  8.3.4.  Return  to
Step 1 with p equal to p.
If p = t+1, mt = (j,kJ(J)) for some j E IN' and a(rr )  =  0,  then




T\{(j,k )}, t = t-1, and a = 6(yl,„(T)).  Go
t(j)
to Step 4.
In all other cases 6(yl,"(T)) and a are adapted according to Table
8.3.1  by  replacing  y . Return to Step 1 with p the index of the
new vertex of G.
STEP 3: If v =  0 for all h, (j,h) K TJ u {(j,k)}, then G is a j-com-J.h
plete simplex  and th6 algorithm terminates . Otherwise,   set  T  =  T  u
{(j,k)}, 33(TJ) I ((j'k )....,(j,k (j,),(j,k)), r, (T) = („1,0..Irrt,
(j,k)), 6 = 0(y .rr(T)), and t = t+1. Return to Step  1  with  p  =
t+1.
STEP 4: Perform an 1.p. pivot step by bringing (er(i,h),0)r in the  linear
system
rzcy:)1 [e(j,k)1 fel    [01 tilx Ig.1 g L 1 1+ IC j.k)tr   Bj.kl  o j- B lo] = li]'
(j,k)0(i,h)
If K becomes zero for some (j,k)  7 T, (j,k) 0 (i,h), then
j.k
return to Step 3. Otherwise, A becomes zero for some p, and
P
return to Step 2.
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This concludes the description of the sum-ray algorithm for vector  label-
ling  and  with  the V'-triangulation as the underlying triangulation. The
sum-ray algorithm is not appropriate for finding a solution  to  the  sta-
tionary  point problem on S. This is caused by the fact that Zi.h<P ) = B.
for all (i,h) E T when the algorithm terminates with p . In the case of an
NLCP  this indeed yields an approximate solution since B' must be close to
zero. However, in case of the SPP nothing can be said about  the  accuracy
of  zi. (P )•  i  0 j. since B' can only be used to give the accuracies of
the zj  (P )'s, (j,k) € I(j). For N=1 the algorithm coincides  with  the
(n+1)-ray algorithm on Sn described in Section 4.4.
8.5. A path following interpretation of the sum-ray algorithm for the  V'-
triangulation
The algorithm presented in Section 4 generates a piecewise  linear
path  of  points in S. This path connects the starting point v with an ap-
.
proximate solution p  in a j-complete simplex. More precisely, the Solu-
tions    (A ,A,B)    of the linear system    (8.4.1) with respect   to a T-complete   t-
simplex 6(yl'...,yt+1) in Al(T) generated by the  algorithm,  determine  a
line  segment of points  p.   p  =   I  :  A i y i.   in a satisfying
 J'k P  =
 if (j,k) E T
and (8.5.1)
Z             (B)      =    B    -    'AJ.  k             i f     (  j.k)     K   T.J,k
An  end  point of a line segment of points in 6 is characterized by either
A  =Ofor some p,l i p L t+1, or K = 0 for some (j.k), (j,k) < T.  In
P                                  '    ithe      first      case the point      p      =   Ii    Ai y      lies   in the facet,    say   r.   of   a
-                                           -
opposite vertex y . Then p is an approximate  solution  if p =  0  for
J,h
(j,h) K T, (j,h) E I(j), i.e., if T i s j-complete. If p i s not an approx-
1
imate solution, then p is an end point of a line  segment  in  either  the
unique t-simplex   in  Gl (T) sharing 1 with 0, or in ·c itself if 7 lies in
Ai(T\{(i,h)}) for some (i.h) € T. In the second case p is  an  approximate
solution  if pj.  = 0 for all (j.h) K TJ u {(j,k)}, (j.h) E I(j), i.e., if
-                                                     -
a is j-complete. If p is not an approximate solution, then  p  is  an  end
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point  of  a  line  segment in the unique (t+1)-simplex in Gl(T u {(j,k)})
having 6 as a facet.
Therefore,  the  line segments induced by (8.4.1) for the sequence
of adjacent simplices generated by the algorithm form a  piecewise  linear
path  P from the starting point v to an approximate solution p . A point p
on this path P , which lies in Al (T)  for some T C I satisfies according   to
(8.5.1)
Zj, k (B) = max(i.h)Zi.h(P if (j,k) E T
and
ZJ,k (B) 5 max( i.h)Zi.h
(P) if (j,k) < T.
Moreover, a point p in Al(T) satisfies for all j E IN
p =b v +a if (j,k) E TJ,k    J J.k    J.k                       J
and (8.5.2)
P J.k =b J V J.k if (j,k) 1 Tj,
with bj 2 0, aj.k 2 0, (j,k) E TJ' and b, + IkaJ•k = 1. Observe that b_ is
equal to bJ = min{pJ.k/v'.klvJ·  , 0,(j•k) € I(j)}. Therefore a point p on
the path P satisfies the complementarity conditions
p          z   I   min     p       /v       1 v if Z   (p) = max Z   (p)
J.k  [VJ.h 0 J'h J.h  J.k
J.k (i,h) i,h
BJ,k  -  f min   B     /v
ly
if Zj . k CP) < maxci . h) Zi . h (P) 0
and
t.1, h '0 3.h j ..J j.k
In  the  starting  point  p  = v, b  is equal to one for all j. The path Pj
leaves v by decreasing bJ from 1 for the index j € IN for which zJ·k(v)  =
max z   (v). Therefore, the component  J   of B  is initially increas-(i,h) i,h .k     J
1
-
ed, whereas all other components of p  are decreased proportionally.  Note
J
that bi initially remains equal to 1 for all i t j keeping Pi equal to vt.
In general, along the path P, points p in S are generated  such  that  for
all  j  E  IN the components pj.k of BJ with ZJ·k(P) < max(i.h)Zi.h( ) are
relatively equal to each other and relatively smaller than the  components
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PJ . 1   of   PJ  with  ZJ. t(P) = max(i.h)Zi,h (P) , As soon as Z (p) becomes e-j.k
qual to max Z   (p). then it is kept maximal while the component p
(i,h) i,h j.k
of  BJ is  relatively  increased,  i.e., in (8.5.2) aj   is increased from
zero. However, if along P. for some index (j,Lik with Zj,1(p)  =
max<i.h)Zi,h(P)'  PJ.1  becomes relative to vj,1 minimal, i.e., in (8.5.2)
aj 1 becomes zero, then PJ.1 is kept relatively  minimal  and  ZJ.1(p)  is
decreased away from max Z   (p). An approximate solution p  is found
(1.Q) i,h
when  for  some  j   €  IN '   ZJ .1, (p   )   <  max( i .h)Z i.h (P ) implies   p;       =  0.   Such  a
point  p  is  an  approximate solution to the NLCP with respect to z. This
concludes the description of the path P generated  by  the IN (n +1)-ray
j=1  j
algorithm with the V'-triangulation as the underlying triangulation.
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CHAPTER 9. THE PRODUCT-RAY ALGORITHM
9.1. Introduction
In Chapter 8 we described two simplicial variable dimension  algo-
rithms,  both with IN  (n +1) rays, to solve the nonlinear complementarity
j.1  J
problem with respect to a complementarity function z on the simplotope S =
 N  Sn J .  Both algorithms yield a j-complete simplex for some j E IN. How-
j=1
ever, the accuracy of an approximation p  is not  very  satisfactory  with
respect  to zi(P*), i 4 j. In this chapter we introduce an algorithm which
yields an accuracy satisfactory for all j € IN. Moreover,  the  new  algo-
rithm  is even suitable to solve the more general stationary point problem
on the simplotope with respect to a continuous  function  z.  Furthermore,
this algorithm will be the base of a continuous deformation algorithm on S
to be described in Chapter 12. The algorithm which can only  be  performed
with vector labelling,   has  H; = 1 (nJ +1) directions along which the algorithm
can leave an arbitrary starting point v. Therefore this algorithm is call-
ed the |Tj.1(nj +1)-ray or product-ray algorithm. For N=1 the product-ray
algorithm again coincides with the (n+1)-ray algorithm described  in  Sec-
tion 4.4.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 the path  which
the  algorithm  traces  to  solve the stationary point problem is defined.
Section 3 gives a subdivision of S in  lower  dimensional  regions.  These
regions  are  triangulated  by the V-triangulation of S which will underly
the algorithm. Finally. in Section 4 the linear system and  the  steps  of
the  algorithm  are  given.  This chapter is based on the work of Doup and
Talman [1987a].
9.2. The path of the algorithm
The product-ray algorithm, whose steps are presented in Section 4,
induces a piecewise linear path of points p in S starting with an arbitra-
ry point v in S and terminating with an approximate solution to  the  sta-
tionary  point  problem on S with respect to a continuous function z on S.
Initially, at p = v, for each j E IN the component of pj with index having
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maximal  z -value  is increased, whereas the other components of p are de-
creased if the corresponding component of v is positive and kept equal  to
zero when the corresponding component of v is zero. All the p /v with
j.k j.k
v    > 0 which are decreased are kept equal to each other. SO, initially
j.k
points p in S are generated such that for j = 1,...,N,
p    2 bv if z   (v) = max z   (v)
J,k J.k J.k h J,h
p    = bv if zJ·k(v) < maxhzj.h(v),j.k j.k
where 0 5 b 5 1.A t p=v w e have b=1 and the algorithm leaves v b y  de-
creasing b from 1. Thus for each j € IN exactly one component of vj is in-
creased. The number of directions along which the algorithm can leave  the
starting point  is  one out of IT;.1 (nj +1). This number is one less if the
starting point is one of the vertices of S. Therefore we call  this  algo-
rithm  the HN  (n +1)-ray or product-ray algorithm. The rays lead from the
j=1  j
starting point v to the vertices e(T'), |T1| = 1, j E IN' of S. The  algo-
rithm  leaves  the  point v along the ray which connects v with the vertex
e(To) with T; = {(j,k )} for which z   1(v) = max zj.h(v). j E IN, Observe
j,k
0
that  the maximum is taken for each j E IN instead of over all j E IN sim-
ultaneously in case of the sum-ray algorithm. The  algorithm  moves  along
the  ray  to  e(T') until a point B is reached where ZJ .1,(P) = maxh ZJ .h (P)
for some k 0 k   and j € IN. Then the algorithm continues   at p along   a
piecewise  linear path of points p by increasing p relatively away fromj.k
the p not having maximal zi-value, i E  I,  while  keeping  Z   (p)  =i.h                                    N                    j.k
Z   JCP)  =  maxh ZJ.h(P). In general, the algorithm traces from v a piece-
j,k
0
wise linear path of points p in S satisfying for all (j,k) E I,
p    2 bv
if ZJ . k (P) = maxh ZJ . h <P)J.k j.k
(9.2.1)
p    = bv if Zj, k (P) < maxh ZJ .h(P) •J.k j.k
where b= min{pi,h/vi.hlvi.h , 0, (i,h) E I} ,0 5 b s l. All the pj.k/vj.k
with v > 0 and Z (p) < max Z (p) are equal to b and thus equal to
J,k J.k h J.h
each other. All the pj.k/vj,k with v




larger than b. The components p with v
- 0 and ZJ . k (P) < maxh ZJ · h (P)j.k J.k
are equal to zero and thus also equal to each other. The  components  p
J.k
with v = 0 and Zj, k (P) = maxh ZJ ·h <P) are larger than zero. If Z  k (P)j.k
becomes equal to maxh ZJ . h(P) for some j € IN ' then ZJ, k (P) is  kept  equal
to  maxhzj.h(P). In the case vj.k , 0, pj.k/vj,k is increased from b, i.e.
from the p /v with v
>    0   and    Zi  . h  C P)     <       maxtZi. 1(P) ,        and       in       thei,h i,h i,h
case v = 0, P is increased from 0. If for some (j,k) with v >0
j.k j.k j.k
and Z J.k(P) = maxhzj,h(P)' P j,k/vj.k becomes equal to  b,  i.e.  p j,k/vj.k
becomes  equal  to  the pi.h/vi.h with v >  0  and  Zi. h (P)  <  maxlzi , 1(P) •i.h
then p ,k/vj k is  kept  equal  to  b  while  Z  k(P)  is  decreased  from
maxh ZJ.h<P).  If
p becomes  equal to zero for some (j,k) with v    =0
j.k j.k
and ZJ·k(P) = maxhzj.h(P), then pj,k is kept equal to zero  while  Z ,k(P)
is  decreased  from  maxhzj. h(P).  This feature of decreasing Zj k(P) away
from maxh ZJ . h (P)
when
PJ.k /vi.k' if
v > 0, or p , if v -  0,  be-
j.k j.k j,k
comes minimal assures the convergency of the algorithm. The algorithm ter-
minates as soon as a point p  is reached satisfying for all (j,k) E I
ZJ,k (P )   =  max  Z J .h (P )        if  p;,k   ,   0
and
ZJ.k(P ) < maxbZJ.1,(P') if p;.1, = 0.
That such a point p  is an approximate solution to the SPP with respect to
z  follows  from  the fact that p ·Z  (P' ) = max,1 Zj .  (P  )• j E IN  (see also
Theorem 9.4.4). Observe that p  is an exact  solution  to  the  stationary
point problem with respect to the function Z.
The piecewise linear path of points p i n S, starting from  p  =  v
and  satisfying  (9.2.1), is followed by the algorithm through alternating
replacement steps in a subdivision induced by the V-triangulation of S and
linear  programming  pivot steps in a system of equations representing the
function value of the piecewise linear  approximation  Z.  The  underlying
subdivision of S represents the left hand side of (9.2.1) while the linear
system represents the right hand side. The subdivision of S will  be  dis-
cussed in Section 3 while the linear system and the steps of the algorithm
are given in Section 4.
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9.3 The subdivision of S
In this section we first give the subdivision in A(T)'s of S which
underlies the product-ray algorithm. The sets A(T) represent the left hand
side of (9.2.1), with T the set of indices for which PJ.k >b  v   .  Eachj.k
set  A(T) is simplicially subdivided by the V-triangulation. The sets A(T)
are defined as follows.
DEFINITION  9.3.1. For T S I, with |TJ| 2 1, j E IN' the set A(T) is given
by
A(T) = {p E SIP 2bv if (j,k) E T, andj.k j.k
PJ.k =b vj·k   if (j,k) <T,0 5 b 5 1}.
The  rays of the algorithm are the one-dimensional sets A(T') connecting v
with the vertex e(T') of S, where T' C I. |Tj| = 1 for all j E IN. The set
A(T)  is  the  convex  hull of the point v and all the vertices e(T') of S
with T' C T. These sets are illustrated in Figure 9.3.1 for S = Sl x Si.
e( (1,2),(2,1) f) e()(1,2),(2,2) )
AC)(1,2),(2,1)()- - AC)(1,2),(2,2) )
A( (1,2 ),(2,1),(2,2 ) )
V
A( (1,1),(1,2),(2,1) ) A( (1,1),(1,2 ),(2,2) )
A( (1,1),(2,1),(2,2 ) )
A( (1,1),2,1 )() - AC)(1,1),(2,2)()
e( (1,1),(2,1) ) e(%(1,1),(2,2){)
FIGURE 9.3.1. The sets A(T) in S = Sl x Sl.
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Observe that A(T) is t-dimensional with t = |T|-N+1 when v does not lie in
the convex hull S(T) of the vertices e(T') of S, T' C T. When  v  lies  in
S(T)  then we define A(T) to be empty. To describe the simplicial subdivi-
sion of a nonempty A(T) we first subdivide A(T) into subsets  A(T',1(Tl)),
where   TO   and Ti partition  T   such   that    |T; |    =   1   for   all   j€I N    and   r (Tl)    is
a permutation vector  (11(Tl ).....1,1 (Ti))   of   the   set   Ti  with   YJ (Tl )    -
((j'ki).....(j,kJ (J)  )) a permutation   of   the t(j) elements   of   the   set   Tl,    j
€ I . The element in T; is denoted by (j,k ). The set ACT'.3(Tl))  is  de-N
fined as follows.
DEFINITION   9.3.2.    For  T   =   T'    u   Tl    S   I,    |T j  |    =   1,    j   E   IN  ' and permutation
vector /(Tl), the set A(To.3(Ti)) is given by
A(To,7(Ti)) = cl({p E Slp =v+ Bq(To) +I ,o:(i,h)q(i,h), with
(i,h)€T'
0    <   0(j,k:  C j  ))    <     ···     <   0 0(j,k J)     <    B   <    1,    j    €    IN } )  ,
where the vectors q(T') and q(i.h), (i.h) E Tl. are given  as  in  Section
3.5.
Some subsets A(T'.1(Tl)) are illustrated in Figure 9.3.2 for S = Sl x  Sl.
The  set A(T) is the union of ACT'.1(Tl)) over all T' and permutation vec-
tors 1(Tl) such that T = T' u Ti. Each  A(T'.3(Tl))  is  t-dimensional  if
A(T)  is  nonempty,  t  =  |T|-N+1. In the sequel we restrict ourselves to
nonempty sets A(To,7(Ti)).
The  sets ACT'.1(Tl)) are triangulated by the V-triangulation of S
1
into t-simplices. Let m be the grid size of the V-triangulation.
DEFINITION      9.3.3.       For   T   =   T'   u   Tl    S   I,     |T;  |    =1,    j   E   IN ' and permutation
vector /(Tl), the set G(T',1(Tl)) is the collection of  t-simplices  0(yl,
Tr(T)) with vertices yl....,y such that
t+1
i) yi =v+ a(To)m-iq(To) + I a(i,h)m-lq(i.h)  for  non-
(i,h)€Tl
negative integers a(T') and a(i,h), (i,h) E Tl, such that for
all j € IN' 0 w a(j,kJ   ) 5 ··· 5 a(j,k ) 5 a(To) 5 m-1
t(j)
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ii) m(T) = (Ii'...,It) is a permutation of the t elements consis-
ting of T' and the t-1 elements of Tl, such that  p >  p'  if
a(N )= a(,1,)  when for some j €IN' H =   ) and n, =
opp     P  PT .orforsome i. 1<ist(j),  j€ IN'  Trp=  (j'k )  and
 p. = (j'ki-1)
iii) yi•1 , yi + m-lq("i), i = 1.....t.
e( (1,2),(2,1) f) e()(1,2),(2,2)()
A( (1,2),(2,1) ,((1,1).0))---    :#33, 
* iA
4,)      « v
A=.="12)0)      1
e( (1,1),(2,1){) e( (1,1),(2,2) )
FIGURE 9.3.2. The subsets A(T'.1(Tl)) of ACT), T = {(1,1),(1,2),(2,1)}, in
S =Sl xsl.
The set G(T'.1(Tl)) is a triangulation of A(TP.1(Tl)) induced  by  the  V-
triangulation  of S with grid size m- 1. The union G(T) of G(T'.1(Ti )) over
all T' and 1(Tl) triangulates ACT). Some  examples  of  the  triangulation
have been given in Section 3.5.
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A  facet 7 of a t-simplex a(yl,N(T))  in   G(To .1(Ti )) is either   a
facet of exactly one other t-simplex 8(91,R(T)) in G(To,/(Ti)) or lies in
the boundary of A(T',1(Tl)). In the first case 8 is  obtained  from  d  as
described  in  Table  9.3.1, where T is the facet of e opposite the vertex
yp, 1 5 p S t+1, aJ .k = a(T') if (j,k) E T'. ai.h = a(i,h) if (i,h) E  Ti,
and a = 0 if (i,h) < T.
i,h
91              R(T)                               a
P i l  yl + m-lq(Trl) (N2'"0'lit'"l ) a + e("1)
1 < p < t+1 yl (171'...''Tp-2'llp'TTp-1' P+1""'1Tt) a
p = t+1 yl - m-lq(Trt) ("t'Il""' t-1 a - e(mt)
TABLE 9.3.1. p is the index of the vertex of 6(yl,"(T)) to be replaced.
Lemma 9.3.4 describes the cases when 1 lies in the boundary. Observe  that
this lemma is similar to Lemma 8.3.4.
LEMMA 9.3.4. Let 6(yl,„(T)) be a t-simplex in G(T'.7(Tl)). The facet T  of
c opposite the vertex y . 1 5 p s t+1, lies in the boundary of A(T',7(Tl))
if and only if one of the following three cases holds
i) p = 1. .1 = TB. and a("1) = m-1
ii) 1<p< t+1. Tr  = (j,kJ) for some i,l k i E  t(j),  j€  IN'
P
lp -1 =  (j,ki- 1 )  when i>1  and Np -1 =T' when i=l,and
a(" )   -   a("   )
p-1        P
iii) p = t+1, "t = (j·kJ   ) for certain j € IN' and a(mt) = 0·
t(j)
The lemma follows immediately from  the  definitions  of  G(T',3(Tl))  and
A(T',7(Tl ) ).  The  following three lemmas discuss the three cases of Lemma
9.3.4 in more detail.
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LEMMA 9.3.5. Let 6(yl,„(T)) be a t-simplex in G(TP,y'(Tl )) with the facet T
of a opposite vertex yl in the boundary of A(T'.7(Tl)),  then  T  lies  in
S(T) = {P E Slpt.h = 0 for all (i,h) K T}.
LEMMA 9.3.6. Let a(yl,„(T)) be a t-simplex in G(T'.1(Tl)) with the facet t
of 6 opposite a vertex yp .1<p< t+1, in the boundary of A(T'.1(Tl )). If
NP-1 = T'. rr  = C j.k: ) for some j E IN' and if a(Tr-1) = a(Tr ), then r  is
a facet of the t-simplex 2(yl,8(T)) in G(To.1(*1)) with T  = {(j,k )}, T 
= TI. h 0 j. 9;  = {(j.kj),(j,k ).....(j.k C J, ) ' T   = lt. h t j. 3.J (*ji)   =
((j.k ).(j.k ).....(j.k ( J)))'   11, (Tt)   = Th (T ),  h 0 j.  and n(T)  =  (rrt'··
0'wp-2'T'•(j.kj),ip.1'...'It)· If Np_1 = Cj'ki-1)' Np = Cj'ki) for some  j
€I N and 2 5 i 5 t(j), and if a(N -1) = a(N ), then T i s a facet of the t-
simplex 8(yi,6(T)) in  G(To,2(Ti))  with i (Ti)  =  ((j,kJ)....,(j,ki-2)'
j i(j,ki).(j,ki_1)'(j'ki.1)'...'(j'ki(J)))'   91, (Th)    Th (Ti). 11 0 j.  and /(T)
=   1""' p-2' p' p-1' p+1""' t  
LEMMA 9.3.7. Let 6(yl,„(T)) be a t-simplex in G(T'.3(Tl)) with the facet r
of 6, opposite vertex yt•1. in the boundary of ACT'.1(Tl)), then T  =  {v}
or  1  is the (t-1)-simplex 6(yi,r,(T)) in G(To,1(*1)) with Tl - {(j,kJ)...
..(j,k:ij)-1)}· T  = T . h0 j, rj(Tjl) = ((j,k ).....(j,k (j -1))' Th(T )
=  Th(Th)'  h  0  j. and N(T) = (Nl'...'Nt-1)' where j is as given in case
iii) of Lemma 9.3.4.
Concluding  we  can  say  that  a facet 1, 1 0 {v}, of a t-simplex
6(yl,"(T)) in G(T) is either a facet of another t-simplex in  G(T).  or  a
facet  in the boundary S(T) of S, or 1 is a (t-1)-simplex in A(T) with T =
T\{(i,h)} for some (i,h) E T. This concludes the description of  the  sub-
division  of S in lower dimensional regions and their triangulation, which
underly   the   ||;. 1  (nj +1) -ray algorithm.    In   the next section   we will describe
the algorithm which traces the piecewise linear path defined in Section 2.
9.4. The steps of the algorithm
As discussed in Section 2, the algorithm traces a piecewise linear
path of points p in S satisfying (9.2.1). The left hand side of (9.2.1) is
reflected by the subdivision of S in A(T)'s. Each point p on the path lies
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in ACT) with T = {(j,k) € I|ZJ.k(P) = max ZJ .1,(P)). Let (1(yl,0..,yt•1)  be
a  t-simplex  in  A(T) containing such a point p. Then, unique nonnegative
numbers At• i = 1....,t+1, and Kj,k' (j'k) < T. and numbers BJ'  j  E  IN'
exist such that I A  =1.p= I,Atyl, andi  i
5. k u, 6 if (j.k) € T
and
Z   (P) =B  - R if (j,k) K T.j.k       J    J,k
Such a t-simplex is called T-complete.
DEFINITION 9.4.1. For g = t-1.t, where t = |T|-N+1. T  f  I.  a  g-simplex
g+16(yl'....y ) is T-complete if the system of linear equations
I ' A, ['( i )] , IC j.k)0,5 ..['(161')] - '1.,B,[e'l)] I [F]   (9.4.')
n +1
where  e(j ) = Ih: 1 e ( j.h), has a solution such that Xi 2 0, i = 1....,g+1,
A    2 0, (j,k) 1 T. and BJ E R, j E IN.J.k
Observe  that  the  system  has  N+n+1 rows and (g+1)+(N+n-|T|)+N columns.
Thus, when g= t-1, the system has N+n+1 columns and when g=t i t has one
column  more.  A solution of (9.4.1) with X  2 0, i = 1.....g+1, A 2 0,
i                     J,k
(j,k) 1 T, is called feasible and is denoted by (A,K,B).  To  assure  con-
vergency we need the following nondegeneracy assumption.
ASSUMPTION 9.4.2. (Nondegeneracy) For g = t-1. the system  (9.4.1)  has  a
unique solution (A,K,B) with X  > 0, i = 1,...,t, and K > 0,(j,k) i T.
i                        j,k
and for g=t a t most one variable of (A.&4) is equal to zero.
The algorithm generates, for varying T, T C I, starting at {v}, a sequence
of adjacent T-complete t-simplices 0(yl,„(T)) in A(T) with  common  T-com-
plete  facets.  The  algorithm terminates as soon as a complete simplex is
found. This notion is defined in Definition  9.4.3.  Theorem  9.4.4  shows
that such complete simplices induce approximate solutions to the SPP on S.
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DEFINITION 9.4.3. For T < I, a T-complete  (t-1)-simplex  6(yl,...,yt)  is
complete if for all p in G we have pJ.k = 0 for all (j,k) < T.
THEOREM 9.4.4. Let z be a continuous function on S. For all € >  0,  there
is  a  6>0, such that each complete simplex, with solution (A.,A.,B.) to
(9.4.1), in a V-triangulation with mesh size smaller than  6,  contains  a
point p  such that for all j EIN
p;  I Z J   (p. )     -    6     <    B.      <    p;  I z j   C P. )     +    6
and for all (j.k) € I(j)
B;  - E  <  zj.k (P  )  < B   + 6     if p;,k  ,  0
zj,k(P ) < 13; + E   if p;.k I 0.
PROOF. Let € >0, then there is a 6>  0  such  that  for  all  p,q  in  S
max
(i.h)| i.h- i.h|  <
6 implies
max(i .h) Izi .h(P)-zi .h( )| <
6' since z is
a continuous function on S. Let the mesh  size  of  the  triangulation  be
smaller  than  6  and  let  G' (yl'...,yt ) be a T-complete (t-1)-simplex in
S(T), i.e., 6  is a complete simplex. According to  Assumption  9.4.2  the
linear  system (9.4.1) with respect to G  has a unique solution (A ,A ,B )
such that A > O. i = l.....t; ;1.1, > 9. (j.k) ILT, ari ER.  j E IN.
Let p  be given by p  = Iixiy , then p  lies in d , p    >O i f (j,k) E T,
j,k
and p = 0 if (j,k) K T. According to (9.4.1) we have for all (j,k) E I
J.k
Ii . 1 Xi Z J . k (yi )   = 1,; if (j,k) E T
Et     A  z       (yi )   =  P.   - kl. if (j,k) l T.i.1 i J.k j    j,k
Since |Ii.lk.ZJ.k yi)  - ZJ.k(P  1 5 Ii.lxilzj.k yi) - ZJ.k(P )| < E for
all (j,k) E I, we obtain
B;  -  E  <  zJ.k (P  )  <  B   +  6      if p;  k  ,  0
zi k (P  ) < B  + 6   if p;,k ' 0.
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Finally, we have for all j € IN' |B  - P *zj (P )1 = 1 Ikp..1,(Iikizj.k(yi) -
ZJ 'k  P    |  <  Ik   .k e  =  e.
0
The theorem implies that complete simplices in the V-triangulation with  a
small mesh size induce approximate solutions to the SPP on S. If the func-
tion z i s a complementarity function, i.e. for all p i n  S  and  j  €  I,
N
pJ'zJ CP) -0•w e obtain -6 <B  <E for all j E IN' and for all (j,k) E I
B;  - 6  <  zJ.k (P )  < B;  + s     if p;,k  ,  0
zJ   , Cp.)  <  /3;  + e     if p;  k  I 0 
Hence, if z is a complementarity function, p  is an  approximate  solution
to the NLCP.  Observe the difference in accuracy with the IN  (n +1)-ray
j=1  J
algorithm described in Chapter 8.
Under  the Assumption 9.4.2, a T-complete t-simplex 6(yl,.,.,yt+1)
has a line segment of solutions (A,K,B). A basic solution has exactly  one
of  the variables (A,K) equal to zero. A line segment of solutions (A,A,B)
induces a line segment of points p= Itxiyi in 6. If for some i, 1 5  i  5
t+1,  Xi is equal to zero at a basic solution then the facet of a opposite
vertex yi is T-complete. In this way a T-complete t-simplex 6 has at  most
two  T-complete facets. If a T-complete t-simplex 1(yl,„(T)) lies in A(T),
then the points p = Iixiyi on the line segment  satisfy  (9.2.1).  A  line
segment  of  points  in  a satisfying (9.2.1) can therefore be followed by
making a linear programming pivot step  in  the  system  (9.4.1).  At  the
starting point  v,  let T' = uJ (j'k )} with (j,k ) the unique index such
that z   j(v) = max zj.h(v), j € IN' and let 60(v, (To)) be the unique  1-
J.k
0
simplex  in A(T') having v as a vertex. Then a' is T'-complete with one of
the basic solutions equal to A' = 1, X2 = 0, A'   =  z  J(v)  -  z   (v),j,k j.k
j.k
0
(j,k)  K  To,  and B  = .z   J (v), j € IN. The algorithm starts by making a
j.k
0
linear programming  pivot  step  with  (zT(y2),1)T in  the  linear  system
(9.4.1)  corresponding  to  a'  by increasing X2 from zero, where y2 =v+
1/A
-#V
m-iq(T'). Note that when v is the vertex e(T'), then v is an  exact  solu-
tion to the stationary point problem with respect to z.
For a given T = T' u Tl and permutation vector  r(Tl)  the  T-com-
plete  t-simplices  0(yl,„(T))  in  G(T'.1(Tl )) form sequences of adjacent
simplices with T-complete common facets since each T-complete t-simplex in
G(T'.1(Tl))  has  at most two T-complete facets and each facet of a t-sim-
plex is either a facet of another t-simplex in G(T'.1(Tl ) ) or is  a  facet
in  the  boundary of A(T' ./(Tl )). These sequences are either loops or have
two end simplices. An end simplex is either a t-simplex with a  T-complete
facet  r  in  the boundary of A(T'.7(Tl)), which coincides with one of the
cases described in Lemma 9.3.4, or the end  simplex  is  a  T-complete  t-
simplex  having a solution (A,A,B) with K = 0 for some (j,k) < T. If in
j.k
the first case the T-complete facet T lies in S(T), then r is  a  complete
simplex  (see Lemma 9.3.5). If the facet r does not lie in S(T), then 1 is
either a facet of a T-complete t-simplex in G(To,1(*1)) or in  G(To,1(Tl))
as  described  in  Lemma  9.3.6.  or  7  is  a T-complete (t-1)-simplex in
G(T\{(i,h)}), for some (i,h) in T (see Lemma 9.3.7). We have assumed  that
1  0 {v}. Hence, if 1 0 {v}, a T-complete facet r in the boundary of A(T',
1(Tl)) is either complete, or a facet of an end simplex of a  sequence  of
adjacent T-complete t-simplices in either G(To,/(Tl))  or in G(To,F·(Ti)),
or 1 is an end simplex of a sequence of T\{(i, h)}-complete  (t-1)-simpli-
ces  in G(T',1(Tl\{(i,h)})) for some (i,h) in T. If the end simplex a of a
sequence of adjacent T-complete t-simplices in G(T',7(Tl))  is  such  that
RJ.k = 0 for some (j,k) not in T, then G is also T u {(j,k)}-complete. The
T u {(j,k)}-complete t-simplex a is complete if a lies in S(T u  {(j,k)}).
If 6 is not complete, then d is a facet of just one (t+1)-simplex a in G(T
u {(j,k)}) as described in the following lemma.
LEMMA  9.4.5.  Let 0(yl,„(T)) be a T u {(j,k)}-complete t-simplex in G(T',
1(Ti)), T = To u Tl. If d is not complete, then 6 is a facet of the *-com-
plete (t+1)-simplex 6(yl,I(T)) in G(To,r('rl)) with Tl = Ti u {(j,k)}, T =
To     u    Tl   ,     TJ   (T;  )     =      ((j,k i  )  ....,  (j,k   C  J  )   )  '  C j  'k) )  .     7h  (T )     =    7-h  (T    ),         h        9,         j  ,
and N(T) = ("1····•"t·(j,k)).
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From the lemma it is obvious that 6 is the facet of 8 opposite the  vertex
yt•2.  The  simplex  8 is an end simplex of a sequence of T u {(j,k)}-com-
plete (t+1)-simplices in G(T'.1(Tl u {(j,k)})) with common  T  u  {(j,k)}-
complete facets.
For varying T, the T-complete t-simplices in G(T)  form  sequences
of  adjacent simplices with common T-complete facets. A sequence is either
a loop or a path having two end simplices. One end simplex  is  the  zero-
dimensional  simplex  {v},  whereas all other end simplices yield complete
simplices. So, there is one path connecting {v} with  a  complete  simplex
and  all  other  paths connect two complete simplices. The path connecting
{v} with a complete simplex contains the piecewise linear path  of  points
from v satisfying (9.2.1) and leads to an approximate solution to the SPP.
This  path is generated     by     the     K; , 1 (nJ +1)-ray algorithm by performing
alternating  replacement steps in the triangulation and linear programming
pivot steps in the linear system (9.4.1). The steps of the  algorithm  are
as follows.
STEP 0: Let (j,k ) be the (unique) index for which z (v) =  maxkzJ.k(v)
J.k
and Tj  = {(j,12)}, j € IN. If v = e(T') then {v} is complete and
the algorithm terminates with an exact solution. Otherwise, set  T
= To,  Ti =0. t = l, yl = v, Tr(T) = (To), 6 = 6(yi.rr(T)), p = 2,
a(To) = 0, a . 0, (i.h) E I. Al = 1. Aj.k = z   J(v) -zJ.k(v).i,h
j.k
(j,k)  <T,and BJ  =  z     j (v),  j  E IN.
j,k
STEP 1: Perform an 1.p. pivot step by bringing (zT(yp),1)T in  the  linear
system
Ii:ix, 1,(i,)] . Ecj,k)<r,j..Iecit;k)1 - 't=,B, I  o ] - Iill·
itp
If K becomes zero for some (j,k) K T, then go to Step 3. Other-
J.k
wise, A  becomes zero for exactly one p 0 p.
P
STEP 2: If  p  = 1, I  = T', and a("1) = m-1, then the facet of G opposite
1
the vertex yl is a complete simplex and the algorithm terminates.
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If  1  <  p  < t+1, a(N   ) = a(n ), and if for some j E I N either
P-1
ap -1    =    (j,k i -1 )    and  Np    =    (j,k i)    for   some   i,       1      <      i      5      t(j) ,      or
IP-1 =  T'  and Ip = ( j,ki), then ((yl,r,(T)), 7(Ti), 74 and Ti are
adapted as given in Lemma 9.3.6. Return to Step 1 with p = p.
If  p  =  t+1, I  = (j,k ) for some j E IN' and a("t ) = 0, then
t       t(j)
set (i,h) = (j.kJ )' Ti = Ti\{(j.ki )},  and  t  =  t-1  while
t(J) t(J)
a<yi,n(T))  and  1(Ti)  are adapted as given in Lemma 9.3.7. Go to
Step 4.
In all other cases 6(yl,„(T)) and a are adapted according to Table
9.3.1 by replacing y . Return to Step 1 with p the  index  of  the
new vertex of d.
STEP 3: If v =0 for all (i,h) <T u {(j,k)},  then  a  is  a  complete· i.h
simplex  and  the  algorithm  terminates. Otherwise, set Tl = Tl u
{(j.k)} and t = t+1, while 6(yi.r, (T)) and 1(Ti ) are adapted  as
given in Lemma 9.4.5. Return to Step 1 with p = t+1.
STEP 4: Perform an 1.p. pivot step by bringing (eT(i,h),0)T in the  linear
system
t•lx
[Z(Yg)1 re (j.k)1     -    IN        B    P (j )1     _    [01 g. 1 g L 1 ] + I(j,k)0T  'lj. k l  O
.1
j.1   J L    O  1   -   li] I
(j,k)0(i,h)
If K becomes  zero for some (j,k) K T, (j,k) 0 (i,h), then re-
j.k
turn to Step 3. Otherwise, A  becomes zero for some p, and  return
P
to Step 2.
This concludes the description of the product-ray algorithm. Each round of
.
the  algorithm  gives  an  approximate solution p . If the accuracy of the
solution is not satisfactory, then the grid size of the V-triangulation is
refined  and the algorithm is restarted with p  as the new starting point.
The restarting is terminated as soon as the accuracy  of  the  approximate
solution is good enough.
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CHAPTER 10. THE EXPONENT-RAY ALGORITHM
10.1. Introduction
In this chapter we describe a simplicial  variable  dimension  re-
start algorithm to compute solution points of either the equilibrium prob-
lem on S or the nonlinear complementarity problem on S. The algorithm dif-
fers  from  the  algorithms  discussed in the previous two chapters in the
number of directions along which the  algorithm  can  leave  the  starting
point and in the relation between the points p on the path and the value
of Z(p). This algorithm is a generalization of the (2 -2)-ray  algorithm
n+1
on Sn, discussed in Chapter 5.
In an economic context, the algorithm initially increases the pri-
ces  of the commodities with positive excess demand and decreases the pri-
ces with negative excess demand. These adjustments are proportional to the
initial value of the prices. The increases, however, in general differ for
each j € IN. Along the path traced by the algorithm we have that for  each
j  E  I  the  prices of the commodities with positive excess (p.1.) demand
N
are all a same proportion larger than the initial price while  the  prices
of  all  the commodities with negative excess demand are a same proportion
smaller than the initial prices. The prices of the commodities  with  zero
excess  demand  vary between the two relative bounds. Again, the algorithm
is globally convergent in the sense that the algorithm converges  for  any
starting  point  and any complementarity function. Since for the new algo-
rithm the  number  of  rays  to  leave  an  interior  point  is  equal  to
n +1 n +1
HN  (2    -2),  we call it the HN  (2 J  -2)-ray or exponent-ray algorithm
J,1 j=1
on S.
This  chapter  is  organized  as follows. In Section 2 we give the
piecewise linear path of the algorithm. Section 3 describes  the  subdivi-
sion  of  S in lower dimensional subsets and their simplicial subdivision.
The V-triangulation of S underlies this simplicial subdivision. In Section
4 the linear system and the steps of the algorithm are given. This chapter
is based on Doup, van den Elzen and Talman [1987].
. -'.
./ -T
10.2. The path of the algorithm
The exponent-ray algorithm, whose steps are presented  in  Section
4,  traces a piecewise linear path P of points p in S starting with an ar-
bitrary point v and terminating with an approximate solution to the under-
lying  nonlinear  complementarity  problem  on S with respect to a certain
complementarity function z. Initially, at  p  =  v,  the  components  pj k
having  positive  z   (v) value are increased and the components pj k with
v            >   0   and   z         (v)    6   0 are decreased. The components   pJ.k   with   v           =      0j.k j.k j,k
and zj k(v) 5 0 are kept equal to zero. We assume for the moment that z(v)
does not contain any zeros. Then, initially points p in  S  are  generated
such that
p    = (1+a )v if z (v) > 0 and v >0J,k j J.k j.k j,k
p    = bv if z (v) < 0 and v >0
j,k j.k j.k J.k
pj•k = aj if zj·k(v) > 0 and vj·k - 0
P =0 if zj,k(v) < 0 and vj,k = 0'j,k
where 0 5 b s l s 1+aj,j€ IN. Atp=vwehaveb=landaj=O,j€IN.
The path P leaves v b y decreasing b from 1 and increasing a,j€I, from
j Nn
0. In the case that vj is equal to some vertex e(k) of S  , we  have  that
Zi,k (v) is equal to zero. If zj,h(v) 5 0 for all h, h 0 k, then we perturb
Zj, k (v)  to an arbitrarily small positive number. Otherwise, we perturb
z   (v)  to an arbitrarily small negative number. The path leaves an inte-
j,k n +1
rior point v along one out of HN=1(2
J
-2) directions. Along which direc-
tion  is  completely  determined by the sign pattern of z(v). These direc-
tions are again called the rays of the algorithm. Therefore  we  call  the
algorithm the exponent-ray algorithm. The number of directions is somewhat
smaller if v lies on the boundary of S. The algorithm moves along the ini-
tial direction until a point p is reached where ZJ.k(P) = 0 for some (j,k)
E I. Then the algorithm continues from p along a piecewise linear path  of
points  p keeping Z (p) equal to zero and varying the (j,k)-th componentj   k
of p between the bounds bv and (1+a )v if v > 0, and between  0
J.k J J.k j,k
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and  aj if vj,k = 0. Here b = min{pi, h/vi.hlvi. h , 0, (i,h) E I}, and aj =
max{max{pJ.h/vJ.hlvJ.h , 0, Cj'h) E I(j)} - 1, max{pj.hlvj.h = 0, Cj'h)  €
I(j)}},  j  E IN. In general, the algorithm traces a piecewise linear path
of points p in S satisfying for (j,k) E I,
 J. k /VJ. k
=1+a if Z (p) > 0 and v >0
j j.k j.k
b+b j 5 pJ.k/vJ.k 5 1 +a if Z (p) = 0 and v >0
j j.k J.k
b + bj = pj.k/vj. k
if Z (p) < 0 and v >0
j,k J.k
(10.2.1)
p j,k  = aJ if Zj,k<P) , 0 and vj,k = 0
bj  5 P J.k  s aj if Z (p) =0 and v    =0J.k J,k
b =P if Zj,k(P) < 0 and vj,k I 0'j    J.k
where 0 5 b s 1 5 1  + aj'  bj  2 0,  j €I N'  withbj = O i f Z J (P)   $   0.   The
variable  bj
is
necessary in the case that Z  (p) 5 0 so that
the algorithm
can   trace a piecewise linear   path of points p i n S keeping   Zj  (p)    5      0.      Wen+1
note  that  this variable does not occur for the (2 -2)-ray algorithm on
S  since Z(p) 5 0 implies that p is an approximate solution to the NLCP on
Sn with respect to z.
The path P consists of points p in S such that the components p
i,h
of  p  for  which  Zi.h(P) < 0 and Zi(P) 0 0, are relatively equal to each
other and relatively smaller   than all other components   of  p.   If  Z   (p)   5     0
for  some j, then the components p of p  for which Z (p) < 0 are also
j,k J j.k
relatively equal to each other and relatively smaller than all other  com-
ponents of pj. Furthermore, for each j € IN the components p of p withj.k     j
positive Z (p) are relatively (or absolutely if v = 0) equal to  each
j.k j.k
other  but relatively (absolutely) larger than the other components of p .
The rate a  with which these components p of p  with positive v are
j                               j.k j j.k
larger  than v is equal to the value of those p with v equal to
j,k j.k j.k
zero.
As soon as a point p is reached for which Z   (p) is zero for some
j.k
index (j,k) while Zj. k (P) Was negative, then  Z   (p)  is  kept  equal  toj.k
..i..
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zero. Simultaneously, p is relatively increased away from the p withj.k i,h
negative  Zi.h (P)   if  Zj  (p) 0 0, while p j.k i s relatively increased     away
from  the p with  negative Z (p) if Z (p) 5 0 and for at least oneJ,h J.h        j
index (j.h), h 0 k, ZJ.h(P) < 0 and pj,   0. Finally, if Z   (p) = 0  forj.h
all  (j,h) with p > 0 then ZJ £(P) is increased from zero for the index
(j,L) for which BJ.1 is relatively (or absolutely if vj 1 = 0) the largest
component of p .
When the path P reaches a point p for which Zj k(P)  is  zero  for
some  index  (j,k)  while  ZJ.k(P) was positive, then ZJ.k(P) is also kept
equal to zero. Simultaneously, if Z (p) % 0 then p is  relatively  (orj               j.k
absolutely if v = 0) decreased away from the components p of p  withj,k J,h     j
positive Zj.h(P). If ZJ (P) 5 0 and ZJ.h(P) < 0  for  at  least  one  index
(j,h) for which PJ.h   0, then the p    for which Z   (p) <0 and p    >0J.h j.h j.h
are relatively increased  with   the  same  rate. If, however,   Zj  (p)      5     0     and
ZJ , h
 P = 0 for all positive p , then Z (p) is decreased from zero for
j,h J.h
the index (j,h) for which p is the relatively smallest positive  compo-j.h
nent    of  pj . These latter two cases occur since  pj  · Zj (p)   is in general  not
equal to zero.
It  can  also  occur  that  at a point p on the path P a component
p     for some (j,k) with Z  t(B) = 0 becomes relatively (or absolutely if
v     =  0)  equal  to  the  PJ.h with positive Z   (p). Then p    is keptJ,k J.h j.k
relatively (absolutely) equal to the components pJ.h of  pJ with  positive
Z   (p),  and Z (p)  is increased from zero. On the other hand, if pj.h J.k J.k
for some (j.k) with Z   (p) = 0, while ZJ(p) 5 0, becomes relatively equalj.k
to the p for which Z.  (p) < 0 and p > 0, then p is kept rela-J.h J,h J,h J.k
tively equal to these components of p ,  and  Z   (p)  is  decreased  fromJ.k
zero.  Finally, if Bj k for some (j,k) with Zj k(P) = 0 becomes relatively
equal  to  the  Bi. h for which  Zi. h (B)  < 0 while  Zi (B)  0  0,  then  PJ. k  is  kept
relatively  equal  to these components of p, and ZJ.k<P) is decreased from
zero. Notice that in the latter two cases pj.k is (kept) equal to zero and
Z   (p) is made negative when v    = 0.J.k j.k
The algorithm terminates as soon as a point  p  in  S  is  reached
satisfying
ZJ,k (P  ) 5 0   if p;,k I 0 (10.2.2.a)
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and for each j € IN either
ZJ  (p') 5 0 for all (j,k) with p;,k > 0
or (10.2.2.b)
Zj. k (P') 20 for all (j,k) with p .k , 0.
In  Section  4 we argue that this indeed implies that p  is an approximate
solution to the NLCP with respect to z if the mesh size of the  underlying
triangulation is small enough.
The piecewise linear path P o f points p i n S, starting from p=  v
and  satisfying (10.2.1), is followed by the algorithm through alternating
replacement steps in a subdivision of S and linear programming pivot steps
in  a  system  of equations representing the sign pattern of the piecewise
linear function Z. The underlying subdivision of  S  represents  the  left
hand  side  of  (10.2.1) while the linear system represents the right hand
side. The subdivision will be discussed in Section 3 and the linear system
and the steps of the algorithm are given in Section 4.
10.3. The subdivision of S
In this section the subdivision of S which underlies the exponent-
ray algorithm is described. In order to describe this subdivision  we  in-
n +1
troduce  sign  vectors  in  |TN  R J   .We  call s= (s ,
SN)   with  s     =J=1 J
(Sj,li...,S )7, j E IN' a sign vector if s    E {-,0,+} for all (j,k)
J,n +1
j.k
E I. For a sign vector s we define subsets I; (s), I;(s), and I;(s) of I(j)
by I; (s) = {(j.h) E I(j)|sj,h = +}, I; (s) = {(j,h) E I(j)|sJ,h = 0 '  and
I  (s)  =  {(j,h)  E I(j) |s J .h =  - ' and I' (s), I' (s), and I- (s) as their
respective union over all j E IN. We call a sign vector s feasible if  for
each   j   €I N'  I; (s)  0 0 o r I; (s) 0 0, while for at least one i€I N  both
Ii(s) and Vi (v) n Ii (s) are nonempty. Here V; (v) =  {(j,h) E I(j)|vj.h 0
0},  j E IN. For feasible sign vectors s, the set A(s) represents the left
hand side of (10.2.1).
DEFINITION  10.3.1. Let s be a feasible sign vector. The set A(s) is given
by
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A(s) = {p E SI Pj.k  I  (1+ai )vj .k     if s = + and v >0J,k J.k
(B+BJ)vj.k 5 pJ.k 5 (1+05 )vj.k   if s = 0 and v >0j.k j.k
U+ J )vJ .k  =  PJ .k if s j,k I - and vj,k , 0
p    =oc if s = + and v    =0
J.k J j.k j.k
 1  5 pJ .k  5 QJ if sj,k I 0 and vj,k I O
B =P if s = - and v = 0,
j J.k j.k j,k
with forall j€IN,OEB5151+0 J'Bi 20andBi=0
ifs  00}.
For  feasible  sign  vectors  s the set A(s) is t-dimensional with t=1+
I' (s) |.  Some sets A(s) are illustrated in Figure 10.3.1 for N =  2,  n  =
1
1, and n  = 1.2
e( )(1,2 ),(2,1)  )
;((T).(I))










e( (1,1),(2,1)<) A((1).(:)) e( (1,1),(2,2 ) )
FIGURE 10.3.1. Some sets A(s) in S = Sl x Sl.
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The V-triangulation of S triangulates each set A(s) in t-dimensional  sim-
plices. To describe this simplicial subdivision of A(s) we first subdivide
each A(s) in a number of subsets A(s,7(s)) with y(s) a permutation vector,
)(S) =  /1(S)....,rN(S)), with TJ(s) = ((j,kJ)....,(j,kJ   )) a permuta-Z(J)
tion of the z(j) elements in I; (s), j € IN. In the sequel,  let  the  sets
J*(s),      Jo (s)       and      J- (s) be given  by   J' (s)    =   {j   €   I N|I; (s)    0   0},    J' (s)    =
{j E IN|I; (s) = 0. I; (s) 0 0}. and J-(s) = {j € IN| I. (s) = 0, I; (s) = 0}.
Given  a  permutation  vector  y(s),  we  define for j E IN the index sets
Z  (s), ZI (s), and Z  Cs)
as
follows. When j E J'(s)  then Z; (s) =  I; (s),
Zi' (s) = I; (s), and Z     =0 For all j E J' (s .Z*    = {(j
I (8)\{(j.k')}, and Z (,) = I (s). If j E J-(s) thon')Z'(s) '-:)I-(0)(s"nd
Zj (s)   I   Zj(s)   = 0. Furthermore.  let ZJ (s)  = Z; (s) u Z; (s)  u Z; (s)  and
accordingly let Z(s), Z'(s), Z'(s), and Z-(s) be the union of  the  corre-
sponding  sets over all j € IN. Now we can define sets A(s,y(s)), s a fea-
sible sign vector, forming a subdivision of S. Each  subset  A(s,1-(s))  is
triangulated by the V-triangulation of S.
DEFINITION 10.3.2. Let s be a feasible sign vector and 3(s) a  permutation
vector. The set A(s.y(s)) is given by





with for all j € J' (s),
0    5    ir(j,ki  (  j  )   )     5     ·   ·   ·     5    0(j,k     )     5    « (Z*  (s))     El,
and for all j E Jo (s),
0 5 0((Z; (s)) 5 ce(j.k: (J)) 5 ··· 5 0:(j,k ) 5 ac(Z'(s)) 5 1},
where the vectors q(Z' (s)),  q(j,kJ),  (j,kJ )  EZ'(s),    and   q(Z; (s)),    j   €
Jo (s), are given by
q(Z. (s) )    =   p(Z. (s) )    -   v
q(j,ki)  = p(Z'(s)u{(j,k )....,(j,ki)}) -p(Z'(s)u{(j,k )....,(j,ki-1) )
and
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q(Z;  (s) )    =   p(Z. (s)    u   Z;  (s)    u   Z;  (s) )    -    p(Z. (s)    u   Z  (s) ).
Here the projection vector p(K), KCI, of v on the face S(K) =  {p  E  S|
p    = 0 for all (j,h) 1 K} is defined as in Section 3.5.
J,h
For each feasible sign vector s and for  each  permutation  vector
1(s)  the  set  A(s,/(s)) is t-dimensional. Some sets A(s,/(s)) are illus-
trated in Figure 10.3.2 for N = 2, n  = 1, and n  = 2.



















/                                                        e( (1,2),(2,2) )1
1
1




















/                                                  1A/  a10 1/
1
e(j(1,1),(2,1) () A(s,Fts)) eC   (1,1),(2,2)   )
FIGURE 10.3.2. Illustration  of  A(s,1(s))  in  S  = Sl x S2, s = (t+,-)T,
(0,+,0)T  ,(S) I ((0),((2,3),(2,1))),  and  F(s)  =  ((0),
((2.1),(2,3))).
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The definition of the areas A(s,1(s)), s a feasible  sign  vector,
implies that some sets are represented by more than one sign vector. These
cases are described in the following lemma, whose proof is a direct result
of the definition of A(s,1(s)).
LEMMA 10.3.3. Let 31 be a feasible sign vector and 1(sl)  a  permutation
vector.  If I-(sl) = I(j) for some j E I, then A(sl,1(sl)) = A(s2,7(s2)),
where  ,2  -  -sl.  st  =  si  if h 0  j. and 7( 2) I 7(Si). If I-(si)  =  {(j,h)}
for some  j  €J' (s t) ,  then A(sl .1(st))  = A(92,1(92)), where s2 = + if k =
j.k
'cl, s2   -0, s .1 =si.Lif (i.L) 1 {(j,h).(j.k )}. TJ (82) = ((j.k ).....1   j,h
(j.k:(J)).(j.h)).andli(82) = li(sl) if i t j.
Lemma 10.3.3 is illustrated in Figure 10.3.3.a and 10.3.3.b.
e($(1,2),(2,1)() e( (2,2),(2,2) )
1     1
ACs  .Rs  ))
4                V
A(s 2,1'($2)) /
e( (1,1),(2,1) ) e( (1,1),(2,2) )
FIGURE 10.3.3.a. Illustration  of  Lemma  10.3.3 for S = St x Sl with sl =
   ,  T,  ,- T , 1(81) = ((0),(0)), S2 =  <_,_ T,< ,_ T ,
and 1(82 ) = 1(sl ).
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e()(1,2),(2,1) f) e( (1,2 ),(2,2)  )
V
1       1
ACs- ))----   1111111 1A(32,1'(sp))--iI-/
e( (1,1),(2,1)() e(1(1,1),(2,2)()
FIGURE 10.3.3.b. Illustration  of  Lemma  10.3.3 for S = Sl x Sl with sl =
((+, )T,  ,_ T , 7(Sl) = ((1,2),(0)), S2 =     ,_ T,
<  - T), and r(82) = ( (1,1),(0)).
The boundary of A(s,7-(s)), s a feasible sign vector, consists of a
number  of  (t-1)-dimensional subsets with one of the inequalities for the
0:' s in the definition of A(s,3(s))  set  to an equality. Thus, either
9 (Z' (s) )        =       1.        or       for       some       j    E   J'  (s) ,    9 (Z* (s) )    =    0 (j.k J) ,    a(j.k J. 1  )     =
0(j,k ) with i E {2....,z(j)}, or 9(j,k  J,) = 0. Or for some j  € J'(s).
01 (Z* (s) )     =   E r(Z;  (s) )    when   z(j )    =    1,    0£ (Z' (s)  )    =   ok(j,k )  ,    Er(j  ,k i-1  )     =   00(j  •ki)
with i E {3....,z(j)}, or o:(j,kJ(J)) = 9(Z-(s)) when z(j) > 1, or o:(Z-(s))j                                                      j
=  0. Clearly, A(s) is the union of A( s,7(s)) over all permutation vectors
1(s) of Io(s).
Let  S  be triangulated by the V-triangulation with grid size m-1,
then each region A(s), s a feasible sign vector, is triangulated  into  t-
simplices.  In  fact,  each  subset A(s ./(s))  is triangulated by the set
G(s,1(s)) of t-simplices defined as follows.
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DEFINITION  10.3.4. Let s be a feasible sign vector and 1(s) a permutation
vector of I'(s). The set G( s,y(s)) is the collection of t-simplices  6(yl,
N(s)) with vertices yl....,y such that
t+1
i)              yi    =   v   +    a(Z' (s) )m-1 q(Z' (s) ) + I 0   a(i,h)m-lq(i,h)
(i,h)€Z (s)
+ I a(Z-(s))m-lq(Z-(s)).
j EJo(s)   J
for integers a(Z'(s)), a(i,h), (i,h) E Z'(s), and a(Zi(s)),  j  E
J'(s),        such       that   0    5    a(j,k J            )    5    ·  ·  ·     5    a(j,k  )    5    a(Z' (s) )    5   m- 1
Z(J)
for all j E J'(s) and 0 5 a(Z; (s)) 5 a(j.k (J)) 5 ··· 5 a(j,k1) 6
a(Z' (s) )  5 m-1  for all j  E Jo (s)
ii) m(S) = (Nl'...,It) is a permutation of the t  elements  consisting
of the element Z'(s), the t-1-|J'(s)| elements of Z'(s), and the
IJO (s) 1 elements Z (s),  j  EJ'(s).  such that   p >   p'    if   a(I  )  =
P
a(r r    .  )    when    for   some    j    E   J'  (s) ,    17       =     (j,k J  )    and   Tr    ,     =    Z'  (s)    or    forP.                             P               P
some i, 1 < i 5 z(j), N = (j,kJ ) and N , = (j,kJ  ). or when for
P                        i-1
some j E J'(s). Tr = (j,k ) and n. = Z'(s) or for some i.2<i g
P                          P
z( j), I  = ( j,ki ) and N , = ( j,ki_1 ) '  or  n  =  Z; (s)  and  n , =
(j'kj ) when z(j) > 1 and n   = Z'(s) when z(j) = 1Z(J)                     p.
i+1    i    -1
iii)    y    =y  +m  q(It), i= 1,...,t.
Now  the  union G(s) of G(s,/(s)) over all 3-(S) triangulates A(s),
whereas the union G of G(s) over all feasible s triangulates  S  according
to  the  V-triangulation  with grid size m-1. Since the exponent-ray algo-
rithm moves from one simplex in G to an adjacent one, we describe in Table
10.3.1 how 8 = 0(91,"(s) ) is obtained from 0(yl,„(s) ) when 6 and 8 are two
t-simplices in G(s,1(s)) having a common facet opposite the  vertex  yp of
6,  1  5  p 5 t+1. In this table e(Z'(s)) and e(Z;(s)). for j€ J'(s), are
given by ej k(Z'(s)) = 1 if  ( j,k)  E  Z'(s)  and  zero  otherwise,  while
e   (Z-(s))  =  1  if  (i,h)  E Z-(s) and zero otherwise. Furthermore, the
i,h  j                            j
(N+n)-vector a is defined by a =    a(Z'  (s))        if        (j,k)        E       Z'(s),        a              =
j,k j.k
a(j,k)  if  (j,k)  E Z; (s), aJ.k = a(Z (s)) if (j,k) E Z; (s), and aJ.k = 0
for all (j,k) K Z(s).
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2         -                       -a(s)                            a
P=1 yl + m-lq("t) (I2'"""t·"i) a + e("1)
1 <p< t+1 yi   1""'TTp-2' p'Ip-1'ND+1""'Nt)  a
p = t+1  Yl - m-lq(Nt (Irt'171""''Tt-1 a - e(ne)
TABLE 10.3.1. p is the index of the vertex of 0(yl,„(s)) to be replaced.
We  now  consider  the  case that a facet T of a t-simplex in G(s,
7(S)) lies in the boundary bd A(s,y(s)) so that 1 is not a  facet  of  any
other t-simplex in G(s,1(s)).
LEMMA 10.3.5. Let a(yl,„(s)) be a t-simplex in G(s,1(s)) and T  the  facet
opposite vertex y  for some p, 1 5 p i t+1. Then T lies in the boundary of
A(s,y(s)) iff one of the following cases holds
a)     p=l  :N  = Z'(s) and a("i) =m-1
b)1<p< t+1: 1. n   = Z'(s), n  = (j,ki) for certain j  E J' (s),  and
p-1           P
a(Ip-1) = a(„p)
2·   "p -1    =    C j.k i-1  ) '   Ip    I    (j'k i ) for certain   j   E   J* (s)      and
i.1<iwz(j),and a(N   )=a(n )
p-1        P
3. n   = Z'(s), Tr  = (j,k ) for certain j  E J'(s),  andP-1
a( p-1) = a(„p)
4.   ap -1    -    C j'k i-1 )'   n      =    (j,k i) for certain   j   E   J' (s)      and
P
i.2<i 5 z(j),anda(n   )=a(N )
p-1        P
5. N = Cj'kj ) if z(j) > 1, N = Z'(s)  if z(j)  = 1,
P-1 .(j) P-1
n       =    Zi  (s)
for certain    j    €   J'(s),    and    a(r r           )    =    a(n    )
P                                    P-1       P
c)     p=t+1: 1. It = (j•k    ) for certain j€ J'(s) and a(I ) =0Z(J)                                t
2. "t = Z;(s) for certain j E J'(s) and a("t) = 0.
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The lemma follows immediately from the definitions of G(s,7(s))  and  A(s,
1(s)).  In  Lemma  10.3.6  the  cases indicated in the foregoing lemma are
considered in detail. It appears that a facet in bd A(s,/(s)) lies  either
in  bd  S,  or  is a facet of exactly one t-simplex in G(sip(s)) with 9(s)
different from 1-(s), or is a (t-1)-simplex in A(s,7(s)) for  some  s  with
|Io(E)| = |Io(s)|-1.
LEMMA 10.3.6. In case a) of Lemma 10.3.5, 7 lies in S(Z(s)), i.e., 7  lies
in  the  face  {p E S|pi.  = 0 for all (j,k) E I-(s), j € J*(s)} of S. For
1
the cases bl)- b5)of Lemma 10.3. 5 we have
bl) 1  is  the  (t-1)-simplex  6(yl,„(s)) in G(s,y(s)), where s = + if
i,h
(i,h) = (j,k:), s = S if (i,h) 0 (j.k1),  TJ(s)  =  ((j,k ).....i,h i,h
(j,k:(3))).  3-b(s)  = Th(s)  if h * j. and N(s) = (Ni'   'up-2'Z. (S),
P+1""'1 t 
b2) 1  is  also  a  facet  of the t-simplex 6(yl,8(s)) in G(s,r(s)), where
5 (')
I ((j.k )... 0,(j,ki-2)'(j'ki),(j,ki-1 ) '(j'ki.1)'"' 'Cj'kj(J) )),
Th (s)    =   /h (s)    if  h   #   j,    and   R(s)    = ( .1 '..., TTp-2 'Ttp'ITp-1 'TTp+1'"''Nt 
b3) 1 is also a facet of the  t-simplex  0(yl,#(s)) in G(s,9(s)), where
 j(s) = ((j,k ).(j.ki),(j,k ).....(j,kJ  )) Th(s) = Th(s) if h 0 j,Z(j)  '
and i;(s) = (171'···'Irp.2 'Z'(s),(j,k ),"p.1 '"' '"t)
b4) this case is identical to the one described in b2)
b5) 1 is the (t-1)-simplex 6(yl,„(s)) in G(s,/(s)), where s =  -  ifi,h
(i,h)  = (j.k (j))' si.h = st.h if (i,h) 0 (j,k: (J)), rj  (s) = ((j.ki),
....(j,kj ))• Th(S) I Th(s) ifh 0 j. I(s) = (Il ''Ii'lp-2'Z. (S),z(J)-1
ip.1'...'Nt) if z(j) > 1. and N(s) = (wl'···'"p-2'Z'(S),"P.1'"''nt)
if z(j) = 1.
Finally,  for the cases cl) and c2) of Lemma 10.3.5 holds that if 7 0 {v},
i.e. t > 1,
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cl) 1  is the (t-1)-simplex  6(yl.„(s))  in G(s,1(s)), where s = - if
i,h
(i.h) = (j,k (J))' st.h = si.h if (i.h) 0 (j,k (J))' rj(s) =  ((j,k:),
....(j,k: (J).1))' Th(s) = Th(s) if h * j. and "(s) = (Nt'"I'"t-1)
c2) r is the (t-1)-simplex 6(yl,rr(s)) in G(S,/(s)), where s =  +  if
i.h
(i,h) =  (j,k ), st.h = st.h if (i,h) 0 (j,kJ), TJ(s) = ((j,k )....,
(j.kJ(J))). rh(s) = lb(s) if h 0 j. and rr(s) = ("1'0"'"t-1)'
Concluding we  can say that a facet T, 1 0 {v}, of a t-simplex 0(yl,„(s))
in G(s,/(s)) is either a facet of another t-simplex in G(s), or a facet in
the boundary face S(Z(s)), or 1 is a (t-1)-simplex a(yl,„(S)) in G(s). for
some s with |Io(s)| = |Ii(s)|-1, s different from s in one component. This
concludes  the  description  of  the subdivision of S in lower dimensional
regions and the triangulation of the latter which will underly  the  expo-
nent-ray  algorithm.  In  the  following section we describe the algorithm
which traces the piecewise linear path P defined in Section 2.
10.4. The steps of the algorithm
As discussed in Section 2, the algorithm traces from v a piecewise
linear  path  of  points p in S satisfying (10.2.1). The left hand side of
(10.2.1) is reflected by the subdivision of S in regions A(s), s a  feasi-
ble  sign  vector,  whereas  the  right hand side is reflected by the sign
pattern of the Zj k(P). More precisely, each point p on the path P lies in
t+1the  region A(s) where s is given by s , sgn Z(p). Let 6(yl....,y ) be a
t-simplex, t = |I' (s) |+1, in A(s) containing such a point p, then unique
nonnegative numbers At' i = 1,...,t+1, and KJ.k' (j,k) < I'(s), exist such
that   Ii:i At    -1.   p   =   I i:i A,y i.    and
Z   (p) . 31 if s = +
J.k j.k J.k
Z   (P) = 0 i f s     =0j,k J.k
Z  (p) = -A if s    = -.
J,k j.k J,k
Such a t-simplex is called s-complete.
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g+1\DEFINITION  10.4.1.  For  a sign vector s, a g-simplex 6(yl'...,y ). g =
t-1,t, with t = |I'(s)|+1, is s-complete if the system of linear equations
Ig.lA [z(yi )1 -    I   K  s  re(j.k)1 I Ifl (10.4.1)i•1 il 1 (j,k)KIo (s) J.k j.k L 0
has a solution At 2 0, i = 1....,g+1, and K 2 0,(j,k) 1 Io(s).J.k
A  feasible  solution  of the system (10.4.1) is denoted by (A,K). We call
(A,X) a basic solution when exactly one of  the  components  is  equal  to
zero.  The system has N+n+1 rows and for g = t-1 it has the same number of
columns and for g=t i t has one column more.  To  assure  convergency  we
need the following nondegeneracy assumption.
ASSUMPTION 10.4.2. (Nondegeneracy) For g = t-1, the system (10.4.1) has  a
unique  solution  (A,K)  with A > O, i = 1,...,t, and K > 0, (j,k) i
i                         j,k
I'(s), and for g = t, at a solution (A,A), at most one variable  is  equal
to zero.
Clearly, a point p = It•lxiyi in a t-simplex 6(yl,...,yt+1) in A(s) satis-
fies (10.2.1) if the system (10.4.1) has a solution Xi' i = 1....,t+1, and
AJ. k  '     C j 'k) MI (s), where K =S Z (p). To obtain  a  nondegeneratej.k    j,k j,k
solution (A,K) when for some (j,k) l I'(s) pj k = 1 for all p in an s-com-
plete t-simplex 6(yl....,yt•1), we perturb the  function  z  slightly.  In
this case we have that z (p) = 0 for all p in a since Walras' law holds.
j,k
For all vectors y in S having one or more components equal  to  1  we  set
zJ.k CY)  - 0 when both yJ.k  =  1  and zj (y)  5  0,  and  zj.k CY)  =  -0 when yj,k  =
landz   (y) %0, where  a  is some arbitrarily small positive number .      From
this  construction  it is clear that the algorithm cannot generate degene-
rate solutions.
In  order  to  follow the path P of points satisfying (10.2.1) the
algorithm generates for varying s a sequence of adjacent  simplices  6(yl,
N(s))  in  A(s) with common s-complete facets. The algorithm terminates as
soon as a complete simplex is found. This notion is defined in  Definition
10.4.3.
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DEFINITION 10.4.3. For a sign vector s with 1 5 t s n+1, t= 1+|I'(s)|, an
s-complete (t-1)-simplex 1(y '..., y  ) with solution  (A ,A' ) is complete  if
1
s    E {0,-} when p = 0 and for each j E IN eitherJ,k j.k
sJ'I, E  0,-} for all (j,h) E I(j) with p;,h > 0
or
sJ,h E (0•+} for all (j,h) € I(j) with p;,h > 0,
where p  = Ii.lkiyi.
Notice  that  s is not necessarily a feasible sign vector. If a (t-1)-sim-
plex is complete, then p' = I =lk;yi satisfies (10.2.2), i.e., Z   (p )  6
0  when  pj k  =0 and for eachj€IN either ZJ· (P ) 5 0 for al  (j,h) E
6
I(j) with p > 0 or Z   (p ) 2 0 for all (j,h) E  I(j)  with  p    >  0.
j·D J.h j,h  .
Recall   that  pj  · ZJ  (p   )   is in general not equal   to zero although  p  · z J (P   )   =
0, j € IN. However, p ·Zj (p') is close to zero if the grid size is small
enough. Hence, a complete simplex induces an approximate solution to the
EP or NLCP on S with respect to z if the grid size of the triangulation is
small enough. This result is a direct generalization of the result obtain-
ed on Sn.
Now  we  describe  when an s-complete simplex in A(s) is complete.
For p E S let Vj(p) = {(j,h) € I(j)|pJ.  =0} and V;(p) = I(j)\VJ (p). j  €
IN. Furthermore, for j E IN' let cj(s) = min{|I; (s)|. |I; (s) n V; (v)|} and
c(s)  = Ij€INcj (s) . Clearly,  a sign vector is not feasible iff c(s)  = 0.
THEOREM 10.4.4. Let 0(yl,„(s)) be an s-complete t-simplex in G(s,1(s)) for
some feasible sign vector s. The simplex 6 is complete  if  c(s) =  1  and
there  is a solution  (A ,A ) such that for some (j,k) < I'(s)     = 0,
cJ(s) = 1. and either I; (s) = {(j,k)} or I;(s) n V; (v) = {(j,k)}. A facet
of  a  is  complete if wi = Z'(s), a("i) = m-1, and if there is a solution
(A , R  ) such that X  = 0.
1
PROOF. We first prove that I; (s)  n V (P)  = 0'  j  E J'(s),  for all p.  p t v.
in a t-simplex 6(yl,"(s)) in G(s./(S)). Since a lies in G(s,1(s)) we  have
for all (j,k) E I; (s)
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1
Y =V + a(Z*(s))m-1 qJ . k (Z'(s)) + I - a(j,h)m-iq (j.h).J.k J.k j.k(j,h)€I"(s)
Suppose  that a(Z* (s) ) = 0. Then. according to Definition 10.3.2. a(j.h) =
0 for all (j,h) € I; (s), j E J*(s) u J'(s). Hence, the vertex yl is equal
to v and .1 must be equal to Z'(s). For all (j,k) E I; (s) and i = 2.....
t+1,
y  • k = VJ . k + I: :   m- 1 qJ . k (lip )
= (1-m-1 )vJ.k + m-lpj.k(Z'(s) u {N2'"''Ni-1 )'
and  hence yi >  0. Consequently, p >O forallpind, p0yl= v.
j.k J.k
When  a(Z* (s) )  >  0 it follows immediately  that yi > 0 for all i =  1,....
t+1 so that p    >0 for all p i n G i f (j,k) € I*ls).
J.k
On the other hand, for j E J'(s) we have that  for  all  p  in  6,
I; (s)  n V; (p)  =  I; (s)  n V; (v) since Z; (s)  = 0 and pj.k  =  (1-CK(Z' (s)))vi ,k'
with 0 < 0(Z'(s)) < 1, for all (j,k) € I;(s).
If  a  is an s-complete t-simplex with c(s) = 1, A = 0 for some
J.k
(j,k) 0 I; (s), cJ (s) = 1, and either I; (s) = {(j,k)} or I;(s)  n V (v)  =
{(j,k)} for some j € IN' then a is also an s-complete simplex. For s holds
that s =0 ands = s    for all (i,h) 0 (j,k) so that c(s) = 0. Fur-
j.k i.h i.h
thermore.  I' (s)  n Vi (P)  = 0 as shown above and either Ii(s)  n Vi (p)  = 0 or1
I (s) n V; (p)  = 0 for all p in a and i E IN . Hence,  a is a complete   sim-
plex according to Definition 10.4.3.
When A  = 0, N  = Z'(s). and a("i) = m-1, then according to  Lemma11
10.3.6,  the facet r of a opposite vertex yl lies in the set S(Z(s)). Con-
sequently,  I-(s) n V'(p)  = 0 for all p in T and j E J'(s),  so   that   1   is
complete.
0
We remark that if z(v) 5 0 then {v} is complete and v solves the nonlinear
complementarity problem. If z(v) 0 0, then the 0-dimensional  simplex  {v}
is  an  s'-complete  facet  of  the 1-dimensional simplex 6(v, (Z* (s'))) in
A(so) where so = sgn z(v). Recall that s' = + if v = 1 and z  (v) 5 0,
j,k j.k          j
while so = - if v = 1 and z (v) > 0 for at least one index (j,h) €
j.k j.k j.h
I(j) unequal to (j,k). From the nondegeneracy assumption it  follows  that
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there  is  no  other feasible sign vector s for which {v} is an s-complete
facet of a 1-simplex 6(v,N(s)) in A(s). In general, an s-complete  simplex
in  G(s)  has at most two s-complete facets, each corresponding to a basic
solution of (10.4.1) with A  =0 for some i, 1 5 i g t+1. Hence, for given
i
feasible  s, the s-complete t-simplices in G(s) form sequences of adjacent
t-simplices with common s-complete facets. A sequence which is not a  loop
has  two  end  simplices.  An end simplex is an s-complete t-simplex 6(yl,
u(s)) in G(s,1(s)) for some 1(s) with either a solution  (A,K)  such  that
AJ.k =  0 for some (j,k) in I'(s) u I-(s) or with an s-complete facet T in
the boundary of A(s). In the latter case the facet r is either,  according
to Theorem 10.4.4, a complete (t-1)-simplex or is if 1 0 {v}, according to
Lemma 10.3.6 an s-complete (t-1)-simplex in G(s) for some s 4 s. This sim-
plex  in G(s) is again an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent (t-1)-sim-
-                              -
plices in G(s) with common s-complete facets, where s differs  from  s  in
only  one  component which is 0 in s. In the first case, the s-complete t-
simplex G is complete if the conditions of Theorem 10.4.4 hold.  The  case
in  which  a  is  not  complete is described in the next two lemmas. Lemma
10.4.5 describes the case when K = 0 for some (j,k) in I'(s) and Lemmaj.k
10.4.6 describes the case when KJ.k = 0 for some (j.k) in I-(s).
LEMMA 10.4.5. If 34 = 0 for some (j,k) in I'(s) and a is  not  complete,j.k                        j
then the s-complete t-simplex 6(yl,„(s) ) in G(s,/(s)) is either 1) a facet
of an s-complete (t+1)-simplex G in G(s) with sJ·  = 0 or 2) an s-complete
t-simplex a  in G(s) with sj,  = 0 and sJ.  = - where (j.h) = (j.k:(J)).
More precisely, the following possibilities can occur
1)  i. |I; (s)|  = 1 and I; (s) 0 0: 6(yl,"(s)) is a facet of the (t+1)-sim-
-            -plex 6(yl,„(s)) in G(8,1(s)), where s = 0, s = s , (i,h)  0j.k i,h    i,h
(j,k),  7-j(s) = ((j.k),(j,k ).....(j,kJ   ))  Th(s) = Th(s) for all
Z(j)  '
h * j. and H(s) = (r 1·····mt•Z-(s))
ii. |I; (s)|  > 1: 6(Yl,"(s)) is a facet of the (t+1)-simplex 6(yl.„(S))
in G(s,3.(s)), where sj k = 0, st.h = st.h' (i,h) 0 (j,k),  TJ(s)  =
((j,k),(j,k ).....(j,kj   ))  7h(s) = 3.1,(s) forall h 0 j. and,r(s)
z(J)  '
= ("1,"',ip.1'Z'(2),(j,k).ip.1'...'mt) where np = Z*(s)
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2)       |I;(s)|   =   1 and I;(s) = 0: 6(yl,„(s)) is also the t-simplex 6(yi,
17(s)) in G(s.)(s)), where sJ·k = 0, si.h = - for (i,h) = (j,k (j,),
s   = st.h for all other (i,h), TJ(s) = ((j,k),(j,k )....,i,h
(j,k: C J ).1 ) ) ' rh (s) = 1,  (s) for all h # j, and I(s) = (rrl ' *  'ip-1 '
Z-(S),Wpil""'"t) where N  = (j,k (J)).
In case 1) of Lemma 10.4.5, 6 is an s-complete facet of the  uniquely  de-
termined (t+1)-simplex 6(yl,„(s)) in G(s). In case 2) of Lemma 10.4.5, the
t-simplex 6 is also an s-complete simplex in the set  A(s,1(9))  which  is
equal to A(s.1(s)) (see Lemma 10.3.3 and Figure 10.3.3.b).
LEMMA 10.4.6. If &1 =  0   for  some   (j,k)   in   I (s)   and  a  is not complete,
J.k
then the s-complete t-simplex 1(yl,„(s)) is either 1) a facet of an s-com-
plete (t+1)-simplex G in G(s) with s = 0 or 2) an s-complete  t-simplex
j.k
in G(s)  with 2   =0 and s = + where (j,h) = (j,kJ). More precisely,
j,k J,h
the following possibilities can occur
1)   i. |I;(s)|  >  1,  I*(s) = 0, and I; (s) 0 0: 6(yl,"(s)) is a facet of
the (t+1)-simplex 6(yl,„(2)) in G(s,/(s)), where s .0,  2    =
J.k i,h
Si'h' (i,h) 34 (j,k), 7*J(s) = ((j.k )....,(j,k (J))'Cj'k)), rh(s) =
 (s) for all h * j, and r,(s) = (Nl'···'Trp-1'(j'k),Z;(s),rrp.1'*0,'
H   )   where   N      =   Z- (s)
t                   P        j
ii. |I;(s)| > 1, I*(s) = 0, and I; (s) = 0: 6(yl,rt(s)) is a facet  of
the  (t+1)-simplex 6(yl,„(s)) in G(s,1(s)), where s . 0, S    =
j,k i.h
si,h ' (i,h) 0 (j,k), 33(s) = ((j,k)) , Th(s) = Vh(s) for all h id j,
- --
and N(s) = (,1,···,"   'Z (s),Z (s),w   ,..... ) where N  = Z'(s)P-1 j     p+1      t       p
iii. I;(s) 0 0: 6(yl,„(s)) is a facet of the (t+1)-simplex 0(yl."(s))
in  G(s,/(s)), where s    = 0, s =S , (i,h) 0 (j,k), 7.(s) =
J.k i,h i.h                  J
((j,kJ),...,(j,k (J))'(j'k)), 11,(s) = Th(s) for all h t  j,  and
"(S) = ("1•···•nt,(j·k))
2)        |I; (s)| = 1 and I;(s) = 0: ((yl,r'(s)) is also the t-simplex  0(yi,
FT(s)) in G(s,3(s)), where sj,k I O' EJ·  I + for (j,h) = (j,k ).
Si'h = si.h for all other (i.h), il  (2)
I ((j,k ).....(j,k (J))'
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(j,k)),  Th(s)  =  Th(s)  for  all h * j, and n(s) = (Nl'000'Ip-1'
(j,k),rT ,...,a ) where N  = Z- (s).p+1      t         p    j
Case  2) of Lemma 10.4.6 is comparable to case 2) of Lemma 10.4.5. Observe
that each simplex defined in the two lemmas indeed exists since G  is  not
complete.  So.  the end simplex of each sequence of adjacent s-complete t-
simplices in G(s) with s-complete common facets, not being a loop, can  be
linked with a sequence in another area G(s) unless the end simplex is com-
plete or equal to {v}. This latter sequence can be a sequence of  adjacent
-                                                        -
s-complete  (t-1)-simplices  with  common s-complete facets in G(s), where
for some (j,k) E I, sJ,k = f and sj,k = 0, while si.h = si.h for all (i,h)
0  (j,k) (see Lemma 10.3.6). Another possibility is that an end simplex in
-                                                                        -
G(s) is an s-complete facet of a (t+1)-simplex a i n G(s),  with  s    =  0
j.k
and s =f for some (j,k) €I, while s =s for all (i,h) 0 (j,k)
j,k i,h i,h
(see cases 1) of Lemmas 10.4.5 and 10.4.6). The simplex G is then  an  end
simplex of a path of adjacent s-complete (t+1)-simplices in G(s) with com-
mon s-complete facets. The last possibility is the case in which an s-com-
plete  t-dimensional end simplex d in G(s) is also an s-complete t-simplex
in G(s) for some other feasible s (see  cases  2)  of  Lemmas  10.4.5  and
10.4.6).  The  simplex  a  is  then  also  an end simplex of a sequence of
adjacent s-complete t-simplices in G(s).
In  this  way  all paths can be linked. As a result there exists a
path of adjacent s-complete simplices for varying s in regions A(s),  con-
necting  {v}  with  a complete simplex. This sequence contains the path P.
The number of simplices along this path is finite because the total number
of  simplices  in  S  is finite. The exponent-ray algorithm generates this
sequence of simplices starting with {v} and follows the  piecewise  linear
path  P  from v to an approximate solution p . The successive steps of the
algorithm result from linear programming pivot steps in the linear  system
(10.4.1)  combined  with corresponding replacement steps in the triangula-
tion. We remark that the p.1. path followed by the  algorithm  might  have
more than one linear piece in a simplex (see cases 2) of Lemmas 10.4.5 and
10.4.6). This is caused by the fact that P  Zj(p) is in general not  equal
to  zero,  j  E  IN' We conclude this section with the presentation of the
steps of the algorithm.
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STEP 0: If z (v)  5  0 for all (j,k) E I, then the algorithm terminates
j.k
with the solution v. Otherwise, set s = sgn z (v)  for  alljok          /'k
(j,k)  E I, t = l. yl = v, Tr(s) = (Z'(s)), 6 = 6(y ,Ir(s)), 7.J(s) =
(0) for all j E IN' P = 2. aJ.  = 0 for all (j,k) E I. Xi = 1, and
R   = Iz   (v)| for all (j,k) E I.
J.k     J.k
STEP 1: Perform an 1.p. pivot step by bringing (zT(yp),1)7 in  the  linear
system
I t i l x   [Z (yi )    - I ,     ....... I.c,6,)]  .  Il i1•1  i l  1
i ikp
(j,k)0I (s)
If K becomes zero for some (j,k) K I'(s), then go to Step 3.
j.k
Otherwise, A  becomes zero for exactly one p 0 p.
P
STEP 2: If  p  = 1, N  = Z'(s), and a("1) = m-1, then the facet of d oppo-
1
site the vertex yl is a complete simplex and the algorithm  termi-
nates.
In the case 1<p< t+1 and if
i)  rr   .    =   Z' (s),  a   =  (j,k: )  for some j  € J' (s),and a(Tr   . ) =
p-1             p                                      p-1
a(I ), then s, 1(s), and a(yl,N(s)) are adapted according  to
PLemma 10.3.6,  case bl). Set t = t-1, (i,h) = (j,k ), and go
to Step 4
ii) N =  (j,k _ ),  I   =  (j,k ) for some j€ J'(s), 1<i sP-1 1P
z (j), and a(17 ) =  a(N ), then 1(s)  and  6(yi,„(s))  are
P-1        P
adapted according to Lemma 10.3.6, case b2). Return to Step 1
with p the index of the new vertex of a
iii) IT =       Z'(s),    N       =    (j,k 3  )    for   some    j    E   J'(s),    and   a(r,  _ 1  )    =
P-1             P
a(N ), then 1(s) and  6(yl,"(s))  are  adapted  according  to
P
Lemma  10.3.6, case b3). Return to Step 1 with p the index of
the new vertex of d
1 a4
-.
iv) "0.1  =  C j'ki.1)'  Ip  =  C j'ki) for some j E J'(s),2<if
z(j), and a(N   ) =  a(N ), then 1(s)  and  6(yl,„(s))  are
P-1         P
adapted according to Lemma 10.3.6. case b4). Return to Step 1
with p the index of the new vertex of a
v) N. = (j,k ) if z(j) > 1, TT = Z'(s) if z(j) = 1, H  =
P-1 Z(J) P-1                        p
Z;(s) for some j E J'(s), and a(rr -1) = a(H ), then s, ,(S)
and  6(yl,„(s))  are  adapted according to Lemma 10.3.6. case
b5). Set t = t-1, (i,h) = (j,kJ ), and go to Step 4.
Z(j)
In the case p = t+1 and if
i) "t = (j,k:(J)) for some j E J'(s) and a(Nt)  =  0,  then s,
1(s),  and  0(yl,N(s)) are adapted according to Lemma 10.3.6,
case cl). Set t = t-1, (i,h) = (j,kJ(J))' and go to Step 4
ii) rit  =  Z; (s)  for some j € J' (s) and a(rr  ) = 0. then s. 3(s).
and 6(y .I(s)) are adapted according to  Lemma  10.3.6,  case
c2). Set t = t-1, (i,h) = (j,kJ), and go to Step 4.
In all other cases 0(yl,n(s)) and a are adapted according to Table
10.3.1  by  replacing y . Return to Step 1 with p the index of the
new vertex of a.
STEP 3: If ((s)  =  1,  cJ(s)  = 1, and either I; (s) = {(j,k)} or I (s) n
V; (v) = {(j,k)}, then a is a complete simplex  and the algorithm
terminates.
If (j,k) E I; (s), |I; (s)| = 1, I; (s) = 0, then s. r(s), and  0(yi,
u(s))  are adapted according to Lemma 10.4.5. case 2). Set (i,h) =
Cj•kj ) and go to Step 4.
Z(j)
If  (j,k)  E I;(s), |I;(s)| = 1, I;(s) = 0, then s, 1(s) and 0(yi,
w(s)) are adapted according to Lemma 10.4.6, case 2). Set  (i,h) =
( j, k   )     and    go    to    Step    4.
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In all other cases s, 3(s), and ((yl,I(s)) are  adapted  according
to Lemma 10.4.5, case 1), if (j,k) E I; (s), and according to Lemma
10.4.6, case 1), if (j,k) E I;(s). Set t = t+1 and return to Step
1 with p the index of the new vertex of 6.
STEP 4: Perform an 1.p. pivot step by bringing -si.h(er(i,h),0)T  in  the
linear system
ItitAgI <   l - r
.,...,.. I.c,6,)]  .  Ie] 0(j,k)<I0(s)
(j,k)0(i.h)
If X becomes  zero for some (j,k) K I'(s), (j,k) 0 (i,h), then
J.k
return to Step 3. Otherwise, A  becomes zero for some p, and re-
P
turn to Step 2.
This concludes the description of the exponent-ray algorithm. Each round
of  the algorithm gives an approximate solution p . If the accuracy of the
solution is not satisfactory, then the grid size of the V-triangulation is
refined  and the algorithm is restarted with p  as the new starting point.
The restarting is terminated as soon as the accuracy  of  the  approximate
solution is good enough.
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CHAPTER 11. COMPARISONS AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
11.1. Introduction
In the previous chapters we have described several variable dimen-
sion  restart algorithms on the simplotope. These algorithms differ in the
number of rays along which the algorithm can leave the starting point  and
in  the underlying subdivision. The algorithms also differ with respect to
their applicability to the problems discussed in CRapter 2.  The  product-
ray  algorithm  is the only suitable algorithm to compute solutions of the
stationary point problem on S, whereas all three algorithms can be used to
solve  the nonlinear complementarity problem on S or to solve the equilib-
rium problem on S. In this chapter we compare the algorithms  for  solving
the equilibrium problem and we give some computational results.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we compare the
variable dimension restart algorithms on S for the equilibrium problem. In
Section 3 some computational results are presented  for  the  three  algo-
rithms on S. The two examples concern the computation of an equilibrium in
an economy with a block diagonal supply-demand pattern and the computation
of a Nash equilibrium of a noncooperative N-person game.
11.2. A comparison of the variable dimension restart algorithms on S
In  the  foregoing  three  chapters we described three essentially
different variable dimension restart simplicial algorithms on the  simplo-
tope. Each algorithm induces a piecewise linear path starting in a point v
in S and ending with an approximate solution to the underlying problem. If
the  underlying  problem  is the equilibrium problem in an economy then we
may assume that the starting point is an interior point. In  this  section
we review the sum-ray, the product-ray, and the exponent-ray algorithm for
the equilibrium problem on S. The sum-ray algorithm generates from  v  the
path pl of points p in S satisfying for (j,k) E I,
pt,k'v 2 min p /v if Z   (p) = max Z   (P)j,k h j,h j,h j.k (i.h) i,h
 J.k/VJ,k = minhpj.h/vj.h if ZJ.k(P) < max(i.h)Zi.h(P) '
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2Similar, the product-ray algorithm generates from v the path P  of  points
p in S satisfying for (j,k) E I,
pj.k/v .k 2 minci.h)pi.h/vi.h   if Zj,k(p) = maxh ZJ .h(P)
pj•k/v 'k = min(i.h)Pi,h/Vi,h if Zj, k (P  < maxh ZJ .h (P  '
Finally, the exponent-ray algorithm on S generates from v the  path  P3 of
points p in S satisfying for (j,k) E I,
PJ. k /vJ. k = maxhpi, h /vj. h if ZJ . k (P     
minci.h)Pi.h/vi.h 5 pj.k/vj.ks maxhpj.h/vj.  if Zj,k(p) = 0 and Zj(p) 0 0
minhpj.h/vj.h 5 pj.k/vj.ks maxhpj.h/vj.  if Zi, (p) = 0 and Zj(p) 5 0
min
(i.h) i,h/Vi,h =  J.k/VJ,k
if Z
j,k             j
(p)<Oand Z (p) 0 0
minhpj . h /vj . h =  j, k /vj .
k
if Z (p) < 0 and Z (p) 5 0.
j,k             j
The three paths can be interpreted as follows.
Initially, at p=v o n the path Pl, the relative  price  p   /v
j,k  j,k
having  largest excess demand is increased whereas all other relative pri-
ces pj,h/vj.h' h 0 k, are decreased and kept equal to each other. All oth-
er  relative  prices Pi  /v   ,i t j, remain unchanged. In general, along,h  i,h
the path Pl, the relative prices p /v with Z (p) <  max
j,k j,k j,k (i.h)Zi.h<P 
are  equal  to  each  other  for each j € IN and they are smaller than the
relative prices p /v having maximal p.1. excess demand.  As soon asj   h
for some commodity (j,k), ZJ·k(P) becomes equal to max( i.h) Zi. h (P) ' then
this p.1. excess demand is kept maximal and the relative  price  pJ.k/vj.k
is      increased      away      from      min  p         /v . However,if   for   some    (j,k)    with
j.h j,h
Zj.k (P)   =  max< i.h)   Zi,h (P) ' the relative price pj,k/vj,k becomes equal     to
minhpj . h /vj . h
then  it  is kept equal  to this minimum and Z  . (p) is
j,k
decreased from the maximal p.1. excess demands.  The  path  terminates  as
soon as for some j€I  all Z (p)'s are equal to the maximal p.1. excessN      j,k
demand.
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Initially,  at  p=v o n the path P2, the relative price p   /v
j.k j.k
having maximal Zj-value is increased for each j E IN'  whereas  all  other
relative prices are decreased and kept equal to each other. In contrast to
the sum-ray algorithm where only one relative price is  increased,  now  N
relative prices, for each j € IN one, are increased. In general, along P2,
all relative prices Pi.h/vi,h with Zi.11(P) < maxkzi.L(P) are equal to each
other and all other relative prices pj, k/vj . k having ZJ, k (P) = maxh Zj, h CP)
are larger. As soon as for a relative  price  p
J. kfvJ.k'  ZJ. k
 P becomes
equal     to
maxh ZJ. h (P) '   then  ZJ. k (P)   is
kept maximal   and the relative price
is increased. However, if for  some  (j,k)  with  Z   (p)  =  max Z (P).
j.k h j,h
PJ,k /VJ,k becomes
equal  to min( i,h)P i.h/v i.h'   then this relative price  is
kept minimal and ZJ . k (P) is decreased from maxh ZJ .h (P) . The path  termina-
tes as soon as for each j € IN ' all Zj . k (P) are equal to maxh ZJ, h (P) .
Initially, at p=v o n the path P3, all relative prices  pj.k/vj.k
with Z (p)  >  0  are  increased and all relative prices p /v with
j.k j,k  j,k
Z.  (p) < 0 are decreased. In general, relative prices p /v are equal
J,k j.k  j.k
to maxhpj,h/vj,h if ZJ.k(P) , 0 and they are equal to min(i.h)pi.h/v    ifi,h
Zj,k(P) < 0. The relative price p /v lies between these bounds ifj,k  j,k
Z (P) is  equal to zero. However, if Zj(p) 5 0, then p /v
is equal
j,k j.k  j,k
to minhpj·h/v if Z (p) < 0. We observe that if Z. (p) 2 0, then  p   /j.h j.k                              J                j•k
v    is equal to maxhp /v if Z (p) > 0. As soon as for some (j,k) Ej,k j,h j,h j,k
I, Z   (p) becomes equal to zero, then the relative price p /v is in-
j.k j.k  j,k
creased   if   pJ,k/vj.k   is   equal  to min(i,h)pi,h/v or equal toi,h
minh pj. h /vj, h' and  pj, k /vj, k  is  decreased  if  pj,k /vj, k is  equal  to
maxhpj.h/ vJ.h. Further, if for some (j,k) E I with ZJ.k(P) - 0, pj,k/vi.k
becomes  equal  to  maxhpj. h /vj. h'  then  pj.k /vj. k
is kept equal to
maxhpJ.h/V while Z (p) is increased from zero. If for some (j,k) E Ij,h j,k
with Zj.k(P) I 0, pj,k/vj,k becomes equal to minhpj.h/vj.h when ZJCP) 5  0
or equal to min
(
i. h ) Zi.  h  (P)    when   ZJ  (P)    $    0,    then   pj  ,  k /vj  . k
is kept equal
to that bound while ZJ.k(P) is decreased from 0. The  path  terminates  as
soon as for each j  E IN'  ZJ (p)  5 0 or ZJ (p)  2 0.
In an economic context, the latter process seems to have the  best
interpretation. The prices are adjusted similar to the classical tatonne-
ment process. In contrast to the two other algorithms where initially just
one component or one component for each j€I  is adjusted, all componentsN
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are adjusted simultaneously. For the non-economic problems, the  product-
ray  algorithm is the most appropriate algorithm. For the stationary point
problem it is the only suitable algorithm.
We  remark that we can generalize the 2-ray algorithm presented in
Chapter 6 to a simplicial algorithm on S with 2 rays or with 2N rays. From
a  computational  point  of  view  these algorithms do not seem to be very
interesting.
11.3. Computational results
The algorithms have been tested on two problems. The first problem
concerns  the  computation  of  an  equilibrium in an economy with a block
diagonal supply-demand pattern. The formal description of such an  economy
is  given  in Section 2.7. We assume that the utility function of the con-
sumers is of the same form as discussed in Section 7.4. For each  consumer
h  in country j we specify numbers a ,i' w .i, i = 1,0..,nJ+(nN+1), and b 
where n  is the number of non-common goods in country j, j  =  1,...,N-1,
while n +1 is the number of common goods traded among all countries. TheseN
numbers are chosen randomly. As described  in  Section  2.7  we  obtain  a
n +1
function   z' :S + n#   R J such that a point p  in S satisfying z'(p ) = 0J=1
induces an equilibrium price vector.
We  applied the three algorithms to a number of economies with the
number of common goods ranging from two to six and the number of countries
ranging  from  two  to five. Each country has two non-common goods and two
consumers. The algorithms are started in the barycentre of S with an  ini-
tial grid size of m = 1/2. When a complete simplex is found, the grid is
-1
refined with a factor of two and the algorithm is restarted in the approx-
imate solution. The grid refinement is stopped when the maximum (absolute)
value of the excess demands at the approximate solution is less than 10-7.
Throughout  this  section  we  again use the notation FE for the number of
function evaluations and LP for the number  of  linear  programming  pivot
steps.  The results for the twenty problems are given in Table 11.3.1. The
computational results show that both the exponent-ray and the  product-ray
algorithm  are  significantly better than the sum-ray algorithm. The expo-
nent-ray algorithm performs better than the product-ray algorithm when the
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number of common goods increases. This effect will become more apparent if
the number of non-common goods increases.
number of number of Sum-ray Product-ray Exponent-ray
common goods countries FE LP FE LP FE LP
2        60      53     54      47     60       53
3 125 117     85      78     81       742
4 178 170     97      90 116 109
5 225 217 128 121 148 142
2        97      90     56      49     60       52
3 127 119     87      80     91       84
3
4 182 174     95      88 123 116
5 261 253 109 102 151 144
2 113 105     67      60     68       60
4             3 132
124 107 100 104       97
4 212 204 118 111 133 126
5 309 301 145 138 163 155
2 134 126     79      72     76       68
3 157 149     97      90 120 112
5
4 257 249 145 138 167 161
5 354 346 182 175 170 162
2 166 158     89      82     95       87
6             3 176
168 147 139 115 107
4 346 338 195 188 188 183
5 458 450 221 214 212 206
TABLE 11.3.1. Computational  results for the economies with a block diago-
nal demand-supply pattern.
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The  second  problem on S concerns the computation of a Nash equi-
librium in noncooperative N-person games. The underlying function z  on  S
is  described  in Section 2.8. We have applied the three algorithms to the
three games discussed in Doup and Talman [1987a]. Game 1 has three players
with  each  player  having  two strategies. In Game 2 there are also three
players. each having three strategies. In Game 3 there are  four  players,
each  player  having two strategies. In all algorithms, the starting point
is the barycentre of S and the initial grid size is m-1 = 1. When  a  com-
plete simplex is found the grid is refined with a factor of two. The algo-
-8rithms are terminated when max z   (x ) is less than 10  , where x  is(J,k) j,k
the  last  found approximate solution. The results for the three games are
given in Table 11.3.2. The number p denotes the number of rounds needed to
reach an approximate solution with the desired accuracy.
Sum Product-ray Exponent-rayGame -ray
FE LP p   FE LP p FE  LP  p
1       54  51  7     33   35 4 59  82  7
2       21  18  3     15   14 1 21  23  2
3       18  14  3     18   16 2 41  56  8
TABLE 11.3.2. Computational results for the noncooperative N-person games.
The  computational results for the noncooperative N-person games show that
the product-ray and sum-ray algorithm perform considerably better than the
exponent-ray algorithm. Furthermore, computational results have shown that
the product-ray algorithm performs better than the sum-ray algorithm,  es-
pecially  when  the  number of strategies for each player increases. For a
comparison of the sum-ray algorithm with  the  V'-triangulation  and  this
algorithm  with the Q'-triangulation, we refer to Doup and Talman [1987a].
From the computational results one can reason  that  the  V'-triangulation
gives  much  better results than the Q'-triangulation. Furthermore, the V-
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triangulation of S performs better than the variants  of  this  triangula-
tion,  which  were discussed in Section 3.6. However, these variants again
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CHAPTER 12. A CONTINUOUS DEFORMATION ALGORITHM ON THE SIMPLOTOPE
12.1. Introduction
In the foregoing chapters we have described several  variable  di-
mension  restart algorithms on Sn and S. As soon as an approximating solu-
tion to the underlying problem is found, the algorithm is restarted in  or
close  to  the  approximating solution. Instead of restarting a simplicial
algorithm, one can also continue with the simplex yielding the  approxima-
ting solution. Such an algorithm on Sn was first developed in Eaves [1972]
and is called a homotopy or continuous deformation algorithm. In  such  an
algorithm the set Sn is embedded in Sn x [1.-). The latter set is triangu-
lated in such a way that for each 1, L = 1,2...., Sn x {1} is triangulated
with  a  mesh size tending to zero if 1 goes to infinity. Only grid points
on two subsequent levels are connected with each other to form  simplices.
The  continuous  deformation algorithm in Eaves [1972] starts on level S x
{1} and generates a sequence of adjacent (n+1)-simplices in  a  triangula-
tion      of   Sn    x[1, co)    such   that each generated simplex yields an approximate
solution. Under some boundary condition, guaranteeing that  the  algorithm
cannot terminate      in the boundary  of   Sn   x[1, - ) . this algorithm exceeds
each level Sn x {1}, 1 = 1,2...., within a finite number of steps. As soon
as  some  accuracy  for the approximation is reached, the algorithm can be
stopped. The triangulation used in Eaves' algorithm only allows for a grid
refinement  between  two  subsequent levels of at most two. Arbitrary grid
refinement algorithms were developed simultaneously and  independently  in
van der Laan and Talman [198Ob] and in Shamir [1980] for the Q- and U-tri-
angulation (see also van der Laan [1980, Chapter 8]).
The  continuous  deformation algorithms developed thusfar are only
suitable to solve the fixed point problem or the equilibrium problem on Sn
because      they   do not allow for movements   on the boundary   of   Sn    x[1. - ) .I n
this chapter we will show how the product-ray algorithm on the  simplotope
S     can be adapted   to a continuous deformation algorithm  on  S x[1, - )   with
arbitrary grid refinement between two subsequent levels. The triangulation
of  S   x   [l, M) which underlies the algorithm is based  on the V-triangulation
of S with v some fixed interior point of S. On each level S x {1}, 1 =  1,
2,..., S is triangulated with respect to this point v and with a grid size
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mli    tending  to  zero   for L going to infinity. Since  we  will not assume  that
some  boundary  condition  holds, we allow the algorithm to generate lower
dimensional simplices on the boundary of S x [l,-). The continuous  defor-
mation  algorithm can therefore also be used to solve the stationary point
problem and the nonlinear complementarity problem on S and will in general
generate a path of adjacent simplices of varying dimension.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section  2  we  give  the
piecewise linear path traced by the continuous deformation algorithm. Sec-
tions   3   and 4 describe the triangulation   of   S x[1, - )    and   of the boundary
of  S  x [l,-), respectively. In Section 5 the linear programming pivot
steps and the replacement steps in the underlying triangulation are given.
This chapter is based on Doup and Talman [1987c]
12.2. The path of the algorithm
The continuous deformation algorithm, whose steps are presented in
Section 5, traces a piecewise linear path of points  in  S  x  [1,-).  The
underlying simplicial subdivision  of  S  x   [1, m) in which  S is embedded  is
such   that on level  S   x   {t},   L  =   1,2. . . . ,   the  set  S is triangulated accord-
ing     to the V-triangulation.   The  grid  size  m 1 on level  S  x {1} decreases
monotonically to zero for L going to infinity. The triangulation  of  S  x
[1,-) is obtained by connecting the grid points on subsequent levels in an
appropriate way. For any n-simplex r of the V-triangulation of S on  level
S    x     {1}  the  triangulation  of  S  x  [1.-)   triangulates  the  cylinder  1  x  [1,
L+1] into (n+1)-simplices, 1 = 1,2,... . This triangulation is described
in  Section  3. Moreover, the triangulation induces a triangulation of the
boundary faces  S (I\U)   x   [1,-)   with  U some subset of indices     of     I.     The
triangulation of S(I\U) x [1,-) is described in detail in Section 4.
n +1
Let z be a continuous function from S to KN  R     and  let  h  be
j=l
the  function  on  S  x [1,-) defined by h(p,t) = z(p), (p,t) €S x [1,-).
Furthermore, let H be the piecewise linear approximation of h with respect
to  the  underlying triangulation of S x [1.-). For an arbitrary point x =
(p,t) in S x [1,-), H(x) is given by
H(x) = Ii  Ath(xi) = ri  Ai Z(pi),
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where xi = (pi,ti), i = 1....,n+2, denote the vertices of an (n+1)-simplex
a      of the triangulation   of S x[1, - ) which contains the point   x and where
the nonnegative At's are given by Iixi =1.p= Iixipt, and  t  =  I A ti.i   i
The numbers ti are equal to L or 1+1 for some 1, 1 € 11.
In order to solve the SPP with respect to z, the continuous defor-
mation  algorithm now generates points x = (p,t) in S x [1,-) such that if
t=1
ZJ,k(P) = maxh ZJ .h(P) if pj .k/vj.k > min(i.h)Pi.h/vi,h
and (12.2.1)




H   (x) = max H (x) if p >0
j.k h j,h j.k
and (12.2.2)
Hj, k (x) 5 maxh HJ .h(x) if pj . k = 0,
where Z is the piecewise linear approximation of z  with  respect  to  the
underlying  V-triangulation  on level S x {1}. The point v is an arbitrary
(interior) point of S being an initial guess of the solution  to  the  SPP
with  respect  to z. In fact, the algorithm is initiated at (v,1). As will
be shown in Section 5 the points  x  =  (p.t)  in  S  x  [1.-)  satisfying
(12.2.1)  and  (12.2.2)  form, under a nondegeneracy assumption. piecewise
linear paths and loops in S x [1,-). Each loop consists of a finite number
of  pieces and each path consists of an infinite number of pieces. Exactly
one path has the point (v,1) as an end point and there are  no  other  end
points.  The  path  from  (v.1) exceeds each level S x {1} within a finite
number of pieces and is followed  by  the  algorithm  through  alternating
linear  programming  pivot steps in a system of N+n+1 linear equations in-
duced by (12.2.1) or (12.2. 2) and replacement steps in  the  triangulation
of S x [l,-). These steps are described in Section 5.
In particular the points on  S  x  {1}  satisfying  (12.2.1)  form
piecewise  linear  paths in S X {1}. Exactly one of these paths in S X {1}
connects the point (v,1) with a point (pl,1) satisfying (12.2.2) for t=1
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whereas  all other paths not being a loop connect two points also satisfy-
ing (12.2.2) for t = 1. The points in S x [1,-) staisfying  (12.2.2)  will
be  shown  to  form piecewise linear paths in S x [1,-). Each end point of
such a path lies in S x {1} and satisfies (12.2.1). Hence, each end  point
of  a  p.1.  path  of points satisfying (12.2.1) is an end point of a p.1.
path of points in S x [1,-) satisfying (12.2.2) unless (v,1)  is  the  end
point.  In  this  way  the  p.1.  paths  of points in S x [1,-) satisfying
(12.2.1) or (12.2.2) will be linked in Section 5. yielding one  (infinite)
p.1.  path  having  (v,1)  as end point and being the path followed by the
algorithm.  So,  starting  in  (v,1),  the  algorithm  first  generates  a
piecewise  linear  path  in S x {1} of points satisfying (12.2.1). When an
end point (pl,1) in S x {1} is found the algorithm continues in S x   [l,-)
by  following  the  p.1.  path  of points satisfying (12.2.2) initiated in
(pi,1). As soon as an end point, say (p2,1), in S x  {1}  is  reached  the
algorithm  continues  in  S  x {1} with the p.1. path of points satisfying
(12.2.1) having (p2,1) as an end point until  its  other  end  point,  say
(p 3,1) ,i s reached.   Then the algorithm continues again   in   S x[1, - )   with   a
p.1. path of points satisfying (12.2.2) having (pl,1) as end point, and so
on.  So,  each  time the algorithm returns to S x {1}, it continues with a
p.1. path of points in S X {1} satisfying (12.2.1), leading to  the  other
end  point  of  that  path. This end point is then also the end point of a
p.1. path of points in S x [1,-) satisfying (12.2.2).
The  piecewise linear path in S x {1} originating in (v,1) coinci-
des with the p.1. path generated by the product-ray algorithm.  This  path
connects  an initial guess v of the SPP with an approximating solution pl.
All other p.1. paths in S x {1} generated by  the  continuous  deformation
algorithm  connect two approximating solutions and can also be followed by
the steps of the product-ray algorithm. However, instead  of  initializing
with  the  starting  point  v, one initializes with a complete simplex. In
that case the steps of the  product-ray  algorithm  connect  two  complete
simplices.
The continuous deformation algorithm reaches each level S x {1}, 1
=  1,2,...,  within  a  finite number of steps, so that any a priori given
accuracy of approximation can be reached. This is shown in  the  following
theorem.
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THEOREM 12.2.1. Let z be a continuous function on S. For all E > 0, there
is an LE € 11 such that for all points x= (p,t) €S x R,t z 16, satisfy-+
ing (12.2.2) holds that for all j € IN there is a Bj with
pJ .z j CP,   -  6   <  Bj   <  pj .ZJCP,   +  E
such that
Bj-E<zj.k(P)<BJ+E ifp >0j,k
ZJ .k (P)  <   J  +  E     if pJ .k  i  li
PROOF.  Let  E  >  0,  then  there  is a 6>0 such that for all p,q in S,
max(i.h) |pi .h-qi .h I < 6 implies max(i .h) 'zi .h (P)-zi,h (q) 1 < E since z is a
continuous  function on S. Let 1  €N b e such that the mesh size of the V-
E
triangulation on level S x {t} is smaller than 6 for all L k t.  Further-
E
more,  let x= (p,t) be a point in S x R  with t k t£ satisfying (12.2.2).+
Let U = {(i,h) € I|p = 0} and let 6(xl.....xk•1) be a k-simplex of  thei,h
induced triangulation of S(I\U) x [1,-), k = n+1-|U|, containing the point
x. For certain L. 1 2 L . we have xi = (Pi,ti), t  € {1,1+1}, for  all  i.E.
There  exist nonnegative numbers Xi' i = 1,...,k+1, summing up to one such
that x = Iixixi, i.e., p = Iixipi and t =  Iixiti.  The  triangulation  is
such that there  is   a (k-1) -simplex   T   in  S(I\U) on level  S   x   {L} for which
1 is contained in 1 x [t,1+1]. Hence, p and all the pi's lie  in  1  while
the  diameter  of T is less than 6 since 1 2 L6. Now, for j E IN' let BJ =
max H   (x). Then. for all j € IN'
k j,k
|Bj  - Pi 'zi (p) 1  =  IP  -HJ (x) - P ·z (P) 1
  |PJ '(IixiZJ(pi) - ZJ(P))| < s.
Furthermore, for all (j,k) E I(j), j E IN' with pj.k > 0 we have
IZJ,k  P  -  J | = IZJ.k <P 
-
HJ.k(X)1
= Ir.A (z (P) - Z (pi  | < 6,1 i j,k j,k
91 1
---
and if pj,  = 0. then
Z   (P) -B E Z (p) - H   (x)
J.k j j.k J.k
= Ii i (zi.k P  - Zj.k<pi)) < s.
0
The theorem implies that for any € >0 there  is  a  level 1 such that
E
points  x  =  (p,t), t 2 1 , generated by the continuous deformation algo-
rithm, are approximating solution points of the SPP with  respect  to  the
function z having an inaccuracy of less than €.
The continuous deformation algorithm can also be applied to follow
a  path of approximating equilibria with respect to an excess demand func-
n +1
tion z from S x [1.-) into K   R J  , where t. t 2 1.i s interpreted as  a
J=1
time  parameter.  The  excess  demand functions for the commodities change
continuously over time and we are interested in  the  path  of  equilibria
considered  as  a function of time (see for example Engles [1980] and John
[1984]). The continuous deformation algorithm can then be applied using  a
constant grid size on each level S x {1}, 1 = 1,2.... .
12.3. Triangulation of S x [1,-)
In  this  section we describe the triangulation of S x [1,-) which
underlies the continuous deformation algorithm on S. The triangulation  of
S  x  [1.-)  is such that on level S x {t}, 1 = 1,2...., the set S is tri-
angulated according to the V-triangulation with  grid  size  m  and some
given  point  v,  where for some arbitrary sequence kl'k2'...' of integers
larger than (or equal to) one, mt = ki- im,t_ 1 ' L = 2.3.... . The point v is
the  initial  interior  solution guess of the SPP with which the algorithm
-1
starts and the number m is the initially chosen grid size on level  S  x
1
{1}.  When  there is no a priori information about the location of a solu-
tion,    v   can be chosen   to be equal   to the barycentre   of   S   and   m; 1    might      be
chosen equal   to   one. The V-triangulation  of   S   with   grid   size   m 1 on level
S x {t} is denoted by Vt. The triangulation of S x [1.-) triangulates  for
each  l. L = 1,2...., the set S x [1,1+1] into (n+1)-simplices with verti-
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ces only on the levels S x {1} and S x {1+1}. More precisely, for  any  n-
simplex  T in Vl on level S x {1} the cylinder 1 x [1,1+1] is triangulated
into (n+1)-simplices in a similar way as described in  van  der  Laan  and
Talman  [198Ob]  and  van  der  Laan [1980] for the continuous deformation
algorithm with arbitrary grid refinement on the n-dimensional unit simplex
Sn.  Since  on  level S x {1+1} the grid has been refined with a factor of
k ' the set T x {1+1} consists of (k£)n n-dimensional simplices,  each  to
be connected with one of the n+1 vertices of 1 on level S x {t} to form an
(n+1)-simplex. On the other hand the simplex 1 on level S x {t} is connec-
ted with exactly one vertex on level S x {L+1}, called the centre point of
7. In order to describe the triangulation of each set S x [1,1+1] we first
define  n-dimensional  sets A(y,j ) which are similar to the n-dimensional
sets A(To,/(Ti ) ) defined in Chapter 3.
DEFINITION   1 2.3.1.   For   all   j   E   IN'    let   yi    =    C (j'k j ), ...,(j,k  (J )  ) )'    t(j)    =
n . be a permutation of the
nJ+1 elements of I(j), let *1 =  {(j,k )}  and
TJ  =  I(j)\T;, and let y = (11 ' · · · 'TN) ' T' = u;=l T; and Tl = UN.1 Tl . Then
for j, E IN ' the set A(r,jo ) is given by
A(y,jo) = {p€ S|p =v+ 0(To)q(To) +I ,0(j,k)q(j,k), where
(j,k)ET'
0 5 2(j,kJ<j))5···5 a(j,k ) 5 0(T') 5 1,j E IN' and
Q<j .kjo ) = O}.
0  t(j O)
In fact ACY,jo) is equal to A(To,2(Ti\{(jo,kt J )) )), with 9j =  ((j,kJ),
0
...,(j'ki   )),  j  4  jo, and Fj = ((j'k )....,(j,kJ )), j = jo. Somet(j) t(j)-1
sets A(y,j ) are illustrated in Figure 12.3.1 for N = 2, n  = 1, and  n  =
1                       2
1.
The triangulation Vl of S, 1  =  1,2,...,  triangulates  each  set




e( (1,2 ),(2,1 )() e( (1,2),(2,2)()
A((((1,2),(1,1)),((2,2),(2,1))),2)
V                             1
A((((1,1),(1,2)),((2,2),(2,1))),2)
e( (1,1),(2,1)  ) e()(1,1),(2,2)£)
FIGURE 12.3.1. Subdivision of S = Sl x St in subsets A(Y,j ).
DEFINITION  12.3.2.  The set GL(r. jo )  is the collection of n-simplices
7(wi,w) with vertices wi'...,wn•1 such that
i)    wi        =   v   +    a (To) m i q (To)    + I ,  a(j,k) m   l q(j,k) ,     for   inte-
(j.k)er*
jo
gers a(T') and a(j,k),(j,k) E Tl, such that a(j ,kt(J )) = 0.
0
and 0 5 a(j,ki   ) 5 ··· 5 a(T') 5 ml-1, j E IN
t(j)
ii) w = (wi'···,w   ) is a permutation of the n+1  elements  con-n+1




k     ) such that s > s' if a(ws) = a(ws,) when for some j  E
t(JO)
IN  and i. 1 5 i i t(j), ws = (j,ki), ws, = (j,k -1) when i>
1 and w =T o when i=1
S'
iii) W = w  + m£ q(wi)' i = 1,...,n+1, with the convention i+1
i+1     1    -1
= 1 in the case i = n+1.
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The  union  of the GL(r,jo) over all jo E IN and permutation vectors Y is
the triangulation V t of S with grid size m 1. Now let  sl  be an integer
labelling  function from the grid points in ACT,jo) to I such that eachn+1
n-simplex 1(wl,w) in G,t(Y,jo) is co pletely
labelled. i.e. {st(wi)'i =
1....,n+1}  =  In•1' The function s  is based on ideas of Todd [1976b] and
Eaves and Saigal [1972], see also van der Laan and Talman [198Ob], and  is
utilized  to  provide  that the union of the triangulations of the 1 x [1,
L+1], 7 € GL(7,j,), over all y and j  is a triangulation of S  x  [1,1+1].l
In the sequel we will use the function s  given by
1
s  (p)  =  1  +  (a(To)  + I ,a(i,h)) mod(n+1),
(i,h) ET'
i f        p=v    +    a(T o) mil q(T o)     + I ,a(i,h)milq(i,h) is a grid point of V 
(i,h)ET
in A(y,jo).
We  are now ready to describe the triangulation of S x [1,1+1] for
11
some given 1 2 1. First let e ,...,8 be nonnegative integers  with  sum1      n+1
equal  to the grid refinement factor kl = m +1/m£. For any n-simplex r(wl,
w) of V  we call the point
((1) = In.16 k-lwi,i.1 it
where 6  = 8     with h(i) = s (wi), i = 1....,n+1, the centre point of T.
i    h(i)
In  Section  5  we discuss how the 8 's should be chosen in the algorithm.
Observe that c(T) is a grid point  of  Vt  .  The  triangulation  of  S  x
[1,1+1] is completely determined by the n mbers 8 ,...,01   . More precise-n+1
ly, the triangulation of each T x [1,1+1], 1 E Vl, is completely determin-
ed  by  c(T).  In order to triangulate 7(wl,w) x [1,1+1] we define for any
proper subset T of {01' ...'w   } the subset A(T,T) of T as follows.n+1
DEFINITION   12.3.3.  For an n-simplex 1(wl,w) in GL(y,jo) and a proper sub-
set T of {wi'...'wn.1}' A(T,1) is given by
A(T,·c) = cl({p E -c|p = c(·[) + Ijerpjq(j)' PJ > 0, j E T}).
The sets A(T,r) are illustrated for an n-simplex in V   in  Figure  12.3.2
when  N  =  2, n  = 1, n  = 1, and 1 = 1. The arrows in this figure denote12
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the order of the vertices in the simplices 1 on level S x {1}. The numbers
1
at the vertices w denote the number s (w).
e()(1,2),(2,1)()               ®               e()(1,2),(2,2) )e 
®                          1  v Wl                      @
  A(JT",(1,2)1,0
6 C(T)
/  C ,(To) -  A( T",(2.1)<Z)
 q(12)11
0 / -=r-X %




FIGURE 12.3.2. Illustration of the regions A(T,T) in S = Sl x Sl for a  2-
simplex  1(wl,w2,w3)  in
Gl (1,1) with mi = 1, ki = 3, Yi =
( (1,1). (1.2) ). 32 = ( (2,2), (2.1) ), 81 = 2, 8  = 0. and 8  =
1.
A nonempty region A(T,·c) in a given T is t-dimensional,  where  t  =  |TI.
Notice that A(0,T) = {c(1)}. For an n-simplex T of the triangulation Vl of
S, a nonempty A(T,t) is triangulated by the triangulation  Vl+1 in  t-sim-
plices.
LEMMA 12.3.4. For an n-simplex 1(wl,w) in GL(r.jo) and a proper ,subset  T
of  {wi '...'wn•1 '  the  (nonempty) set A(T,t) is triangulated by the tri-
angulation V +l in t-simplices 6(yl,„(T)) with vertices  yl,...,ytil in  r
such that
i) yi = c(·C) + I :1 R  mi iq(wh) for integers Rw 'h= 1. . . .,n+1,
h                                       h
such that R 2 0 if w ET and R = O if w  0 T
W          h          W          h
h                                 h
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ii) I(T) = (N ,...,N ) is a permutation of the t elements of T
t
iii ) yi•1 I yi + 01 lq(Ni ), i = 1....,t.
The proof of this lemma is a direct result from  the  definitions  of  the
sets A(T,1) and the collections Vl and V,  . The t-simplices 0(yl,„(T)) on
/6+1
level S x {1+1} are illustrated in Figure 12.3.3 for N = 2, n  =  1,  n  =
12
1, and L =1. The arrows in this figure denote the order of the vertices in
6(yl,N (T)). The dotted points denote the vertices of the simplices 1(wl,w)
on level S x {1}.





/ /: A, 3 f.,f»«
e( (1,1),(2,1) ) e( (1,1 ),(2,2 ) )
FIGURE 12.3.3. Illustration  of the triangulation of A(T,1), T E V,i n t-
1




Observe that the vertex yl of a t-simplex 6(yl.„(T)) in A(T,t)  is
also given by
 1 = f'1(6  -R +R ) kil Whh=1 h W W
h     h-1
1+1 1,  s+1
and     that  y         =  yi   +  kilw         -  w ),  with  s  such  that  w    =  Tr   ,   i  =  1, . . . ,
Si
t. In the sequel the vector R in WN R is  defined  by  R    =  R   if
n J+1
j=1 + j,k     W
h
wh =  (j,k), (j,k) E Tl. RJ.k =R o i f (j,k) € T'. and RJ.  =0 otherwise.
T
Now, let 1 be an n-simplex in V  for some L and let ACT,t)  be  some  non-
empty region in 1. Clearly, the boundary of ACT,1) is given by
bd ACT,1) =   u [(A(T,7) n 18) u ACT\{ws},7)],
w er
S
where  1  is  the  facet  of 1 opposite vertex ws of t. The next lemma de-
S
scribes when a facet of a t-simplex 6(yl,N(T)) in A(T,t) lies in  bd  A(T,
1).
LEMMA 12.3.5. Let 6(yl,"(T)) be a t-simplex in A(T,T). Then the facet of a
opposite  vertex y , for some p, 1 5 p s t+1, lies in the boundary of A(T,
7) iff one of the following cases holds
1) p = 1, 6s - Rw  = l with ws = rri'and w iTs-1
S
2)1<p<t+1,
6 s-R w+R w -Owith w =rT and w = TrSP s-1 P-1s    s-1
3) p = t+1 and R =0 with w  =a.
W                                   s             t
S
In the cases 1) and 2) the facet of G opposite vertex y  lies in  ts'  and
in case 3) the facet of a opposite vertex y lies in
ACT\{rrt  't)'
t*1
If the facet of a opposite the vertex y  for some p, 1 5 p E  t+1,
does not lie in the boundary of A(T,1), then this facet is a facet of just
one other t-simplex 8(91.R(T)) in A(T,·r), where the parameters  yl,  6(T),
and R are as given in Table 12.3.1.
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91                    ACT)                                         R
P=1 yl    +   m  1 q("1 )       C '12 '       o ' r't, Trl ) R + e("1)
1 < p < t+1 yi ("1'·..'Trp-2'ITD'llp-1' p+1""'1Tt) R
p = ttl   yl - millq<Nt) ( t'Nl'"" t-1 R - e("t)
TABLE 12.3.1. p is the index of the vertex of 6 to be replaced.
The triangulation of 1(wl.w) x [L.1+1] consists of (n+1)-simplices
V where for some ((yl,„(T)) in ACT,·[), T C {wi'...'wn.1)'
V = co(co({wilwi K T}) x {1},6(yl,„(T)) x {1+1}).
LEMMA  12.3.6. Let 1(wl,w) be an n-simplex in
GL(r,jo). If the t-simplices
6(yl,"(T)) of V£*1 in A(T,t) on level S x {1+1}, for proper subsets  T  of
 wi,...,wn+1 '  are  connected with the n+1-t vertices wi, wi i T, of r on
level S x {1}, then the  (n+1)-simplices  obtained  in  this  way  form  a
triangulation of 1 x [1,1+1].
The proof of the lemma is a straightforward  generalization  of  the  same
lemma  on the unit simplex (see van der Laan and Talman [198Ob]). The tri-
angulation is illustrated in Figure 12.3.4 for N = 2, n  = 1, n  = 1,  and12
1  = 1. In this figure the centre point c(t) on level S x {2} is connected
with all the vertices wl, w2, and w3 of 7 on level S x {1}. The  1-simplex
02    in     A ({wl j'T) on level   S   *    {2} is connected  with   w2    and   w3 on level   S   x
{1}, whereas the 2-simplex 63 in A({wl'w2 '1) on level S x {2} is connect-
ed with the vertex w3 on level S x {1}.
To prove that the union of the triangulations of 1(wl,w) x [1,1+1]
over  all  r  in  Vl is a triangulation of S x [t,L+1] we need to know how
1                                                                                                                                 -
1(w ,w) and c(·c) change when we move from r to an adjacent simplex ·r.  So,
let  7(wl,w)  be an n-simplex in Gl(r,jo) and let r(wl,8) be the n-simplex
in V  sharing with 1 the facet opposite ws. If t lies  in  G (y,j ),  then






.                         i/                                                  \
I                              I
/                                \1 3
w3                                    w2










FIGURE 12.3.4. Illustration of the triangulation of ·[(wl,w) x [t,£+1] in S
x [1,2], where S = Si x Si. mi = 1, ki = 3. el = 2. 8  = 0,
e1 = 1.
3
-1                -                                          -
W                                   W                                                                                         a
s=1 Wl + milq(wl (6,2, "'wn.W1·wn.1 a + e(wl)
1<s<n+1 wi  W1,·..,ws.2'Ws'Ws-1'Ws+1'"''Wn+1) a
s = n+1  wl _ m lq(wn  (wn,Wl '"' 'wn-1 'wn•1 a - e(wn)
TABLE 12.3.2. s is the index of the vertex of 7(wl,w) to be replaced.
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The centre point of 7 is in this case as given in Table 12.3.3.
C(T)                             K
s=1 ((1) + 61 kil (wn•1-Wl ) (62.....6n•1'61 
1<s< n+1 ((1) + 6 kil(G'-Ws) (61....'6n•l 
-1·-1 n+1·
s = n+1
c (1) + 6n• 1 kt (w -w J  6n•1'61""'6n)
TABLE 12.3.3. s is the index of the vertex of T to be replaced.
We  now consider the cases that the facet of 1 opposite vertex ws, 1 5 s s
n+1, lies in the boundary of A(y,j ). If s=l, then the facet of 1 opposite
vertex wl lies in the boundary of A(y,jQ) iff wl = T' and a(wi) = ml-1. In
1
that case this facet lies in the  boundary  face  S(I\{(j„kt(J )) ) C see
0
Lemma 12.4.4).
LEMMA 12.3.7.  Let ·t(wl,w)  be an n-simplex in GL(Y, jo).  The  facet  of  T
opposite vertex w , s > 1, lies in the boundary of A(r,j ) iff
1)1<swn+1. and for some i.l s i E t(j),j€IN' ws = (j,k ),  ws-1
=  (j•ki-1)  if i>l and ws-1  =T'i f i=l,  and a(w -1)  = a(w,)
2)    s    =n+1,    w = (j,k J ) for some j € IN' and a(w ) = 0. (12.3.1)n       t(j)                          n
In case 1) the parameters wl, 0, and a of T are given by
-1     1  -
w  =w,a=a, and
- <01,·..,wa-2'Ws'Ws-1'Ws.1""'Wn•1 i f i>1
W= (12.3.2)
(wi I,#..w„-2' ''Cj'kj),ws.1 '...'wn.1)    if i=1
with if i = l. f = {(j,k')}, 'C = TI, h 0 j. and i is given by
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((j.ki).....(j,ki_2)'(j'ki),(j,k -1).....(j'k: (J))) h=j
Y. (12.3.3)h
r                                                   h 0 j.h
In case 2) the parameters wl, 0, and a of 1 are given by
-1     1  -                                    -
w  =w,w=(w,...,w   ,w   ,w ), anda=a, (12.3.4)1      n-1  n+1  n
and 3  is given by j, = j. In both cases the centre point of 9 is given by
c(t) = c(r) + 6„kil (ws-ws). (12.3.5)
In case 1) the facet of 1 is also a facet of an n-simplex in GL(9, jo)  for
some  7  0 1 and in case 2) the facet of t i s also a facet of an n-simplex
in Gl(Y,j) for some j 0 j . We now show that the union of  the  triangula-
tions     of     T     x      [1,1+1]     over all n-simplices     7  of V e triangulates  S  x
[t.,+1].
THEOREM  12.3.8. The union of the triangulations of 7(wl,w) x [t,1+1] over
all n-simplices T of
V e
triangulates S x [t,1+1].
PROOF.  The triangulation of 7 x [l,L+1] is well defined for all simplices
1 of Vt. Let 1(wl,w) and 1(wl,G) be two adjacent simplices of V  and let x
be  a  grid  point  of  V£•1 in the common facet. Then it is sufficient to
prove that if x on the level S x {1+1} is connected in  the  triangulation
of  1  x  [1,1+1]  with  a  vertex  w o f r n   o n level S x {1}, x i s also
connected  with  w  in the triangulation  of  r  x [l,L+1]. Suppose  that  1    lies
in  G (r,jo)  for the permutation y and index j , then we have to consider
the following three cases: a) 7(wl,0) lies in GL(7-.jo). b) 1(wl,0) lies in
G,t(P,jo)  where F is given as in (12.3.3), and c) t(wl,0) lies in (4(r,j),
j 0 j , with j given as in (12.3.1).
- -1 -
Case a): r(w ,w)  is an n-simplex in GL(r,jo) having a common facet with 7
opposite vertex ws, 1 5 s s n+1.
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The  simplex  f  is  given as in Table 12.3.2 and the centre point of t is
given by (see Table 12.3.3)
c(1) = C('C) + 6Im£1[q(w,) - q(w _1)1' (12.3.6)
with the convention s-1 = n+1 if s = 1. Now let T be the unique subset  of
<01,...,wn+1} such that x lies in the relative interior of A(T,·r), i.e.,
x  -  c(·r)   + Ijerpimi lq(j), (12.3.7)
for  certain  positive  integers  e,j E T. Since the point x lies in the
facet of T opposite vertex w', (12.3.7) gives us
6S + ew    - Pw  l o. (12.3.8)
s-1     s
Combining (12.3.6), (12.3.7), and (12.3.8) yields
x  -  c(·c)   +  Ijerpimi iq(j)
= c( ) - 6.mi i[q(: ) - q(w .1)1 + Ijerejmi 1 ( )
= c(·r) + Ijer\{ws.1'Ws}pimi lq(j) + (ew   + 68)mi: lq(w.-1) +
s-1
(pw - 6*)mi iq(we)
S
=  c(t)   +  IjE*Qj m :iq(j)
with the coefficients ej, j ET, given by





pw       .j =w s.
-  8-1
The point x therefore also lies in A(T,T) with T given by
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T                 if w   ,w  E T or w   'w  K Ts-1 s s-1  s
T =  T\{ws-1} u {ws}    if ws-1 € T, ws AL T (12.3.10)
T\{ws}   u   {wi -1 } if w  E T, w 1 T.s       s-1
which proves the theorem for case a).
Case b): *(wl,0) is an n-simplex in
GL(9•jo)'
with 9 given as in (12.3.3),
having a common facet with 1 opposite vertex ws,1<ss n+1.
The  simplex  T is given as in (12.3.2) and the centre point of T is given
by
0(1) = c(·c) + 6Imi 11:q(w.) - q(0.)], (12.3.11)
with q defined with respect to A(9,jo).
Combining (12.3.11), (12.3.7). and (12.3.8) yields the following,
x = c(·c) + IjerQ·millq   
=  c(t)  -  6Bm :1 Iq(w)  -  q(W")]  +  Ijerpimi lq(j)
= c(9) + Ijer\{w  ,w }Plmi:iq(j) + 6smi: lO<Js) +
s-1  s
pw  m :lq(ws-1) + (pw -6s)millq(ws)
s-1                 S
= c(*) + rjer\{w  ,(.1 }Pjmi: 1 (j) + 6smi: la(0 ) +
s-1  s
pw        m : i Iq ( s - 1 )    +     ( 8 ) 1
s-1
=  c(t)   +  Ij€*pj mi lq(j)







e       .j.W.W S
S
The point x then also lies in A(*,t) with T given by
T\{wi-1'wi} u {0 -1.ws}  if wi-1 'wi € T
T =  T\{wi-1} u {8.-1 if w E T,w  <Ts-1       s
T\{ws}  u {Os} if w KT, ws ET,s-1
and if w   .w  K T, then T = T, which proves the theorem for case b).
s-1  s
Case c):  (wl,w) is an n-simplex in GLCY.j). where  j  is  given  as  in
n+1(12.3.1), having a common facet with 1 opposite vertex w
-                                                                  -
The simplex 7 is as given in (12.3.4) and the centre point of 1  is  given
by ((7)  = c(·[) + 6nilm, 1 Iq(wn•1) - q(wn)]. This case is similar to case
a) for s = n+1 and yields the same T and e , j E T.
0
The three cases of Theorem 12.3.8 are illustrated in Figure  12.3.5.  Case
a)  is  illustrated by 11 and the vertex w3 = w, case b) is illustrated by
72 and the vertex w2 = w. and finally case c) is illustrated by 13 and the
3vertex w = W.
We   have now shown   that   we   have a triangulation   of   S x    [1, L+1],1=
1,2....,  in  (n+1)-simplices, with on each level S x {t} the V-triangula-
tion  with  grid  size  m 1  .   The (n+1) -simplices  V are given  by
V = co(co({wilwi i T}) x {1},6(yl,r,(T)) x {1+1})
with 7(wl,w) an n-simplex of Gl(r.jo) and 6(yl,"(T)) a t-simplex  of  VL•1
in  ACT,T).  Combining  the triangulations of S x [L,L+1], 1 = 1,2...., we
obtain a triangulation of S x [1,-). In  the  following  section  we  will
describe  how  this  triangulation induces a triangulation of the boundary
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faces of S x [1,-) allowing us also to follow piecewise  linear  paths  of
points satisfying (12.2.2) on the boundary of S x [1,-).
e(3(1,2 ),(2,1)<) e()(1,2 ),(2,2)()
v 1 level  S xjt -2-ft» \Y//
e( (1,1),(2,1)() 2.  »,1  (/:(11,1,1),(2,2)1)
W
/\
1/             \.5/
i
 level S *%1+lfil ...=AO,1/
FIGURE 12.3.5. Illustration of Theorem 12.3.8.
12.4. Triangulation of the boundary of S * [1.-)
In this section we describe in detail how the triangulation of S x
[1,-) presented in the previous  section  triangulates  a  boundary  piece
S(I\U)  x [1,1+1], 1 = 1,2..... where U is a (nonempty) subset of I satis-
fying |U | 5 nj for all j E IN. The set  S(I\U) is first subdivided  in
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A(U.y,jo)'s.  Let  'J = ((j'kj)....,(j,k (J))) denote a permutation of the
elements in I(j)\UJ where t(j) = nJ-uj, u  = IUJ|' let T  = {(j,kj)}, T; =
{(j.kJ).....(j.ki(J)) '  j  E IN' and let r = (rl'.-'11,). To = u T;, and
Ti = u Ti. We allow U to be empty.
j J
DEFINITION 12.4.1. Let the set U and the permutation vector Y be as above.
For jo E IN with t(j,) 2 1, the set A(U,y,jo) is given by
A(U,y,jo) = {p € Slp = v(U) + 0(To)q(To) + I ,o:(j,k)q(j,k),
(j,k)eT
with 0 5 a(j,k: (J))  5  ···  5 ce(j,k )  5 0 (To)  5 1.  j€IN '
and 9 (j ,kJ o   ) = 0},
O  t(JO)
where v(U) is the relative projection of v o n S(I\U), i.e., for i E I,
N
V. ( E  v  . )-1,(i,h) i Ui
1.h (i.k)/Ut i.*
Vi' h (U)  =
-0                            ,  (i,h) € Ui'
q(To) = p(To) - v(U), and where for i = 1....,t(j), j E IN'
q(j.ki) = p({(j.k )....,(j,ki)}) - p({(j,k )....,(j,ki-1) )0
If t(j) = 0 for all j € IN' then S(I\U) is the vertex e(I\U)  of  S.  This
case can be excluded since the algorithm terminates with an exact solution
e(I\U) if t(j) becomes 0 for all j E IN' see also  Lemma  12.4.4.  Observe
that  Definition  12.4.1  coincides  with Definition 12.3.1 if U is empty,
i.e.,  A(0.r, jo)  = ACT,jo).  The set A(U,r,jo)  is  a   I;=1(nJ-uj)-dimensional
subset  of S(I\U). The set A(U,y) is the union of A(U,Y,j,) over all indi-
ces jo E IN. Let u = 5.luj and recall that n =  f= inj .  Then each set
A(U,r,jo) is triangulated by the triangulation Vt of S in (n-u)-simplices.
The collection of these simplices is denoted by Gl(U,Y,jo).
DEFINITION 12.4.2.  The set G,t(U,r,jo), 1 = 1,2...., is the collection of
n-u+1(n-u)-simplices 7(wl,w) with vertices wl....,w such that
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i) wi = v(U) + a(To)milq(To) + I a(j,k)milq(j,k), for in-
(j,k) er'
tegers a(T') and a(j,k), (j,k) E Tl, such that a(j .k '   ) =
0  t(j )
0
0 and 0 5 a(j,kJ(J)) 5 ··· 5 a(j.kJ) 5 a(T') 5 mt-1, j E IN
ii) w = (wi'.0-'w ) is a permutation of  the  n-u+1  elementsn-u+1
consisting  of T'  and  the n-u elements of Tl with w      =
n-u+1
C
jo.k,t,o, ) such that s > s' if a(w ) = a(w ,) when for  some
j €IN and i, lgi5 t(j), w, = (j,ki), ws, = (j,ki-1) when
i>l,and w, =T'w h e n i=lS
...,  i.1
1111 W .  wi  + milq(wi), i = 1,...,n-u+1, with the convention
i+1 = 1 in the case i = n-u+1.
Moreover,  the union GL(U,Y) of GL(U,y,jo) over all jo € IN triangulates
A(U,1). Finally we observe that the union Gl(U) of Gl(U,y) over  all  per-
mutation  vectors  r  of  the  elements  in I\U induces a triangulation of
S(I\U). Some sets A(U,7,j ) are illustrated
in Figure 12.4.1 for N = 2, n
1
= 1, n  = 2. The arrows in this figure denote the order of the vertices in2
the simplices 1 of Gl(U,r,jo) when m-1 = 1. The boundary face S(I\U) of S
is  in  fact  equivalent  to  the set TTN S . The replacement rules on
n -u 
j=1
S(I\U) are therefore similar to the ones described in the previous section
on S.
1 1As in Section 3, given 81""'8   , we define for each (n-u)-sim-n+1
plex 1(wl,w) in Gl(U) the centre point c(7) of 1 as
C(t) = I
n-u+1
6  k- 1 Wi
i.1 il
where the vector 6 =
(61'...'6 ) is given byn-u+1
l
e
k. . i *
 r+1




i0r+1 S (W )
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Observe that indeed   I  ; *1 6 i i s equal   to   kt   and   that   c (r)    is   a grid point
of   V * 1    in   7 (wl,w).   Furthermore,   when   U      =     0,      c (7) coincides      with      the















/1/ //// / 4/..,, 2- « + e(1(1,2 ).(2,2) )
;  ///        /1/ i            I            \         +1,           /    i.\ : 7% .




a/ //  i# I ./.
//:.:i    '1     1   4        .    f.
1 i If  14'
v( (1,2) )
b      //   i.I




FIGURE 12.4.1. Some regions A(Ui.r,jo) of S = Sl x S2  with  Ul =  {(2,1)}
and  U2  -  {(1,2)};  Al =  A(Ul .11,2) in SCI\Ul) with 31 =
(((1,1),(1,2)),((2.2).(2,3))), A2 = A(Ul.2,1) in S(I\Ul),
and  A3 =  A(U2,12,2) in S(I\U2) with 12 = (((1,1)).((2.2),
(2.1).(2.3))).
Since  the algorithm will move from one simplex to an adjacent one
we have to describe how the representation of the latter one  can  be  ob-
tained from the representation of the former one, and how the centre point
changes from one simplex to another adjacent simplex. So let  1(wl,w)  and
1(Wl,8)   be in some Gl(U,y,jo) with a common facet opposite vertex ws, 1 5
.-A
.DV -
s 5 n-u+1, then T can be obtained from T as given in Table  12.4.1.  Furt-
hermore,  in  Tables  12.4.2 and 12.4.3 we describe how K and c(9) are ob-
tained from 6 and c(T), respectively.
-1                -                                            -
w                                        w                                                                                                           a
S=1 Wl +milq(Wi)      (W2 ' " ' 'Wn _u 'Wl 'Wn-u• l a+e(wl  
1<s<n-u+1 w <W "",Ws.2'Ws'Ws-1'We.1'"''Wn-u•1) a
1
s=n-u+1 Wl-milq(wn-u) (Wn-u,wl'"I'wn-u-1 ' 8-4.1 
a-e
 Wn-u 
TABLE 12.4.1. s is the index of the vertex of 7(wl,w) to be replaced.
  = < 1""' n-uil 
1        1-1w  = To




O                                  1                1w    =T
s-1 (61""'68-1 'eh'68.1+6s-eh '6$.2""'6n-u+1 '
1
with s (ws) = h
O                                               111<s<n-u+1   w =T
(61""'68-1 '6s+6s+1-eh'eh'68.2 ""'Sn-u*1  'S
with st(ws.1) = h
Wi-1,ws * T'  (61'Ii#'6n.u,1)
1 -,
w     = T'
(e '6i-4.1+61-8 .62''o''6n_u). with s (w-) = hn-u
s=n-u+1
w   0 To (6„_u.1' 61 '62' ' '6n-u  n-u
TABLE 12.4.2. s is the index of the vertex of r to be replaced.
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C(F)
S=1 ((1) +6 m11 q(w ) -g
mi  1  (Wn -u.l)1 *+1  1   n-u+1
1<s<n-u+1 c(t) +6 mli q(w ) - % mli q(w   )
s   4 + 1 s s /1,+1  /-1
s=n-u+1 ((7) + 6n-u+1 m llq(wn-u+1  -  lmillq(wn-u)
TABLE 12.4.3. s is the index of the vertex of 1 to be replaced.
In  the  next lemma the conditions are given when a facet of an (n-u)-sim-
plex 1(wl,w) in Gl(U,y,j,) lies in the boundary of A(U,Y,j0)  (see  also
Lemma 12.3.7). We allow U to be empty.
LEMMA 12.4.3. Let 1(wl,w) be an (n-u)-simplex in G (U,y,j0). The facet of
1 opposite vertex ws lies in the boundary of A(U,r,jo) iff
a) s = 1, wl = T' . and a(wl ) = ml-1
b) 1<sw n-u+1, and for some i, 15 i E t(j), j E IN' w, = (j,k:),
w    = (j,kJ-1) ifi>land w = To if i = 1, and  a(w   )  =s-1 s-1 s-1
a(w8)
c) s = n-u+1, w = (j•kj ) for certain j€I, and a(w   ) =0.n-u t(j)                   N         n-u
The  lemma follows immediately from the definitions of G (U,T,j,) and A(U,
1,jo). If the facet of 7(wl,w) opposite vertex ws, 1 5 s s n-u+1, lies  on
the boundary of A(U,r,j ), then either this facet is an (n-u-1)-simplex in
S(I\(U u {(i,h)})) for some (i,h) < U or it is a facet of  another  (n-u)-
simplex  T(01,8) in S(I\U) with either 1 in A(U,9.j ) for some 2 0 3, or T
in A(U,7,3,) for some j, 0 j,, as shown in the next two lemmas.
LEMMA  12.4.4.  Let  1(wl,w)  be an (n-u)-simplex in Gl(U,r,jo) with f the
facet opposite vertex wl on the boundary of A(U,y,j ), then f is the  ver-
tex  e(I\U) of S if n-u = 1 and otherwise f is the (n-u-1)-simplex 9(wl,O)
in Gl(0,9.jo) where 0=U u {(jo,kt J ))},
0
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r                           •j.j o
Y =j                          j                                j
((jo.koo)....,(jo.kt J )-1))' j = jo'
-                                  0
TO = TO, 'r;  = t \{(jo,kt J ))} and *; = T;. j 4 jo. Furthermore.  let  J
0        0                0
be the nonempty index set such that j€J i f both j *j, and t(j) 2 1, and
jo € J if t(jo) 2 2. Let r(j), j € J, be such that w = (j.kj ) if  jr(j) t(j)
0  jo  and
w .    (jo.k'(j
,-, ) if j  C J. Finally, let the index r ber(j )            O
given by
r = r(jo) = max{r(j)la(w ) = min{a(w )Ii E J}}.r(j) r(i)
-    -        -
Then wl, w, and a are defined by
 1 = w/•1,   = (W ,...,W   ,W ,...,W ),r+1 n-u  1      r
[a(w )-a(w )-1, h = r+1....,n-u
a(wh) =  a(wh)-a(w )  ,h= 1.....r.
Observe  that  J is indeed nonempty and that a(w ) = 0. From the construe-r
tion it is clear that t(01,0) is an  (n-u-1)-simplex in GL(0,9,jo).  The
centre point of T is given by
c (1)    -    c (7)    +    61 mil 1 q (To  ),
and the vector K is given by K = (6 ,...,6 ,6 +6 ,6 ,...,6 ).r+1 n-u+1  1  2  3      r
Lemma 12.4.4 is illustrated in Figure 12.3.4,  where  the  facet  opposite
1
vertex w of 1 lies in S(I\{(1,2)}).
LEMMA 12.4.5. Let T(wl,w) be an (n-u)-simplex in Gl(U,Y, j ) with the facet
opposite  ws,  1  <  s s n-u+1, on the boundary of A(U,r,jo). Then we have
according to Lemma 12.4.3 one of the following two cases
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1) 1<s E n-u+1. and for some i,l f i 5 t(j), j€ IN' ws = (j,k ),
ws-1 = (j'ki-1) if i>1 and we-1 =T'i f i=1,  and a(ws-1)  =
a(ws)
or
2) s = n-u+1, w = (j,kj ),  for certain j € IN '  and a(w    )  = 0.n-u t(j) n-u
In case 1) the facet of r opposite vertex ws,1<sE  n-u+1,  is  also  a
facet of the (n-u)-simplex 7(01,0) in GL(U,9,j,), where
7                                                      'h t j
h
1 =
h ((j.kj).....(j,ki-2)'(j'ki).(j,ki-1)'...'(j'ki(J)))' h = j.
w = w .a=a,
and
rcw1 .....w.-2 •To•(j•ki),w..1 .....w )   i f i=1
8.1 n-u+1
1(W ,...,W ,W ,W ,W ,....WI-u+1 if i > 1,L 1 s-2  s s-1 s+1
where if i = 1, T  = {(j,k )}, T' = TI, h 0 j,  T   = {(j,k ),(j,k ) ....8
(j,kj )}, and  Th = Tl, h 0 j. The centre point of t is given by
t(j) hh
c(1) = c(T) + 6smi: 1(q(ws) - q(ws)),
n-u+1and  K = 6. In case 2) the facet of 7 opposite vertex w is a facet of
the (n-u)-simplex t(wl,O) in G/(U,7,3 ) with 30 = j, and with
;1 = Wl, 0 = (w '...'w     'w     'w   ), and a = a.
n-u-1 n-u+1  n-u
The centre point of 7 is given by




Finally,  let 7(wl,w) be an (n-u)-simplex in S(I\U) for some U with u 2 1,
then 7 is a facet of exactly one (n-u+1)-simplex in  S(I\(U\{(i,h)}))  for
any (i,h) E U.
LEMMA 12.4.6. Let 1(wl,w) be an (n-u)-simplex in
GL(U,y,jo) with u 2 1 and
let  (i,h)  be  an element in U. Then T is a facet of exactly one (n-u+1)-
simplex f(01,0) in G (U\{(i,h)}). More precisely, T lies in G (U,2,i) with
0 = U\{(i.h)}, To = To, Tl = Tl u {(i,h)}, and
[((i.k:).
... .(i,ki<i))'(i,h)). j=i
5.h , j 0 i.
The parameters of the simplex T are given by
-1    r+1
W =W _   m i q (To),
W = (Wri,Ii'Wn-u+1'Wl''Ii'W/-1'(i,h)),
where r is the index such that wr = f. a( 1) = m£-1. a(i.h) = 0, and  the
coefficients a(j,k), (j,k) € Tl, are given by
 mt-a(w )+a(wk)-1, k = r+1....,n-u+1
A(Wk    =              r m£-a(wr)+a(wk)  'k= 1.....r-1.
The centre point of T is given by
c(1) = c(T) - 8 millq(To),
with h = st(Gl) and K = (e; .6r•1-8 ,6,•2'"I'6"-u•1'61""'6'.).
The triangulation of S(I\U) x  [t,1+1]  is  now  as  follows.  Let
1(wi,w)   be  an   (n-u)-simplex in
GL(U,y,j,) and for proper subsets T of
{Wl•·.·•0 } let A(T,t) be defined as in Section 3. Then  as  in  Lemman-u.1
12.3.4 a nonempty ACT,t) is triangulated by V *1 in t-simplices 6(yl,I(T))
t+1with vertices yl'...,y in t such that
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i)    yi =   c( ·r)    +    I  I; ' 1 R w   1'12 1 q(w h )    =    I: I U * 1  (6b -Rw   +Rw           ) lc  i w      for
h                        h   h-1
integers Rw 'h= 1,...,n-u+1, such that R   k O  if  w  € TW h
h                                                h
and R =O i f w  K T
W h
h
ii) I(T) = (Ii,···," ) is a permutation of the t elements of T
t
iii) yi+1 = yi + m ilq(rri) . yi + kil(ws+1-ws) with s such that
w  =I,i=l,--t.
S i
The boundary of a nonempty ACT,T) is again given by
bd ACT,t) =   u [(ACT,T) n Ts) u ACT\{ws},1)].
W ET
S
The  triangulation of r(wl,w) x [,t,L+1], 1 E G (U), is obtained by connec-
ting for each T the simplices 6(yl.r'(T))  in A(T,·c) on level  S x  {1+1}  with
the  vertices  wi,  w  K T. of T on level S x {1}. An (n-u+1)-simplex V of
the   triangulation   of   ·r   x   [,t, 1+1]   is thus given   by
y = co(co({wilwi  K T})  x {,t},6(yl,"(T))  x {1+1}). (12.4.1)
The  union of these triangulations  of  1  x   [1,1+1]  over  all (n-u) -simplices
1  in  G (U)  is the triangulation of S(I\U) x [1,1+1] induced by the tri-
angulation of S x [t,1+1]. Similar to Lemma 12.4.6 we  now  show  that  an
(n-u+1)-simplex  V of the triangulation of SCI\U) x [l,L+1] for a nonempty
U is  a  facet  of  just  one  (n-u+2)-simplex  of  the  triangulation  of
S(I\(U\{(i,h)})) x [1,1+1], for any (i,h) E U.
LEMMA 12.4.7. Let y be an (n-u+1)-simplex of the triangulation of S(I\U) x
[t,L+1]  with  U nonempty. Let (i,h) be an element of U, then y is a facet
of exactly one (n-u+2)-simplex of the triangulation of S(I\(U\{(i,h)}))  *
[1,1+1]. Let y be this simplex, then
V = co(co({wilD. 7 T}) x {1},8(91,17(T)) x {1+1})
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where T(01,6) is the (n-u+1)-simplex of (4(U\{(i,h)} .9.i) defined in Lemma
12.4.6 and where a is determined as follows. Let r be the index such  that
w  = To.
r
In the case that w  K T, the vertex yl of 6(yl.„(T)) is equal to
r
yi     .    (C T)    +    Iher h mi: 1 q(h)
-    c ( )    +   gl mil 1 q (T' )    +    IheIKh mi  i q(h)  0
If  in this case K  > 0. then 8 is the (t+1)-simplex 8(91,#(T)) in ACT, t)
1
where 91 =y l- m lq(To). T=T u {wr , R(T) = (To,rri'...'"t)' and R=  R
+  (gi-1)e(T').  If  in this case ji = 0• then 8 is equal to 6, being a t-
simplex in A(*,1) with T = T.
In the case that w E T we have
r
yl     -    c (1)    +    Iher h mil 1 q(h)
= c(T) + glmilla(To) + Iher\{w }Rhmillq(h)
t
+ Rw mi l I (To) +  (i,h)],
r
and  G  is the (t+1)-simplex 8(91.ii(T)) given by 91 = yl,T=Tu {(i,h)},
R(T) =("1,·  •as-1,(i,h),Ns,···,N ), where s is the index such  that  us =t
w. and R=R+ gie(T') +R w e(i.h).r
r
From the construction it is clear that 6 lies in A(T,t).  Notice  that  if
wr  e  T and  1 > 0, then V is the facet of Q opposite vertex (91.L+1). If
w  < T and K  = 0, then y is the facet of v opposite vertex (wl.,t), and if
r                 1
w   €T then V i s the facet of v opposite vertex (9"1,1+1) where N  =w.
r                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           s                  r
Lemma 12.4.7 is illustrated in the Figures 12.4.2 and 12.4.3.
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FIGURE 12.4.2. Illustration of Lemma 12.4.7 when  1 = 0·
In Figure 12.4.2, 1 is equal to the 1-dimensional simplex 7(wl,w2) = 1(wl,
(T',w2)) in S(I\{(2,1)}) with w2 = (1,2). The 2-dimensional simplex O in S
is given by ·r( 1,w2,;3) I 1(;1,(To,w  '(2,1)). We have that Ki = 0, so that
c(f)  = c(1). The simplex y = co({w2} x {L},61 x {1+1}) with 61 = 11(c(1),
(To)) in A({To},·[) is a facet of the simplex Q  =  co({w2}  x  {1},81 x
{1+1}), where 81 is given by 81 (c(t),((i,h),T')). The simplex V is obtain-
ed from v as described in Lemma 12.4.7 in case T' E T. For the simplex v =
co({wi}  x {1},62 x {1+1}) with 62 = 62(yl,(02)) in A({021'T) we have that
0                                                          -
T  is not an element of T. The simplex v is obtained from y  as  described
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in  Lemma  12.4.7  in  case T' 0  T  and  K  =  0, i.e., y is the simplex
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FIGURE 12.4.3. Illustration of Lemma 12.4.7 when 6  > 0.
1
In Figure 12.4.3 we have the same situation as  in  Figure  12.4.2  except
that c(T) 0 c(9). For the simplex V = co({w2} x {'t},61 x {'t+1}) with al in
A({T'},T) the simplex 0 is obtained in exactly the same way  as  described
above.  However,  since  K  > 0, the simplex V = co({wl} x {1},62 x {1+1})
1
with 62 in A({w },r) is a facet of co({@3} x {1},82 x {L+1}), where  82 =2
62(yi-millq(To),(To .6,2)). The simplex 82  lies  in A({T',6,2 '9).
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This completes the description of the triangulation of the  bound-
ary faces SCI\U) x [l,=), U C I, of S x [l,-).
12.5. The steps of the continuous deformation algorithm on S
In  this section the steps of the continuous deformation algorithm
on   S with arbitrary grid refinement are given.So, let S x[l, - )      be      tri-
angulated  as  described  in  Section  3 for a sequence of decreasing grid
sizes  mil,   1  =   1,2. . . . ,   so   that  S is triangulated on level   S  x {1} accor-
ding  to the triangulation V  with grid size m 1. In order to find an ap-
proximate solution to the SPP on S with arbitrary accuracy  the  algorithm
follows,  by  alternating 1.p. pivot steps in a system of linear equations
and replacement steps in the triangulation of S x [1,-), a piecewise  lin-
ear  path  of points satisfying (12.2.1) or (12.2.2). On level S x {1} the
paths of points satisfying (12.2.1) are followed by the steps of the  pro-
duct-ray  algorithm  as  described in Section 9.4. These paths connect the
starting point (v,1) with a point (p,1) satisfying (12.2.2) or two  points
on level S x {1} satisfying (12.2.2). We now show that the points satisfy-
ing (12.2.2) form piecewise linear paths which can be followed  by  alter-
nating  1.p.  pivot steps in a linear system corresponding to (12.2.2) and
replacement steps in the triangulation of S(I\U)  x  [1,1+1]  for  varying
proper  subsets  U of I and for varying 1,1 = 1,2.... . A linear piece of
such a path corresponds to a line segment of  solutions  of  a  system  of
linear  equations with respect to an (n-u+1)-simplex y in S(I\U) x [1,1+1]
for some proper subset U of I and for some 1, 1 2 1.  Such  a  simplex  is
called complete. Notice that we allow U to be empty.
DEFINITION 12.5.1. Let U be a subset of I, |UJ 1 0 nj , yj a permutation  of
the  elements  in  I(j)\UJ, j E IN' r = (11 -..'TN)' and let y be a k-sim-
plex, k = n-u,n-u+1, in S(I\U) x [1,1+1] for certain L, 1 = 1,2,... .  The
k+1
simplex  7(xl.....x   )  with  xi  =  Cpi,ti), pi € S and ti E {L,L+1}, is
complete if the system of linear equations
Ek •l A   [z (pi )1
i•1 i l 1 J ' r(i,h)Eu»,..I«<*8h)] - r:.,B, [6( )] . [il (12.5.1)
has a solution A  2 0, i = 1,...,k+1, A 2 0, (i,h) E U, and B.j€IN.i                       i,h                      j
940 -
A  solution X 2  0,  i = 1-..,k+1, A 20, (i,h) EU, Bj.j E IN' isi                         i.h
called feasible and will be denoted by (A,K,B).
ASSUMPTION  12.5.2. (Nondegeneracy) If Y is a complete k-simplex in S(I\U)
x [,t,L+1] then for k = n-u the system (12.5.1) has a unique  solution  (A,
A,B)  with At > 0, i = 1,...,n-u+1, A > 0, (i,h) E U, and for k = n-u+1i,h
at a feasible solution at most one variable of (A,31) is equal to zero.
By  this nondegeneracy assumption, a complete (n-u+1)-simplex y contains a
line segment of feasible solutions with two end points. An  end  point  is
characterized  by  a  solution  (A,A,B) with exactly one variable in (A,K)
equal to zero. We call such a solution a basic solution. To each  solution
(A,A,B) of (12.5.1) there corresponds a point x=En-;.2 Aixi in V satisfy-
ing (12.2.2). In particular, when at a basic solution one of the At's, say
As'  is  equal  to zero, the corresponding point x lies in the interior of
the facet of V opposite vertex xs. This facet is then also complete. If at
a basic solution K = 0 for some (i,h) in U, then the corresponding xi,h
lies in the interior of v. Each line  segment  of  solutions  to  (12.5.1)
induces  in  this  way a line segment of points x in y satisfying (12.2.2)
with two end points. This line segment of points can be followed by making
a linear programming step in the system (12.5.1).
Now let 1 be a fixed positive integer and let U be a proper subset
of I. Under the nondegeneracy assumption each complete simplex y in S(I\U)
x [l,L+1] has at most two complete facets. Since a facet of such a simplex
is  a  facet of at most one other (n-u+1)-simplex in S(I\U) x [1,1+1], the
complete (n-u+1) -simplices   in  S (I\U)   x [L,2+1] determine sequences  of     ad-
jacent  simplices  with  common complete facets. Each sequence is either a
loop or has two end simplices. An end aimplex y has either 1)  a  complete
facet  on level S x {1}, 2) a complete facet on level S x {1+1}, 3) a com-
plete facet V' in SCI\(U u {(j, k)})) x [l,L+1] for some (j,k) i U, or 4),
if  U  is nonempty, V is a complete (n-u+1)-simplex with K = 0 for some
i,h
(i,h) in U. In case 3) the facet V' is an end simplex of a sequence of ad-
jacent complete (n-u)-simplices in S(I\(U u {(j.k)})) x [1,1+1] (see Lemma
12.4.4), and in case 4) the simplex V is a facet of a unique complete  (n-
u+2)-simplex  in  S(I\(U\{(i,h)}))  x [l,L+1] which is an end simplex of a
sequence of adjacent  complete  (n-u+2)-simplices  in  S(I\(U\{(i,h)}))  x
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[1,1+1] (see Lemma 12.4.7). Linking the sequences of complete simplices in
S (I\U)    x   [,t,L+1] for varying  U we obtain sequences of adjacent simplices
with  common  complete  facets  of varying dimension in S x [l,L+1]. Again
each sequence is either a loop or has two end simplices.  An  end  simplex
has  a  complete  facet  either on level S x {1} (case 1)) or on level S x
{1+1} (case 2)). In case 1), if 1 > 1, the facet is also a complete  facet
of an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent simplices with common complete
facets in S x [L-1,1] , and in case 2) it is also a complete  facet  of  an
end simplex of such a sequence in S x [1+1,£+2].
For varying 1, 1 2 1, the complete simplices in S x [1,1+1] there-
fore  yield sequences of adjacent simplices with common complete facets in
S x [1,-). Each sequence has 0, 1 or 2 end  simplices.  Each  end  simplex
gives  a  complete  simplex  in S x {1}. A sequence with two end simplices
connects therefore two complete simplices in S x  {1},  while  a  sequence
with  one  end  simplex  has a complete simplex in S x {1} and must exceed
each level S x {1}, L = 2,3...., since the number  of  simplices  in  S  x
[1,1]  is  finite for each L. A sequence with no end simplices is either a
loop and remains in S x [lo,11] for certain 1 5 L0 < 21 < -, or  there  is
an    to,   i   2  1. for which  the path exceeds each level  S  x   {1},  1  >  'i   with
at least two different complete simplices. Since  each  complete  (n-u+1)-
simplex     in     S(I\U)      x [1,1+1] yields   a line segment of points satisfying
(12.2.2), the complete simplices in S x [1,-) therefore  determine,  under
the  nondegeneracy assumption, piecewise linear paths of points satisfying
(12.2.2). Each end point of such a path lies on level S x {1} and is  also
an  end point of a p.1. path of points satisfying (12.2.1) and conversely.
The p.1. paths of points satisfying (12.2.1) or (12.2.2) can therefore  be
linked to p.1. paths in S x [1,-). Exactly one such path, say P, has (v,1)
as end point. There are no other end points. Hence, when  the  path  P  is
followed by starting in (v,1), it exceeds each level S x {1}, L = 1,2,...,
within a finite number of pieces. The path P is generated by the steps  of
the continuous deformation algorithm as follows.
The algorithm starts on level one with the steps of  the  variable
dimension  algorithm  described in Section 9.4 initiated at v. This yields
within a finite number of steps a complete simplex t' in S x {1}. Then the
algorithm  continues by generating the sequence of adjacent simplices with
common complete facets in S x [1,-) which starts with the unique  complete
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simplex  y  in  S  x  [1,2] containing T' on level S x {1} as a facet. The
algorithm is terminated when the accuracy of an  approximate  solution  is
sufficiently small, for example when all components of B are small enough.
Each time the algorithm finds a complete simplex, say 71,  on  level  S  x
{1},  the  product-ray algorithm of Section 9.4 is applied being initiated
with the complete simplex 11. This yields within a finite number of  steps
a  different complete simplex, say 72, in S x {1}. Then the algorithm con-
tinues again in S x [1,-) starting with the unique complete simplex in S x
[1,2]  containing 12 x {1} as a facet, and so on. Observe that both 71 and
12 differ from each other and from all other complete simplices  generated
on level S * {1}.
A complete simplex 7 on level S x {1} which is a terminating  sim-
plex  of  the  product-ray  algorithm is either an n-simplex a(yl,„(T)) in
A(To,1(Ti)), where T' u Tl = I\{(j ,k)} for some (j ,k) E I. or a facet in
S(I\U) of a t-simplex 01(yi,„(T)) in A(To,3-(Ti)), where U = I\(To u Ti). In
the   first  case  ·c   is the n-simplex     ·r (wl,w)     in
Gl (0·1·jo). where  y  =
((j,kj),rj(Tj)),  j 4 jo, 73  = ((jo'koo),lj (T; ),(jo,k)), wl = yl, and w
0                      0    0
= (H(T).(j,,k)). In the second case the facet T lies opposite  vertex  the
yl     of  d  and  is  an (n-u) -simplex  1(wl,w)   in  S(I\U). More precisely,  1  lies
in Gl (U,Y'jo), where U = I\(TO u Tl) and 'J  = ((j'kj)....,(j,kl< J  ))' j   E
IN. The parameters wl, w, a. and j, are determined as follows. Notice that
the vertex y2 of 6 is equal to
y, I V + q(TO) + I ,a(j.k)milq(j.k)
(j,k)€T
=  v(U)  + q(To)  + I a(j,k)milq(j,k),
(j.k) erl
with q(To) = q(T') + I(i,h)€Uq(i,h). Let n = Cj'kj ) for j E IN withr(j) t(J)
t(j) 2 1, then j  is  such  that  r(jQ)  - max{r(j)|a(N )  =  mini€Ir(j)
N
a(" )}. With r = r(jo), the parameters of r are given by wl I yr•1, w =
r(1)
< r+1""'"t'"1""'"r)' and
[a(,Th)-a(n )-1,  h = r+1....,t
8(Trh   =  -a("h  -a(TT   ' h = 1,...,r.
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Observe that a(n ) is 0. In both cases the  algorithm  continues  in  S  x
r
[1,-)  with the (n-u+1)-simplex y = co(t x {1},{c(t)} x {2}) in S(I\U) x
[1.2] by making an 1.p. pivot step with (zT(c(·r)).1)7 in the linear system
(12.5.1).
In S x [1,-) the algorithm generates a sequence of  adjacent  com-
plete  simplices  containing  a p.1. path of points satisfying (12.2.2) by
alternating 1.p. pivot steps   in    (1 2.5.1) and replacement steps      in      the
triangulation. For some proper subset U of I and for some 1, 1 2 1, let
7(Xl,0.0,2,-u.2) = CO(CO({Wi Iwi  < T}) x {1},0(yl,W(T))  x {1+1})
be      a      complete (n-u+1) -simplex   in  S ( I\U)    x   [1,1+1 ] generated  by   the   algo-
rithm. The line segment of solutions (A,K, B) to (12.5.1) with respect  to
7  is followed by making an 1.p. pivot step in (12.5.1). If K becomes 0
i,h
for some (i,h) € U the algorithm continues with the unique (n-u+2)-simplex
Q.  described  in Lemma 12.4.7, in S(I\(U\ {(i,h)})) x [L,L+1] having V as
facet. When y is the facet of V opposite the vertex yp on level S x {L+1},
an  1.p.  pivot  step  in (12.5.1) is made with (zr(Jp),1)T. When y is the
facet of V opposite the vertex Gl on level S x {1}, then  an 1.p. pivot
step in (12.5.1) is made with (zT(Wl),1)T.
If by the 1.p. pivot step in (12.5.1) with respect  to  y,  A  be-
k
comes 0 for some k, 1 L k s n-u+2, then the facet of y opposite the vertex
x  is also complete and yields a new complete simplex adjacent  to  y.  We
have to consider four different cases
A.  xk  =  (w",L)  for some s.  1 5$5 n-u+1,  and xk  is not the only vertex of
7 on level S x {1}
B. xk  =  (w ,t)  for some s,  1 5 s s n-u+1,  and xk  is the only vertex  of  y
on level S x {1}
C. xk = (yp,1+1) for some p, 1 5 p 5 t+1, and xk is not the only vertex of
7 on level S x {L+1}
D. xk = (yp,1+1) for some p, 1 5 p 5 t+1, and xk is the only vertex  of  v
on level S x {L+1}.
-'./.
-   4·-'1   -
In the cases A and C the algorithm continues with the uniquely  determined
complete  simplex  in  S  x [t,1+1] adjacent to Y sharing with y the facet
opposite the vertex xk of y. In case B the facet y' of V opposite  xk lies
in  S  x {1+1} and the algorithm continues with the unique (n-u+1)-simplex
in S(I\U) x [1+1,1+2] having V' as a facet. In case D the facet v of Y op-
posite vertex xk lies in S x {1} and if 1>1 the algorithm continues with
the unique (n-u+1)-simplex in SCI\U) x [1-1.L] having Q as a facet. If  in
case D/ =1, then the algorithm continues on level S x {1} with the steps
of the product-ray algorithm initiated at v. The cases A-D  are now  de-
scribed in detail using the lemma's and tables of the Sections 3 and 4.
Case A. The point xk lies on level S x {t} and is not the only vertex of y
on  this  level, i.e. xk is equal to (ws,L) for some s, 1 5 9 5 n-u+1, and
T| < n-u. According to the definition of ACT,T), w cannot be added  to
S
the set T iff
w   i T and 6  = 0. (12.5.2)s-1          S
If  (12.5.2)  does  not hold, T becomes T u {w }, n(T) becomes ("1""' t'
w ), t becomes t+1, and the algorithm continues by making  an  1.p.  pivot
t+1step  with  (zT(yt+1),1)T  in  system (12.5.1) with y the new vertex of
6(Yl,r'(T)). Observe that the other parameters 3, j , t(wl.w), a. 6, 3'1 and
R do not change.
If (12.5.2) holds, then the t-simplex 0(yl,„(T)) lies in the facet
of  r (wi,w) opposite vertex  ws .   In  this  case  we  must also adapt  T to deter-
mine the new complete simplex adjacent to y. The following two  cases  can
occur
a) the facet of 7 opposite vertex ws lies in the boundary of  A(U,
1.jo)
and
b) the  facet of 1 opposite vertex ws does not lie in the boundary
of A(U,r,jo).
In case a) one of the three cases of Lemma 12.4.3 occurs
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1) If s = 1, w  = T'. and a(w ) = ml-1, then the facet of 7 opposite  ver-
1                             1
tex wl lies in S(I\(U u {(j ,kt(J )) )) and U, 7, j , 1(wl,w), a. and 6
0
are adapted according to Lemma 12.4.4.  The  t-simplex  6(yl,„(T))  now
also   lies   in   A(T,·r)    with   T  the new simplex  r on level  S  x  {t}.  The
algorithm continues  by  making  a pivot step in (12.5.1) with
CeT(jo'k (J , ) '0)T.
0
2) If 1<s E n-u+1, w, = (j,kJ) for some i, 1 5 i s t(j),j€ IN' w.-1  =
(j,ki-i) if i>1 and ws-1 =T'i f i=1. and a(w,) = a(w,-1)' then the
facet of T opposite vertex ws lies in the  boundary  of  A(U,r,j )  for
some  3  0  1,  and T and 1(wl,w) are adapted according to Lemma 12.4.5
case 1). The t-simplex 6(yl,N(T)) now also lies in A(T,t)  with  f  the
new  simplex  1  on  level S x {1}. The algorithm continues by making a
pivot step in (12.5.1) with (zT(WS ),1)T, where ws is the new vertex  of
1 on level S x {1}.
3) If s = n-u+1, w = (j.kj )  for certain j € IN '   and   a(w    )   -   0,n-u t(j) n-un-u+1then  the  facet  of  7  opposite vertex w lies in the boundary of
A(U,Y,j) for some j 0 j , and j  and 1(wl,w) are adapted according  to
Lemma  12.4.5 case 2). The t-simplex 6(yl,"(T)) now also lies in A(T,t)
with 1 the new simplex 1 on level S x {1}. The algorithm  continues  by
making  a  pivot step in (12.5.1) with (zr(wn-u•1),1)7, where wn-u•1 is
the new vertex  of  1 on level  S  x  {'t}.
In  case  b) the facet of 1 opposite vertex ws does not lie in the
boundary of A(U,r,j ), i.e. there  is  another  (n-u)-simplex  9(01,0)  in
A(U,r,jo)  such  that  1 and O share the facet of r opposite vertex ws. In
this case 1(wl,w), a, and 6 are adapted according to the Tables 12.4.1 and
12.4.2.  Let w be the new vertex of T and 6(w) the corresponding 6-coeffi-
cient. If 6(w) is positive, then T. 6(yl,„(T)), and R are adapted as  fol-
lows.  T  becomes  T  u  {ws-1 '  yl becomes yl - milq(ws-1)' I(T) becomes
(Wa.1,"1•···,It) and R becomes R + (6(w)-1)e(w,-1). The new simplex 6 lies
in A(T,i) where T and r are the new set T and the new simplex T on level S
x {t}. The algorithm continues by making a pivot  step  in  (12.5.1)  with
(z (91 ),1)T, where yl is the new vertex of a. If 6(w) is zero, then d lies
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in A(T,1) with 2 the new simplex 1 on level S  x  {1}  and  the  algorithm
continues  by making a pivot step with (zT(w),1)T, where w is the new ver-
tex of T. This concludes case b) and case A.
Case  B.  The vertex xk = (w6.L) is the only vertex of V on level S x {1}.
The (n-u) -simplex  6(yl,„(T) )   is a simplex  of the triangulation    G/-1 (U,7,
j )  of  S(I\U)  x {1+1} with T C {w ,...,w }   and    |T|    =   n-u.   The   algo-
0                                    1      n-u+1
rithm continues with the unique (n-u+1)-simplex v in  S(I\U)  x  [1+1,/+2]
having  6  as  a  facet  on level S x {1+1}. The (n-u)-simplex a has to be
reformulated as an (n-u)-simplex 1(wl,0) in G *1(U,Y,j0) such that r =  6,
and v is the convex hull of f x {£+1} and its centre point c(t) on level S
x {L+2}. The parameters of T are determined as follows. The  centre  point
of T is equal to
C(t) = Wl + I:-;Cthmill (wh '
where   o:h    =   I: - : .1 6 1, '   h   =   1,.... n-u,   and the vertex   wl    of   T is equal   to
Wl = v(U) + I -"a(wh)milq(wh  = v(U) + I -"a(wh)k/millq<Wh '
Combining these two results yields
((t) = v(U) + I - (a(wh)k,t+Qh)m;t lq(wh '
Hence the vertex yl of d is equal to
 1 I ((1) + Ih.1  Rw millq(wh)
n-u+1
h
= v(U) + I;   (a(wh)k,t+Ir +Rw )millq(w ) + Rw mi: 1  (wn-u.1 
h               n-u+1
= v(U) + I -;(a(w )k,t+5,+Rw -Rw  m 11 (wh  
h   n-u+1
Let TI be equal to the unique element in the set {w ,...,w } whichn-u+1                                              1      n-u+1
does not lie in T, let a = 0, and let r be the index such  that  N  =
n-u+1                                           r
w               .    Then the parameters   of   the (n-u) -simplex   1 (wl, 8) are given   byn-u+1
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G'     =   y,. 1     =   yl     -    I;        ' : ,2, q( "h )
W =   r+1""' n-u+1' 1""' r '
and for h = 1,...,n-u+1
a(w )Icl+°t+Rw -Rw if wh / {Ir•1 "" '"n-u•l 
a(w ) = , h   n-
u+I
h                  a C w  ) 14+ ' +Rw -Rw -1   if wh E <Ir,1'"""n-u+1 '
h   n-u+1
Observe that a(w ) is equal  to  zero  and  that w is equal ton-u+1 n-u+1
U
n-u+1
If it is the first time that we move into S x [1+1,L+2], we choose
a refinement factor kL  > 1 and integers 8 1 2 0, i = 1,...,n+1, such1
that  K: 181., =k,  .W e could choose 8   '1= 1....,n+1, in such  a  way
£• 1
4+ 1                                       i
that  the  centre  point c(t) is the grid point in V    closest to the ap-+1
proximate solution found on level S x {L+1}. The  intersection  of  v  and
S(I\U)  x  {1+2}  is {(c(Q),L+2)} and the algorithm continues by setting t
equal to T, T = 0, yl = c( ), R = O. a = {yl}, 1 = L+1, and  by making  a
pivot  step  in  (12.5.1)  with  (zT(yl),1)T.  Notice that y and j  do not
change. This concludes case B.
Case  C.  The vertex xk lies on level S x {£+1} and is not the only vertex
of y o n level S x {1+1}, i.e., xk is equal to (y ,1+1) for some p, 1 i p 5
t+1, and t > 0. In this case we consider the following two cases
a) the facet of 6(yl,„(T)) opposite vertex y  lies in the boundary
of A(T,1)
and
b) the  facet of a(yl,„(T)) opposite vertex yp does not lie in the
boundary of ACT.T).
In case a) one of the three cases of Lemma 12.3.5 occurs
1)If p=1. 6 -R =1 with w  =N, and w K T, then  the  facet  of
S W sl s-1
S
6(yl,N(T))  opposite  vertex  yl  lies in the facet of 1(wl,w) opposite
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vertex ws. This facet of T either lies in the boundary of A(U,r,j )  or
not. First  consider  the  case  that  the  facet of 1 opposite vertex
w  lies in the boundary of A(U,r,j ), then one of the  three  cases  of
Lemma 12.4 .3 holds
i) If s = 1, w  = T'. and a(w ) = m -1, then the facet of 1  opposite
1                             1
vertex wl lies in S(I\(U u {(j ,kt(J )) )) and U. 1, j , 1(wl,w),
0
a, and 6 are adapted according to Lemma 12.4.4.  The  facet  of G
opposite  vertex  yl becomes  the  new  simplex d, i.e., T becomes
T\{wij' yl becomes y2. .(T) becomes (N2'...'It)' and R becomes R -
RW e(wl).  The  new simplex a lies in A(T,T) where T and 1 are the
1
new subset T and the new simplex 1 on level S x {1}. The algorithm
continues  by making a pivot step in (12.5.1) with (eT(j .kJO   ),
0  t(j )
0
o T 
ii) If  1  <  s 5 n-u+1, w8 = (j,kJ) for some i. 1 5 i s t(j), j€ IN'
We-1 = Cj,ki-1) if i>l and w-1=T'i f i=  1,  and  a(w -1)  =
a (ws  ) '       then the facet      of ·r opposite vertex  ws    lies   also   in   the
boundary of A(U.F.j ) for some 9 0 1. and r and 1(wl,w) are adapt-
ed  according  to  Lemma  12.4.5  case 1). The parameters T, 6(yl,
r,(T)), and R are adapted as follows. T becomes  T\{w8}  u  {0 },
-                                                     1              2
where w  is  the  new  permutation  vector  w,  y  becomes  y  -
m ilq( s). "(T) becomes (ws ,r,2.....N ). and R becomes R  +
Rw (e(Gs) - e(ws)). The algorithm continues by making a pivot step
S
in (12.5.1) with (zT( 1 ),1)T, where yl is the new vertex of  6  on
level S x {1+1}.
iii) If s = n-u+1, w = (j'kj ) for certain j E IN' and  a(w   )  =n-u t(J) n-un-u+10.  then  the  facet  of 1 opposite vertex w lies also in the
boundary of A(U,y,j)  for some j   t   j  ,   and   j   and  1(wl,w)   are
0              0
adapted  according  to  Lemma  12.4.5  case  2). The parameters T.
6(yl,„(T)), and R are adapted as follows. T becomes T\{w }Un-u+1
< n-u I
yl becomes  y2 - mi lq(wn-u)· "(T) becomes (wn-u' 2' "'
I) , and R becomes R-R (e(w ) - e(w )). The algorithmt                       W n-u+1 n-u
n-u+1
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continues by making a pivot step in (12.5.1) with (ZT·(91).1)T.
where / is the new vertex of a on level S x {1+1}.
This  concludes the case that the facet of T opposite vertex ws lies in
the boundary of A(U,y,j ). If this facet does not lie in  the  boundary
of A(U,y,j ),  then ·r(wl,w) and 6 are adapted according to the Tables
12.4.1 and 12.4.2. Let w be the new vertex of 1 and  6(w)  the  corres-
ponding  6-coefficient.  If 6(w) is positive, then T. 6(yl,„(T)), and R
are adapted as follows. T becomes T\{w }  u  {w   },  yl  becomes  y2 -s-1
mi: lq(ws-1)' ICT) becomes (w.-1'"2'"''Nt)' and R becomes R - Rw e(ws)
S
+ (6(w) - 1)e(w ). The algorithm continues by making a pivot step  ins-1
(12.5.1)  with (zT( 1), 1)T, where / is the new vertex of a on level S
x {£+1}. If 6(w) is equal to zero, then T  becomes  T\{w },  yl becomes
3,2,  „(T)  becomes  ("2'...'ut)'  and R becomes R- Rw e(ws). The algorithm
.
continues by making a pivot step in (12.5.1) with (21.(w),1)7. This con-
cludes the description of case 1).
2)Ifl<p<t+1, 68 -R w +R w =Owith w=n, and wSP s-1 .  Np-1's     s-1
then  the  facet  of 6(yl,N(T)) opposite vertex y  lies in the facet of
1(wl,w) opposite vertex ws. This facet of 7 again either  lies  in  the
boundary of A(U,y,j ) or not. First consider the case that the facet of
1 opposite vertex ws lies in the boundary of A(U,r,jo), then one of the
three cases of Lemma 12.4.3 holds
i) If s = 1, wl = T'. and a(wl) = m -1, then the facet of r  opposite
jo
vertex  wl lies in S(I\(U U {(jo,kt(J )) )) and U. 3, jo, ·c(wl,w),
0
a, and 6 are adapted according to Lemma 12.4.4.  The  facet  of  a
opposite  vertex  y  is the new simplex d. The parameters T, 6(yl,
I(T)) and R are adapted as follows.  T  becomes T\{w }.  "(T)n-u+1
becomes  (wi'...,"p_2'rrp'...'It),  and  R  becomes  R  - 6le(wi) -
R e(w ). The algorithm continues by making a  pivot  stepW        n-u*1
n-u+1




ii) Ifl < s En-u+1, w  = (j,kJ) for some j €IN and i, 1 5 i 5
t(j), w.1 I (j'k -1) if i>1 and w-1 =T'i f i=1, and a(w -1)
= a(w ), then the facet of T opposite vertex w  lies also  in  the
boundary of A(U,9,jo) for some F 0 1, and r and 1(wl,w) are adapt-
ed according to Lemma 12.4.5 case  1).  The  parameters  T,  0(yl,
n(T)),  and  R  are  adapted  as  follows. T becomes T\{ws-1'ws} u
{0      .0  } ,  where 0 is  the new permutation  w, N(T) becomes  (N1•··"s-1  s
w   ,w   ,w 'I   '...'Nt),  and  R  becomes  R  +  Rw   (e
(0.- ) -p-2 s-1 s  p+1 8-1
e(wi-1 )) + Rw (e(0,) - e(w,)). The algorithm continues by making a
S
pivot  step  in  (12.5.1)  with  (zT(Pp),1)T,  where yp is the new
vertex of G on level S x {1+1}.
iii) If  s  = n-u+1, w = Cj'kj ) for certain j E IN' and a(w   ) =n-u t(J) n-un-u+10, then the facet of 1 opposite vertex w lies also in  the
boundary  of  A(U,r,j)  for some  j  + j , and j  and 1(wl,w) are
adapted according to Lemma 12.4.5 case 2).  The  parameters  6(yl,
N(T))  and R are adapted as follows. H(T) becomes ("i•···,I   ," •P-2  P
m   .....N ) and  R  becomes  R  - (Rw
-R )(e(w   )  -p-1      t                                        W        n-u
n-u+1 n-u
e(w ) ) .   The algorithm continues by making a pivot  step  inn-u+1
(12.5.1) with (zT(Pp),1)T where yp is the new vertex of d on level
S x {1+1}.
This concludes the case that the facet of r opposite vertex ws lies  in
the  boundary  of A(U,r,j ). If this facet does not lie in the boundary
of A(U,r,jo), then 1(wl,w) and 6 are adapted according  to the Tables
12.4.1  and  12.4.2.  Let w be the new vertex of 1 and 6(w) the corres-
ponding 6-coefficient. The parameters 0(yl,„(T)) and R are  adapted  as
follows.  u(T)  becomes  (mi'...,Ip-2'Ip'np-1'...'at) and R becomes R -
6se(w,) + 6(w)e(ws-1). The algorithm continues by making a pivot  step
in  (12.5.1) with (zT(yp). 1)T where Fp is the new vertex of G on level
S x {1+1}. This concludes the description of case 2).
3) If  p = t+1 and  Rw  = 0 with w6 - Ht' then the facet of 6(yl,„(T)) op-
posite vertex yt•1  ies in A(T\{ws},1). The parameters T and 6(yl,„(T))
are  adapted  as  follows.  T  becomes T\{w,} and %(T) becomes ("i,···•
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mt 1). The algorithm continues by making a pivot step in (12.5.1)  with
(z (ws).1)T.  This  concludes case 3) and furthermore it concludes case
a) that the facet of 6(yl,N(T)) opposite vertex y  lies in the boundary
of A(T.T).
Now consider case b) that the facet of 6(yl,"(T)) opposite  vertex
y   does  not lie in the boundary of A(T,1). In this case 6(yl,„(T)) and R
are adapted according to Table 12.3.1. All other parameters do not  change
and  the  algorithm  continues  by  making  a  pivot step in (12.5.1) with
(z ( ),1).r, where y is the new vertex of  a  on  level  S  x  {1+1}.  This
concludes case C.
Case D. The vertex xk = (yp,1+1) is the only vertex of  V  on  level  S  x
{1+1}.  In this case we have T = 0, t = 0, and p = 1. We will first consi-
der the case that L > 1. The (n-u)-simplex 1(wl,w) is a  complete  simplex
of Gl(U.1.jo) on level S x {t}. We have to determine the unique (n-u)-sim-
plex 7(wl,w)  in (4-1 (U,r,jo)  and the set T C { 1,···· }, ITI  -  n-u,n-u+1
such   that ·r(wl,w)  lies  in  (wl .6)  and ·r  = 8(91.m(T) )  lies  in A(T,t).  This
is accomplished as follows. The vertex wl is given by
wl = v(U) +  = a(w )milq(wh)
=    v(U)     +     I  I    (a(w h  ) kil  1  )mi  1 q(w h     0
Let a(w ) be the entier of a(w )k,2 . for all h, where entier of x, x ER,1
is the largest integer less than or equal to x, then  a(.)  satisfies  the
condition 0 5 a(j,k    ) 5 ··· 5 a(j,kJ) 6 a(T') 5 m, -1-1, for all j E IN.
Lij)
Let wl be given by w  = v(U) + I =  a(w )m, lq(wh)' then wl lies in A(U,y,
j ).  To determine w, let x be an interior point in 1, then x will also be
0
an interior point in 9. The vector x can be written  as  x  =  In-u'lx wh,
h=1   h
with A  > 0, h = 1...., n-u+1, and In-u'lk  = 1. This can be rewritten toh                             h=1   h
X   =   Wl     +    I   ; X  m   1 l q(W h   
where A' = 1-f'  A .h= 1.....n-u, so that X' > A' ··· > A'  . This givesh      i=1 i 12 n-u
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x = I;1 + I   (a(wh)k 1-a(wh +X )01 l (wh 
=   01     +    I C- :b (Wh  )m i   1 q (wh     0
Hence, the permutation w is determined by G =W andn-u+1 n-u+1
b( 1) > b(w2) ,  *  > b(On-u).
Now that we have determined the (n-u)-simplex  (wl.0) in  GL- i (U, r,jo )  we
still  have to determine the representation  of  1(wl,w)   as a simplex
8(91,6(T)) in A(*,1). The centre point of r is given by
O(1) - I....1 5.k'i ,2 . 01 + I:-: 5.milq(i)
-1         -n-u        -1
=    W        +     Th .  1 Ohmt    q (Wh   
for  certain  coefficients  (=.) -   and (f ) .i. where 5, = I"  :i K, and
-                -
0  - a when w = w . Furthermore we have
hi hi
Wl _ @1 = I - (a(wh -a(wh)k -l)milq(wh 
so that
Wl  = Wl  +  (Wl  - wl)
=  C(t)  -  I -;5'milq(wh   +  I;:-4(a(wh -a(wh)k -l)milq<Wh  
= C(T) + I - C(Wh)milq(Wh (12.5.3)
where c(wb)_= a(wh)-a(wh)kt-1-0 '
h=1 '..., n-u. Let c(w ) be equal ton-u+1
zero  and  c the minimum of c(w ), h= 1,...,n-u+1, then c(w ) -c 2 0 for
h                                         h
all h. Observe that 8 5 0. The equation (12.5.3) can now be expressed as
Wl = c(T) + I:-4.1 (C(Wh)-E)m lq(wh )
=    c (T)    +    I -u• 18 (wh  ) mil q (wh  ).
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Let s be the index given by s = max{i E I   *118(wi) = 0}, i.e., 8(ws+1) >
0.....8(wn-u+1 )  > 0, then T
is given by T = {wi'..  'we-1'ws.1'""wn.u.1 '
and  the  parameters  of  8(91.N(T))  and R are given by 91 = w"1, 8(*) =
(W ,•·•'Wn-u+1,Wl'"''W ), ands+1 s-1
       c(wb)  .h= 1.....s
W
b   8(wh)-1, h = s+1.....n-u+1.
Observe that Rw  is equal to zero. From the construction it is clear  that
S
8( 1,R(T))  lies  in  ACT, )  and that 8 - 1. Let k be the index such that
0  =w, then the algorithm continues by making a pivot step  in  (12.5.1)
ks
with (zT(Wk).1)T. This concludes the case D for L > 1.
In the case 1=1 w e have found a complete  (n-u)-simplex  1(wl,w)
of Gl(U,Y, jo) in S x {1}. In the case u = 0, the n-simplex 1 is the I-com-
plete n-simplex 0(yl,„(T)) in G(To,3(Ti)), with yl = wl, r,(T)  =  (wi'...'
wn),      and     T     =     To   u Ti, where     for  all   j   E  IN '   T'   =   { (j ,k  ) } ,   ZrJ (Tl )   =
((j.k ).....(j,k (J))) if j 0 jo. and YJ(Tii) = ((j.k1).....(j,k (J).1)) if
j  =  j.  The  algorithm  now continues with the steps of the product-ray0
algorithm starting in Step 4 of Section 9.4 by performing  an  1.p.  pivot
j
step with (eT(i,h),0)-r. (i.h) = (j .k
0 ), in the system (9.4.1). In the
0  t(J )
0
case u > 0, i.e. U is nonempty, the (n-u)-simplex ·r(wl,w) is an I\U-com-
plete (t-1)-simplex 1 in S(I\U), where t = n-u+1. The (t-1)-simplex r is a
facet of the t-simplex 0(yl.„(T))  in A(To.1(Ti)), where  for  all  j  € IN '  TO
=  {(j,kj)}  and 11('r;) = ((j,k )....,(j,k (J))). Theparameters of 6 are
determined as follows. Let r be the index such that w  = T', then the ver-r
tex wl is given by
wi = v(U) + I   a(w )m-lq(wh)
- v + q(To) + Ih=l  [ml + a(wh ]m-lq(Wh  + a(wr)m-lq(Wr),
n-u+1
ht,
=v+m m-1 q(To) + I - *1[mi-a(wr)+a(wb)]m-lq(wh) (12.5.4)1   1
h 1/r
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where  q(To) = p(To) - v. The vertex yl is now given by yi = wr•1-m-iq(To)
and the permutation w(T) is given by ICT)  =  (wr, 0 .wn-u•1'wi'",'wr-1)'
The  parameters  a(Hh)'  h = 1....,n-u+1, are determined by (12.5.4). From
the construction it is clear that T is the  facet  of  d  opposite  vertex
yi  and  that  G lies in A(T' ./(Tl )). The algorithm now continues with the
steps of the product-ray algorithm starting in Step 1 of  Section  9.4  by
performing an 1.p. pivot step with (27(yl).1)7 in the system (9.4.1). This
concludes the case D for l = 1.
This  concludes  the steps of the continuous deformation algorithm
on S. We recall that the algorithm can also be applied to follow a path of
points  (p,t) satisfying (12.2.2) when the function z is a function from S
n +1
x [1,m) to WN  R    . For this application the factor  of  refinement  be-
j=1
tween two subsequent levels can be kept equal to 1.
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Het  oplossen van een stelsel niet-lineaire vergelijkingen is een
veel voorkomend probleem. Het berekenen van een evenwichtssituatie in  een
economie,  het oplossen van een niet-lineair complementariteitsprobleem en
het vinden van een Nash evenwicht in een niet-cooperatief spel  zijn  maar
enkele  van  de vele problemen die een stelsel van niet-lineaire vergelij-
kingen opleveren. Existentie van een oplossing  wordt  meestal  aangetoond
met  behulp  van  Brouwer's vastpuntstelling. Een standaard methode om een
stelsel niet-lineaire vergelijkingen op te lossen is Newton's methode. Een
nadeel van deze methode is, dat ze niet altijd convergeert naar een oplos-
sing.
Voor  het  berekenen  van een evenwichtsprijs in een ruileconomie
zijn diverse prijsaanpassingsprocessen ontwikkeld. Het meest bekende voor-
beeld  is  het  klassieke tat6nnement proces waarbij de prijs van elk goed
wordt aangepast overeenkomstig de waarde van het  vraagoverschot  van  dit
goed. Ook  dit proces hoeft niet naar een evenwichtsprijs te convergeren.
In de zestiger jaren ontwikkelde Scarf een simpliciaal  algoritme  om  een
evenwichtsprijs  op  de n-dimensionale eenheidssimplex Sn te benaderen. In
de loop der jaren is Scarf's  algoritme  aanzienlijk  verbeterd  maar  het
basisidee van een simpliciaal algoritme is hetzelfde gebleven. De verzame-
ling Sn wordt opgedeeld in n-dimensionale simplices (n-simplices)  en  elk
van  de n+1 hoekpunten van een simplex wordt gelabeld met een getal uit de
verzameling {1,...,n+1}. Deze labelling is zodanig dat een n-simplex waar-
van  elk hoekpunt anders 'gelabeld' is, een benadering geeft van een even-
wichtsprijs. Een simpliciaal algoritme vindt in een eindig aantal  stappen
zo'n  volledig  gelabelde simplex. Scarf's algoritme genereert een pad van
aangrenzende n-simplices totdat een volledig gelabelde simplex  is  gevon-
den.  Dit  algoritme  moet  in  de buurt van een hoekpunt van Sn beginnen,
anders is convergentie niet verzekerd.
Van  der  Laan  en Talman introduceerden een simpliciaal herstart
algoritme dat een pad van aangrenzende simplices  van  variabele  dimensie
genereert.  Het  grote voordeel van dit altijd convergerende algoritme is,
dat het startpunt willekeurig gekozen kan worden. Zo kan  snel  een  goede
benadering  gevonden  worden door steeds met een fijnere simpliciale opde-
ling in de buurt van de vorige benadering  te  herstarten.  Dit  variabele
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dimensie  herstart  algoritme  kan  gebruikt  worden voor het oplossen van
vastpuntproblemen op Sn, het berekenen van evenwichtssituaties  in  econo-
miean  en  andere  problemen  met oplossingen in het inwendige van de een-
heidssimplex. Het basisalgoritme van Van der Laan en Talman is later  aan-
gepast om ook problemen met oplossingen op de rand van Sn te kunnen oplos-
sen. Tevens zijn  bovengenoemde  algoritmes  gegeneraliseerd  voor  vector
labelling waarbij men elk hoekpunt van een simplex met een vector labelt.
Dit leidt er in het algemeen toe dat aanzienlijk sneller goede benadering-
en gevonden worden.
Het berekenen van een evenwichtssituatie in een economie  met
meerdere  landen of het vinden van een Nash evenwicht in een niet-coopera-
tief spel met N spelers kunnen beschouwd worden als problemen op het  pro-
duct  van een eindig aantal eenheidssimplices, een simplotoop geheten. Ook
voor een simplotoop zijn variabele dimensie herstart algoritmes ontwikkeld
voor  het  oplossen  van vastpuntproblemen en niet-lineaire complementari-
teitsproblemen met mogelijke oplossingen in het inwendige en  op  de  rand
van de simplotoop.
In dit proefschrift wordt de V-triangulering  geintroduceerd  die
aan een aantal nieuwe variabele dimensie herstart algoritmes ten grondslag
ligt. Alle tot nu toe beschreven herstart algoritmes  op  Sn verlaten  het
startpunt op Sn in 66n van n+1 mogelijke richtingen en op een simplotoop S
n
=K N      S  J i n  aan  van   IN      (n   +1 ) mogelijke richtingen . Deze mogelijke  rich-j=1 j=1  j
tingen  worden  de  stralen van het algoritme genoemd. Op Sn worden nieuwe
n+1
algoritmes gepresenteerd met 2 -2 stralen en met 2 stralen, terwijl op S
n +1
rrN
algoritmes  gegeven  worden  met 11 (n +1)  stralen en met  N  (2    -2)
J=l j j=1
stralen. Tevens wordt een 'continuous deformation' algoritme op S geintro-
duceerd.
In deel I worden na het inleidende hoofdstuk 1, in hoofdstuk 2 de
basisbegrippen  en toepassingen besproken. Op de eenheidssimplex betreffen
de toepassingen het evenwichtsprobleem in zuivere ruileconomieen  en  kwa-
dratische  programmeringsproblemen met kwadratische en lineaire nevenvoor-
waarden. Op de simplotoop betreffen deze toepassingen  het  evenwichtspro-
bleem in internationale handelsmodellen en in niet-coaperatieve spelen. In
hoofdstuk 3 warden enkele nieuwe trianguleringen van Sn en S  gegeven.  De
nieuwe  trianguleringen,  de  V'- en de V-triangulering, hangen af van het
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startpunt van een algoritme. De V-triangulering is de basis voor een  aan-
tal nieuwe algoritmes op de eenheidssimplex en op de simplotoop.
In deel II worden de algoritmes op de  eenheidssimplex  gepresen-
teerd. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt het basisalgoritme van Van der Laan en Talman
met de V-triangulering besproken voor integer labelling en  vector  label-
n+1ling.  In  de  hoofdstukken 5 en 6 worden respectievelijk het (2 -2)-ray
n+1
algoritme en het 2-ray algoritme gepresenteerd. Het (2 -2)-ray algoritme
is  bij uitstek geschikt om benaderende oplossingen te vinden voor proble-
men met oplossingen in het inwendige van Sn. Voor  het  evenwichtsprobleem
lijkt  de start van het algoritme op het klassieke tat6nnement proces. Het
basisalgoritme met n+1 stralen en de V-triangulering is zeer geschikt voor
problemen  met oplossingen op de rand. In hoofdstuk 7 worden de algoritmes
op S  met elkaar vergeleken voor het evenwichtsprobleem  en  worden  enige
rekenresultaten gegeven.
In deel III worden de algoritmes op de simplotoop  gepresenteerd.
In  hoofdstuk  8 wordt het basisalgoritme van Van der Laan en Talman op de
simplotoop gegeven voor de V'-triangulering. Ook voor  dit  algoritme  be-
schouwen we integer labelling en vector labelling. In de hoofdstukken 9 en
10 worden het 'product-ray' algoritme en het 'exponent-ray' algoritme  ge-
presenteerd.  Het 'product-ray' algoritme is uitermate geschikt om benade-
rende oplossingen te vinden voor problemen met oplossingen op de rand  van
S,  terwijl  het 'exponent-ray' algoritme het meest geschikt lijkt te zijn
voor problemen met inwendige oplossingen. De algoritmes op  de  simplotoop
worden  met  elkaar  vergeleken voor het evenwichtsprobleem en getest voor
een tweetal problemen in hoofdstuk 11.
Ten slotte wordt in deel IV een 'continuous deformation' algorit-
me op de simplotoop gegeven. Dit algoritme, beschreven  in  hoofdstuk  12,
verkleint  automatisch  de  grootte van de simplices als er op een bepaald
niveau een benadering is gevonden. De onderliggende triangulering is  weer
de V-triangulering. Het 'continuous deformation' algoritme heeft als basis
het 'product-ray' algoritme en kan zowel gebruikt worden om een  oplossing
van  een  gegeven  probleem op S te vinden als voor het volgen van een pad
van evenwichten van een zich in de tijd ontwikkelende economie.
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